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AUTHOR'S PREFACE

An elementary work of this kind necessarily displays many

imperfections. The subject is too wide for casual survey

;

the treatment of the few species of British butterflies and

moths I h'.ve attempted to describe falls fr short of what,

as a naturalist, I am conscious it should be. M>- aim in

writing, however, has been rather to guide and to suggest

than to provide further material for advanced students ;

and I venture to hope that the indications given may induce

those who are drawn towards Entomology, whether as

pastime or study, to fill in the outlines for themselves fr .n

the inexhaustible Book of Nature.

The difficulty of painting scientific pictures accurately

with the primary colours of simple language is acknowledged

by advanced workers. I have tried to dispense with techni-

calities, but in some cases, of course, esppcially in my remarks

tipon classification and in the Second Part, I have been

compelled to employ a certain number of special words and

terms. None t'le less, I trust that, with the help of the

explanations in the text, and of the color plates, my
meaning will be intelligible .o beginners, to .nom chiefly

my remarks are addressed.

For many details I am indebted to " The I.arv?p of the
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Author's Preface

British Butterflies and Moths," by the late William Buckler,

published by the Ray Society ; and for the arrangement

and nonicnclature of the Super-Families, to "British

Lepidoptera." by the late James W. Tutt—a great work,

unhappily cut , hort last year by the premature death of

the author. ^ ^ ^
January igix.
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LIST AND EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.

The letter a denotes the larva of each '^pecics numbered,

m. = male, f. = female.

Pl-AIK I. {FretUisfiite).

r . IfhieliiUi fiodalirim . The Smrcc
Swallow-tail.

2 Atvria cralirri . The Black-veined

White.

}. rapitiemacha.n . The Swallowtail.

4. I'irris irmsu.. . . The Large White.

Platk II. [haciHg MK' 29)-

Pamassius a.-ollo . The .Apollo Butter

lly.

„ mri' mayiie,

F.uchlot ratdaminfi . Orange Tip.

Pitris raf; . The Small Wliitr.

Colioi kyali Talc Clouiled

,, edtna

Thais /•olyxriiit.

Villow.

rioiuled \ cllow.

I'LAli; III. {Ccr.'fr).

Gonottery.x rluunni . Hrim.stcne Butter-

fly.

. The Purple Km
ptror.

., ilia.

/.iminiti' pc;'u!i.

si>,'-"a . The White .\<1-

inir.Tl.

z. Apatuya irir

PiAlK, IV. (Paciti, taR' 78).

1. Vanessa to . I'eacock Huttcrfly.

2. Agtais ut''i'''i

V Eugonta foly hhroi

4. Pyrantcii alalr.nla

5. Ncflis lutrii.

6. Polygonia (-aibuui

i'lAri; V. (Fadng pat:* too).

Euvantssa aHlitf<a

Melittta cin.xia .

, , atha 'ia

. , aurtlia.

, , diiiyma.

Hnnlhis sttine .

Camberwell
Bcanty.

Granville Fritil-

lary.

Heath Friiillary.

Small Pcarl-bor-

dcrcd Fritillary.

tuf^hrosynt . I'carl Ixirdeiwl

Fritillary.

Plate. VI. (l-aans f-:' '"7)

Brfiilhis iiio.

Arxytnis aglaia Dark-Rrecn Fritil-

lary.

fiicnthii amatniisia.

Dryas ptiphia

Arxyniiis laodice.

. I Iilananria .^alalia

Silver - washed
Fritillary.

Tin: Mnrttled

White.

Small Tortoise-

>hell.

5-

l.ar[;e Tortoise

shell.

The Ked Admiral.

7
8

t'omma Butterfly.

9
10

I'l.ATi-: VII. {Fating paj^e 1 191.

Hai.icaris lucina . Duke of Burgnndy
Fritillary.

Er.hia tpiphrsu^ var.

lassiofe . . Small Nfouniain

kinglet.

., //;'!'"'•

,
Parai\;r e^'tria. v:\r.

e'lriJes . . Till- v()..ckl.<i

\Vo>hI.

. Krebia medusa,

. Parar.;f nit:^nra . Wall I!i:ii^ rfly.

. Satyrus hfrmione.

. Canonympha pam-
^hilus The Sm.Jl llealh.

. F.pinephtle jurtitia . Meadow Brown.

I. SIrymoii ipini.
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List and Explanation of the Plates

I LATE VIII. {fa.int fax* ia8).

1

.

Hudit virgaurtic . Scarce Copper.
2. Ckrfitphanui kip-

. I'urpli' - edged
Copper.

fttkot

PItbtim araui

Polyommalus icanu

It tricH.

AgriaJtt thetis .

Potytmmatus tiamoii.

l.yncHa arion

UrtUola rtmma

Cychpiius paL, tnon

J/tiferia mah.c

, Silver - studded
Bine.

Common Blue.

Kl^at Blue.

Large UIuc.

Silver - spotted

Skipper.

Che<juered

Skipper,

(irizzk-d Skipper,

Platk XII. (/Wi'iv tV* Itij)-

1. Artliaauluu.

2. Rkyparia ptirpttrala.

J. Parasimia platilaginii Wood Ti^jer.

4. Cyiosia mnemtlla . l-'our-dutied Foot-

5. Hiptrrilo «,,„-

6. i.ilktsia >. plant

J. Pelcsia musctrja

S. HttircgyMis ptnella.

9. Anikrtitra lanitir,-'

man.

The Cinnal'ar.

Scarce Fo<ilman.

Dotted Footman.

Narrow iKirdered
' ;''ive-sp<it Bur-

I

net.

,
>o. ,. /ilipinilulif Six-spot Burnet.

1 1 . Aglaope infausta.

1 12. Adiiila pruni.

13. ,, slatices . . The Kore^trr.

Plate I.\. (/-a, tug page 154).

1

.

Ex,rrela ulmi.

2. Diframira vimi/j , Puss Moth.

.{. Ctrura bifida , . Poplar Kitten.

4. Notodtnta zicza, . Pebble Prominent.

5. Pkaltra bucephala . Buff Tip.

6. Euprottis ckrysorrhira Brown Tail.

7. Orgyia aniiijua . . The V,ipourer.

8. l.ymanira mona,ka . The Bl.ick Arches.

Plate X. (Farini; pa^c 157),

LymaHtria dispar . (lipsy Mi th (m.).

,. ., .

'„
If.).

Sti/pnotia salieis . Saiin Moih.
Pcrthesia simiUs . Gold T.iil.

.1/it/a,ost>mi! neuslria . The Lackey.
Lasiotanij-a qucicili . OA.V.^.\x.
Ata^ralhylacii rubi . Fox Moth.

Plate XI. [Fncim^ page 160).

Nola sirigula

Hariai ihhtana

I

Plate Mil. (FoiiHg paxe it*)).

Airenyila alni . . Alder Moih.

2. ,t auricama

3. Triphunafimbria

ianthina

prcnubi

6. Noitua bruHnea

7. A,i;r0tis s^gelum

8. Pathttchta rubricosa

9. Pachetra Uuciph.ca

to. Mamtsira ptrsicari.

Scarce 1 tagger.

Broad . I.ndtred
Yellow l/'mler-

wing.

Lesser l:tM.id

Border

Yellow I'micr -

wing.

The Pur, II- Clay.

Turnip Moih.

The Ked CheslnuL

The Keaihcred
Kar,

The Dut.

Small Illack

.\rclics.

Cream • liordereil

Green Pea.

Synlomis phegta.

.•irctia taia

, , villica .

Ciardcn Tiger.

Cream -sjrat Tiger.

CatUmorpha dominuU .Scarlet Tiger.

,, i/itaiMpuni-

Iaria . . . Jcf.. y Tiger.

Plate XIV. (Fating pa:;,- 17;).

1. Dianthoiiu lapsinicla The Lychnis.
2. Dihha-,criilcc,rphaia The Figure- of

-

I'ighi.

3. Xylopkasia ritrta . Tlie ('!uude(l-i)or-

ilercii llripi'lle.

-1. Agriopisaprihrta . Merveille ciu Juur.

5. Morrtto maura .

6. Nonagria iyph,e

7. Caradrina mcrpheu^

trago

The Old Lady.

The Hulru^h'

Wainscui.

The Mdltled
Kustic.

S. .-imphipyra

pog'ni: . . . Tlie Mouse,

y. Amphipyra pyramidca Cop|)er L) rider •

wing
10. Paiwlis piitifcida . The Pint F.eauly.
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List and Explanation of the Plates

I'LATK XV. {Fa-iMtf".!' '7*)'

r. Ximitra fyrina . . txi>|nr(l Moih

1. tViifHi iDiiMi . U<.at Mi)th.

3. //ffia/ui humuli . (th<«t Molh.

4. Traikiliiim sphtii

White lartitl

Clfafwint;.

5. Treeki/mm slomtyy

farm,.

o. . Kiftria afifarmit

;. Paikylelia imintlti

.

Ilntnei Clcurwiiii;.

I'LATF, XVI. (/'«. I «.f/a;'» 184)-

1

.

Sit/nlaituij iairlliiiii The StUcllilc.

2. Cmulia arUmiii., . Tlie Aitcniisia

J. Plusta f.imi'ia

4. Pstudophia /unarit

5. Caltrala >/*«).i

h. ,, cltilii.

7. „ fitlmima.

8. Bripkes partkfHiaK

Shark.

The Silver V.

The Lunar IXiulilc

Stripe.

l>ark Crim.«i'n

UnderwifiK.

J.
Ckhrisly^li' rnlaMgu-

lata

4. /unhr/'ara nrtiiUta.

5. XamlkDihci Jlii.luala .

6 Oft<lkc-)aflii luleo-

lata

7. Nynifkula tla^a/a

S. ^tf/oita /iHfuiua/it.

9. Ttrlrix viriiiiHu

10. i'ar/k>' apsa psHtontUa

1 1

.

/yraUs Jarinalii.

1 2. 7'iiua ftllioHitla

13. AJila viridtlla.

14. OrHtodts kixatUutyla .

1 5. Odt-ia alrata

16. Pterophttm mono-
dadylui

The tlr.vn I'ui;.

The Garden Car-

pet.

Hrimttnne .Moth.

The China M:irk.

Green Oak Molh.

Ctxilui Mmli.

t'l<)thi>' Moili.

The Many Plume.

The Chimney
Sweejier.

The Brown Plnme.

Oranj^e
wing.

Unikr

I'LATK XVII. (Fiuing pai,- 196).

I. Gumitra fapilioHaria \Atge Emerald.

i. Ofenflktra f>rumala . Winter Moth (m.).

3 .. (f-)-

4. rktrajunipeiala . Juniper Carpet.

5. Abraxas i^lossulariata Magpie Moth.

6. Ennomoi altiiana . Canary-shouldercil

Thorn.

T. Venilia moi ulai ia . The Speckled
Yellow.

S. Lyeia kirlatia . . The Brindliil

Beauty.

0. it/topkoi n/>ukraria . The .\nnulct.

10. Ematur^a afontaria . Common Ileal!)

Molh.

I'l.AFK XVlll. {/-'nnn^' pii^c 224).

1. A: ilia/ill a7ersa/a . Kiblund Wave
Molh.

2 Urafleryx sambu, aria Swallow • tailed

Moth.

Pi ATK XIX. (Fatint pagt »34)-

1

.

AihirtHlia atrofoi

2. Afimai tili,i-

3. Sphinx 01 ellata

4. Amorpka populi

Death's Head
Hawk.

Lime Hawk.

Kyed lluwk.

Poplar Hawk.

Plate XX. (Fa-ini; page 241).

1. Hybicut Hguilri

2. ti
/•inayfri

3. Ctlerio vapertilio

4. ,, gala .

5. I'tr^tia elptnor .

6. Ili-morrkagia tityui

Privet Hawk.

I'ine Hawk.

Bat Hawk.
Hedsiriiw Hawk.

. Klephani Hawk.

Narrow - bordered

Bee I lawk.

PtATB XXL KFating page 250).

1. GaUropatha querci-

lolia . l-appei Molli.

2. riimorfka vtniiolora . The Kentish Glory

^. Pt:PttitoIimu^ pini.

4. ^aturnia ^pitii.

^. Aglia tau.

(1. Prepana fahataria . Pebble Hook tip.

7. Ci/i.f i;fau,ala . . The Chinese Char
actcr.
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BUHERFLIES AM) MOTHS AT HOME AND ABROAD

^A CHAPTER I

THE UStS OF COLLECTING AND OBSERVATION

Time was when the collector of butterflies and moths, and

in greater degree the collector of other insects—beetles, flies,

and the species of those several Orders into which the

insect world is divided—was regarded more or less as a

harmless lunatic. " Wliat," asked the proverbial " man
in the street," " what on ear'^i is the good of catching and

arranging in boxes hundreds of these insignificant creatures

merely to indulge a miserly passion or a craving for

treasures of no solid value ? " That the collector might be

the author of epoch-making discoveries affecting the common
welfare of the human race ; that the field naturaUst, by

amassing material, might assist the man behind the micro-

scope in the museum and in the laboratory to arrive at use-

ful conclusions and apply his knowledge for the universal

benefit, never entered into the head of the heedless cilLic.

A man or boy equipped with a green gauze net, a collecting-

tin, or a satchel stuffed with pill-boxes, was a sufficiently

absurd spectacle, and the idea of chasing butterflies by day

and moths by night, so unusual as to excite the cheap wit

which is a sure hall-mark of ignorance. But from the time

when Darwin and Wallace published their momentous

discoveries the tables were turned, and nowadays even the

13



Butterflies and Moths

htimble " bug-huuter " may olaim that in not a few reirat

discoveries in the theoretical Schools, and in Medidne

especially, his colleagues have played a modest, yet by no

means unuseful, part.

The close observation of the laws which govern the

economy of insect life ; the necessary collection of speci-

mens for this purpose ; and the stimulus afforded the

reasoning powers of the observer, so that he may apply

his collected facts about these smaller beings to the common
fund of knowledge—these are considerations which justify

the encouragement of a love for Nature study in children,

who may presently find also that the hobby of their school

days has become an absorbing scientific interest for the

leisure of their whole lives.

Again, collecting itself, regarded wholly a^-art from the

scientific ends to which it is primarily a means, and when

reasonably pursued, conduces to soundness o.^ mind and

body alike. After some five-and-thirty years' experience of

field-work, the author claims to have found the study of

butterflies and moths at once an agreeable and intellectually

profitable recreation. It has brought him in contact with

many people : it has drawn him to many lands, from the

white North, with its endless days of summer sunshine, to

the glimmering lavender-haunted hills of the Mediterranean
;

from the heather-fragrant mountains of Scotland to the

" sheep-trimmed downs " and shadowed woodlands of the

South of England : and he can, therefore, with all confidence,

commend his favourite " sport " to the youngster who is also

" heir to all the ages " in the spacious realms of Nature.

But whether the collection of butterflies and moths is

made for such enjojrment as the chase and the place afford,

and the hunter is content with such pleasure as the casual

expedition brings with it, or whether he sets out with the

14



^M

The Uses of Collecting and Observation

detennination to go far and use his acquired wisdom to
definite purpose, he may be assured that both ways make
for the same end, which is " Knowledge," or, as otherwise
expressed, " Science."

Let the beginner remember, also, that a chance capture
or an apparently trivial observation may solve a long-
debated problem or provide the clue to some hitherto
unravelled mystery ; while it is by no means to be objected
that Entomology, even in the elementary stages, is altogether
without practical uses.

A single example, perhaps, will best illustrate my mean-
ing. Some years ago, after the death of Robert l,oui.s

Stevenson, the writer of "Treasure Island" and many
other deUghtful books and essays, the question arose
whether certain of his works had been written in England,
in the United Stat .«, or in his last Pacific island-home. The
manuscripts turned up in London, but not the key to the
puzzle, which might have raised important questions of
copyright. Between the sheets, however, there was found
a tiny fly. The insect was submitted to an expert entomolo-
gist, who at once pronounced it as belonging to a race peculiar
to the Samoau Islands- ind the riddle was answered !

In the wider field o. Agriculture, and especially in the
branch of Saence which is called Economic Entomology, the
field naturalist has given invaluable assistance to the fanner
and fruit-grower. Apparently the chief use of insects to
martrind lies iu their capacity to absorb and destroy vege-
table matter, which without their ;sistance would become a
danger in decay to human life, or possibly in some countries
by excessive luxuriance of growth. The function of insects
however, is extended beyond merely destructive powers!
Just as some of them prey upon and k 'p down the smaller
fry upon which they sustain existence, so they in turn
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provide food for the higher organisations of birds, beasts,

and even fishes ; and thus, apart entirely from any human
considerations, they perform a definite and important part

in the ordered life of the Universe.

Still, it often happens that from one cause or another

—

climatic conditions exceptionally favourable to development,

or the wholesale destruction of birds, which are their natural

enemies— insects increase and multiply to a prodigious

extent. And then, in the caterpillar phase, they turn their

attention to crops, orchards, and market-gardens, with dis-

astrous results. The larvae of butterflies and moths are the

least among such offenders ; but there are not a few of them
on the " Black List," and to combat their ravages knowledge
of their life history is indispensable, and also of " the little

fleas that bite 'em," since by the introduction of the

natural parasite within the infected area we may often get

rid of the host altogether.

Perhaps the only British butterfly, strictly speaking,

which comes within the criminal category is the " Large
Cabbage White," Pieris brassicce, and in less degree his first

cousin, the " Small Cabbage White," P. rapes. Both of

them are terribly destructive in the kitchen garden, though
the latter is by no means confined in its attentions to the

cabbage, which in the North of Europe particularly forms

the staple of winter greenstuff. Among the moths there

are many which do irreparable damage to the roots, as well

as to the foliage of plants and trees. In America the
'

' Gypsy
Moth "—fortunately not indigenous to Britain, or only

regarded as such from having been reared there for the

benefit of the collector—plays havoc with the hawthorn
hedges. I myself have seen long avenues of poplar, such as

line the dusty highways of northern France, stripped of

every green leaf, and, in place of " the whispering shade,"

i6
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Medusa-like coils of the caterpillar of the " Satin Moth,"
Stilpnotia salicis, falling in thousands from the naked
branches to perish miserably on the road beneath. In
England a common sight is the oak coppice denuded of its

first spring verdure by the larva of the lovely little " Green
Oak Moth," Tortrix viridana; while on the currant bushes the
withered twigs and failing fruit clusters reveal the presence
in the pith of the "Currant Clearwing," Trochilium t.huli-

forme; or the dying willow, permeated with the disgusting
" goaty " odour of the " Goat Moth," Cosshs cossus. testifies
to yet another most destructive internal feeder. The larva;
of the Swift Moths, and especially of the " Common S'vift,"
Hepialtis lupiilina, assail the roots of many useful plants

;

while whole pastures have been destroyed by the voracious
larvae of that graceful Httle Noctuid, Charaas graminis ;

our apples by the " Codlin Moth," Carpocapsa pomonella ;
and our roses by the all too familiar " Brown Cloak."
Notocelia roborana. And lastly, as illustrating the collective
mischief wrought by the larva^ of a moth, I may mention the
widespread havoc in young fir plantations abroad due to
the gregarious Nocttiid, Thaiimelopcea proccssionea, which
derives its suggestive name from the ant-like habit of
making its journeys to " fresh woods and pastures new "

i!i long unbroken lines of march.
These few examples, then, illustrate the value of close

observation of butterflies and moths in all their develop-
ments

;
for without complete and detailed information as

to their habits we should be entirely in the dark for a
remedy against their attacks. In which connection, also,
I cannot refrain from citing one more instance of the signal
service rendered by a naturalist whose powers of observation
have proved of inestimable benefit to the sugar-planting
industry.
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Some years ago the West Indian Government appointed

a consulting entomologist for the island of Jamaica. For

a long time previous a mysterious disease had decimated the

canes, and employers were at their wits' end to find the

cause of it. Some suggested that it was a case of poisoned

soil ; others that there was something amiss with the

methods of cultivation ; but, while a few may have suspected

the real evil, no one could properly locate it. Mr Maxwell

-

Lefroy had not taken up his duties long, therefore, when he

was approached on the subject, and, after a short investiga-

tion, not r nly attributed the failure of the plantations to

the depredations of the larva of a common West Indian

moth, but speedily found a wholesale means to exterminate

the pest.

That noxious insects should be destroyed, and that we

are full)' justified in assisting Nature to this extent, no one is

likely tc. deny. No mercy, further, is conceded the plague-

transmitting Mosquito, or even that useful scavenger, the

Wasp. But in this connection it is often urged that the

collection of butterflies and moths is immoral, inasmuch as

it implies the destruction, for no legitimate reason, of con-

scious life which it is impossible to give back or to renew.

The proposition admits of but one answer if the destruction

of life is unjustified. The collector who goes out slaughtering

everything he comes across, good, bad, and indifferent

specimens alike, without discrimination, and throws away

such as have no commercial value, is outside the pale. But

for every one such as he there are hundreds who wield the

net in less uncompromising fashion. The beginner may
content himself with a few exanii)les of the butterflies and

moths he comes across on his expeditions or rears in his

breeding-cages. These few will suffice to give him the

requisite preliminary knowledge of each species ; and he
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may safely forego the accumulation of long series, unless he

is providing for the more advanced student engaged upon

scientific research, and to whom the commonest insects,

in large quantities, afford often the best material, since

it is through the most abundant groups which inhabit our

islands and the Continent that the processes and experi-

ments of Nature may best be determined. But the laws of

variation, as bearing upon " natural selection " and the
" survival of the fittest," are subjects on which we need not

enter here. Tlie object of writing this book is to guide the

collector, and not to trespass upon the domain of that pure

science of which, none the less, as I have endeavoured to

show, he may and should become the useful ally.

•« 19
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CHAPTER II

i

entomology: its meaning—THE EGG—THE LARVA—THE
PUPA—THE PERFECT INSECT— TERMS EMPLOYED TO

DESCRIBE THEIR STRUCTURE.

Even half a century ago a number of British Lepidoptera

—chiefly moths—were unknown. Many of the species with

which we are familiar enough to-day were regu: led as

rarities; not a few were wrongly accredited as natives on

slender evidence. The work of observation, carried on by

successive generations of collectors and museum-workers,

has changed all this ; and though there yet remains to l)e

done an incalculable amount of work in discovering and

recording their life-histories, we are in -^ better position

now than ever before to sum up the riches of our British

butterflies and moths.

To begin with, it will be as well to explain the meaning of

the words in common use in our special branch. The word
" entomology " itself is derived from the Greek fV (in), and

TfVwD (I cut), with the Ao'yo? (word, or study) added, tlic

wuole, therefore, implying the study of a creature which,

roughly speaking, is " incut "—that is to say, divided up

into sections—thorax and abdomen. The word " Lepido-

ptera" is derived from two more Greek words, XtxiV (a scale),

and xWpu (wings), thus indicating that this particular

order of insects is further distinguished b>' having the

wings scaled, or " feathered," in contradistinction to many

20
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insects (and even a few moths) whose wings are transparent

and unsealed.

Oar Lepidoptera, or Scale-wings, thon, are divided up
into Rhopalocera (butteriiies), and Ketjrocera (moths)

—

that is to say, butterflies having club -horns (Greek,

poraXov, club ; (ffpof, horn) or antennje ; and moths having

"horns" or antenna: otherwise arranged (fTfpw = of other

forms).

There are few British or Continental Lepidoptera in

which the distinction is not immediately apparent. In the

Tropics there are butterflies with antennae unclubbed
;

among the moths, as in the " Burnet " group (Plate XII.,

Figs. 9-10), we find species apparently possessing clubbed

antennae, but easily distinguishable otherwist* from butter-

flies by the shape of their bodies, etc. Again, it is only

part'-^lly correct, but a sufficient general distinction, to say

that butterflies affect the day and moths the night. Butter-

flies are day-fliers naturally, the majority of moths night-

fliers
;
yet quite a number of the latter, as ve shall see later

on, maybe included with the sun-loving insects of mountain,
field, and forest.

Besides this distinction of the antennae and of the hours
of flight, there are other and easily ascertained differences

between the tw - great divisions of Lepidoptera. A butterfly

at rest sits i- the wings upright above the back, one
family only, ' Skippers," which in habits and appear-
ance are ofteu decidedly moth-like, varying the rule by
droppiug the hind wings level with the body ; and one of

them, our " Dingy Skipper," Nisoniades tages, actually

adopts the moth plan oi folding the wings over the body. A
closer examination of any moth and butterfly reveals the fact

that the fore and hind wings of most of the former are
connected by a small fibrous process (known as the frenum)
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used to "lock," as it were, the pairs of wings together;

while the wings of the butterfly are structurally independent

of each other. Also, it is usually the case ^hat, while the

butterfly thorax and abdomen a smooth, those of the moth
are tufted, or adorned with a more or less plentiful coating

of down. To this rule there are exceptions, of course ; but
they are few and far between, and need not detain us.

Having thus stated briefly the visible indications which
distinguish butterfly from moth—indications, that is, to

be observed in the perfect and winged period of their exist-

ence—I pass on to the several metamorphoses, or phases,
through which a lepidopterous insect proceeds before it

appears on the scene as "the finished article." We can
consider the two together, for every moth or butterfly,

large or small, passes through four phases in themselves
wholly and totally different to one another—the first and
third apparently quiet and inactive ; the seco id and fourth

active and energetic. Thus from (i.) the ovum, or EGG, is

developed (ii.) the l.\rva, or caterpillar, -vhich again
turns into (iii.) the pupa, or chrysaus, from which eventually

emerges (iv.) the imago, or completed example of its race

;

the dissected larva, indeed, revealing under the microscope
the astonishing fact that it contains within its body the
" ground-material " for the several organs, even the wings,

necessary to subsequent and final development. And in

this last phase it should be noted that wlien once the wings
are fully expanded the insect is incapable of growth during
the rest of its existence. So that there is nothing like a baby
stage for the butterfly. Rather it comes from the pupa
fully equipped, as in the old Greek fairy-tale Athena sprang,

armed cap-d-pie, from tlie head of Father Zeus

!

The accompanying illustrations are intended to show the

characteristic form and shape of egg, larva, pupa, and
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imago, and the designer. Mr. R. M. rrideaux, has presented

them so that the necessary descriptive terms, employed in

the Second Part of this book especially, may be understood

easily. Descriptions, however, unaccompanied by illustra-

tions, are but incomplete guides to identification ; and,

recognising that in a work of this kind the utmost directness

is required, I shall endeavour to dispense with technical

language as far . possible.

(i.) The appearance of the magnified egg, as shown by
Figs. I and 2, requires no further comment beyond this

—

that the shape and adorn-

ment, the sculpture of the

shell, its relative elabora-

tion and simplicity of

design, vary with the

several head families in

which our Lepidoptera are grouped, and individually

as well.

Fig. I represents a typical " upright " butterfly egg.

Fig. 2 represents a t5'pical flat Geometer and Sphingid
egg.

(ii.) To avoid minute and lengthy descriptions I shall

deal with the larvae only as they appear when full fed.

But in some families so various are the colours and
markings of a single species that it is by no means easy
even for advanced collectors immediately to recognise

their captures thereby.

Fig. 3, the larval body (Latin, larva, a mask), is composed
of a head and twelve divisions, or segments (rings) : the
first three belong to the thorax—the part immediately
behind the head ; the remainder to the abdomen. The
former are provided each of them with a pair of (true) legs

;

the two segments next them have none ; the remainder have

I'lG. I. Kic,
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stouter fleshy legs (prolegs or claspers). or perhaps it is better

to designate them "feet." The legs on the thorax develop
the six (usual) legs of the perfect insect ; the abdominal
legs vary in number, according to species, and disappear
altogether in the final phase. The larva breathes through
openings, rather suggestive of i)ort-holes. placed in the sides

of the first thoracic, and first eight abdominal segments.
They are called " spiracles."

Figs. 3 and 4 show (a) the head ; (66) thoracic segments

;

Kic. 4.

(cc) abdominal segments
; (d) anal segment

; (e) back, or
dorsal markings ; (/) side, or lateral stripe

; (gg) spiracles
;

(A) spiracular stripe
; (;) true legs

; (k) prolegs.

Of the interior economy of the larva I need say no more
here than that it is provided with a silk-spinning ai)paratus
and a necessarily large stomach, as practically the whole
bodily nourishment of the insect is taken in the larval

phase.

(iii.) The shape and appearance of the pupa (Latin,

pupa, a doll) vary indefinitely. I reject the term
" chrysalis " as applicable only to the gilded or metallic

form. The pupa is covered with a hardened secretion,

and, as in the case of many of the perfect insects, no
24
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further protection is afforded beyond what is secured by

similarity to surroundings. This cocoonless form is known
as the obtected ; the form requiring a cocoon as the

Fi.;. 5. Fic 5A. Fic. 6.

incomplete : (a) obtect.4J. and (b) incomplet.*:. Examples

are shown. Figs. 5, 5a, of the former, and Fig. 6 of the

latter. In Figs. 5 and 6, the spiracles are clearly marked

on the segments.

9.
s

;j|
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(iv.) The body of the imago, or perfect insect, is divided
into (tf) the head ; (6) the thorax

; (c) the abdomen. The
four wings are supported by ttxbular " nervures." and for

descriptive purposes I employ the following terms :—
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Fig. 7 : butterfly, showing wing aervures ; (d) wing
bases: (e) costal margin; (/) outer margin; (g) inner
margin; (h) anal angle; (i) marginal band; (*) ante-
marginal band ; (/) discal, or discoidal, cell spot ; (m) " tail."

Fig. 8 : moth : the same terms applicable where necessary

;

and («) orbicular spot, or stigma ; (o) reniform (kidney-

shaped) spot. Both figures ; {pp) antennae
; {qq) palpi.
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CLASSIFICATION—NAMES, SCIENTIFIC AND POPULAR—MEAN-
ING OF TERMS—A LIST OF THE SUPER-FAMILIES OF
LEPIDOPTKRA.

Our oJder authors laboured under the comfortable delusion
that the British butterflies, and in great measure also the
moths, could be conveniently parcelled off into a few easily

determined races or genera. With the expansion of
knowledge on the subject we have to admit that, convenient
though the system may be, it is entirely unscientific ; and
that, while not a few species were grouped correctly—often
as much by accident as by design—there are as many and
more whose place in the groups arranged by our entomologi-
cal forefathers was entirely incorrect. The result, as might
be expected, is that the scheme, as well as the nomenclature,
of our British catalogues is still somewhat of chaos—highly
disconcerting and discouraging to the beginner when he
wishes to set in order his cabinet drawers and store-boxes
with the name-lists supplied by English and Germaii dealers.
In fact, to be up-to-date he will ha\ o to consult the several
modern works written upon each special Family, though
I shall employ in this book only such scientific names for
species as are sanctioned by reliable authority.

The first naturalist to recognise the possibility and invent
a scientific system of classification was Carolus Linnaeus, or
Linn^, of Sweden. As a great English admirer has written

-/
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of him. " he sifted out with unrivalled skill the observations

of his predecessors, separating the ore from the dross, and
concentrating the scattered rays of light on to one focus.

'

' Of
his several editions of the " Systema Naturae " no more need

be said here than that their author determined the place of

our Lepidoptera in the order of Nature, and eventually

jnvente<l the second or " specific " name in addition to the

race or generic name which at first was all the insect had
boasted. From his Insect Sub-Kingdom of Arthropoda
(jointed feet) he made a further division of water

(Branchiata) and air-breathing creatures (Tracheata), and
it is from the latter that the I^epidoptera are derived.

So far all is plain sailing. It is when we come to divide

up the butterflies and moths into their respective families

and races that the trouble begins ; and as " classification is

an interpretation of facts," and " the facts are, to a great

extent, details of anatomy and morphology of the beings

classified," it is clear that until we have before us all

possible information concerning our subjects we cannot hope
for complete and accurate arran^^e- u nt. " Tlif^ first step,"

therefore, towards a correct classification is to find out as

many facts as possible," ' bearing in mind that " no scheme
of classification that is not founded upon a consideration of

the structural details and peculiarities of the insects in all

their stages can be considered as really sound or as founded
upon a natural basis." •

Linnams, who described thousands of species of plants as

well as insects, could hardly be expected to give that close

attention to the details of everything enumerated. Thus
his arrangement was more or less experimental, and based
upon observations in the field which in their turn suggested

' Koth:>child and Jordan, " Novitates Zoologiciu," Sphingido-.
- Tuti, " British Lepidoptera," vol. i. p. 103.
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the relationships of the butterflies and moths one to another,
as they appeared probable. Nor was it until many years
^fter that a serious attempt was made to arrange the races
iii t);cT proper places ; and the field naturaUst discovered
for i imself that Linnaeus had not infrequently described as

actt al species forms which in reality were but varieties and
aberrations of what we should now call "the type" or

representative insect of each several race or genus. In
this brief survey of the beginnings of classification I do not
propose to enter more fully upon what is a highly contro-
versial subject. Sufficient to accept, so far as possible, the
results of modern enquir>' and make use of its conclusions.

Butterflies and moths are divided into (i.) super-families;

(ii.) families
; (iii.) sub-families

; (iv.) tribes
; (v.) genera

;

and (vi.) species. And as an illustration of this method I

may take the case of the western " Swallow-tails." (i.)

Their super-famhy—Pa/.t7ioMiV^es—is that of all the butter-
flies except the " Skippers "

; (ii.) their FAMiL\—Papilwnid(e
—is made up of all the " Swallow-tails," the Thaids {\>. 117),
and the Parnassiids (ibid.)

; (iii.) their sub-family consists
of " Swallow-tails " only

; (v.) the genera of which the
sub-family is composed in Europe are (a) Iphiclides (the
genus of the "Scarce vSwallow-tail") and [b) Papilio

:

(vi.) the SPECIES included in the genus Papilio are Papilio
machaon, P. alexanor, and P. hospiton (p. 119).

To simphfy matters I shall omit altogether the sub-
division of (iv.)—the TRIBE ; while I may add that by the
word GENUS I mean a race of insects having certain structural
details in common in all (or part of) their metamorphoses

;

by true species, a member of the genus, structurally distinct
from other members, and, therefore, incapable of inter-
breeding, as varieties and aberrations of the same species
are able to do within the limit of their species. Further,
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by the word variety (written var.) I mean a constant race
of an individual species of butterBy, structurally inseparable
from the type or normal form of that species, but differing

outwardly in markings, coloration, or even in the shape
of the wings. Thus, when we speak of Colias edusa, var.
pallida. Tutt, we mean that the female "Clouded Yellow" (in

almost every locality where it occurs) possesses a pale form,
and that the name was first given to it as such by Tutt. An
ABERRATION (ab.) has been best defined as applying to
"individuals which stand outside the normal range of
variation." Thus, by Polyommatus icarus, ab. striata, we
mean that the " Pnmmon Blue " sometimes presents the
form so described . and, presiunably, it may occur any-
where over the region occupied by this species of butterfly.

Again, the term " sl3-species " is used to designate a
geographical race of the same species occurring elsewhere than
in the haunts of the type-species itself ; and by some writers
it is used as a synonym for " variety."

I,astly. the ^' ord forma or form is applied in case of
species which develop in a single season two or more forms,
often differing entirely in appearance from the type. In
the Tropics many species exhibit a "wet season" and a
" dry season " form. Nearer home, I may mention the
"Map " Butterfly (the French call it " La Carte geograph-
ique "), Araschnia levana, which in the second, or summer
generation presents a wholly different aspect from that of
the parent spring brood. For the summer form prorsa is

not a variety: it is not an aberration ; it is not a sub-species:
it is Araschnia levana itself, and is properly described, there-
fore, as A. levana prorsa.

Meanwhile the arrangement of super- and sub-famihes,
tribes, genera, and species remains a subject of endless
discussion in the scientific world. Fu.m the following table
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en

it will be seen tliat so far as tlie super-families are coucerued
an established order has been achieved, though it is too
much to expect that, even on present known facts, entomolo-
gists will consent unanimously to be guided by it.

Butterflies and moths, then, being descended from a
common, and in point of time an extremely remote, ancestor,
fall into two natural divisions—(i.) according as they have
developed structurally from generalised—that is, more simple
and helpless, insects—into (ii.) more perfect, capable, and
well-equipped, and therefore specialised insects, branching
into three main lines of descent, as set out below in the series

A, AA, B, and C.

ORIGINAL ANCESTOR

c IB
- —

Hepialides 11

1

Micropterygidcs Eriocraniidcs

Nepliculides Adelides
1

1 1

/Ccuzerides

Eucleides

1

Tineidej
1

1

Tortricides j a
(Megalopygidn) Pyralides

'A

(Ileterogynides)
1

<

Anthroceriilei
1

1

r.
m
(J

1

Psychidrs
1

Pterophoiidt^s
Cosi

1

ides

Lasiocampides Brephides

(Eupterotides)
1

Cymatophorides

Drcpanulides

(Castniides) Notodontid

1

e«

1

Endromides

1

Ilcsperiides
Noctoide ^

(Bombvcidcs)
Nycteolide s

Saturniides

Spbingides

C

Geome

B

tridfs

Papilionide.^
Arctiid* s and Litlio

Lymantriid

AA

siidet

But it must be understood that, while the three topmost
generalised families are so close together (yet so separate
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from those that immediately follow them) that they may be
regarded as interchangeable, each one of the lowest of each

branch of the specialised families is far from the lowest of

the other series; also that the exact order in each series

indicates roughly that the lower is more specialised and
the higher less so, but does not imnly that those placed most
closely together are necessarily t; .at related, still less

that they form a series each developed from the one above
it. In my arrangement of super-families in the Second
Part of this volume it will be seen that I commence with the

butterflies, Papilionides and Hesperiides, and therefore one
of the most specialised series. Those marked on the
" family tree " in brackets are not represented in the British

Islands.

With these observations I would impress on all beginners

the advisability of mastering the scientific names of the

Ivcpidoptera. Most of the butterflies of the United Kingdom
possess homely names, but they are intelligible only to

ourselves, for each country has its own particular synonyms
for the same. Some are well chosen ; but when we come
to the rarer and less obvious insects it will be found that no
alternatives exist in the " vulgar tongue." To illustrate

my first point I may mention the " Purple Emperor " of

England, Apatura iris (Plate III., Fig. 2). In France it is

known as " Le Grand Mars "
; in Germany (more faithful

to the classic tradition of Iris) it is the " Large Lustre

Butterfly." But when a less conspicuous butterfly is

cited, the popular writer is forced back upon the scientific

name; for example, the marsh-loving " Heath " of south-

western France, and the Doubs

—

Ccenonympha cedipus—
in thL text-books has no French eqtiivalent. Nor is

there any reason why, for British species, the classical

names should be rejected on the score of difficulty ; while
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it may be urged further in favour of their use that they
supply the only means whereby insects can be identified

by collectors of all nations. The buttertiies of Europe being
first in the field for classical denominations, most of them are
endowed with beautifu! names ; many of them conferred in

direct reference to some fact of their life-history ; though in

this respect it must be confessed that sometimes the choice
is misleading, by reason, no doubt, of partial or incorrect

information as to habits, etc. Zephyrus betulce, our
" Brown Hairstieak," in Britain has no more to do with the
birch tree than its foreign cousin Strymon acacice with the
acacia. The larvai of both species feed upon sloe ; and, in

my experience, neither insect affects birch or acacia woods.
Strymon pnini, the rare "Black Hairstreak," on the contrary,
does feed upon sloe, and Bithys querciis, the " Purple
Hairstreak," upon oak ; while, in the case of the common
" Brimstone " (Plate III., Fig. i), both its generic and specific

names apply to the " angle-winged butterfly of the buck-
thorn," Gonopteryx rhamni. The unfortunate part of it is

that the c'^ssic mine is not inexhaustible, and that, nowa-
days, the discovery of a new moth or butterfly may lead to
the employment of harsh-sounding and often grotesque
hybrids such as browni, klugii, and even blacki !

Of the traditional names of our butterflies, however,
this may be said in their favour. They are intelligible to
English ears. When we come to the moths, it is an entirely
"different pair of shoes." The classical dictionary has
provided a reasonable specific nomenclature for them, where
British imagination, in the majority of instances, has failed
woefully. I think we must hold Moses Harris and the great
Haworth responsible for the most '"congnious names of
moths adopted, and, it may be, exploded, by subsequent
generations of writer^- down to the present day. But who
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ever heard a collector speak of the " Middle-barred Minor,"
the " Suspected." the " Confused," or the " Tawn/ Shears "

?

And I could quote a hundred names equally inept, and. to
coin an appropriate adjective, " jargonic."

Happily for the Micro-lepidoptera, as they were formerly
divided, no British author has attempted to " popularise

"

the group by labelling the whole of these tiny and exquisite
moths with cumbrous Anglo-Saxon synonyms. For the
Micros are seldom taken up by beginners in entomology,
and have thus escaped the fate which has befallen so many
of their big " brother " Macros ; though recent classification
has shifted into the first mentioned (and now discredited)
division of " the httles," or below it, not a few moths
formerly ranked as " big 'uns." For example, the Hepia-
lides, or " Swifts.' have been relegated by some to that
position in their series occupied by the Micropterygides.
where the Lepidoptera come nearest to the " Caddis-flies"
of the Order Trichoptera, which in the manner of their life
they resemble very closely. Another family, " The Snouts

"

or Hypenidce, have been promoted to the Noctuas ; while
certain more obvious Noctuids like Halias prasinana, the
' Green Silver Lines." and Earias chlorana, the " Cream-
bordered Green Pea "

(!) have been adopted into the same
category from the Tortricids. or " Uaf Rollers."
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3

REARING AND BREEDING

Not the least important work of the collector and observer
consists of breeding and rearing his butterflies and moths
from the egg to the final imago. Dr Sharp in the " Cam-
bridge Natural History " (Insects. Part II.) rates the
intelligence of Lepidoptera as inferior to that of Hymeno-
ptera (which Order includes bees, wasps, and ants) ; in

mechanical adaptation of the parts of the body inferior to
Coleoptera (beetles)

; but in perfection of metamorphosis
second only to Diptera (flies).

It is with the metamorphoses, or life-changes of the
butterfly and moth, that I now propose to deal ; and in this

connection, though much has been written to throw light

upon the natural history of our British species, an immense
field of discovery lies open to the collector who, not content
merely to " educate " his larvae, makes careful note of the
appearance, habits, and peculiarities of even the commonest
species, as presented in the several stages of their develop-
ment. In the previous chapter I dealt with the general
structures of egg, larva, pupa, and imago ; it remains for

the collector to fill in the details of each species from his own
experience. Meanwhile, some general hints upon the sub-
ject of artificial rearing may not be oui of place.

In the case of eggs, they require less attention than any
other phase of the insect's journey through life. They may
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be kept safely in chip-boxes, air-tight glass tubes, or.
indeed, anywhere out of reach of their natural eii'^mies—
birds, spiders, preying insects, etc. They may also je sei;t
through the post in quills stopped with cotton-wool, or in
small pieces of grooved wood covered with a flat -vood.
cardboard, or stiff " lid. " But in this case great care should
be taken, especially when the transit is likely to be prolonged,
to anticipate the possibility of the young larva hatching out
en route. If there be the least chance of this happening, it

will be best to pack in a small glass tube such as I have just
mentioned, together with a portion of the food plant.
Often, however, the collector receives or finds eggs which
he is unable to identify, and as in nine cases out of ten he
will have no more information to guide him beyond that " the
egg of this species is green." and " the egg of that species is

white," he will have to consider carefully the surroundings
from which the unknown ova were derived. The majority
of butterflies and moths, of course, deposit their eggs upon
the tree or plant which is to provide the future family witli
food. But there are exceptions to the rule, and, for example,
until quite recently it was not known, or at all events re-
corded, that the locally common " Silver-washed Fritillary."
Dryaspaphia (Plate VI.. Fig. 4), instead of laying on the
dog violet {Viola caninu), which is its habitual food plant,
and as such liable to destruction during the winter when
the ova are hibernating, inserts its eggs in the crevices of
bark upon a nearly neighbouring tree trunk.

As regards our British butterflies, the expert will have
no difficulty in distinguishing their respective ova. even when
transmitted away from the haunts of the species. But
under similar circumstances the eggs of man>- moths are noc
so readily to be determined, and in captivity the young larva
often comes into the world only to die of starvation To
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avoid a disaster of the kind, the collector may, perhaps,

successfully tempt the little stranger to attack the leaves of

lettuce
; for, in an emergency, a large number of Noctuid

species will adopt this plant. In any case, close observation

should be kept of the ova to note the changes which indicate

the approaching birth of the baby larva ; though in some
species the moment is difficult to anticipate because the
occupant has been long formed within its shell ; a case in

point, the larva of the " High Brown Fritillary " passing
the winter fully develo|)ed inside its " cradle." Usually a
darkening of the colour, or the appearance of the tiny larva
itself behind the now transparent walls of the egg, heralds
coming emergence. And not infrequently its first meal is

made upon the now empty shell.

With very young and very small larvae I confidently

recommend the use of air-tight metal boxes with glass
bottoms, about the size of the cardboard boxes in which
the ordinary mixed elastic bands are sold. The cover
should have a piece of blotting paper fixed in it so that it can
be moistened, and in this receptacle a sprig or even a leaf of
the requisite food plant can be kept for a week together.
Abroad, I have preserved the 'eaves of the honeysuckle
fresh for a fortnight by such an arrangement, and brought
the young larva: upon them successfully forward to the
stage when it is necessary to give them larger quarters and
food in greater abundance. The larvae of " Micros" and
such like atomies may be safely housed with their food
in air-tight tubes until the pupal phase.

With larger larvae all sorts of devices are in favour, and
there are about as many opinions as to the best breeding-
" cage " as there are co'lectors. Certain it is, however, that
the nearer the "prison " approximates to the surroundings
of the larva in Nature, the better hope of successful results.
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For this reason, the very best plan, where possible, is to
" sleeve out " the larvae ; that is to say, to secure them upon
a particular branch by placing a muslin bag over the whole
of the area in which it is desired to confine them. They are
then left to themselves ; if their habit is to pupate into ground
—until they are full fed ; if to spin up in dead leaves, then
they may be trusted to find a haven in the waste accumu-
lated at the bottom of the bag itself. The old-fashioned
stereotyped pattern breeding-cage—a square box with two
sides and top zinc, one side glass, and a door occupying the
whole or part of the back, I do not recommend. To begin
with the space is cramped ; the difficulty of cleaning great

;

and still more so of assuring a current of fresh air, as
essential to some larvae as to human lungs; while,

unless great care is taken to keep the earth fresh in which
the larva is to pupate, it will become stale and mouldy, and
inevitably injure the larva or soft pupa.

My own method—that is to say, the method I adopt, for it

is not my invention—is to have a flower-pot ready in which
a healthy food plant is growing, whenever it is possible to
anticipate the possessiou of larvae of known species. This I

cover over with a musUn cylinder, supported either by bam-
boo canes stuck into the soil all round the circumference of
the pot, or, better still, ballooned on wires after the gardener's
fashion for growing hot-house creepers, etc. The bag is

then tied up at both ends, the lower end drawn in tight by
means of a running tape or string, or simply held close to
the pot rim by a stout elastic band. For butterfly larvae,

such of them as are day-feeders, the pot should then be
placed in a sunny window seat, or upon *.he sill, and all that
the collector has to do is to see that the plant is well watered,
and, if entirely consumed, to transfer the larvae from one pot
to another. Very small larvae should never be " fingered " •
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with a camel-hair brush, ever so slightly damped, you can

take them up without injury, and lift them bodily to the

desired spot.

These remarks do not alone apply to plant and grass

fee<lers. A large number of moths in the larval phase

consume the pith of twigs, or the soft insides of the reed

For such, the twigs should be stuck into damp (not wet)

sand, and the reeds treated in the same way ; and they can

then be left alone until the moth actually emerges, pupation

also caking place within the stem. Practically the whole of

the " Clearwings," Mgeriida, as well as our " Bee Hawks,"
Hcemonaghia tityus (Plate XX., Fig. 6), and H. fitciformis,

pass their lives in galleries bored in the living wood until

they emerge as perfect insects ; our " Wainscots," Nonag-
rias (e.g., Nonagria typhce, Plate XIV., Fig. 6), similarly

afifect the reeds which harbour many fen - loving insects,

and the collector will soon learn in likely localities to decide

by the sickly appearance of plants whether or not they

are infested by such larvae.

But tliere are many disappointments in store for even
the most careful and conscientious breeders. For apparently

unknown reasons, young larva;, which have been feeding

well in the early staj,es, suddenly sicken and die ; and
epidemics of an equally mysterious nature will sometimes
destroy the most promising broods wholesale. As a rule,

overcrowding, which in not a few instances leads to canni-

balism, or a too " sappy " diet induces sickness. There
come diseases, however, which have not yet been diagnosed

;

and very heart-breaking they are when the patient is one
of the " undescribed." or wholly strange to the observer,

awaiting identification by means of the resultant butterfly

or moth. I can only repeat that the best chance of success

lies in constant attention to diet and surroundings.
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lispecially must the collector be on his guard when
winter sets in, and he is keei)inR hibernating larvsc. A few
of them, and many of the NfKtuids. will nibble all through
the cold months, and generally for these, being indiscrimi-
nate- polyphagous—feeders, groundsel, or other winter
weeds, and even chopped slices of carrot, will „^fficc. But
with hairy larva' mould is the most dangerous enemy, and
as in a natural state a majority of such creatures fall victims
to fungus growths in our humid climate, so is the difficulty
enhanced under artificial conditions. For keeping the
hibernating larva too dry is as bad for its health as over-
doing the damp. Larva* in pots or sleeves had best be left
in the open air to take their chance, or may be stored in a
cool, dry cellar

; when those which have descended into the
moss, litter, or loose earth at the bottom of their cages
should l)c left undisturlwd.

There arc also many which at some stage of their larval
development require a complete change of food and treat-
ment. Notably is this the case with the " Large Blue."
Lycana avion (Plate VIIL. Fig. 8) ; and it was not until'a
naturalist di.scovered that mo.st of tlie " Blue "

lar\'ae (but
not all) require the attention of ants, and even the seclu.sion
of the ant-hill, to perfect tiieir metamorphosis, that the
missing link in the life-history of our rarest Lycana was
established. Several collectors had brought up the young
larva to a certain point on the wild thyme (Thvmus
serpyllum), which is its first j.abulum ; it never occurred to
any one that the proximity of the ant-hill in the localities
where Arion still survived had a direct bearing upon its
development. Even now, we are unable to determine
precisely the pan played by the host to the guest, on what
the larva feeds, or is fed. in the ants nest ; and what he
pays, so to speak, for his board and lodging. The omission
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of the ant-heap in the artificial breeding arrangement for

the " Large BUie," however, explains past faihires to com-

mand success ; and. no doubt, failures with other insects

are dne to want of kindred knowledge.

As an instance, also, of the havoc caused, presumably by
damp, among hibernating larva*, I may cite the Fox Moth,

Macrothylacia rubi (Plate X.. Fig. ja). Any one who has

tramped the Scotch hills in September and October will have

been stntck by the countless numlwrs of these fine velvety-

looking larvae, lying everywhere on the o\)Qn heather. I

have seen them on the moors of Edinample, in Perthshire,

where they might have been collected by the bucketful.

Still the larva; were comparatively rare in the spring, and
the moth even more so ; while there is no hibernator more
difficult to rear.

From what I have said it is clear that an acquaintance

with botany, however slight, is of immense use to the breeder.

Our rarest insects do not necessarily affect the rarest plants ;

but it often happens in field experience that, having secured

certain desired larva;, the stock of food plant gives out, and
there is no possibility of renewing it. Some species will

adopt allied plants as a substitute and flourish upon them
;

though it by no meatis follows that they will continue to

enjoy such substitute indefinitely. And here comes in the

botanist ; for, without his help, we may have the aUied

plant at our doors, and yet be unable to recognise it. Many
tropical insects by such means are reared in England. I

myself have to thank a botanical friend for suggesting the
" Dutchman's pipe " of our garden walls {Aristolochia

cUmatitis) as a substitute for the unprocurable and queer-

scented Aristolochia pistolochia, on which I had started

a hopeful family of Thais polyxena (Plate II., Fig. 7) from
the marshes of the Austrian Danube, though the one
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plant is about as unlike the other as might well be
imagined.

The transmission of large larvae by post is a somewhat
delicate matter, especially when it implies a journey to or

from the Continent. Young larvae can be packed in the

tubes or metal boxes already described. But when more
developed, tin boxes, with the sides " mudded " with wet
earth and allowed to dry, or packed with twigs of the food

plant, sufficient to give the traveller a firm foothold, are

the best. The lids, also, should be perforated for air, and
in winter the parcel should be swathed in warm wrappings,

for I have received lar\'aB from the Riviera in March and
April which never recovered their first (and last) experience

of the British spring.

With the majority of insects which pupate above ground
in the spring and summer months, all that is necessary is to

leave the pupa alone in a shady place, remembering that

exposure to the sun's rays is fatal in most cases. Suspended
pupae especially should remain " in position " at all seasons ;

otherwise cripples will preponderate when emergence takes

place. Pupae attached to the stems of plants, etc.. should

also be carefully treated. If necessary, cut off the stem or

twig, and pin up in the breeding-house, so that the pupa is in

its natural position. With burrowing larvae, if possible leave

the earth or sand wholly undisturbed, and keep damp (not

wet) by placing on the surface moss which has first been
boiled to destroy all insect life contained.

Some collectors rear their larvae in perforated zinc-

bottomed boxes or cages, and the soil may then be treated

by placing underneath a shallow dish filled with water.

With loose pupae—that is to say, neither attached nor

subterraneous—the humid conditions of the air may be
reproduced with a water spray-syringe such as is used for
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toilet perfumes. Otherwise, where the period of pupa-
tion is prolonged, the pupa case becomes so dry and hard
that the would-be imago is unable to get out of it at the

appointed time.

It should also be borne in mind that a certain number of

species—apparently those which develop late in the pupa-
continue in the pupal stage more than one year ; some, like

the " Small Eggar," Lachne'is lanestris, have been known to
" hold over " before emergence six or seven years, and to

my knowledge the " Belted Beauty," Nyssia zonaria, two
and even three, the apparent reason being unfavourable
weather at the normal moment of emergence. While, again,

larvae of certain species remain quiescent over a similar

prolonged period, saving up, as it were, in case the immediate
generation is destined to fail—a characteristic specially

notable in those insects which are double or triple-brooded,

the larvae of the normal first emergence holding over to the
first of the following year.

For postal purposes, pupae should be packed in strong

boxes between layers of wool, but never when there is any
chance of the species emerging on the way, as travelling

in summer it has sometimes happened that butterflies have
made their appearance actually in the train, and, naturally,

deprived of the necessary space and light for the full develop-
ment of their wings, the results have been disastrous.

While on the subject of packing for post, I may also

suggest that the greatest care be taken with pinned moths
and butterflies if they are to arrive safely at their destination.

Postal boxes, cork lined and cork covered, are sold in many
sizes ; but any box with a cork lining will do, provided a
sufl&ciency of cotton-wool is wound round it. My own rule

is to enclose the box which contains the insects in another
larger one—tin for preference—and pack in with wool,
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shavings, etc. I then wrap the two in a cylinder of " cor-

rugated " cardboard, as used for bottles, also packed with

wool, and tie up the whole in brown paper, writing the

name and address on the outside, as well as on a label

attached in such a way that the postmaster, in cancelling

the stamps, does not administer a jarring shock, smashing

antennae, and snapping bodies and leg&\ As a further

precaution the insects may be pinned into the cork through

a thin layer of cotton-wool, which will thus act as a gentle

support to the fragile contents.
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CHAPTER V

THE PERFECT INSECT—KILLING—SETTING—STORING

After capture in the field, or successful emergence in the

breeding-cage, our next consideration is the most effectual

means for preserving butterfly and moth. I need hardly

say that the utmost care and deftness is necessary to main-
tain specimens in their natural perfection and beauty ; and,

by reason of the fra'1 nature of the wing scales or " feathers,"

and the transient quality of their pigment, it is the exception,

and not the rule, to catch " wild " butterflies and moths in

ideal condition. For this purpose we must be on the spot

at the time when an emergence is actually in progress, since

it is astonishing how soon butterflies especially become
faded, torn, and worn. In the mountains a prolonged

storm will do for a species altogether, while the activities

of several sunny days' fighting, drinking, and love-making,

which sums up the raison d'etre of the male existence at least,

quickly reduces the more delicately fashioned to rags, in

which condition, however rare, they should not be taken
home, unless it be the case of a live female Ukely to lay eggs
in captivity. Insects, also, when beset, occasionally have an
annoying habit of sheltering headlong in the thickest furze

bushes, with fatal results to their appearance.

Some of our most successful collectors despatch their

captures with a pinch beneath the thorax. But it requires

exceptional skill and long practice to perform the operation

without damage to a small subject, and to ensure quick and
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certain death ; and .

" couf s, the process is only possible
with butterflies, <., jmetrd and other thin-bodied moths.
To attempt nipping the solid, stout Noctuids is to court the
utter destruction of the moth for the cabinet ; and is as
barban a method almost as sticking a pin through the
living creature, and leaving it to die—it may be after days—
in the collecting-tin.

For home work the favourite, and perhaps the quickest
method in the long run, is to stupefy the victim with an
finaesthetic, and then inject oxalic acid at the juncture of the
wings with the body. This plan is absolutely effective, and
wings themselves, treated in this way, retain their natural
slackness for a considerable length of time, if kept in a cool
place, which, as we shall see presently, is essential. The
killing-bottle should be wide-mouthed, of convenient size
to hold the larger moths or butterflies, and charged either
with cyanide of potassium overlaid at the bottom of the
glass with plaster of Paris, or the cork stopper should be
liued inside with cotton-wool or flannel, upon which from
time to time may be spurted a few drops of chloroform.
When the insect is thus rendered quite unconscious, it may
be tipped out of the bottle, and the coup de grace delivered
with a (used) steel pen dipped in a saturated solution of
oxalic acid, or, better still, with a syringe, the latter made
by drawing out to a fine point and breaking off a piece of
thin glass-tubing the broad end furnished with a little

rubber ball or an ordinary piece of rubber tube tied on with
wire to make it air-tight and act as a pump.

My own plan for dealing with captured insects, how-
ever, is quite different. Every butterfly or moth taken by
day or night is placed in a glass-bottomed pill-box, and
these can be procured from the dealers " nested " from
the smallest familiar size to such as will contain the
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largest species. These are carried ia a satchel, which if

possible should be so divided that as each box receives a
tenant it can be separated from the " empties." Better still,

the collector should wear a coat after the fashion of the
shooting-jacket, with spacious pockets both inside and out—
" rabbit pockets " I think those which run round the lower
part are called. He will then be independent of bag or
satchel altogether—no small consideration when the hunt-
ing ground is on our sweltering chalk downs, or amid the
sunburnt mountain pastures of Alps or Pyrenees. And
the great merit of the glass-bottomed box is this: the
captor can inspect his treasures and decide at leisure whether
they are worth keeping—a decision by no means easy with
the butterfly in the net, still less so when moths are taken
in the dark, or from the flower heads frequented at dusk
and daybreak.

Selections having been made, on returning to head-
quarters the whole of the boxes are transferred to a large

tin (one of the bigger commercial biscuit-tins will do
admirably), into which is introduced some small vessel

containing a Uttle strong Uquid ammonia. They can then
be left for the night, and in the morning all will be ready to
begin " setting," the ammonia, again, tending to keep
wings from stiffening for some time ; or, if the next important
business >^unot be taken in hand at once, the boxes may be
emptied, and the insects transferred to one of Newman's
chemical relaxing-tins, which will keep them in a state of
natural pUancy for weeks together without damage frotr

fungus. Six pennjTvorth of liquid ammonia will last most
collectors as many weeks ; six pennyworth of oxalic acid
in crystals a year at least.

Many collectors—and where collecting is done on a
grand scale and in remote countries it is the only possible
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method of packing—slip each specimen into a triangular

paper envelope, the wings folded over the back, and the

antennae in advance of the head. But it is the common

experience of all of us who have packed or obtained speci-

mens in papers that breakages are many ; and, unless set

within a very short time, the wings, especially those of the

" Blues," lose much of their luminous brilliance in the

subsequent process of relaxation, of which I shall speak

presently. To the collector who is not in a hurry, or other-

wise precluded from following the ordinary procedure, I

should say, " set out your insects every morning before

breakfast, or when you return from the chase in the after-

noon "
; or, failing this, "arrange your insects, pinned in

boxes, in such a way that relaxing them will be easiest—that

is to say, with the wingi, expanded, not folded."

By ' setting " I mean arranging the specimens to quaUfy

them for the cabinet ; and for this purpose it will be necessary

to use properly constructed boards. But first, with regard to

pinning. There are two fashions (unfortunately, for it

suggests the inconvenience of a broad and narrow gauge

railway necessitating changes!)—(t.) the British; (it.) the

Continental ; and I fear it is useless urging collectors to adopt

the latter in view of the fact that neariy every British, i.e..

purely insular, collector, will have nothing to say to it.

The pin, which is best black enamelled, and of a size suitable

to the specimen, should be thrust through the centre of the

thorax so that it stands exactly at a right angle to the body.

Black entomological pins, to be had of Natural History

dealers, are preferable to white, because they do not verdi-

gris so easily, and are less conspicuous. The insect, which

should only be manipulated with a forceps, especially when

the pin is of extra fine quahty, is then transferred to the

setting-board ; and here I should like to express my strong
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dislike of the old-fashioned saddle-shaped boards, covered

with paper, which are still upon the market. The objection

to them is twofold : they give a droop to the wings, no more

natural than the flat-setting on flat boards, and often allow

them to touch the bottom of the drawer or store -box;

thus giving the mites, which are the terror and pest of the

museum, a better chance to get at their prey, if once they

have effected an entry. For strange though it may seem

these same mites are alleged to have an aversion to pin

climbing, and seldom, therefore, attack insects " set high
"

which consists in driving a very fine needle-like pin (with an

abominable point) through the thorax, and bringing the insect

up towards the head about three-quarters of the way. Again,

especially when it comes to setting small insects, the pin-

holes on a much-used papered board cause such irregularities

of the surface that the always delicate operation of pushing

up the wings into place is rendered doubly dangerous, and

sometimes impossible. The best boards, in my opinion, are

those mounted with plain, unpapered soft cork, grooved in

the centre to a sufficient depth to allow plenty of space

afterwards between the body of the subject and the bottom

of the store-box.

Having inserted the body of the insect in the groove, so

that the pin stands straight up, the next thing is to adjust

the wings on either side symmetrically ; and to avoid the

almost universal slovenliness and to ensure uniformity in

this respect, a good nile of thumb is to raise the fore wings

of every specimen with a needle, or bristle, until the inner

margins {see illustration, Fig. 7, chap, ii., p. 25) are precisely

at a right angle to the body, thus 5p— . The wings

may then be secured in their places by small triangles of

stiff paper, or thin cardboard, and, lastly, strapped to the

board with strips of paper, two to each wing
; great care
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being used to ensure that the hind wings also are brought

up symmetrically, as shown in the figure, while the antenna\

as far as possible, should always be arranged in the same

relationship to the head.

Another method of strapping is with lengths of tracing

paper drawn down each side of the groove, and the wings

being placed in position beneath them, pinned down as each

insect is finished—a plan much to be recommended as enab-

ling the operator to detect slipping or displacement, after

setting, as will sometimes happen, especially when the sub-

ject has been relaxed artificially. Others, again, adjust the

wings by means of four parallel threads of cotton held in

place by end pins, and pins at regular intervals all down the

series ; a method good for very small moths, but requiring

excessively careful manipulation. The " Continental."

wliich is the rule of the National Collections at South Ken-

sington, and of all the great museums of the world besides,

requires special apparatus, and under the circumstances no

more need be said of it he except that, for travelling

collectors who wish to set theii aptures on the spot, it is

well-nigh impossible on the score of baggage room.

lyCt your butterflies and moths remain on the boards as

long as you have room for them there. The longer time they

are allowed for drying, the less likely will they be to " spring,"

or droop the wings ; and for this reason, also, a watchful

eye should be kept on the boards, if not fitted all together

into a case to guard against dust, spiders, and mice, and

marauders in the shape of zealous housemaids armed with

dusters. Mice have a weakness for full-bodied fat moths

—

'

' Hii-wks
'

' in particular. A little naphthaline sprinkled in the

boxes or cupboards where the boards are kept, or melted on

iaside the corners of the boxes, will also ensure against an inva-

sion of mites, and the objectionable little beetle, Anthrenus
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museorum, which, also, has a taste for "dry goods."
Such a fate might have befallen one of my most valued
specimens, a silvery-coloured aberration of the "Small
Skipper," Adopaa flava, from Zinal, had I not spotted
a couple of legs fallen from it in the cabinet drawer.
Turning up the butterfly, the operator was revealed, and
I was only just in time to prevent an amputation of
the wings as well.

Sometimes when travelling, and when room is Umited,
the setting process may be accelerated by placing the boards
in a dry current of air exposed to the sun. I have seen also,
in one of the great private French musetuns, set specimens
transferred to an oven, baked, and thus completely dried in
a few hours. Such time-saving expedients, however, are
not likely to be needed at home.

Every insect, when removed from the setting board,
should be carefully labelled, and as a preliminary precaution
against mistakes wheu traveUing, I run the pin through a
tiny disc of paper coloured to represent each locaUty.
marked with the date of capture. Cabinet labels may be
printed or written thus :

—

NEW FOREST
25 : vii. : 1911

X. Y. Z.

the capital letters being the initials of the captor ; and many
coUectors give to each also a consecutive number, the
locality label and the number slip being stuck on the pin
underneath the subject so that both can be read without
disturbing it. The number refers to the general catalogue
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of the collection, wh" ^h may be made up in a notebook rukd

in parallel lines as under :

—

Number or Imsict |
Name |

Locality | Date or Caftuke
|
Remarks

the last column leaving space for any details of the specimen

which may be thought interesting, and giving the name of

the captor if other than the owner.

With regard to the arrangement of insects in store-boxes,

the boxes should also be mimbered and labelled on the out-

side covers ; or if in cabinets, a general label (of genera

inchided) may be affixed on the front, thus a^^sting at once

to find any species required.

Most beginners will prefer the store-box plan for reasons

of economy. A good cabinet cannot be bought first-hand

under ten and sixpence a drawer at the least, and cheaper ones

are for many reasons undesirable, chiefly because they are

constructed of shrinkable wood, and seldom display the per-

fection of workmanship essential to make them completely

air-tight. Every store-box rnd every drawer should also

contain, either in a specially arranged cell or in hardened

lumps, the required quantity of nap' Valine ; but if by any

mischance, through an omission o' as precaution, or, as

often happens, by the introductio of an infected specimen

from some other collection, the mites appear, it will then be

necessary to isolate all the specimens in this particular

drawer, and place them in an air-tight box with a little

carbon bisulphide, against which no living organism will

long survive ; the drawer also being treated with the same

evil-smelling, highly poisonous, and inflammable (that is to

say, in its vapour) chemical.

In damp climates and houses insects are specially subject

to mould. To obviate the disastrous effects of this fungus
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a few drops of carbolic add are necessary, and I have seen

cabinets in which every drawer contains a little glass

receptacle for the purpose.

Lastly, there are many species which have a tendency to

exude an oily substance from the body which, left to itself,

quickly permeates the nervures and the wings themselves,

and soon destroys their appearance. The only way to get

rid of it is to dip the specimens bodily into a bath of benzine

collas, and after sufficient immersion it will be found that the

grease is transferred to the bath, and the insects may then

be dried in a fresh current of air, the body and delicate hairs

being carefully rearranged with a camel's-hair brush. Moths
taken at sugar, unless they have evacuated the intoxicating

liquid, and in my own experience butterflies caught on
certain flowers, notably thistles and lavender, are prone to

become oily. The moths should, therefore, be given time

to get rid of the " sugar " before killing, and the butterflies

subjected to benzine the moment the least trace of grease

makes its appearance. One species, however, a beautiful

spring " Ringlet " (Plate VII., Figs. 2, 3, 5) of south-eastern

France, Erebia epistygne, appears to be almost incurable.

The grease will come off in flakes in the bath ; but in a short

time reasserts itself to the utter detriment of the wings.

Again, as we have seen, the wings may have slipped on
the board, or have sprung, necessitating resetting ; and
for this purpose the nervures and wing-attachments must be
softened to permit of their being rearranged. I have not

found that the " relaxing-boxes " are much good for this

purpose with other than recently killed specimens. To
relax old captures a shallow saucer may be filled with damp
sand overlaid with a sheet of blotting-paper, and this

either placed in an air-tight box, or covered over with a

damp cloth. The insects are pimied on to the blotting-
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!><i).>fr. on which a little carbolic add has been (toured to

J
revont mould ; and they may be left there for a number

ot d.i\s until sufficiently pliable. But I cannot promise

ucv-; with those which have been collected a very lonfc

; ntr 1 or is it advisable to treat " Blues " to any lengthened

i>>. HI 1 the sand. The lovely metallic colours lose their

•rjiiiin* \- ; the wings are frequently stained ficyond remedy

;

;'ii', * nfrequ'jntly the azure is changed to a bilious green.

»• I , iari"' 'r 'ns a shorter time in the boxes or sand

.tp|.>aran,s "= ..i^uent ; and soaking the body only in

\ 'J jcl r ' ]
>

' f. a will often make it soft enough in a few minutes

\ > susint! he operation. While quite impracticable for

^luall in;-;cA , _ :t is also possible to " stuff " the bodies of the

Hawk" moths and many Noctuids, breaking them off

I)elow the thorax, and after treatment mending them up
\vith a pure solution of gum arable ; and broken wings,

bodies, and antennae may be doctored either in the same
way, with cement, or with shellac dissolved in spirits of wine.

In the brief space at my disposal I have not attt-mptcd

to deal with the question of preserving larvae by rolling out

the interior organs, and either stTifRng or inflating the remain-

ing skin. It is an extremely delicate process ; but, of course,

nothing adds more to the interest of a museiun-collection

thnn the association of each imago with the egg, larx-a, pupa,

and food plant ; and also the special parasite-, which,

cliiefly in the form of Ichneumon flies, infest them.

But I think I have said enough to show that, while the

collector may concern himself with the living insect during

the spring, summer, and autumn, if he has been dlhgent in

capture and research, he will have plentj ot material in his

boxes to occupy his attention during the winter, when field-

work is restricted, and few moths are on the wing.
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CHAPTER VI

DISTRIBUTION—IMMIGRATION—COLONISATION

Tre geographical distribution of butterflies and moths is a

fascinating subject to pursue ; and, to the question " where

toc»llect ? " the answer is " 'verywhere," for lepidopterous

life in some form or other is almost universal on land. The
most mrren ountry, viewea superficial! >', may be the

richest in insect life ; the best cultivated is frequently the

poorest. Thus .; little knowledge of gtolcgy will prove a

great assistance to the collector, while one of our first

authorities, the late Henry Stainton. wi »se handbook on

the British Tineides (Part II., p. 220) is still a standard

English work on the subjec'. was wont to nisist that ever\'

entomologist on the warpai i should be act ompanied by a

botanist ! Wh h, of course means that ciitomolt^y and

botany in some meaMire depend pon one another, and that

an acquaintance with trees, plan
, and grasses is invalu ible

when choosing localities tor spi lal species. As it is, even

in London, and in the noky inuustrial centres of the north

of Kngland, 1 very i.markal le fauna exists to work upon,

and the changi-s of ol-iur and habit taking place among the

hardy moths v -lic' patronise these apparently unpromising

hunting groun '^. )ffer in themselves a perennial source nf

interest.

Take .. tj^ic il London park. In a fine season the

llower beds hn aghoiit the summer are visited by numbers
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of common butterflies. The "Whites" are much in

evidence, and the empty pupa cases on the walls and under

the seats bear witness to their Cockney origin. With the

first impulse of spring stirring in the green buds of the

holly and bay trees, the bright little " Holly Blue," Celastrina

argiolus, visits the suburban garden, while our commoner

Vanessids— the "Red Admiral," the "Small Tortoise-

shell," and more rarely the " Peacock"—^put in an appear-

ance about the middle or end of August, accompanied by

the "Small Copper" and perhaps the "Conunon Blue."

Autumn, too, brings with it a host of the erratic, day-flying

" Vapourer " moth, Orgyia antiqua ; in Piccadilly the

electric lamps may be peopled with adventurous Noctuids

;

and earlier, again, the trained eye will learn to detect the

dusky-winged " Brindled Beauty," Lycia hirtaria, clinging

to the soot-begrimed tree-trunks. Even cellars and ware-

houses have their moth tenants ; and there, appropriately

enough, fed on some unsuspected cask-fungus, occasionally

occurs the small, very rare, entirely black Geometer known

as Boletobia fuliginaria. I only mention these two or three

town-bred insects to show how even the largest cities may
afford material for the observant entomologist.

In the North, and in less degree in London, certain moths

are rapidly being transformed from white or grey to black ;

probably to ensure their better concealment against natural

enemies. For example, within living memory, in the manu-

facturing districts of Yorkshire and Lancashire, and gener-

ally, I think, in very damp climates quite away from the

influences thus artificially created, dark races of normally

light - coloured moths are continually reported, and the

phenomenon is known as melanism—meaning the tendency

of species to adopt darker hues.

A converse process tending to albinism or light colours is
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also observable in other areas, where the surroundings are

calcareoits. For example, the males of one of the loveliest

of continental "Blues "--reported singly (and quite un-
accountably) from Dover—Polyommatus hylas, from dazzling

azure assumes a shining silvery white in the Spanish sierras

of the South ( = var. arragonensis), while our own " Chalk Hill

Blue," Agriades corydon, displays a similar tendency in the

hot Basses Alpes, and southwards. Albinism also occurs

in many other butterflies, but in most instances the apparent
" whitening " is due to a failure of the scale-pigment, as will

readily be ascertained by examining " Meadow Browns,"

which are blotched and in some cases entirely white upon
the upper sides ; a less pronounced albinism of this kind also

not infrequently showing itself on our larger Fritillaries

—

the " Silver - washed," Dryas paphia. and the " High
Brown," Argynnis adippe.

To revert to the subject of distribation, the United

Kingdom reproduces in miniature the conditions of the

Continent. We have our northern, midland, and southern

species, limited more or less strictly within their respective

zones, while there are many which range over the whole
islands, and are common to all three zones alike. Thus, just

as the " Large Garden White," Pieris brassicce, is at home
upon the green shores of the Alten Fjord within a few miles of

the North Cape itself, and reaches with the " Small Copper,"

the " Silver-studded Blue," and other butterflies right down
to the Mediterranean ; so we find all these insects with a

similar distribution almost from John o' Groats to Land's

Knd. British butterflies, and, in a less restricted manner,
moths also, may be roughly portioned ofif as follows :

—

(A) Universal in favourable localities.

(B) Northern zone, i.e., north of a line drawn across

England andWales from the Humber to Anglesea.
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(C) Midland zone, i.e., south of A to a line drawn from

the Thames to Severn estuaries.

(D) Southern zone, i.e., south of B.

And, crossing the Channel, France might

further (but quite unscientifically) be divided

into zones

(E) Channel coasts to north of the lyoire, and following

a line drawn across France from Nantes to the

Ardennes.

(F) From the Loire valley to the Pyrenees. But it is to

be noted thet southern species and forms come up
to the Charente-Inferieure over an area curving

round the central plateau from the Riviera.

I have purposely introduced that part of the Continent

which immediately confronts our southern coasts because of

the interesting aflanities of our insular bu<-<-';rflies and moths
with their neighbours, and also because the absence of many
species, often common in the north of France, opens up a

"uggestive field for observation and speculation in the study
of insect distribution. The British Ust may, then, be
e; umerated and arranged as follows, species occurring in

Ireland being marked with an asterisk (Dr W. F. de Vismes
Kane's " Catalogue of the Lepidoptera of Ireland ") :

—

(A) i. Hespe>-iavtitlvce{Gr\2.z\cd Skipper)to as far north as Sutherland,

ii. *Nisoniiides tages (Dingy „ ) „ „ Caledonian Canal.

iii. *Augtades sylvani J (Large ) Firth of Forth.

Caledonian Canal.

Caledonian Canal.

Orkneys.

'w.*Rumida ptil(eas (Small Copper)

\'.*Cupido minimus (Small Blue)

vi. *Polyo,iimaius icarus (Common Blue)

,

vii. Aricia tncdon (Brown Argus) to Cheviots ; then var. urtaxerxts

to Aberdeen.

\\\\.*Plebeius argus (Silver-studded Blue) to as far north as

Caledonian Canal.

\y..*Cdastrina argiolus (Holly Blue) to as far north as Cumber-
land and Durham.
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xi,

xii.

xiii.

xiv.

XV.

xvi.

xvii.

xviii.

X!X.

XX

xxi

xxii

xxiii,

xxiv.

XXV.

xxvi.

xxvii.

x.xviii.

xxix.

Distribution

*Callo/>hrys rubi {Gncn Hairstreak) to as far north as Ross.
•i^/V/y.f^«^»'f/Jj(PurpleHairstreak)

„ „ Ross-
*Pierisbrass>ca {UirgcWhite) „ „ Shetlards.
* „ /vzA? (Small White) „ „ Shetlands.

» napt (Green-veined VVliite) „ „ Ross.
*EuMdecardatnines {OraingGTlp) „ „ Aberdeen!
*Gonoftcr)x rhamniifinmsionf:) „ Cheviot?.
*Argynnis aglaia (Dark Green Fritillary) to as far north as

Sutherland.

*Brtnthis seUne (Small Pearl-bordered Fritillary) to as far
north as Ross.

Brcnthis euphrosyne (Pearl-bordered Fritillary) to as far north
as Sutherland.

.*Melitaa aurinia (Greasy Fritillary) to as far north as
Caledonian Canal.

.
* Vanessa to (Peacock) : scarce above zone B.

. *Aglais urtiitc (Small Tortoiseshell) to as far north as Orkneys.
*Mippanhia se>Hek{GTSiy\mg) „ „ Rqss.
*Epinephek jurtina (Meadow Brown) „ ," Sutherland!
* „ ////w««j (Gatekeeper) „ „ Argyll.
•Pararge egeria, var. egerides (Speckled Wood) to as far north

as Caledonian Canal.

*Pararge megcera (The Wall) to as far north as Aberdeen.
*Apkantopus hyperanthus (The Ringlet) to as far north as Ross.
*Cwnonymplta pamphilus (Small Heath) „ Shetlands.

(B) The species confined to this zone are :—

Ariaa medon, var. salmads, and var. artaxerxcs (see above).
^^Ti*Ca'mnympha typhoit (La-e Heath); sm. philoxenus, 2.T^a

var. laidion.

^^x.\.*Enbta epiphron, var. cassiopc (Mountain Ringlet); County
Mayo in Ireland.

xxxii. Enbia (Cthiops {Sz.o'^z\\ Argus).

(C) TL'e species within this zone are :

—

xxxiii. Cydopides palamon (Chequered Skipper).
xxxiv. ^/rKw-'w/r//;// (Black Hairstreak).
XXXV. Papilio maJiaon (Swallow-taiH

; eastern counties only.
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(C) and (D) The following species occur in these two

zones :

—

Urbicola comma (Silver-spotted Skipper) to as far north as

Scarborough.

Thymelicus action (Lulworth Skipper) ; south-west only.

Adopaa lineola (Essex Skipper) ; eastern counties.

* „ yKziw (Small Skipper) to as far north as Scarborough.

Lycana arion (Large Blue) : Cotswolds, and western counties

only.

Agriades corydon (Chalk Hill Blue); north to Cumberland.

„ thetis (Azure Blue) ; southern counties to Chilterns.

*Zephyrus betula (Brown Hairstreak).

Strymon w-album (White Letter Hairstreak); occasionally

north of zone C.

Nemeobius lucina (Duke of Burgundy Fritillary) as far north

as Dumfries.

Aporia cratagi (Black-veined While) ; Kent only.

*Leptosia sinapis (Wood White).

*Dryaspaphia (Silver-washed Fritillary).

Argynnis adippeiWi^^Yixo^n „ ).

Melitaa cinxia (Glanville Fritillary) ; Isle of Wight only.

„ athalia (Heath „ ); doubtful in Ireland.

D only.

Eugonia polychloros (Large Tortoiseshell).

Polygonia c-album (Comma) ; mainly in the west.

Limenitis sibylla (White Admiral) ; mainly west and south.

Apatura iris (Purple Kmperor).

, Meianargia ga/atea {M.&th\ed White).

XXXVI.

xxxvii.

xxxviii.

xxxix.

xl.

xli.

xlit.

xliii.

xliv.

::i V.

xlvi.

xlvii.

xlviii.

xlix.

1.

li.

lii.

liii.

liv.

Iv.

Ivi.

To which must be added the following species replenished

by immigration from the Continent :

—

Ivii. *Colias hyale (Pale Clouded Yellow).

Iviii. * „ edusa (Clouded Yellow}.

lix. *Pyrameis cardui (Painted Lady).

Ix. * „ rt/rt/rtw/a (Red Admiral).

And such occasional visitors as :

—

Ixi. Everts argiades (Bloxworth Blue).

Ixii. Lampides baticus (Long-tailed Blue).
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Ixiii. PoHtia daplidict (Bath White).

Ixiv. Jssoria lathonia (Queen of Spain Fritillary) ; once only in

Ireland, 1864.

Ixv. *Euvanessa antiopa (Camberwell Beauty).

And occurring at a comparatively recent date, but
probably extinct :

—

Ixvi. Chrysophanus dispar (Large Copper).

Ixvii. Nomiades semiargus {Mzzaxmc Blue).

now

And to these again might be added a few more species which,

either authentically or doubtfully (for our oldest authors,

with a generally incomplete knowledge of insects outside the

British islands, were necessarily inaccurate in their identi-

fications), occurred in the United Kingdom, among them the

small chequered black-and-white "Skipper," Hesperia alveus,

the two loveh " Coppers," h codes virgaurete (Plate VIII.,

Fig. i), and Chrysophanus hippothoe (Plate VIII., Fig. 2).

and the less striking Loweia dorilis ; Iphiclides podalirius

(the "Scarce Swallow-tail"), Argynnis niobe, and Cano-
nympha avcania—a catalogue in itself highly suggestive,

inasmuch as all the species included do actually occur at no

great distance fromthe coasts of the Channel,the actual alveus

reported from Norfolk being of the form of that perplexing

butterfly separated and described as var. armoricanus (that

is to say, " of Brittany ") by M. Charlr Oberthiir of Rennes

;

L. dorilis, common to the northi 1 departments ; C.

hippothoe, abundant in certain marshes ; and H. virgauretB,

reported farther east from Belgium. But whether any of

them ever maintained a foothold in England remains to be

seen. Available evidence warrants the Scots verdict of

" not proven."

The cases of the "Scarce Swallow-tail," /. podalirius

(Plate I., Fig. i), and the large " Fritillary," A. niobe, appear
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to stand on firmer ground, if we may trust the French

authorities who have given their attention to the matter.

Across the water it would appear as though this fine

" Swallow-tail " were slowly retreating southwards. A cor-

respondent has reported it in past years in the valley of the

Yeres at Eu, in the Seine-Inf^rieure, and actually on the sea-

coast ; but the northern limit appears to follow a line drawn

from L'Orient in the west, north of Rennes and Evreux by

lyes Andelys near Rouen in the Seine valley, and just south

of Amiens, to the frontier on the southern part of the depart-

ment of the Nord. The alleged English localities range from

Netley. Salop, to Bedford and theNew Forest, and are mostly

over a hundred years old. It is not impossible, therefore, and

in view of the tendency of species observed in France, that /.

podalirius was once a true British species. And if Argynnis

niobe, reported by Giard and Paux as feeding on Viola sabulosa

in the sand dunes of the Pas-de-Calais is dependable (M.

Oberthiir expresses his opinion that the so-called niobe is

only a form of Argynnis adippe), then it is conceivable that

the Kentish captures announced in the "seventies" are

authentic, and that this splendid Fritillary made a momen-

tary but ineffectual attempt to colonise Great Britain.

The wonder is that other species of butterflies, more or

less common in these regions, do not exist in favourable

localities in the south of England. Marshy woodlands

similar to those of the Aisne are to be found in most of our

counties
;
yet C. hippothoe, so common at Samoussy and

in the marshes of the Somme, and the charming " Map "

butterfly, Araschnia levana, are conspicuous absentees, while,

though another "Skipper," Carcharodus alcece, is common

enough, and a strong flier, on the Breton coast at Cancale,

I believe it has never been taken on our side even as a stray.

I may add, however, that diligently though the well-
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knoun haunts of certain British butterflies and moths have
been hunted, and notwithstanding the encroachments of
bricks and mortar, scientific farming, and other bugbears
of the naturalist, there must still be sequestered spots which,
in entomological parlance, have never " been worked "

;

and. therefore, when I speak of a species as extinct, or as
a casual visitor, I do so with reservations. The "

I.,arge

Copper" of the fens is admittedly "gone from our sight"
;

but it may be that the funeral oration over the British
" Mazarine Blue " has been pronounced prematurely. At all

events, I am not disposed to write the final epitaph because
it has not been announced for the last four-and-twenty years.
Nor will either species ever be restored to us by artificial

colonisation, as has been attempted with not a few apparently
likely subjects, such as Parnassitis apoUo. from the Alps
(Plate II., Fig. i), introduced into the mountains of Wales
and Scotland, and Chrysophanus dispar, var. rutilus, from
Hungary to the water-docks of Wicken—now in part happily
.secured for ever as a "preserve" for marshland birds,
insects, and plants against the ravages of fen-fires. Enclosure
Acts, and golf-Hnks.

Colonisation, indeed, in the case of insects is as difiicult

a business as with human beings. A few species appear to
take kindly enough to foreign conditions : P. rupee, our
" Small Cabbage White," has invaded Canada and estab-
lished itself as securely as the American Water Weed in our
canals and rivers ; Plusia moneta, one of the loveHest moths
of the " Gamma " tribe, within quite recent years has made
itself a permanent home among us from the Continent, and
is extending yeariy northwards and westwards, wherever
there are gardens planted with aconite and delphinium for
the larva to devour. But the great majority of immigrant
species fail to breed successfuUv under our conditions, those
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which have to hibernate, or pass the winter in the larval

stage, seldom surviving the humid atmosphere, and never

the frosts, characteristic of our climate.

Thus we may successfuUy rear, and observe, the habits of

Continental butterflies and moths; but when it comes to

turning down the perfect insects at home to continue the

species, the result invariably in my experience is failure,

and another reason for that faUure may be the impossibility

of experimenting with sufficient numbers. Nature does

everything on the grand scale, and in that mood it is

useless to emulate her operations. The majority of insects,

like rabbits, are protected against extinction by their ex-

treme feri:iUty. In Britain, where birds are encouraged, it

stands to reason that insects which are not distasteful to

them in the larval state could never increase and multiply

in such abundance as in less " bird-haunted " regions. Yet

this is but one consideration in estimating the chance of

survival in a butterfly or moth reared in captivity and

liberated. Conditions exist essential to the propagation of the

necessary numbers, of which, apparently, we know nothing.

Nor is it wholly a question of good weather or bad, suitable

or unsuitable food; for " butterfly years" do not entirely

coincide with records of sustained sunshine any more than

rainy years are adverse to great development of moth life.

It may be, also, that their natural parasites, existing in our

country- in overwhelming numbers, ensure the failure of the

experiment from the outstart. because there is no chance

even of " the fittebt " surviving their attacks.

In the acclimatisation of plants the same difficulty

presents itself, and as a single instance f this I may cite

a recent case where roses imported inl le United States

from the west of France failed entirely o grow until the

same parasitic and tiny creatures which keep the rose
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destroyers within limits in the hoite vaUey were introduced
and turned down to do their work of dedmation in the
gardens of Virginia. Unsuccessful efforts, too. have been
made of late years to add to the beauty of the London Parks
by the introduction of Vanessid larvae, and of other hardy
species which under favourable conditions might be accli-
matised. For many reasons, and I think mainly because of
the accumulation of smoke-grime on the foliage of their food
plants, these colonies have come to nothing.

Elsewhere partial success only has rewarded careful
transplantation of British or Continental closely allied species
from one favourable locality to another. In the south of
Ireland, for example, encouraging results were obtained by
turning down larvae of the splendid Gonopteryx cleopatra,
the glorified first cousin of our common " Brimstone ''

G. thamni (Plate III.. Fig. i). which is abundant in the south
of France, and. with its chrome wings, heavily blotched with
vermilion, attracts even the un-entomological eye as it
swings lazily over the valerian-bowered rocks at Hy^res. or
flashes among the oak woods of the Eastern Pyrenees. For
two or three seasons it held its own. But after that it
disappeared. Mr Christy of Emsworth. Hants., too, success-
fully established a colony of the yellow aberration of the
common "Six-spot Burnet Moth." Anthrocera fUipendula
(Plate XII., Fig. 10). in that district, the form being elsewhere
only of the rarest occurrence. But this was a case of trans-
planting British parent moths from one British locality to
another, and in this direction it may be that experiments
will be more satisfactory. My own experience with
British as weU as Continental insects is not encouraging.
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CHAPTER VII

COLLECTING

IN the previous chapter I said that collecting and observa-

tion might profitably be carried on everywhere
;
but the

«,ne divisions (pp. 57-6i) suggest that many locahtves are

richer in species than others. For productiveness, then. I

should ran^them m the foUowing order : (,.) Tho^ where

chalk or limestone predominates ;
(n.) fen and sand

;
(»n.)

gravel ; and (iv.) clay ; though I am by no means sure that

well-wooded clay lands are not the best, for Noctmd moths

ataUevents. An abundant Eora is essential: for tree-feeding

species plenty of timber and shrub, though it is a well

-

1^ habit of many spedes-the " Purple Emperor and

the
" black

" Hairstreaks. for example-to choose the poorest

undergrowth for egg-laying. With the time of year when

each kind may be looked for I shall deal, as far as possible,

in the Second Part of the book.

Concerning the day-fliers, that is to say all butterflies,

there existed among older collectors a superstition that

none indulged in flight before ten o'clock in the mormng.

This may, or may not. have been due to the late hours

observed by naturaUsts of that epoch. My own ex^nence

is that no hard-and-fast Une can be drawn. Butterflies are

astir, as a rule, directly the smi is sufficiently warm upon

them to encourage flight, and the energy of a butterfly

appears to be measured wholly by the strength of the sun s
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rays, to which it will always expose as much wing surface as
It can. As soon as the sky is overcast it drops down into
the grass, or settles upon some flower, rock, or tree-trunk
and folds its wings

; while on grey days, or even when it is
wet. the collector in suitable locahties may make a very
decent bag by examining flower-heads, grass-bents, and
rushes, which are particularly affected abroad by the
" I^ulworth Skipper." Thymelicus aclaon, in its alpine and
mountain resorts. The " Blues " habitually roost ou grass
.stems, and about dusk of a summer evening it is a charming
spectacle-these hundreds of tiny jewelled creatures, hang-
ing motionless, not less graceful in appearance than the
flowers. Others affect the blossoms themselves, and the
" Burnet Moth." which has probably been soaking honey
all day. wiU continue his potations until the dawn I
suppose it was with the idea of taking butterflies at rest
that the " ancients " invented the clap-net-a two-handled
atrocity which some of our modem text-books have per-
petuated in design, though I never met or heard of any
entomologist who attempted collecting with this cumbrous
archaic weapon.

The net itself, its size, shape, and fashion, is a matter of
individual taste. The orthodox badge of the bug hunter is
a green muslin bag attached to an iron ring of ample circum-
ference, wielded on a walking stick. The ring is jointed and
made to fold up for the pocket-not only, I suspect, for porta-
bihty's sake, but because, even to this day, many of us
prefer to conceal our nets from inquisitive eyes when walking
through towns or travelling. On the question of colour and
quahty opinions differ considerably. I have long since
abandoned the Moslem-green net. As a rule the material
>s affected by rain, and fades to a dingy tone, making it
extremely difficult to identify the captures within its folds
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White, though better adapted to the purpoae. alio gets dirty

very soon, and shows every stain. To my mind, therefore,

black " siUc gauze " material is far and away the best for all

purposes, and I strongly advise its adoption. As for the

size of the bag, it U a mis.take to have it too small. 1 know

the search for small butterflies rmd moths in a big net rather

suggests looking for a needle in a haystack ;
but the net

which is too small reqmres to be worked with exceptional

skill and precision, and few of us are hkely " to score a bull's-

eye " every shot with it. As for the handle, I prefer a stick

which can be used for walking, and the ring should fit on it

tightly, whether with a side screw or tubular Y. Otherwise

it may happen that in striking at an insect the net may close

before it is actually within.

For high-fliers a bamboo pole may be employed. But

the coller:rtor will soon notice that most of the insects which

circle about the tops of trees, the " Purple Emperor," the

Purple Hairstreak," and the spring " Orange Underwings,"

Brtphos parthenias (Plate XVI., Fig. 8) and B. notha. at

certain hours of the day descend to lower altitudes, or are

to be wooed to them by the very simple contrivance of a

sufficiently strong-smelling bait. For it is a mistake to

suppose that butterflies exist upon " spirit, fire, and dew.
'

On the contrary the " Emperor's " favourite viand is decayed

animal matter, and the woodland Pararge achine of the

Continent I know to be drawn irresistibly towards the final

remains of a rabbit. Nothing, also, is more attractive to

" Blues " and " Skippers " than mule and cow droppings,

and at the same sort of feast I have seen a forest road in

western Switzerland gorgeous with " Emperor " males and

their imperial cousins, Apatura ilia (Plate III., Fig. 3)-

Their Majesties' consorts, however, seldom descend to such

banquets. And this is fortunate, because otherwise it is
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certaiu the commerdal collector would have exterminated
such spedes as the magnificent Limeniiis fopuli (Plate III.,

Fig. 4), a near relation of the " Emperor's." which haunts the
French, Swiss, and German forests, as effectively as he has
many another local and rare insect. Nor are butterflies,

generally speaking, to be lured by artificial attractions.

Some of the Vanessids have a weakness for ripe fruit and
exuded .>.ap ; and in the autumn it is the plum tree, or peacli

wall, which is visited by the roving rare " British " " Cam-
berwcll Beautv," Euvanessa antiopa (Plate V., Fig. i). The
" Red Admin '," Pyrameis atalania, also, loves the tree-

trunks "sugared" for other game. But with the night-
fljnng uicth" -t is different. Apart from breeding and
sear* 'ring !^y day for those at rest, when, of course, there is

no dilu 'ty in bcoang ibem. sugar, under favourable con-
dition.s <jt weather, is a certain bait.

What entomologists call " sugar " is a compound ; the
recipes for making it are various. I believe its attractive
powers were first discovered by the great naturalist
Doubleday, who was a grocer, and had noticed the pre-
dilection of the Epping insect fauna for bir ; pitied hogs-
heads. An easy mixture to make up -"••s

.:.^.f.\
is treacle

mixed with rum. Another " sugar " ia made witli coarse
brown " moist " steeped in beer, and then .«la\'oured further
with rum or even essence of anisette. I prefer to employ
the former

; and it should be applied at dusk ^o tree-trunks
at the edges of woods, and on palings ; and where these are
not available, as may be among the sand dunes of Lancashire
and Lincolnshire, then sugar flower or grass heads. Dull,
damp nights are the most favourable ; moonlight with an
east wind is ahnost hopeless. But the unexpected some-
time happens, and moths have their caprices in this respect.
It will be found, also, that the visitors come in flights while
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there are species which I chink can only move at the dawn,

so rare are their appfarances. Again, the lull before a

thunder-storm, with a close atmosphere, is a specially pro-

ductive time. The collector who is sugaring will, however,

do well to take a companion with him. I don't think he

will find a net much use. But he will want both hands to

box specimens and a lantern to spot them ; so that, unless

he wears the light strung round his neck, he will be much

better able to work with a torch-bearer. The modern
" electrics " are a luxury for this work. Most of us have to

be content with the humble " bull's-eye."

This same electric lantern placed in a moth-trap is

invaluable. Our forefathers rather derided the notion of

collecting in this way, but by a simple contrivance—a box

with a glass front and a lateral aperture and a glass back.

Iiehind which the lamp is placed, rather on the principle

of the lobster-pot so far as the retention of the moths is

concerned—very good results have been achieved. Of

course lights of sufficient candle power near the window are

excellent attractions, and with a little arrangement, and if

employed in country districts where lighted windows or

lamp-posts arefewand far between, they will '-ield a remunera-

tive harvest. In the fens a usual device is to erect a sheet

on poles and illuminate it. On a good night hundreds of

moths will come to rest upon the white surface, and can \ie

transferred to the boxes without difficulty ; but against a

white sheet it is possible also to use a net, and one may l)e

carried. Street lamps, too, furnish abundant material, and

especially winter-flying species like the " December Moth,"

Poecilocampa populi, and the early-flying Hyberniid Geo-

meters (e.g., the "March Moth," A. eescularia) vfiW often

be found cUnging to the glass ; and later, in May, the

" Prominents " or Notodontids (Part II., p. 185).
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Most scented flowers attract. But one or two are pre-

eminent in this respect. In March and April the golden

catkins of the sallow willow, with their delicious balmy
perfume, swarm with moths, chiefly the Tteniocampid-

Noctuas (Part II., p. 177), which are on the wing thus early

in the year. In October and November the clusters of ivy

bloom, which by day have harboured all the " Red Admirals"

and " Peacocks " not yet gone into hibernation, are covered

with Noctuids—common fellows ordinarily, btit on occasion

including rarities, like Dasycampa rubigenea, not likely to be

caught in any other way.

Then flower beds at dusk yield large numbers of

Geomete-s ; and jessamine, syringa, and the tobacco

plant have each their special patrons, the last mentioned

being the accredited lure in .September for the splendid

"Convolvulus Hawk," Herse convohidi : while, if we are

prospecting for species in a hitherto unexplored neighbour-

hood, the spider's web will sometimes afford a useful clue.

As quite two-thirds of the known moth larva: and
several of the butterfly larvte of the United Kingdom are

night-feeders, it will be necessary to search their respective

food plants with the lantern, or to sweep the herbage with

an extra stout cloth bag-net. By day the turning of a leaf

will often reveal a sleeping larva. Others, like the " Red
Admiral " and the " Small Tortoiseshell " on nettle ; the
" Camberwell Beauty " (abroad) on sallow or birch ; the

"Eggar Moth," Lachneis lanestris, on hawthorn; and the
" (ireasy Fr-tillary," Melittpa aurinia, on plantain, are

gregarious in their habits, and easily betrayed therefore.

But, as will be more fully explained in the next chapter,

larvae, as a rule, are so well protected by assimilating the

colour or appearance of their surroundings, that often they

survive the keenest human scrutiny.
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CHAPTER VIII

PROTECTIVE POWERS—BflMICRY, ETC.

An introduction to the study of Lepidoptera would be

incomplete without some allusion to the imitative powers

displayed by a vast number of insects—if not all of them

—

in one or other of their various phases. We find that most

larvae, pupae, and perfect insects adapt themselves to their

immediate surroundings, and by such means contrive to

elude their foes ; while others exhibit what are known as

" warning " colours—colours which proclaim them undesir-

able objects of attack as themselves capable of retaliation,

or distasteful. For it has been established by observation

and reasoning that groups of butterflies, which would other-

wise fall certain prey to enemies in search of food,

assume the appearance of distasteful butterflies of other

genera—a phenomenon specially notable in the tropical

association of Heliconine and Ithomiine species, an edible

race mimicking a distasteful.

In the first stage it will be found that eggs laid singly

are the most difi&cult to detect. Those on foliage usually

approximate closely in colour to the leaf, bract, or stem on

which they are placed ; those on branches and twigs are

normally brownish or yellowish, and not only concealed

from the sight of the collector, but probably from the far

more piercing vision of mice and birds. Against the furred

and feathered enemy, indeed, it may be that the exquisite

chiselling and grooving of the shell, invisible to our
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unassisted eyes, makes assurance doubly sure by harmonisii^;

with the design of the ribs and veins of the foliage. Some
eggs, on the contrary, are so conspicuous that other reasons

must be sought for their colour ; for example, the brilliant

orange eggs of the "Orange Tip," Euchloi cardamines

(Plate 11., Fig, 3), on the stem of the cuckoo-flower, or

the hedge garlic. Other eggs, again, sunulate some natural

defect or a disease of the tree. The nut-brown egg of the
" Puss Moth," Dicranura vintda (Plate IX., Fig. 2), on the

leaf of the poplar resembles a tiny gall or other excres-

cence ; eggs of the " Small Tortoiseshell," Aglais urticce,

deposited in batches on the under side of the nettle, suggest

merely a swelling of the leaf substance. And the little sea-

urchin shaped eggs of the " Coppers," Chrysophanida, which
are to pass through the winter, reproduce exactly the drab-
ochre tint of withered herbage. Searching for eggs, tht re-

fore, is a somewhat laborious task, requiring concentration
and patience, unless the eye be practised with the minutest
of organisms. But a knowledge of the food plant or
locality in which the desired species is known to exist will,

of course, be useful in the first instance ; and in winter, when
the field naturalist is less occupied, searching for eggs is an
interesting pursti't.

In the larval phase security is attained in the majority
of cases by concealment—that is to say, by feeding only at
night, and lying up in some comfortable nook or cranny
until the long supper time arrives—or by the same adapta-
tion to colour environment as we have noticed, but in a less

remarkable degree, with the egg. On the other hand there
are larvae which are " plain for all folk to see "

; and
these rely wholly on a "terrific" aspect to protect them
from molestation. The " Hawk Moths " include several
excellent examples of such colours and appearance, the most
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obvious, perhaps, being the larva of the " Great Elephant

Hayfk." Pergesaelpenor(PlateXX., Fig. 5ft), with its curiously

suggestive dorsal markings; while somelarvs are character-

ised by their unpleasing scent and flavour, or even provided

with structural weapons of defence. The lovely larva of the

"Swallow-tail." Papilio machaon (Plate I., Fig. 3«). emits

a pungent odour of fennel : the " Puss Moth " larva, D.

vinula (Plate IX., Fig. 26), possesses not only a powerful

apparatus for ejecting strong fluid acid, but also a pair of

" tail-whips " with which to flick aside the too persistent

ichneumon fly.

Other larva: adopt special devices, and I think none of

them is more extraordinary and ingenious than that of a

West African species of moth larva, Deilemera aniinorii,

Obthr., which surrounds itself with small cocoon-like stnic-

tures of silk to make itself look as though the fatal ichneumon

had already done its work, and the parasites emerging from

the dead body of their victim had pupated on the carcass ! A
hungry bird or insect in search of prey, presumably would

pass over an already devoured larva. None of our British

species display such singular craft and subtilty. Yet a few

are almost as clever in deception—at all events to our eyes.

The larval tenements of the " Essex Emerald," Euchloris

smaragdaria, are coated with scraps of the food plant, and

reproduce the clusters of seed heads or dead leaves. The

leaf-rolling Micros so arrange their dining-rooms as to

provide a double exit in case of danger ; the hundreds of

their tiny larvae we see dangling on long threads are only

waiting for the suspected marauder who has disturbed them

to sheer off, before returning up the silken ladder to what is

at once their home and restaurant

!

But many larva; escape detection by individual mimicry

of their surroundings, the most familiar instance being
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that of the " stick " Geometers (Part II., pp. 213, etc.), which
in shape, attitude, and colour exactly reproduce the gnarled
twig or stem of their food plant ; while the larva of the
" Pacha-with-many-Tails," C/iaraA:«;flst«s—a North African
butterfly which also haunts the Riviera and the hills of

Corsica—motionless on the midrib of the arbutus leaf, with
its shagreen coat, and the dorsal ring mark exactly like a little

crack in the leaf itself, may be quoted as the perfection of pro-

tective mimicry in a species which, if removed from its en-

vironment, by size alone would be plainly perceptible. How
often, too, the glaucous larva of the " Small Cabbage White "

on the nasturtium, or the transparent green larva of the
"Golden Gamma," P. moneta, clinging to the under side of an
aconite or delphinium leaf, eludes the notice of the gardener!

Other specie?, again, depend for survival in this phase
upon their distastefulness, or the strength of their body
armature. Birds are voracious consumers of insect food

;

but they will hardly ever touch hirsute larvse, of whom not a
few, Hke those of the common " Gold Tail," Porthesia
similis (Plate X., Fig. 4a), are provided with strongly irri-

tant hairs
; while others, such as those of our " Fritillaries

"

and Vanessids, are accoutred with spines and bristles.

Then there are the wood and stem borers, whom you would
imagine the safest of all in their dark galleries, from which
they never emerge unless as moths. But the ichneumon
can and does get at them all the same, for her egg-laying
apparatus is so strong and sharp that, having located with
unerring instinct the imprisoned larva, she may introduce
her eggs, through the soft wood or stem -fibre, into the
body of the hapless grub.

I do not know of any instances of edible larva mimicking
distasteful larvae in self-defence.

In the case of the pupa, it is of even greater importance
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that the now helpless body should be concealed effectively,

as only thereby is the existence of butterfly or moth pre-

served in this phase. I have enumerated a few examples of

the capacity of the larva to protect itself. But with the

pupa the power is increased. Normally, the exposed pupa

is sendtive in a remarkable degree to the colour of the

material upon, or among which, it undergoes the semi-final

change. Experiments with the larvae of the " Small

Tortoiseshell " and the " Small Cabbage White " show that

both species are subject to variation of tint as they pupate

in specially prepared and papered or painted boxes. You

get light pupae in light surroundings, and vice-versd ; while

in Nature we find two forms of the pupa of the " Swallow-

tail Butterfly" differing greatly in colour ; that of the first

generation, which emerges, after auttmin fv^eding, in the

following spring, being stnmg up to dead stems, more or less

brown to grey in colouring ; that of the second generation,

fed up in the summer and pupating on green stems, assuming

a grass-green colour ; while not infrequently the two forms

will occur at the same season where the larvae have selected

different places to pupate. But the power of assimilating

colour is more strongly developed in some species than

others, whether as larva or pupa. Thus, it has been found

that the larvae of the common " Swallow - tail Moth,"

Uropteryx sambucaria (Plate XVIII., Fig. 2), have " various

shades of black, brown, and cream at their command,"

but the pupae of another common moth, the " Scalloped

Hazel," Odontopera bidentata, " while able to conceal them-

selves very effectually among surroimdings to which the

species is accustomed, are powerless to effect any appropriate

adaptation to an ' artificial ' environment."'

' Miss Elizabeth Hridges, "Experiments upon the Colour-relation between

Lepidopterous Larv;c and Pupa; and their Surroundings." (" Trans. Ent. Soc.

Lond," 1911, pp. 136-147.)
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The texture of the pupal covering must also be considered

in this connection. Thus, burrowing larvae usually turn

into brown, black, or earth-coloured pupse with hard coats

which will repel the earwigs, and carnivorous larvae of other

and predatory Orders, but are little protection, all the same,

against the sharp teeth of the mice, which are sometimes
extremely destructive to them. Incompletely concealed

pupse which remain above ground are mostly contained

in silk -spun cocoons between leaves, which have fallen

perhaps from the tree on which the larvae fed ; the protect-

ing leaves externally giving no indication of the tenant

within. But for fantastic and " horrific " developments we
must go to the tropics; the larva of one butterfly, for

instance, pupating in such a manner that the pupal case

bears an exact resemblance to the head of a snake, and
therefore to be let well alone!

The protective powers of the insect in its perfect phase

are no less remarkable, the colour scheme and pattern of

each species being combined, it would seem, to render them
either (a) as conspicuous as possible—that is to say, as a

warning to would-be enemies ; or (b) as inconspicuous as

possible, to ensure their safety at rest ; and above all in the

case of the female, whose sex-value is emphasised by the

fact that in almost every genus she is vastlj' outnumbered
by the male. Indeed, it is safe to say that for every female

iu a possible family there will be five males, though the dis-

parity is not to be estimated by the scarcity of " flying
"

females. For, while the male is almost invariably active

and easily attracted by natural and artificial sweets, the

female, once she has commenced her business of egg laying,

neither joins in the giddy dances of the opposite sex, nor

even frequents the same localities. Take, for instance, the
" Ringlets," ErebiidcE (Plate VII., Figs. 2-5), in Britain
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confined to the north. The males love to bask upon the

hot rocks, or flit backwards and forwards over the steaming

mountain footpath or rock - shoot. The female, on the

contrary, seldom leaves the slopes where the grasses grow

upon which her future progeny is to be raised. Her duties,

therefore, demand that she shall be specially protected, and

though with the night-tlying moths the differences of sexual

colouring arc often non-existent or but faintly marked, in

the case of those butterflies which display " warning
"

(colours the rule holds good. With the " Blues," though in

some of them there is a pronounced tendency to imitate the

male appearance as possibly a more effective means of

protection, the normal female is an unobtrusive brown-

winged little lady, while the ocellated and dotted grey

under sides of both sexes make them difficult to see when
settled with Tolded wings.

I have no space here to follow this fascinating subject in

detail. But one or two further instances may be cited to

illustrate the worderful way in which butterflies and moths

adapt themselves to their surroundings. The stock example

is the " Leaf Butterfly " of Northern India, Kallima huttoni,

Moore. Each angle of the wing, every curve, is so

arranged that, when at rest, the dingy under side exactly

reproduces a large dead leaf, the " tails " of the wing,

closed flat upon one another, figuring for tht stem, and the

antennae, folded back over tHe body and thu^ out of sight,

completing the illusion. Our own " Comma Butterfly,"

Polygonia c-album (Plate IV., Fig. 6), when resting, is

almost as completely concealed. The jagged edges and the

under side colouring, subject to a wide variation from deep

sepia to clay-brown, yellow, and gold, is exactly that of the

fallen leaves in all gradations of colour. And, as if to

make assurance doubly sure, the " C " mark, which has
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given the "Comma " its name, recalls a crack in the dried-up
surface with the light shining through it. A mimic of the
same kind is the " Lappet Moth." Gaslropacha quercifoliu

(Plate XXI.. Fig. i). while it goes without saying that the
" Emeralds " associate themselves with the verdure of

wfxxlland and wayside. The chequered green under side of

the " Orange Tip," as it comes to rest upon the cuckoo-
flower, make'^ it extremely difficult to locate ; and the
habit of quickly dropi)ing the folded Un^ wings below the
less ol)vious mottled hind wings renders the Continental
Satyrids (Salyrus hcrmionc, Plate VII., Fig. 7), and our
" Grayhng," Hipparchia semelc. well-nigh invisible on the
tree trunks where they love to jk-tcIi. How far. however,
these protective measures appeal to other than human eyes
remains a problem. At all events, it seems that birds are

put off by such devices.

An entirely different kind of protective mimicry is

exhibited by some moths, and notably the " Clearwings."

Mgeriidee (Part II.. pp. 229-30). These, being also day-
fliers, bear so strong a resemblance to stinging bees, wasp.s.

and even hornets—c.^., the " Hornet Clearwing," Mgeria
api/ormis (Plate XV., Fig. 6)—that no bird is likely to
approach them, the smaller members of the group mimick-
ing flies which are left immune for like reasons.

Lastly, in some countries, as already stated, butterflies

imitate each other—that is, the edible species mimic those
which are inedible or repellent by means of disagreeable
body fluids or noxious odours. But in all cases the object
is the same—the preservation of the species. And, with
this in view, the tendency to vary, more marked in some
insects than in others, indicates that the process of " natural
selection " for the purpose is not advanced to finality.

In my extremely elementary treatment of mimicry and
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protective resemblp.nce, I have merely grazed a subject of

profound interest in its manifold phases to the student of

Nature. It presents innumerable difl&culties and puzzles.

But the field worker, with a first-hand knowledge of the

habits of butterflies and moths in their native haunts,

may reasonably look forward to throwing additional light

upon the many problems advanced since Darwin first

explored the origin of species and laid down the laws of

natural selection, and the survival of the fittest.

IH^:'
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PART II

DESCRIPTION OF GENERA AND SPECIES

In this Part, which is devoted to descriptions and short Ufehistones of British butterflies and moths and some o^he I
oc^rnngontheContinent.theSuPER-PAMaiESarearrrged
m thejr several senes, or lines of descent, as shown on^TxPart I. By commencing with those at the foot of eachme the most specialised, or structurally developed, head

tt boH rf ^'°"^""'' °^ -developed. c'omLg atthe bottom of A. B. and C respectively. In this wav Ican g,ve the butterflies, which I have treated ind^JuTuyat greater length than any other Super-families, their tradirional place at the beginning of the series, followed by theHesperndes or " Skippers," which constitute a remote butnone the less a connecting hnk between the butterflies' andthe moths. The series, then, and the several Super-famihes
included m each, will be taken in the following orde^-

AA

I. A

ii.

iii.

iv.

V.

vi.

vii

viii.

ix.

X.

xi

and AA
Papilionides

Hesperiides

Lymantriides
Arctiides and

Lithosiides
Nolides

Nycteolides
Noctuides

Notodontides
Cossides

Tortricides

Zeuzerides

II.

iii.

iv.

V.

vi.

vii.

viii.
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Butterflies and Moths

A. I. SUPER-FAM. PAPIUONIDES.

FaM. NYMPHALIDi^.

Sub-Fam. Melanargurue.

Melanargia gai^tea, L., the "Marbled White" (Plate

VI., Fig. 6).—This, the first, and one of the fairest, of our
British butterflies, is not rare on flowery chalk downs and
by grassy wood-sides, though it has been mercilessly over-

collected, and from this, and unknown causes as well, has
disappeared from many localities where it was common
formerly—for example, the Chiltem Hills of Buckingham-
shire. As its name impUes, the wings are white, marbled
with black, the under side of the hind wings ^th a broken
yellowish antemarginal band filled with faint ocellations.

The eggs are laid by the female as she flies : the larva is

a grass feeder, hibernating when very small, and when full

fed is usually putty-coloured, with indistinct brown mark-
ings. It pupates, apparently without any protecting cocoon,

on the surface of the earth.

The extreme northern range of galatea is Yorkshire, and
it is unknown in Ireland. But it swarms from mid-June on
through July in central Europe, especially 'n the lower

mountain regions ; in the south, however, it is replaced by
the larger and whiter M. lachesis.

Petiver, at the beginning of the eighteenth century,

dubbed it the " Mourner." In France it is still the " Half

Mourner "
; in Germany the " Backgammon Board."

Sub-Fam. Erebiince.

Erebia epiphron, var. cassiope, F., the " Small Motjn-

TAiN Ringlet," is one of the butterflies to be sought for at

fairly high altitudes, and as an alpine species is the sole
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representative of the numerous genus Erebia inhabiting
marsh and mountain on the Continent. So far as the
United Kingdom is concerned, it is confined to Westmore-
land, Cumberland, the Scottish mountains, Rannoch in the
Western Highlands, and similar loca'.ities in the west of
Ireland. The form epiphron does not occur with us ; it is

a butterfly of the Vosges and the Geinian Hartz. Our var.
cassiopc ha2 the same dark brown wings with rusty red-
brown bands, which are spotted, not ocellated as in the
typical epiphron. The eggs are laid on grasses, and. like all
the Erebias, the larva; are night feeders. But at present no
one appears to have reared them successfully through the
winter, probably owing to the fact that in Nature they
must be covered with snow for at least five montls of the
year. The pupa, however, has been discovered—the wing-
cases hght green, the abdomen hghtish drab. In the
remote spots in Britain where it occurs L is on the wing in
June

;
in the Alps it is the commonest of its genus at all

suflicient elevations—from about 4.000 feet upwards to the
ixjrmanent snow line.

I cannot find that it has a French name. ^1 Gennany
It is the " Blackamoor "—an appellation conferred on the
whole race.

Erebia ^mnops, Esp.. the "Scotch Argus."—This
larger and handsomer Erebia is by no means confined to
vScotland, as its English name implies, for it occurs in our
English northern counties, reaching down to sea level, as, for
instance, at Grange-over-Sands. in Lancashire. Deep glossy
brown, with a lovely bottle-blue reflection in the sun ; the
fore wings are broadly banded with fulvous exhibiting two
or more white ocellated spots ; the iiind %vings with the band
less distinct But in the female the fulvous is almost
yellow, and the eye spots larger. It is very fond of the out-
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skirts of woods, and I first saw it on the sea-shore in the
grounds of Dunstaffnage Castle, Oban, on a bright August
day. In the lowlands it is particularly abundant, but, like
all Its kind, is only on the wing when the sun is out. The
yellowish egg is laid on various grasses. The larva hibernates,
and when full fed is light brown with lighter markings, and
two dorsal fine black Unes ; it pupates in the herbage
unattached, and the perfect insect is about early in August.

Of the same genus there are no less than thirty-five
known species in northern and central Europe. One of
them. E. medusa, Hb. (Plate VII., Fig. 5), is common at
low levels as far north-west as Rheims ; E. evias. Godart,
widespread in the Alps and Pyrenees, and down into the
Spanish sierras; another. £. ligea. L. (ibid., Fig. 3), being
the "Arran Brown." once supposed to inhabit that island,
but never in modem times (or perhaps any times) properly
identified there.

'
f t^ y

Qknonvmpha tiphon, Rott.. the "Large Heath." is

esseni-ially a northern butterfly, common on the mountainsm marshy places in many parts of Scotland, in the Lake
Distnct. and along {'-.e English side of the Cheviots, and
extending in the west as far south as North Shropshire in
the east to the Humber. The typical form is tawny brown
with a row of ocellated spots parallel to the hind margins
of aU the wings. But every locality appears to produce
Its own form, some of which have also been named and
described by the older authors as separate species. In the
extreme north, even in the Orkneys and Shetlands, we get a
very pale brown— sometimes almost white— form, with
hardly any spots, or none at all ; this is var. laidioti, Bork
and I first captured it on Ben Lomond. Then there is the
typical tiphon. as described and taken in the Irish bogs and
the north-east, as on Thome Waste, near Goole ; and lastly
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the brighter mahogany-brown butterfly, with large ocella-

tions and wide whitish fringes, usual in Westmoreland and
down to Shropshire.

The straw - coloured eggs are laid on Rhynchospora
alba, the white beak 5h. The larva is extremely lively

and agile, which may assist it, as Buckler suggests, to

escape drowning when its haunts are inundated. It hiber-

nates in this phase, and after feeding in the spring is bright

green, with dark bluish-green dorsal line edged with pale

lemon colour, and lateral yellow stripes. The pupa is much
the same colour as the rush ; and the perfect insect emerges
early in June in the lowlands, flying until well into August
in the mountains.

In France, where it is decidedly rare, and limited to a few
mosses in the north-east and swampy spots in the mountains
of the east, it is recorded as the " Daphnis," though I can
hardly suppose this and similar classical names can be given
as their " popular " names in the accepted sense of the
word. In Germany it is the " Lustre-eyed Bv'^'- fly."

CCENONVMPHA PAMPHILUS, L,., THE " SmAI.I. i EATH

"

(Plate VII.. Fig. 8). is as common as the "Meadow Brown" in

our fields and on flowery downs, first in May and June, and
then from August onwards imtil the beginning of October.
All the wings on the upper side are tawny brown, with a
black spot at the apex of the fore wings ; the under side fore

wings, with black spot ocellated and distinct
; ground

colour, bright yellow-brown : hind wings, greyish-green, with
yellowish central band. The eggs, first pale green, then
brown, are laid on grasses, and those of the spring parents
hatch out larvr^, a part of which feed up quickly and
constitute a second brood, wliile part " hold over " and
hibernate with the progeny of the second brood. When full

fed they are " dark green with a darker dorsal stripe, and a
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•tripe along the spiracles rather lighter again; the anal points,
pjnk "

; the pupa, green, suspended from a grass blade.
In the south of France the second brood often have

black margiinal borders to all the wings ( = ab. lyUus. Esp ).

The "Small Heath" there, also, is called the " Procris."
In Germany it is the " Crested - Grass Butterfly." The
Coenonymphas further include several common alpine
species, and of the rarer members of the family the dusky
C. oedipus, which is remarkably like the male " Ringlet,"
A. hyperanlhus. on the upper side, but finely ocellated
beneath with bluish spots enclosed in pale yellow rings.
The very common C. arcania has also been associated (in

legend) with our Fnithern counties, but there is no authentic
record of its being taken wild in I ritain.

Sub-Fam. Epincphelince.

Aphantopus hvperanthus, h., THE " Ringlet."—This
sombre-looking butterfly might be mistaken for a " Meadow
Brown," with its brown, almost black, wings, relieved only
by two or three dark spots. But the clear light brown
uniform under side, with ocellations, three on the fore wings,
and five, ringed with pale yellow, on the hind wings, mark.
It as the " Ringlet "

; though in some examples the " eyes
"

have lost their borders, or have disappeared altogether

( = ab. obsoleta. Tutt). The egg has a clear and shining
appearance, and is laid on various kinds of grasses. The
pale wainscot - coloured larva—a night feeder—hibernates
from October to March, pupating in June among matted
tufts at the root of the food plant. The perfect insect
emerges in July, frequenting hedges and ditches, forest
glades, and shady places. It is generally distributed in
England and in Ireland, and over the Border has been
observed as far north as the Firth of Forth.
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In France it goes by the name of the " Tristan."
Epinephele tithonus, h., THE "Cate Keeii- ."—The

famiUar EngUsh name suggests hedgerows and pastures, r^nd
tithor,', ! iy decidedly fond of such rustic surroundings, and
though by no means as common as jurtina (being only
reported from one or two locahties in Scotland), it is fairly
plentiful in most English and Irish counties. The male is
clear orange-brown, with two ocellated spots (or one) at the
apex, and a dusky margin to the fore wings : a marked
"brand " of brown in the centre; the female much larger,
with clear yellow-brown fore wings and lighter margins

;

under side hind wings yellow - brown, with yellow ante-
marginal band and small white dots. The whitish glisten-
ing egg is laid on various grasses, the larva, a night
feeder, hibernating, and when full fed, light brown with a
thin lateral white stripe and slightly hairy. The pupa
much the same colour, with black spots, and suspended by
the tail from a stem. The perfect insect flies in July and
Augitst.

In France it is called the " Amaryllis "
; in Germany the

" Marsh-Grass Butterfly"; and other English names for it
are tiie " Hedge Eye " and the " Large Heath."

Epinephele jurtina, h.. the "Meadow Brown"
(Plate VII., Fig. 9).—In season, from June to September,
this is certainly our commonest field butterfly : .he male
with inconspicuous brown wings; the female adorned
with a broad ochreous-yellow antemuiginal band, inset at
the apex with a single ocellated spot (sometimes two), the
under side altogether more lively, fore wings ochre hind
wings dehcate light brown, with a faint greyish-brown' ante-
ma .anal band. In the south of Europe the fulvous invades
nearly the whole of the fore wings in the female, making it
extremely ^.andsome ( = var. hispulla. Hb.) . In the Canaries
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it is even more brilliant in appearance { = var. fortunata,

Alph.). The egg is laid on grasses; the larvae, green and
taper with lighter lateral stripe, pupate after hibernation

;

the second (August) emergence being due to a certain

number coming on more quickly than the majority.
In France it is called the " Myrtil "

; in Germany the
"Large Ox-eye"— no doubt after the ocellations on the
wing of the female. Scientifically it has borne the name of

janira for a hundred and fifty years ; but latterly it was
discovered that Linnaeus bad first described the female as a
separate species, under the name oijurtina.

FAM. SATVRIDiK.

Sub-Fam. Satyrina.

Of the genus Satyrus we have no representative. The
seven western continental species are mostly lovers of

extreme warmth— large black and white broad -winged
butterflies of which Satyrus hermionc, L. (Plate VII., Fig. 7),
may be taken as an example.

HippARCiiiA SEMELE, L., THE " Gravung," is the solitary

British Hipparchia. It affects chalky downs and waste
places throughout the United Kingdom in July and August

;

though here, again, as in the case of the " Marbled White
"

m the Chilterns, it tends to disappear unaccountably from
its old-time haunts. Occurring abundantly in the Swiss
mountains, and also in the chestnut forests of the Midi, it

may be seen settUng on the tree trunks to which the under
side of the wings bear'? a fiose resemblance. The fore wings
of the male are smok^ own, with two black spots set in

ochreous yellow at the apex and below it ; in the female the
yellow patches are extended in an almost unbroken marginal
band through both wings. The cream-coloured egg is laid

in August on various grasses, and the young 'arva hiber-
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nates. When full fed the following June it is drabbish grey-
brown, with black dorsal and darker browr lateral stripes.
It pupates underground—a very rare event with butterfly
larvae—and the bright chestnut-rolourcd pupa decidedly
suggests that of a moth.

The French call it the "
j stic." the Germans the

" Eagle-Brown Butterfly."

Parakgk meg^.ra, L., tiik " Wall " (Plate V'll., ' ..
).

is so named from its habit of flitting about and scttlin. jn
^^arm sunny walls, though more often preferring the hot
t a rth 't is a butterfly which . in my experience, is becoming
rare in this countrj-, though generally distributed through-
out the United Kingdom. The wings are clear fulvous in
colour, with lar;e black ocellated apical spots, the male
distinguished by a heavy black median " brand," a row of
.smaller spots on the hind wings and transverse bands of
blackish brown, the under side mottled greyish with a row
of six ocellations on the hind wings.

The pearly white eggs are laid on a blade of grass. The
larvi, when ready fo- :)upation, is -.Tht green, with rather
darker stripes, but geu. rally tran; .ent ; the pupa, dull
green with four small abdoi iiral ^ .,.e spots on^each side,
suspended as with the ft.Iiijv iug species. The larva; of the
second brood hibernate, a- ' the perfect insect flies first
in May. and afte. w;; -ds in Arjust, though in the south of
France I have taken it as late as the third week of October.

In France it is called the " Satyr "
; in Germany the

" Wall Fox."

Pararge egeria, var. egerides, Stgr., the "Speckled
Wood" (Plate VII., Fig. 4).-The type, egeria. L.-a much
brighter fulvous form—does not occur in Britain. Our
"Speckled Wood " is a decidedly sombre insect, with its
speckled brown and white wings, the under side lighter, with
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a purplish stain at the wing bases. Cdmmon in most woods
away from the metropolitan area, it is first a spring butterfly,

but there are several emergences in the year, and it may
sometimes be seen on the wing in late October and even
November. I have seen hundreds of them in the North
Devon coverts when pheasant-shooting was in full swing.
The eggs are laid on grass, the larvae of the last brood hiber-
nating. When full fed they are apple-green with a dark
green dorsal Une ; but in the earlier phases more striped.
The pupa, which is suspended by the tail, is of various shades
of green

; and by April the perfect insect is on the wing.
In France it is the " Thyrsis "

; in Germany the " Butter-
fly of the Quaking-grass." Lewin calls egerides the " Enfield
Eye," and Petiver the preceding species the " London Eye."

Fam. Apaturid^.

Sub-Fam. Apaturince.

Ai'ATRUA IRIS, I^., THE " PuRPLE Emperor " (Plate III.,
Fig. 2), fully deserves its imperial title. It is the most
magnificent of British insects, and its soaring habits suggest
aloofness. In common with some mortal rulers, however, its

tastes are not always in keeping with its outward appearance.
For his Majesty, truth to tell, has a debased fancy for decay-
ing matter, and prefers a filthy puddle to drink from to the
diamond dews. In this way he falls easy victim to the
collector, and I myself have seen scores of these splendid
insects (all males, for the female seldom descends from Ver
lofty throne on the tree-tops except to lay her eggs) tumbling
over one another in a forest glade to get at the droppings of
mules and other animals which may have passed that way.
The wings of the male are deep brown, with transverse bars

of pure white, the purple iridescence which they display in
the fight being absent from the female, which is, however,
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a much larger and finer insect, with the white bands and
spots decidedly increased in size. The egg is exactly the
colour of the sallow on which it is laid ; the full-fed larva,
slug shaped, but provided with two green, red-tipped horns

;

the body green, with oblique yellow red-edged stripes oii

each side, and two parallel pinkish stripes along the back of
the head. The stout green pupa is suspended by the tail

on the under side of a leaf, and the perfect insect emerges
in the middle of July, occurring in many southern English
woods and reaching as far north as Lancashire.

In France it is called the " Great Flashing Mars." in
Germany the " Lustre Butterfly," and for over two hundred
years has been known to, and admired by, British naturalists.

Closely allied, but generally more common on the
Continent, is the "Lesser Mars," A. ilia, Hb. (Plate IIL.
F'g- 3). a double-brooded insect, haunting forests and
poplar avenues, with much the same characteristic habits
as A. iris.

LiMENITIS SIBYLLA, L-, THE " WHITE ADMIRAL " (Plate
IIL. Fig. 5), is the most graceful of British butterflies, and
well deserves the encomiums of the old writers who have
commented on the sweeping flight of the species. And very
beautiful it is to watch the "White Admiral" sailing
serenely from bramble blossom to blossom, or in some wood-
land glade questing the honeysuckle on which to lay its

eggs. The colour of all the wings on the upper side is black-
brown, with broad white bands across both wings; the
under side clear fawn-brown, with the white bands repro-
duced, and the wing bases suffused with silvery blue.

The green eggs are laid on the honeysuckle, the young
larva, after its summer feeding, constructing winter quarters
from a rolled leaf secured to the stem by threads of silk,
and exactly resembling any one of the other surviving leaves.
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Resuming operations in the spring, when fuU fed it is a very
curious-looking creature (Plate III., Fig. 5«.)_green with
a deep purplish stain above the claspers, and tufted with
reddish feather-shaped spines at wide intervals. It is single-
brooded, the butterfly usuaUy appearing at the end of June.
Extinct in all its former haunts near London (including
Finchley. where it was abimdant at the beginning of the
nineteenth century), it stiU adorns th^ much-hunted New
Forest and ceitain Sussex and Essex copses; but its
natural limits, outside the eastern county and Worcester-
shire, are south of the Thames.

" White Admiral " appears to be a version of the older
" White Admirable." In France it is known as the "

Little
Sylvan." its very near ally being the " Azured Sylvan."
whose scientific name (camilla. F.). without a doubt, wis
origmally bestowed upon the then misspelt sibilla herself.
In Germany it is called the " Little Halcyon," and associated
—quite wrongly it seems—in the same genus with Litnenitis
populi— the "Great Halcyon" (Plate III.. Fig. 4), a
magnificent forest species, which is found in considerable
abundance for a few days only at the end of June in the
great woods of north-east France. Germany, and Switzeriand.

In this group also are placed the two strikingly beautiful
black and white striped butterflies, Nept; 'Hcilla F and AT
aceris. Esp. (Plate IV., Fig. 5), the Gei lan " Moiimers."
southern species not coming west of the Maritime Alps

;

m the case of aceris not west of Vienna. On the wing they
may be compared roughly to small " White Admirals."

Fam. NVMPHALIDi^.

Sub.-Fam. Nymphalince.

Early systematists, disregarding, or ignorant of the
widely different structure of the larva of their comprehensive
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genus Vanessa, associated the whole of the " Peacocks "

"Red Admirals," "Tortoiseshells," and "Painted Udies"
with a single race. More modern research has discredited
this comfortable arrangement as wholly unscientific, and
leaves us in no doubt that we have, as in other sinilarly
constituted groups, representatives in Britain not of one
but several genera. I shall only attempt the briefest
descriptions of the majority of these familiar butterflies, as
they are all figured with their larv^, on Plates IV. and\'.,
except Pyramets cardui, the " Painted Lady."

Closely allied are the "FritiUaries," summer butterflies
for the most part, and, with one or two exceptions, widely
distributed. The larvae are also characteristic—their bodies,
as a rule, armoured with spines or bristly hairs, while in the
perfect insect the front pair of legs is more or less unformed
Roughly speaking, the " FritiUaries " may be divided into
those which display metalUc or puqilish markings on the
under side (Argynnids), and those which are without these
adornments (Melitaeids.)

Of the genus Melilcea we have three only in the United
Kingdom, which, perhaps, from the beginner's point of view
is an advantage, seeing t;.e great difficulties experienced by
even experts in separating one species from another
Melitcea parihenie, Bkh., is easily confused with M. athalia
(our "Heath Fritillary "), a butterfly on the Continent of
mdefimte variation, about which species and its congeners
M. varia of the Alps and M. aurelta, Nick. (Plate V Fig 4)'

whole volumes have been written in the hope of' making
their separation less tangled. On the other hand M
didyma, Ochs. (Plate V., Fig. 5), is seen to be quite distinct
while ou-/are M. cinxia is not to be mistaken for any other
member of this perplexing group.

Pyrameis ATAI.ANTA, I,.. THE "Red Admrai," (Plate IV..
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Fig. 4), is a splendid and uniquely coloured spedes, and, with
tiie exception of its close relative of the Canary Islands, the
" Red Admiral " is the only Western butterfly distinguished
by bands of scarlet upon its glossy back wings, the bright
white marginal and antemarginal spots of the fore wings
adding to the superb effect, while the under side, with its
deUcate marbling of blues and browns, is hardly less striking.

As I have said elsewhere, this butterfly is almost certamly
an immigrant, the atalanta of our summer gardens being the
offspring of May arrivals which have laid their green eggs
on the nettle. The larvae are black, with double lateral
yellow stripes

; but the ground colour varies to grey. The
pupa, which is suspended by the tail, is greyish, with the
characteristic metallic ornaments of its kind. One of the
latest butterflies on the wing and generally distributed,
observations .md experiments with captive examples go to
prove that in Nature they cannot successfully hibernate
in our islands.

Also the " Admiral " in Germany, in France atalanta i«

the " Vulcan Butterfly."

PVRAMEIS CARDUI, I,., THE "PAINTED I.ADY."—As with
the last-named species, there is no doubt that this species
also is regularly replenished by migration, the spring visitors
spreading over our islands and becoming the parents of all
fresh examples taken later in the year. For under natural
conditions cardui produces successive broods, that of the
winter, of course, being destroyed by our climate.

The " Painted Li Ty," with her orange-brown wings
heavily marked at the apex with black, and adorned with
white spots, is a handsome butterf ; the under side even
more beautiful—the fore wings flushed with rosy pink,
and the hind wings with an antemarginal row of blue-
pupiUed spots on a fawn-coloured background. The eggs
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are commonly laid on thistle, but the larva will eat ahnost
any low-lying weed, though, unlike the other Vanessids

described, it is solitary in its habits. When full fed it is

greyish green or olack, the black dorsal line having yellow

edges, with lateral lines of bla> k and yellow ; the pupa
lustrous and pinkish grey. As with others of its race, it is

confined to no particular locality, ranging from the high

Alps to the sea level, and in England usually in its pnme in

August and September.

In France they have improved on the " Painted lyady,"

and P. ca'diii is more aptly termed the " Lovely Lady "
;

in Germany, the " Thistle Butterfly."

PoLVGONiA c-ALP jm,L..the "Comma" (Plate IV.,r:g. 6),

is another butterfly which in England can be mistaken for

no other. The angulated and deeply indented margins of

its fulvous red wings are unique ; the C mark on the imder
side of the very variable hind wings [cp. Part I., p. 78)
is present in no other British species. It has, however,

become much rarer of late j'ears, but in all the western hop
counties is still locally abundant, though it has almost, if

not entirely, deserted Kent, where it formerly ;,ccurred. I

have found it abundantly in the side valleys of the Wye
in Momnouthshire. The eggs, which are said to hatch in

confinement two days after being laid, may be found on
currant and nettle, and those of the second brooa on hops.

The first are laid by the hibernated butterfly ; the full fed

larva, black dotted with red, and spinous; the pupa,
suspended from the leaf of the food plant, redd" h
with a green tinge, and embellished with silvery sp
Normally, the perfect insects are atjut in July, aii^

these are the parents of the September-October brood,
which is decidedly commoner on the Continent than with
us. Thej' love to settle on warm roads where moisture
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is collected, or to fan their wings on the sunny side of

forest trees.

In France the " Comma " is known as the " Gamma '

(=y Greek), or "Robert the Devil"; in Germany, the

"Capital C," or "Hop Butterfly."

EUGONIA POtYCHWROa, h-, THE ' LARGK ToRTOISESHKIX
"

(Plate IV., Fig. 3), on a larger scale reproduces the wing
markings of A . urticce, but the ground colour is less " fiery,"

tlie wing bases less darkly suffused, the three black ante-

marginal spots of the fore wings bigger, and the blue spots

in the borders decidedly less pronounced. The eggs also l^ear

a close resemblance to those of urticce, and are laid in early

spring by the hibernated parent on twigs of ehn and sallow.

Gregarious in their habits, the larvae are rich velvety black,

with brownish dorsal colouring, striped laterally wicli grey-

ish blue. The pupa; are reddish brown on the back, orna-

mented with golden or silvery metalbc spots, and are sus-

pended in the Vanessid manner from any convenient ledge or

cornice. In some years polycMoros is quite common, even in

the metropolitan area ; in others rare. It has a wide distri-

bution on the Continent, though nothing like that of uriica,

and becomes decidedly scarce in the north of England,
being absent entirely from Scotland and Ireland.

It is the " Large Tortoiseshell " in France ; the " Large
Fox " in Germany.

AglAIS URTICiE, L., THE " SmALL ToRTOISESHELL
"

(Plate IV., F'g. 2) is so common an insect that it needs
no detailed description here. Its range in the British Islands

extends from Land's End to John o' Groat's, and in

Europe from the North Cape to the Mediterranean ; Arctic

forms (=var. polaris) being duskier than the brilliant little

butterflies that haunt our gardens and the heather-clad

moors and mountains. The yellowish-green eggs are laid
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in masses
;

the black shiny larvae, with yellow markings
common in webs when, v li there is an abundance of nettles •

while the drab, metallic-spot ted pupae, hung bv the tails in
the crevices of walls, on leaves or on twigs, cluster together
sometimes as though the gre^'arious habit survived the
larval phase. Urfiu? is one of the first butterflies to break
the wmter sleep, and those Byin^ in March are the parents
of a first brood emerging in June ; there is a second in
August, and generally a third in October.

Its obvious and popular English name is employed for
It also in France; in Germany it is the " Uttle Fox."

ETJVANE.SSA ANTIOPA, L., THE " CaMBERWELL B AUTV "

(Plate v.. Fig. i)._To ib-: collector who finds himself in
Camberwell nowaday, the district hardly suggests the
presence of antiopa. Yet there is no reason to doubt that
the old " Aurelians " obser^'ed and captured this fine butter-
fly m the ther secluded retreat of city merchants, though
the story t! it the larvae wer one year so destnictive to the
trees that the Vestry offered a reward for their destruction
must be regarded as apocryphal. For the " Camberwell
Beauty " is an immigrant—occasionallv numerous but of
late years very seldom seen at the ripe fruit on the
peach waU or in the orchard, where it loves to suck the
sweet juices in September. The butterfly is uniformly Jeep
chocolate on all four wings, with broad creamv borders
mtenoriy studded vnth bright blue spots, the under side'
save the border, uniform black-brown

; the little fiction of
British " Camberwells " having white borders to assist the
collector to detennine the origin of his capture, and incident-
ally to inflate prices in the sale-rocms. being based probably
on the fact that the so-called " Britishers " have hibernated
and lost their colour in the process. I have seen the lar^e
velvety spinous larva: ;Fig. zu). with their bright red dorsal
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marks, hanging in festoons from wayside birches in the
Pyrenees, but sallow is generally accepted in captivity
as well as in the higher Alps, and the lowlands, wuere it

abounds, in most localities south of Paris.

In France it is called the " Morio "
; in Germany the

" Mourning Cloak."

Vanessa io. h.. the "Peacock" (Plate IV.. Fig. i).

with its four blue, lilac-shaded " eyes " on the brownish-
red wings, is known to most of us as a gardcn-haimting
butterfly in August and September ; while the uniform black
of the under side makes it almost invisible when it settles to
roost. Hibernating in houses, bams, etc., it may be seen
during the winter hanging motionless and torpid from the
ceiling or rafters ; but in Nature i. i^ often out and about in
the March sunshine, sometimes earlier, the females deposit-
ing their piles of green eggs on nettle. The black hairy
larvae are social in their habits, and pupate suspended by
the tail

; the pupa case grey, or greenish yellow, with metallic
lustre.

The name of the " Peacock Butterfly " is common to
England. France, and Germany, and though it is not found
in Norway, it appears to extend in Sweden as far north as
Stockholm, and to the south of Finland, while in Britain it

is reported up to the Caledonian Canal.

MEUTi^ AURINIA, ROTT.. THE "GrEASY," OR " MarsH
Fritillary."—^\Tiy this brilliant little Melitaa should have
been named the " Greasy Fritillarj'," and, worse still, the
" Dish Clout," is not apparent. I suppose the washed-out
appearance of the under side gave the impression ; but recent
authors have corrected the name to one which properly
describes its love of n jist places where its food plant, the
devil's-bit scabious, grows, though in captivity the larva
thrives on honeysuckle. It resembles that of M. cinxia. but
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the head is black, whereas in cinxia it is red, and is very

active when the sun strikes upon the webs in which it

congregates, and passes the winter, to recommence eating

in March. In early May it turns into a pale brownish pupa
with rows of orange tubercles and black markings ; and the

sole emergence of the butterfly takes place in May and June.

On the upper side it is astonishingly variable ; normally,

fulvous reticulated with black, the black increasing and de-

creasing according to the fonn, and the ground colour varying

in intensity, as also the six oright straw-coloured or red spots

along the inner margin of the hind wings.

In Ireland it is particularly plentiful ; also in some parts

of Scotland. England and Wales, the Lake District, South

Wales, and Kent have all their characteristic forms.

I cannot find that it has a French equivalent . In Germany
it is the " Speedwell Butterfly," after one of the supposed

food plants of the larva ; and nine separate forms of the

perfect insect have received as many names at the hands of

British and Continental entomologists.

MELITiEA CINXIA, L,., THE " GlANVILLE FriTILLARV."

—If M. athalia is generally scarce and local, M. cinxia,

the "Plantain Fritillary" of Wilkes, is nowadays even more
so ; and it speaks well for the robustness of the species that

it has survived at all in England. As with so many of our
rarer insects, there is evidence that it was widely spread

along the southern coast, at all events a century ago. even
if the old records of inland captures, and " near London,"
are to be regarded as prehistoric. As it is, like the " Lul-

worth Skipper," it has been forced gradually into certain fast-

nesses, actually on the cliffs of the Isle of Wight, and so long

as these remain inaccessible, or enclosed, so long will the
'

' Glanville Fritillary
'

' remain a British butterfly. It is, how-
ever, so very plentiful on the opposite coast, that it is rather
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remarkable, over-collecting despite, that it should be driven
to such straits on this side of the Channel, where other-
wise conditions are similar. As with the preceding species,
the black bristly larva; live in webs, which they occupy
throughout the winter together, the yellowish eggs being
laid on the narrow-leafed plantain. The hibemators feed
up quickly in April and May, and pupate suspended from the
up-'er side of the plantain leaves ; the pupa case light brown
with reddish and black spots. The upper side of the four
wings is netted and marked with black on a fulvous ground ;

the under side of the hind wings with a marginal spotted
brown band, and an inner band of creamy yellow white.
The butterfly is on the wing in its very restricted haunts in
May. and a few larvae feed up quickly to form a small autumn
emergence in good summers.

In France the " Glanville Fritillary " is known by 3t.s

classic name only
; in Germany it is the " Ribwort Butter-

fly "
;
and its English name was given it to commemorate

a certain Lady Glanville who was regarded as more or less
of a lunatic because she evinced a predilection for natural
historj' in days when such tastes were regarded as eccenlric
and absurd.

Meut^a athaua. Rott.. the "Heath Fritillaky"
(Plate v., Fig. 3). -Few collectors of the younger generation
are likely to find this butterfly occurring commonly in its
old haunts. The jerry-builder and the " butcher " between
them have contrived to exterminate the species everywherem the London area ; while the remoter woods, where it
still maintains a precarious existence, have been huntetl
almost to death for the species. " I found the caterpillars
of this fly." wrote Wilkes a century and a half ago. " feeding
on common heath in Tottenham Wood. They are of the
same fearful nature as the ' Plantain Fritillary.' " And
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earlier again we hear of it " pretty common in Caen Wood,"
Hampstead. Happily, farther west it has been allowed
some sort of " law "

: and there it may be hoped it will

continue to flourish. A small butterfly in England, the
upper side cf all the wings is fulvous, heavily netted with
black

; the under side of the hind wings with marginal white
lunules separated from tl e central arrangement of white
markings by a fulvous band. The eggs are laid on the cow-
wheat—Af«/««/>yr»<w pratense-when the butterfly is on the
wing in June; the full grown larvae are heavily armoured with
spines ; the ground colour black, dotted all over the body
with white ; they hibernate when quite small in colonies in

a silk web. feeding up in early spring, and the pupa antici-

pates by its markings somewhat the colour of the imago.
I cannot find that it has a French sobriquet; its

German equivalent may be translated as the " Pied White-
Plantain Butterfly."

The genus Brenthis includes a large number of the
smaller Fritillaries distinguished also by the silvery patches
on the under sides, or purpjish markings. About fifteen are
known to occur in Europe ; one of them, Brenthis improba,
being confined with B. polaris ar ' B. chariclea within the
Arctic Circle, and flying even in Spitzbergen. In the Swiss
Alps at moderate levels B. amathmia, Ksp. (Plate VI., Fig. 3),
will be met with by the collector ; while B. ino {Plate VI.,
Fig. I) is another familiar species, though it comes down to
plains as far noith at least as the forest of v<?amoussy in the
French department of the Aisne, and gei rally in moist
woods where its food plant, the wild raspberry, grows. The
genus, indeed, appears to prefer a cold winter climate, and
thrives all through the Scandinavian peninsula.

Brenthis euphrosyne, h., the "Pearl .ordered
Fritillaky " (Plate V., Fig. 7), is of much the same fulvous
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colour on the upper side of the netted wings, marked with
Diack. and is the commonest of its genus in Britain. The
under side of the hind wings presents a mosaic of purplish
raarkmgs. with a border of small pearls, and a large pearl
inset at the centre

; also two small ones among the brick-red
spots near the wing bands. The pale yellow egg is placed
on the dog violet in May ; the full-grown larva is sooty black
with a whitish lateral stripe, and covered with spines; but
at first It feeds up very slowly, actually commencing to
hibernate in June, nor moving again till the young leaves
of the viola are beginning to unfold the next year. Abroad
however, there is an August emergence, and the butterflv is
very common in the clearings and upon hill sides near woJds
Rare m Scotland and Ireland, it occurs in most English
counties, and I used twenty years ago to take it in Middlesex
not fifteen miles from the Marble Arch.

In France it is known as the " Large Silver Necklet " •

in Germany as the " Wood Violet Mother-of-Pearl Butterfly
"'

BrENTHIS SEI.ENE, SCHIFF.. THE "SmALL PEARI. BOR-
DERED Fritillarv" (Plate V., Fig. 6), on the upper side
bears a general resemblance to euphrosyne, but in the former
the occasional pearl spots on the under side of the hind wings
are replaced by a central baud of silver spots. The eggs
which are described as of " a subdued pale yellow," are laid
in June on the favourite food plant of the genus-the " dog
violet "

; and the larva observes pretty much the same Ufe
habit as Its congener, with a very rarely developed partial
emergence from quickly fed up individuals in August The
ground colour of the full-grown larva is " a velvety smoky
pink •

;
the spiracles black, set in ovals of a pinkish tint •

below them a stripe of pinkish red (Buckler)
; and for

pupation It suspends itself head downwards on the under
side of a leaf. Uke euphrosyne. But whereas the larva of the
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" Urge Pearl-bordered " is fond of basking in the sun. that
of the " Small " prefers to rest concealed beneath the leaf.
The perfect insect is on the wing in June ; and abroad there
IS a second brood in late July and August. Decidedly more
localised than euphrosyne. it is the commoner of the two.
however, in Scotland.

In France it is known as the " tittle Silver Necklet "
;m Germany as the " Brown-spotted Mother-of-Pearl."

Argvnnls auippe, h., THE " HiGH Brown Fritiixary,"
m appearance on the upper side closely resembles the
Dark Green Fritillary

. '

' On examination ot the under side
It will be found, however, that there is an extra row of small
pearly spots, inset in reddish brown, between the ante-
marginal and discoidal spots, while the dark green " wash "

IS replaced by a strong ochreous yellow-green. But, unUke
(J.^lata. it has a limited range of distribution

; common enough
lu the New Forest and most of the woods of the southern,
eastern, and midland counties; also in the Lake District,
but not penetrating beyond the Cheviots. The eggs are
laid at the end of July, and the young larva, though quickly
developed, does not emerge until the following spring, when
It begins feeding on the dog violet, probably only by night.
Full fed at the end of May, it is purplish-black, with an in-
termittent pale dorsal line broken by black velvety markings
at the segments

;
it is also covered with delicate yellow-

brown spines. The pupa is attached by the tail to the
under side of a leaf, and is " of a glistening pitchv-brownish
blackness, the spiky tubercles golden and brilliant'in colour

"

Ivike aglma, adippe is a swift mover when once alarmed but
It has a great affection for thistle bloom, and I have seen arow of a tall species of these plants on the Chiltems literally
covered with freshly emerged males, fighting one another
for a place at the banquet. I have noticed, also, that when
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" Greenish Mother - of - Pearl " (Plate VI., Fig. 5)—though
as a matter of fact the pearl is represented by an irregular
silver streak on the purplish-yellow under side of the hind
wings. It is, however, an Asiatic species of the uorth-east,
coming no farther west than the shores of the Baltic and
eastern Hungary.

IssoRiA 1.ATHONIA, L.. THE "Queen of Spain FRixniARv.

'

IS at once the rarest and least " British " of all our Fritillaries.

Only very rarely has it been taken in the spring—an obvious
immigrant—on the south coast, the few perfect examples
netted in August and September being the survivors of their
progeny. Well does it merit the royal appellation. For no
butterfly of the Old World exhibits such a wealth of jewelled
inlay upon the tmder side : the apex of the fore wings
studded with mother-of-pearl ; the whole of the hind wings
a mosaic of signing pearl markings on a delicate yellow-brown
ground

; the upper sides Argynnid-like in patten:, but with
a greenish tinge at the wing bases. Abroad it is a common
insect in the September stubble, and everywhei • in the
mountains and plains where there are plenty of flowers,
the species, in my experience, having a decided penchant
for the bloom of camomile. But I have no record of its ever
having been found in any of its eariier phases in Britain.

In France and in Germany it is called the "Small
Mother-of-Pearl."

Dryas PAPHiA, L E "Silver-WASHED Fritillary "

(Plate VI., Fig. 4), is at once the largest of the Argynnids,
and the under side, washed with silvery green, distinguishes
it from any other species except its congener the great
D. pandora, Schiff., of the South, and Biscayan littoral.

Especially affecting bramble blossom, with its rich fulvous,
almost fiery, upper side spotted and striped, it may be met
with in July and August in many of our forests ; for it is
essentially a woodland species, in contrast to the '• High
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Brown " and " Dark Green " Fritillaries, which prefer open
downs and heaths. The female is of a rather more sober
brown-yellow and more heavily marked with black, while
the ground colour of the under side of t • hind wings is
distinctly greener than in the male. It has also two different
forms, the normal and the aberration, valezina. Esp..
in which the fulvous has disappeared from the upper
side of the wings, and is replaced by smoky black—
a form common enough in the New Forest despite the
contmuous persecutions of collectors and dealers. The egg
is laid on the trunk of some tree in the vicinity of the food
plant (I,. Newman), and the young larva—a night feeder-
after trying a little of the leaves of the dog violet, proceeds
to hibernate, commencing to feed again in early April.
Full fed. it is black and velvety, with bright yellow dorsal
stripes, each segment provided laterally with branching
spines; and it moves rapidly backwards and forwards with
a graceful sinuous motion. The pupa is suspended by the
tail hooks from a slight web of spun silk, and is em-
bellished with metaUic spots.

Becoming gradually rarer northwards, it is abundant in
the western counties. Wales, and Ireland, while in the
lower Alps it is no uncommon sight to see hundreds of these
splendid creatures fanning their wings on the bramble
blossom and hemp-agrimony by the roadside.

In Huntingdonshire the woodmen call it the " Fox "in
France it is known as the " Spanish Tobacco B.itterfl'y

"

from Its colour
; in Germany as the " Emperor's Robe."

Fam. Pierid^.

GONOPTERVX RHAMNI. I,., THE "BRIMSTONE" (Plate III
Fig. I), is our "angle-winged butterfly of the buckthorn "
and one of the commonest hedgerow species, making its
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appearance with the first warm days of February, and flying
well on into June, when the eggs for the August emergence
are laid upon Rhamnus frangula, or Rhamnus catharticus

;

for it is not double-brooded, and it is a marvel, therefore,
how the butterfly, which hibernates in the perfect state,
preserves itself entirely undamaged by wind and weather,
" roosting," as it has been known to do, in the thick of an
ivy bush or other evergree. shrub.

The male is brimstone yellow, with an orange spot at the
centre of each wing ; the under side uniform pale greenish

;

the female pale primrose-yellow, almost white ; and it is a
standing puzzle among collectors in the field abroad to dis-
tinguish it from the female of the gorgeous Southern G.
Cleopatra, the male of which species is adorned on the fore
wings with a suffusion of deep orange colour. The egg,
which is at first pale green, then yellow, is laid on the under
side of the buckthorn leaf ; the full-fed larva, glaucous green,
with minute black dots; the pupa, bluish green, and
curiously fashioned with a sharp beak, or " nose horn," in
front of the head

; and the wing cases, exaggerated—the
whole suggesting the contour of a curled leaf. Probably
no insect enjoys a longer existence as an imago.

In France and in Germany it is known as the " Citron
Butterfly."

The next group of Pierine butterflies, the genus Colias,
embraces what are known popularly as the " Clouded
Yellows," two of which only are found in England, and these
by virtue of their strong migratory tendencies—a peculiarity
not shared by the mountain species: C. naste%, \-ar. uerdandi,
Zett., Lapland; the Arctic C. heda, H. S. ; C. pdceno,
ly., and C. phicomone, Esp., of the high Alps and Pyrenees •

and the eastern C. myrmidone, Esp. ; and C. chrysolhemc,
Esp., of Hungary and the Balkans.
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CouAS iiYAi^. L. . THE '

' PAI.E Clouded Yellow " (Plate

II.. Fig. 5).—^Just as there are edusa years, often at long

intervals, so there are hyale years, and then these brightly

coloured butterflies aboimd in the clover and lucerne

meadows, which, upon the Continent, are sure " draws " for

them. There seems, however, an insuperable difficulty in

the way of their becoming permanent residents. The larvae

(Fig. 56) not only hibernate, but require to feed a little all

through the winter, and a touch of frost on the food plant is

fatal. Normally it resumes operations in the very early

sprin and the first brood, a few of which start upon their

trav lorthwards to provide the second brood in remoter

pa- nakes its appearance about the end of April. WTien

fu I the larva is Ught green, covered with bristles, which
gi it a velvety appearance, " and having the pinkish spots

in the whitish yellow line above the spiracles very distinct."

The pupa is attached by the tail pad and a silk girdle thread

to the stem of the food plant, the second emergence

taking place in August and September, and it is principally

in the latter month that it shows itself in our southern coun-

ties—Essex, Kent, and Sussex being all favourite localities.

The fore wings are primrose - yellow, with broad black

margins ; the hind wings adorned with a saffron-coloured

spot ; the female lighter, almost white, and generally much
larger than the male.

In France the " Pale Clouded Yellow " is called the
" Sulphur "

; in Germany the " Golden 8," from the shape

of the saffron-coloured discal markings on the hind wings.

CotiAS EDUSA, F., THE " Cloxjded Yellow " (Plate II.,

Fig. 6), is a more frequent visitor to British shores, having a

much stronger and more rapid flight, so that few y pass

without its being observed in one or other of our counties.

While, in the great edusa years—1877 for example—it has
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become quite one of the commonest butterflies, and I have
myself seen it in the Temple Gardens and on the Embank-
ment. The principal emergence on these occasions takes

place in July and August, and sometimes a third brood is on

the wing as late as the first week in November. But for the

same reason, that the larva cannot endure frost and must
nibble the leaves of its food plant in winter, there is ncj

" British " spring generation, though on the Mediterranean

coast edusa produces successive broods all the year round.

The butterfly is at once distinguishable from C. hyale by the

brilliant ochre gold ground colour of the wings, which, wit li

the deep black border—in the female broken with yellow

blotches—constitutes it quite the handsomest of the British

Pierine family. There is also a pale form of the female

(
= ab. pallida, Tutt) ; and another form lemon-coloured

{ =ab. helice, Hb.). The egg from rose-tinted orange changes

to purple, and is laid on trefoil or clover ; the full-fed lar\-a,

"grass green, covered with the same sort of short bristles as

hyale, and velvety to the eye ; the line above the white

spiracles, pale yellow, with a red dot on each segment." The
yellowish-green pupa is tied up in the same manner as

all the Pierids. In a suitable season it especially affects

the railway banks which face the sun ; in the Alps I have

seen it careering over the glacier passes at an altitude of

certainly not less than g,ooo feet—presumably on migration

bent.

In France the " Clouded Yellow " is called the " Mari-

gold "
; in Germany the " Clover Butterfly "

; and recently

writers have broken the melancholy news to us that the

name of edusa is misappUed to the species, that it ought to

be called hyale after Linnaeus's description, and that hyale is

kirbyi ; but at present the time-honoured arrangement has

uot been shifted to make confusion worse confounded.
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Leptosia sinapis, h: THE ' WooD White." IS by far the

rarest of our native " Whites," though it is a very common
butterfly on the Continent, and especially in the lower

alpine forests. Not so many years since it occurred all

round London ; but it has been driven farther afield,

and in some localities in Devon, Northamptonshire, and
the south-west of Ireland it is fairly abtmdant still. With
its feeble, hesitating flight and smaller contour, it is not

likely to be mistaken for the ubiquitous " Cabbage." while

in the United Kingdom it is very rarely double-biooded, the

butterflies being limited to May and June, when they may
be seen, hardly ever settling except for the purpose of lay-

ing their white eggs on vetches. The full-grown larva is "a

beautiful green, with a light-yellowish spiracular line edged

above with darker green "
; the pupa in shape reminiscent

of that of E. cardamines, and in this phase it passes the

winter.

In France and in Germany, apparently by some error in

connection with the food plant of the species, it is called

the " Mustard White."

In the genus Anthocharis the mottled green under side

is characteristic ; sometimes, as in the April generation of

A . belia, further adorned with mother-of-pearl spots on the

hind wings. But these are Southern butterflies, or of the

Alps.

Our nearest ally is EucHLOg cardamines, 1,., the
"Orange Tip" (Plate II.. Fig. 3). the charming butterfly

which comes in raid-Ma}-, and is universal in our gardens

and woodlands, on downs, and in meadows where the hedge

mustard invites it to lay its brilliant orange egg, or the pale

cuckoo-flower, Cardamine pratensis, from which it draws its

scientific name. The female, however, is without the

characteristic flaming orange tip of the male, which in the
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lovely "Aurora of Provence," Euchloi euphenoidcs, Stgr..

a first spring butterfly of the Riviera, becomes intense

vermilion on sulphur. But both sexes have the mottled
green under side, which protects them so effectively at rest

on the flowers of their choice. The larva (Fig. 3«), which is

very easily reared in confinement, is dark green, with a
white spiracular stripe. The pupa, with its sharp beak,
held to the flower stalk by a pad and single thread ol

silk, presents a curiously grotesciue appearance ; and in this

pliase the " Orange Tip " passes the winter.

In Fran-e and in Germany it is called the " Aurora "

;

and it is universal in the United Kingdom as far north as

Inverness.

PoNTiA DAPLiDicE. L-, THE " Bath Wiiite."—Whether
the •' Bath White " is properly included in the British List

is an open question. Certainly the fresh examples, rarely

caught in the south of England in September, are the off-

spring of spring migrants who have crossed the Channel and
laid their eggs on the wild mignonette, common enough on
tl e white chalk cliffs of Kent ; while others, penetrating
inland, have established themselves on the Cambridge r.nd

appar*- ly on the Somerset downs, their claim to be called

the " k h White " being based upon the evidence of a

sampler, sewn by a young lady of that city about the end
of the eighteenth century, on which the insect was duly
figured.

On the Continent P. daplidice is double-brooded and
common at no great distance from the Channel. The eggs

resemble the internal colouring of the mignonette flower;

when full fed the larva is greyish blue, striped with yellow,

and somewhat hairy ; the pupa, attached to the stem by a

silk girdle, green and much spotted ; the perfect insect on
tlie wing rather resembles a very heavily marked "Green-
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vdned White," but the under side hind wings are ahnost

entirely invaded by deep dun green—this being of a decidedly

darker hue in the spring form, beUidice, Och., than in the

summer dapiidice.

It need hardly be said that abroad it is not known as

the " Bath White." The French call it the " Marbled

Green "
; the Germans, the " Mignonette Butterfly."

PlERIS NAPI. L., THE " GrEEN-VEINED WhITE," like

the two following butterflies, is double- sometimes triple-

brooded, and is almost as common ; while the spring genera-

tion is even more markedly different in appearance from that

of the summer. In the spring male the black apical tips of

the fore wing are small and grey ; in the summer, larger and
black, with a pronounced black spot in the middle towards

the outer margin. In the spring form the nervures are whitish

grey ; in the summer, with the two spots well developed on

the fore wings and an inner marginal blotch. The under

side varies considerably. Usually the nervures are dusky
green on a white, but sometimes clear yellow, ground, but

the summer brood is marked much less decid'^dlj md whtu
the dusky nervures are absent, or almost so, this is the

var. napeece ; the fine motmtain Continental form, of which
the whole upper surface of the wings is suffused with dusky
scales and dove colour to canary yellow, is called var.

bryonice : but it is not taken in Britain, though common
enough at low altitudes in Swedish Lapland.

The yellowish-green eggs are laid on various Cruciferce,

hedge garUc, etc. The larva is glaucous green, Ughter

than that of P. rapa, and without the dorsal line of

yellow ; and the pupa, which in size and appearance
resembles that of the " Small White," shows again consider-

able variety in colour and marking according to surroundings.

The first emergence takes place from April to June, and
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a part of th« resulting progeny come out in August, the
rest " holding over " until the following year, and with
them the pupae formed by the second generation.

In France the " Green-veined White " is known as the
" Turnip White "

; in Germany as the " Butterfly of the
Rape."

PiERis RAPifi, L., THE " Small White " (Plate II.,

F'g- 4). is perhaps the commonest butterfly of the Old World,
and has been r ^ntly introduced into the New, where it is

apparently m. ng itself as comfortably at home as the
thousand and one nationalities who have crossed the
Atlantic. As with the last example, the two broods—there
is sometimes a third in the south of England—show certain
seasonal forms, the summer brood being generally more
heavily marked with black than that of the spring. The
egg is laid on cabbage, nasturtium, and even water-cress

;

the larva (Fig. 4a). green with a yellow dorsal stripe, and
covered with blackish hairs, is, unfortunately, thereby
rendered distasteful to birds, but apparently suffers heavily
from ichneumons. The pupa is secured by a pad of silk

at the tail and a tilk girdle to the wall or plant stem chosen,
and has a remarkable capacity for imitating the colour of its

surroundings, especially in winter.

ri.RIS BRASSIC^. L., THE " LARGE " OR "CABBAGE
White," is the handsome insect which generally puts in a
first appearance in our gardens when the " Small White "

is

already well on with the first April brood. It displays, how-
ever very marked seasonal dimorphism, the blackish apical
tips of the fore wings of the male greyer in spring, and
decidedly larger and more boldly •accentuated in the second
female generation, while the black dashes of the lower
margins are also deepened and enlarged. The eggs laid in

April and June on cabbage are yellowish ; the larvse, which
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feed in groups of two or three, when full fed are somewhat
hairy, greyish green with a yellow dorsal and lateral line

;

and the pupa case, like that of A . cratcegi, is ornamented
with dots and black dashes, promising wing markings
on a more elaborate scale than actually is the case in the

imago. The first generation of the succeeding spring will

have hibernated in this phase.

Aporia crat^gi, L., the " Black -veined Whitf."
(Plate I., Fig. 3), is one of those butterflies which—once
common near I,ondon, and actually taken on Muswell Hill—
for no apparent reason have been slowly diminishing, until a
few years since it was considered as extinct as the " Mazarine
Blue." Fortunately, however, this is not the case; and
cratcegi, which is universally distributed on the Continent,

maintains its place as a British butterfly by virtue of survival

in certain remote districts on the south-east coast. Tlic

largest of the " Whites," it is met w^ith commonly in the
fields and pastures of the lower Alps, where it is often mis-

taken for the black-vemed P. mnemosyne, swinging lazily

from the purple heads of centaurea and other honey-laden
blossoms. The wings in both sexes are plain white, all the
nerv-ures marked distinctly black, and a strong discoidal

spot on the fore wings of the male. The female is at once
separable by the generally transparent appearance.

The j'ellow eggs are laid on sloe, and abroad, in gardens,
wliere the hairy larvae (Fig. 3a) sometimes play havoc with
tlie plum orchards, as they are gregarious, living in webs of

white silk on the trees, in wliicli also they pass the winter.

When full fed they are of an orange-red colour, wiui dorsal

and lateral stripes of black ; and the pupa case, girdled to the
stem of the food plant, suggests that the perfect insect

should be spotted yellowish white, with dark margins to the
\-iiiK- But these embellishments are carried no furtJier than
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lliis phase, the perfect insect, as I have described it,

eme«' ir?; in June or July.

In Fianc*.- *be " Black-veined White " rejoices in the

I line of the " 'jauze Butterfly "
; in Germany it is known

£. : t'le " Hawt torn Butterfly."

Ifte iit:;t two tribes of Papiltonidcv, the Thaids and

Pamassids, are quite beyond the ken of the British home
collector. Thais polyxena, Schiff. (Plate II., Fig. 7), and

T. rumina, ly., occur only in the warmer regions of Europe

where the sun-loving aristolochia grows. The Pamassids are

purely alpine, though Parnassius apollo, L., familiar to every

mountain climber in the Alps and the Pyrenees, in Scandi-

navia approaches the lower levels. Stories from time to time

have been circulated of its appearance in the Scottish and

Welsh mountains ; but even if they be not other than

travellers' tales, it can only be supposed that the insects

have been introduced in hopes of establishing so fine a species

as a permanent resident. Colonisation of alpine insects,

however, seems at present to have been little more successful

than attempts to grow edelweiss in suburban gardens. The
lowest flier of the Parnassius group, P. mnemosyne, L.

(Plate II., Fig. 2), which is actually found on the lower hills

of the Bouches-du-Rli6ne, would, in my opinion, be quite as

easy a subject for experiment as P. apollo.

Fam. PAPILIONIDiE.

Sub.-Fam. Papilionincc

.

Papilio machaon, L,., the "Swallow-tail BuTTERIL^
"

(Plate I., Fig. 3).—The magnificent size and colouring of the
•' Swallow-tail Butterflies" has appealed to the imagination

of all ages, and I myself have seen the signet ring of a Cretan

nobleman of the " Minotaur " period emblazoned with a

very tolerable representation of one of the three species
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which inliabit Europe. Though generally common on the

Continent—and you may see machaon flying over the flower

beds in the public gardens of Paris, as well as in the meadows,
on the coast cliffs, or high up to 8,000 feet in the Alps—in
Britain it is a butterfly which has been driven back, like

others I have described, before the march of the cultivator.

Old records locate it in Kent, Middlesex, Dorset, etc. But
to-day it has retired into the fenland of Cambridgeshire and

Norfolk, where, despite the keen attentions of the collector

and the dealer, it is pleasant to know that it holds its own.

The fore wings are eithe- a deep yellow or pale primrose,

with a broad black antemarginal band, beyond which is a

series of yellow spots ; the hind wings, which are " tailed,"

are also yellow, with a broader black marginal band, and

each division of the band is centred with metallic blue,

outside it yellow lunules and a red-gold spot of large size

near the anal angle. The egg has a chameleon capacity

for colour change. Shortly before hatching it is almost

black, and finally transparent. After consuming the shell,

the young larva attacks the leaves of fennel or milk parsley.

Full fed (Fig. xa), in July it presents a very striking and

])eautiful appearance, being bright green, with black velvet

rings on each segment, and the segments spotted orange.

After the third month it is further provided with a fleshy

process behind the head, like a pair of horns, which it can

protrude and draw in, emitting a curious strong smell,

probably useful as an ichneumon scare. The pupa is girdled

perpendicularly to a stem, and varies in colour, as already

stated (Part I., p. 76), with its surroundings—a part of the

brood emerging as the second generation in August (in hot

seasons probabty the whole), a part " holding over " to

constitute the first spring emergence the following May.

In France it is called the " I^arge Tail -bearer" ; in
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Gennany, the " Swallow-tail " ; and has been allowed to

enjoy the name given it by Linnaeus unchanged.

In western Europe there are three closely allied species

of " Swallow-tail "—the "Scarce Swallow-tail," iphiclides

podalirius, L. (Plate I., Fig. i), which I have already dis-

cussed as a British insect (Parti., p. 6i) ; P. alexanor, Esp.,

a local Southern Papilio, chiefly differing from machaun by

the reduction of the black on the wings, and the consequent

predominance of the pale yellrw ground colour ; and P.

hospiton. Gene., a butterfly peculiar to Corsica and Sardinia,

and often only to be distinguished from machaon by the

abbreviated " tails," and the much heavier black markings.

Fam. Lemoniid/K.

Sub-Fam. Nemeobiince.

Hamkaris i,ucina, L.. the " Duke of Burgundy

Fritiij.ary" (Plate Vil., Fig. i).—This, the sole representa-

tive of its family {Lemoniidce) in Europe, is an altogether

remarkable insect in the perfect state ; for in the male the

fore legs have disappeared, wl;ile in the female they survive,

so that we have an example, apparently, of that "rata

avis " in the Old World—a four-legged butterfly. This and

other structural facts connected with its several phases have

caused lucina to be shifted about continually in the whirl of

classification; while, for the further confusion of beginners,

by reason of its superficial resemblance to the Fritillaries,

it was called the " Duke of Burgundy Fritillary " by the

genius who evolved the British nomenclature, whereas it

has nothing to do with the Argynnidtt.

The ground colour of all the wings on the upper side is

darkish brown, with three lines, more or '-
, pronounced, of

ochre-yellow .spots ; on the under side the fore wings are

lighter, with faint black ' iansverse rows of spots ; the hind
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wings, ornamented with two similar rows of large whitish
spots. The sexes are distinguished by the (usually) smaller
size or ttie male, the narrower and more pointed fore wings.

The transparent globe-shaped egg is laid on leaves of
primrose and cowslip. The full-fed larva (Fig. 6a) is very
hairy—the colour of the skin, purplish, of the hairs, light

brown
; it feeds up through the summer, and, attaching

itself by the tail to a small pad of silk spun on the under side
of a leaf, passes the winter as a pupa. The perfect insect
flies in late May and June, and though reported to be double-
brooded on the Continent, I know of no modern instance of a
second emergence here in England. Unknown in Scotland
and Ireland, it is not uncommon in the woods of most
midland and southern counties, but often overlooked by
reason of its inconspicuous appearance.

In France it is called " La Lucine " ; in Germany,
presumably from the shape of the spots, the " Brown Dice
Butterfly."

Fam. Rurai,id/E.

Suh-Fam. Lycainince—Blues, Hairstreaks, and Coppers.

LVC^NA ARION, L., THE "LARGE BlUE " (Plate VIII.,
Fig. 8).—This, the most beautiful and the largest, and now
one of the rarest extant species in England, is decidedly not
a chalk-hill " Blue," though it occurs not infrequently on
limestone. It appears, indeed, to be one of the rare lace
which prefers granite, or other formations—at least that is

my experience of this splendid insect in its Continental
haunts. Not so many years ago it abounded on the wolds
of I>orthamptonshire

; now it has entirely disappeared
therefrom, as also from the rock -strewn south Devon
coast in the neighbourhood of Salcombe, whithe- it appears
to have been driven by force of circumstances, though what
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exactly those circumstances may be remains a mystery. Of
course in its former known haunts it was zealously over-

collected ; but this would hardly account for its extinction

everywhere, and we may assume, therefore, that there are

natural -»rces at work in this country destructive to the
" Large Blue as to the " Mazarine Blue." At present it

maintains a precarious existence in some few remote

localities on the Cotswolds. In north Cornwall it may be

said to be making its last stand as a British insect against

the encroachments of civilisation (?). On the hill-sides of

Provence, in the higher Alps, in the woo Is of north-east

France, arion is, however, abundant, flying quickly over the

flowery wastes or down the sun-cheqi;ered glades of the

lorest. The males and females are deep satiny blue, the

black marginal band on the fore wings of the latter being

broader, and the inner marginal row of black crescent-

arranged spots much more heavily accentuated. And in

the Alp.s the black sometimes pervades the whole wings,

giving a singularly " electric " appearance to the butterfly
;

the blue ground colour, as it were, showing through the-

dusky over-cloud. For many generations it has been the

ambition of naturalists to unravel the life history of the

" Large Blue." But until it was discovered that the larva

(Fig. 8a) actually disappeared below ground during a large-

portion of its existence and became a member of the ant

community, all attempts failed of success. In its earlier

phases it feeds upon the flowers of the wild thyme, which it

imitates in general colour ; but it is still unknown upon what

it feeds in the ant colony, under whose fostering care it

lives for close on ten months. Mr F. W. FrohawV who first

discovered the subterranean larva, thinks, however, " there

is but little doubt that the food is tendered by the ants in the

same way as their own larvae are fed—from mouth to mouth
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with the food the ants disgorge." The pupa, apparently, is

also entertained by the same host, and changes near the

surface of the soil, the perfect butterfly emerging in the

first weeks of June.

In France the scientific name isadopted for it colloquially

;

in Germany it is sometimes called also the " Black-speckled

Blue "
; and arion it has remained since the time of Ivintueus.

Closely allied to this species are the two butterflies.

Lyccena areas, Rott., and L. cuphemus, Hb., both more or less

marsh -loving insects, and very local in western Europe.

While the third, L. alcon, F., a " Blue " of the mountains and
the plains, is only occasionally met with—most frequently,

perhaps, at the higher altitudes of Switzerland, though the

larger, brighter form may be found at Biarritz and on other

heaths of the south-west.

Aricta mkdon, Esp., the " Brown Argus," resembles

superficially the typical female of the "Common Blue," and is

one of the family which presents the same appeirance more
or less in both sexes. The wings on the upper side are of a

warm brown colour, with rows of bright orange-red spots at

the borders . the under sides are clear greyish yellow, the

orange spots reproduced, with an inner sickle-shaped row
of black spots ocellated with white, ^a the north of England
(Durham) the form salmacis, Stephens, occurs— the fore

wings without the orange marginal spots, or nearly so
;

while farther north, again, medon is superseded by the variety

artaxerxes, F., which has the discal spot on the fore wings
white and the spots on the under side of both wings also

white—a form which, so far as I can determine, is limited to

S-^otland. The egg is rather the colour of a leaf of the rock-

roire, on which the larva feeds. The butterfly being double-

brooded, the young larva of the autumn generation hiber-

nates, and when full fed is pale green, with pink lateral
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markings, and rather hairy. The pupa is fixed in a perpen-

dicular position by silken threads holding together the leaves

of the food plant. A down and heath species, the " Brown
Argus" in England revels in the sunniest situations—the

first emergence taking place in May, or even earlier, the

second about the first week of July. The form ariaxerxes

"s common where it occurs, whether in Aberdeenshire or

in the green lowlands.

In France it is also called the " Brown Argus "
; in

Ciermany by the oddly inappropriate name of the " Fin
Blue." Our British authors have dubbed it variously, after

the German, astrarche and agestis, but Esper's medon appears

entitled to rank by priority.

POLYOMMATUS ICARUS, ROTT., THE " COMMON BLUE "

(Plate VIII., Fig. 4).—Probablyno " Blue" is morefamiliar to

liritish collectors than the "Common Blue," though there are

countries wiihin the wide range of its distribution where it is

anything but as common as some others of its race. I have
found it equally at home in the region of the North Cape, on

tlie marshy mountains of Lapland, on the sun-kissed hills

of Provence, and in the English garden. But its wide rans^e

implies also a great tendency (in the female) to vary, tlioiii:li

I cannot find that any of the aberrations thus presented are

confined to one special locality. The upper side of the wini^s

in the male is of a shiny hlac-blue, with a narrow black

border and snow-white fringe ; on the under side dun gre>

,

with rows of orange lunules towards the outer margin of the

wings and antemarginal rows of black spots. The typical

female is warm brown, with a dusting of lilac-blue scales at

tlie wing bases ; and there is a g<^neral tendency for these

to spread, until sometimes they invade the whole area to

the orange lunule borders, examples from Scotland and

Lapland being the most marked in this respect, while
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.Southern " plain " races are often without the over-blue
altogether. Indeed, a whole volume might be written on
the variations of this common species. The eggs are laid on
the bird'.s-foot trefoil. The full-fed larva, after successive

moults tending to darker hue, is dull green, with yellowish
markings on each side of the back ; it forms a slight cocoon
by drawing together two or three leaflets, but the progeny
of the last autumn brood hibernate as larvae, spinning up at
the end of March ; and from April onwards until the end of

October in warm seasons the perfect insect is on the wing.
In France it is called the " Blue Argus "

; in Germany,
the " Rest Harrow Blue." Authors have christened it from
time to time ari^Hs, alexis, and other names ; but icarus
apparently is the first, and therefore the decisive, name for
the " Common Blue."

The '-ptuis Polyommatus, until recently reclassified, was
made to r ,itain a number of Continental and especially
alpiae species—viz., eumedon, orion (Plate VIII., Fig. 5), and
donzelii : damon (Plate VIII., Fig. 7). hylas, escheri, eros.

orbitulus, pherdes, and optiletc—aL of them to be found at
the tourist mountain resorts of Switzerland, and the capture
and observation of which will lend additional interest to a
summer holiday

; also the rarer dolus, meleager (perhaps the
most striking in both sexes of all the Old World " Blues

"

of the West), and baton.

Agriades corvdon, Poda, the " Chalk-hii,!. Blue."
is hardly less beautiful than A. thetis, to which it is so nearly
allied, while enjoying a decidedly wider distribution in
ICngland south of Lincolnshire; but in Scothnd and
Ireland it is entirely wanting. Nor is it confined to the
chalk downs and heaths, being occasionally found on other
formations, as, for example, at Hastings and near Oxford.
The male on the upper side is silvery chalky blue, with deep
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black borders to the fore wings, the English race showing in

this respect a marked difference from the Continental. The
female is generally warm dark brown, but both on the upper
and under side tends to vary indefinitely, sometimes assum-
ing the blue of the male over three-fourths of the w" ;g area

( = ab. tithonns, Meig.)—excessively rare in this country, but
occasionally, as in Charente-Inferieure, outnumbering the

typical form—sometimes only with the hind wings on the

upper side suffused with blue ( = semisyngrapha, Tutt). The
under side of the wings of the male is chalky white, chequered
and spotted with numerous blackish ocellations and a row
of faint orange lunules at the lower margin of the hind wings
-more pronounced in the female, in which the ground
colour is deep brown. The greenish-white eggs are laid on
leaves of Hippocreph comosa, rock-rose, and other allied

plants, late in August and September ; the larva emerges in

the early spring, and v/hen full fed bears a very near resem-

blance to that of ihelis, except that, perhaps, it is of a

somewhat lighter green. It pupates on the surface of the

earth among the stems of the food plant. In the extreme
South—along the Riviera, for example—this butterfly is

double-brooded, and in April haunts low-lying heaths at

no great distance from the sea.

In France it is known as the " Mother-of-Pearl Argus "
;

in Germany as the " Silver Blue "
; and except that Poda

spelt " corydon " " coridon " when he named the species, the

synonymic history of this " Blue " is quite remarkably
uneventful.

AGRIADES THETIS, RoTT., THE " AzURE BLUE," is

cl^ -ly allied to the " Chalk-hill," and together they arc

uncionbtc": the most attractive of all our " Blues." The
males, with their lovely celestial or silky-blue fore wings, and
the dusky females, often in the first brood suffused with the
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male coloration, are familiar upon our southern and midland
chalk downs

; while in the mountains of central Europe
they swarm, perhaps the most beautiful form of the female
yet observed being that of south-western France ( = ab.

caelestis, Obthr.), in which the azure invades the whole wiuv
surface on the upper side. At rest on a blade of grass the
dark grey under side, with the rows of spots and the

metallic powdering of the wing bases and edging of orange
lunules, is hardly less striking. But to the unpractised eye.

apart from the fact that the two species seldom overlap in

the time of their appearance, the separation of the female
thetis from the female corydon is something of a puzzle.

Perhaps the best test is the depth of the ground colour,

especially of the fringes, which in thetis is greyish, in corydon,

white. In Britain there is a double emergence of thetis—
the first in early June, the second in September ; corydon,
on the other hand, has but one brood, generally intermediate
i)etween these.

The whitish-green eggs, which bear a close resemblance
to particles of chalk, are laid on the under side of a leaf of
Hippocrepis comosa. The larvae of the second emergence
liibemate, and when full fed are deep green, covered with
small black specks, with yellow stripes ; and in this phase
also closely resemble the larvae of the " Chalk-hill Blue "

;

but at the time when the larva of thetis is full grown, that of
corydon is still small, so that for practical purposes the season
will decide identity. In Nature pupation takes place in the
matted roots and stems of the food plant, just under the
ground surface, and the ant habit is strong in both phases.

In France and in Germany the " Azure Blue " is

known as the " Celestial Blue Argus." Scientific grubbing
has discovered that tlie oldest name for it is thetis ; but in

view of the extreme beauty of the insect, it is a legitimate
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cause for regret that it is now dissociated from the more

characteristic adonis, as used by so many authors, or the

hardly less expressive hellarnus : for the "beautiful argus"

it is unquestionably.

NOUIAOES SEMIARGUS, ROTT, THE "MAZARINE BlUK."—

This beautiful " Blue," which is well named the " Mazarine

Blue," is probably extinct in our country, where it never

seems to have been really common. Abroad, and especially

in the Alps, it is one of the common species : the males

" mazarine " on the upper wings, with dazzling white edges ;

the lemales, black to blackish-brown ; lx)th fawn-grey on the

under side, distinctly spotted towards the margin of the fore

and hind wings with black, white-framed ocellations. Why
the species should have disappeared is one of those mysteries

which present themselves often enough in considering the

effect of our climate and our field culture on living creatures.

But unless it survives in some sequestered spots, as suggested

elsewhere (Part I., p. 63), I fear the Enghsh " Mazarine" is

to be sought nowadays only in the museum and the sale-

room. The reticulations of the egg are described as " resem-

bUn« white-frosted glass, reflecting the beautiful pale blue-

green ground colour of the egg " (Frohawk). Like that of

C. minimus, the young larva bores into flower heads, and

affects much the same plants ; it is when full fed a vivid

dark green, the skin very transparent. In confinement

the pupa hangs by the tail in a thin silk cocoon spun among

the food plant ; and the butterfly is double-brooded on the

Continent in the plains—first appearing in May, and then at

the end of July.

It does not seem to have attracted a distinctive French

name, but in Germany the text-books describe it as the
' Half Argus "

; and it enjoys the distinction at home of

being noticed in one of our earUest works on Natural
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History—the " Insectorum Theatrum" of Moufet (1634).

and eighty years later by Ray. A large number of our

authors have also treated it under the name of acts, Schiff

.

P1.EBEIUS ARGUS, L., THE " SiLVER-STUDDED BlUE."
—(Plate VIII. Fig. 3). No " Blue " has worried the

collector abroad more than this, owing to a certain resem-

blance to another " Blue," P. argyrognomon, Bgstr., tlie

confusion being made worse confounded, as it seems very

doubtful whether lyinnaeus originally described under the

name of argus the butterfly we have hitherto called (Vgon,

Schiff., or this same argyrognomon. But in the United
Kingdom, at all events, we are spared the problem altogether,

since the alternative does not inhabit our islands. As for

the " Silver-studded Blue," it is one of the commonest of its

kind on gravel and chalk aUke, but in England I think rather

a heath insect, the bright blue male, with its dark border, and
brown female toying in the middle days of June among the

heather and ling of our commons. The under sides of both

species present, also, entirely different aspects—the bluish

ground colour lighter in the male, the spots smaller ; in the

female, the ground colour creamy brown, with strongly

marked orange-and-black spots. The egg is laid from Jime
onwards on various low-growing herbs, such as the bird's-

foot trefoil; but the young larva does not make its

appearance until the following March. From dirty whitish

brown it gradually develops a more or less olive, striped

with various shades of green ; it changes in a Httle silken

web spun among the trefoil stems, but occasionally under
bark, and the larva is again one of those which derive a

mysterious benefit from association with the ant. In Britain

the species is single-brooded, appearing in June, becoming
commoner from the Cheviots southwards.

In France, apparently, it shares with argyrognomon the
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name of the " Violet-blue Argus "
; m Germany it is known

as the "Furze Butterfly" or the " Silver-sijotted Small
Blue "

; and the confusion of the classical names given it

has led to quite a heated controversy ! But argus is the
first, and therefore the final name for it.

CupiDO MINIMUS, FuEssL., THE " Small Blue," is not
only the smallest of our native butterflies, but of all those
found in western Europe. The male is generally dark
brown to black on the upper side, sprinkled at the wing bases
with metallic light blue scales ; the female is much the same
colour, but rather darker; the under side of both sexes being
delicate French grey, with transverse rows of distinctly

marked black spots, and a pronounced discoidal spot in the
centre of the fore wings. T*-" pale green egg is laid on several

S2)ecies of vetch and trefoil ; but the woolly yellow clusters of

Anthyllis vulneraria are the favourite habitat of the young
louse-shaped larva, which burrows its way deep into the
flower, feeding on the immature seed vessel. When full fed
it bears a close resemblance to its surroundings, with its

yellowish-grey skin lined faintly with red, and when passing
the winter iu this phase in a silk-spun shelter among grass,

resembling nothing so much as an atom of chalk. Single-

brooded in the United Kingdom, the perfect insect appears
about the first week in June, and especially haunts the chalk
downs of Sussex, Bucks., and Cambridgeshire, though by
no means confined to this formation ; on the Continent
ranging, indeed, from the Arctic Circle to the Mediterranean

;

and in Scotland as far north as Inverness-shire.

In France it is the " Smallest Argus "
; in Germany the

" Brown Blue." Described by innumerable authors under
the name of alsus, and occasionally as minimn, it has now
come to its own again both by right of priority, and as a
concession to grammar.
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EVERES AKGIADES. PaL.. THE -LOX^'ORTH BlUE," with
the Other

'

' British
'

' tailed
'

' Blue, Lampides bceticus. has but
a slender claim to membership of the British List. Only
three examples are k -m to have been captured "

first-

hand "—two, a male and a female, on Bloxworth Heath,
Dorset, and the third a few days later not far oflf. Since
1885, however, no one has rediscovered the species ; or at
least the one or two records appear unreliable. This little

tailed " Blue," however, though most frail and delicate, has
a marked capacity for colonisation ; and abroad, as soon
as the collector has learned the value of examining any
'' suspicious " " Blues " he may encounter, he will find
it not uncommon. The male is violet to blue-grey on the
upper side of all the wings ; the female brown to almost
ivor>- black, with two orange lunules above tire "tail" of
the hind wing

; the under side ground colour rather that of
the " Holly Blue," with an orange ocellated spot at the anal
angle of the hind wings. In Brittany the spring brood
prefers grassx- meadows ; the summer, heaths ; while at
Bordeaux I found it common in a sun-dried marsh. lu
recent years it has been the subject of much discussion
among naturalists, and a supposed variety (=coretas, Ocli.)

has since been established as a separate species.

In France it is known as the " Little Tail-bearer ' (not
" tale")

; in Germany as the " Pnckthorn Butterfly," from
the fact that the larva sometimes feeds on the fruit of
Rhamnns frangula

.
But though it has changed its scientific

name often enough, it is now generally accepted as the
argiades, figured and described by Pallas in 1771.

Celastrina ARGioi,us., L.. THE " HoLLY Blue," is the
first of the " Blues " on wing in April ; and, as much at
home apparently in our city squares and suburban gardens
as elsewhere, during the last few years it seems to have
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increased generally all over the country. Double- and
sometimes even triple - brooded, this butterfly shows a
very striking dimorphism : the upper side of all the

wings of the male is brilliant azure ; the under sides of

all the wings in both sexes silvery bluish -white with
inconspicuous black spots, these being sometimes wholly
absent. In the female, on the other hand, the fore wings
are heavily margined with black, while the two broods are of

a different shade of blue, that of the late summer being of

a decided lilac tinge. The delicate green eggs are laid in

spring as a rule on the flowers of the holly ; in late summer
on the clusters of ivy bloom ; though the larva will feed on
many other shrubby trees. It is also much appreciated by
ants, which extract a sweet fluid from the " honey gland " of

its body. When full fed it is dark green, with a broad
brownish stripe on the humpy back ; the body covered with
minute golden hairs. In confinement the pupa is suspended
by the tail on the under side of an ivy leaf, or other surface

;

and in this phase it hibernates, the perfect butterfly occasion-

ally appearing as early as March 20. In Scotland it is

not known ; in Ireland, on the contrary, it is as common
and widely distributed as in England, though rare in the

North.

In France it is Known as the " Black-banded Argus "—
rather a poor name, as it refers only to one sex ; while the

Linnsean name of argiolus has undergone few alterations.

Lampides bceticus, L., the " Long-tailed Blue," can
only be claimed as British by courtesy. Obviously the few
examples taken in this countrj- have been importations, or

immigrants, as this fragile-looking insect is a great traveller,

whose normal northern breeding limit, however, appears tobe
the valley of the Loire in western France, and so across

central Europe. All the British records of any value suggest
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a Channel passage ; but as the female of Bithys querciis has
been sent to me for identification as L. bteiicns, it may be as

well to state that the two species are superficially totally

different, while the slender, thread-like " tail " of the hind

wings of the " Blue " is wholly unlike the blunt appendage
of the " Hairstreak." An occasional visitor, the " lyong-

tailed Blue" has in some years turned up abundantly in

Guernsey, feeding in the larval phase inside the pods
of the bladder senna, Coluica arborescens. I found it

flying very commonly in the market-gardens that environ
Bordeaux ; and also, in August 191 1, in abundance in the
Charente-Inferieure round acacia, the larva, perhaps, adapt-
ing itself to the juicy green seeds.

Zephyrus betuu*;, L., the " Brown Hairstreak," is

nearly allied to the " Purple," and it is also the largest of

our natives of this sub-family. But because of its protective

resemblance to the foliage, etc., of the trees in its haunts,

it is the most rarely taken on the wing : quite two-thirds of

the specimens in the British colleaions being " bred " from
larvae, beaten like those of S. pruni from sloe bushes.

The males are all deep brown on the upper side, with a
black discoidal lunule ; at the anal angle of the hind wings
is an orange-red spot, and another at the base of the longer

of the two " tails." The female, however, exhibits a band
of rich orange-yellow on the fore wings ; the under side of all

the wings in both sexes orange-yellow—rather the colour of a
fading leaf—with a wedge of darker colour on the fore wings,
margined with white, and a similar and larger wedge more
distinctly edged with white on the lower. The white eggs
are laid on sloe (in this country) in September and October

;

for betulce is one of the latest of our single-brooded butterflies.

The larva emerges in early April, and when full fed is bright
green with narrow stripes of white, and rests on the under side
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of a leaf which it has not nibbled ; just before pupation

becoming rusty brown. The pupa is unattached save by
the larval skin adhering to the surface of one of the two
loosely spun together leaves selected.

A local insect of sluggish habits, the " Brown Hairstreak"

occurs in many localities as far north as Dumfries, and also

in some profusion in the southern counties of Ireland. In

France it is known as the " Birch Thecla " ; in Germany as the
" Kidney Spot," from the black markings on the wings of the

male ; and the name bdulce was given it by Linnaeus because,

apparently, in northern latitudes it feeds on the birch, and
not. as with us, exclusively on various kinds of primus.

BlTIIVS OUERCUS, L., THE " PURPLE HaIRSTREAK."—As
the " Black Hairstreak " is accounted the rarest of its kind,

the "Purple" is the most widely distributed next to the
" 'reen." The two sexes show a very pronounced dimor-

phism, or difference of form. In the male the upper side of

all the wings is a deep glossy purplish " Prussian " blue with

black margins ; in the female, the colour is blackish, with

a large double violet patch on the fore wings, which in

some lights appears as almost sky blue. The under sides

are grey, and the band of deeper colouring contains an

orange spot near the anal angle, with an orange blotch at the

anal angle of the hind wings. The egg is laid on oak twigs

in August, and the larva forms quickly and hibernates within

the shell, emerging in April, when it bears a very remarkable

resemblance in every way, colour, and form, to its surround-

ings. About the first week in June it is full fed, and suggests

the flowers of the oak in tint : the back, fawn-coloured

with brown yellow-bordered line; the rest of the body
yellowish or reddish-brown. In Nature it pupates in a

loose cocoon among dead leaves or under moss, remaining

in this phase but a fortnight or so. Though born and bred
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on oak, however, this gay little butterfly prefers the ash trees

which are frequently mixed with oaks in our plantations

;

ranging south from Ross-shire, and over much of Ireland.

In France it is known as the " Oak Thecla " ; in

Germany as the "Little Oak Lustre"; as Linnaeus's

classical name quercus faithfully indicates it should be.

Stryuon w-album. Knock, the " Wihte Letter
Hairstreak."—The rest of the " Hairstreaks " which are

found in Britain and Ireland are wood-haunting species for

the most part, and therefore confined to those areas which
are not under cultivation. They are extremely local, and
their relative abundance and rarity appear to be more or

less seasonal. The " White Letter Hairstreak " is a good

example of this. In some years it has been known to

swarm in neighbourhoods where wych-elm, the food plant

of the larva, is common. Then, for years together, it is only

reported occasionally, though there can be . Me doubt that

its secretive habits, and the difficulty of distinguishing the

butterfly on the wing, account for this apparent scarcity.

The fore wings are all brownish-black, the hind wings

being furnished with two small " tails "
; at the anal angle

of the latter is a small orange spot : the male exhibits a

small oval blotch on the fore wings. On the under side,

which is brownish-grey, there is a white line across the

fore wings ; while the hind wings carry the characteristic

white W, with a broad marginal band of orange. The
greyish eggs are laid on the twigs of wych-elm, the larva,

which closely approximates in colour to the leaf in its

various phases, being purple-green to full green, emerging

in spring. Pupating in a loose cocoon spun up between two
glowing leaves in early or mid-June, the perfect insect,

which especially affects the flowers of bramble and privet,

flies at the end of the month, or in early July. Absent from
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Ireland, it has been found in Scotland only in the extreme

south ; while it is wanting also in the south-western counties

of England, with some exceptions.

In France it is known as the " White double V "
;

in

Germany as the " Zigzag Stripe "
; and, though the genus

to which it belongs has been saddled with the impossible

name Chattendenia. it has always been u- album since

1829.

Strymon pruni, L., the " Black Hairstreak," is the

rarest and most localised of our British species, and though

it has been reported from several counties outside the south

Midlands where it actually occurs, the records are doubtless

due to a confusion with w- album. Essentially a wood-

land butterfly, it may be found in certain copses, where sloe

and privet form the underwood, in July and l?.i.c June. All

the wings are brown, but on the hind wings there is an

antemarginal series of orang. limules, with one " tail," and

a small blue spot inside it. The under side is yellowish-

brown with a faint row of yellow-red spots near the outer

margin ; while the hind wings are adorned with a broad

orange-red band spotted with black, which renders the insect

almost invisible when at rest on a cluster of fading privet

bloom. The eggs are laid on, and closely resemble the

colour of, blackthorn stems ; the larva hatches out in early

spring, and when full fed is exactly the colour of a young sloe

leaf ; so the favourite method of hunting pruni is by

beating the bushes which it is "^.'.own to frequent into an

inverted umbrella, or a sheet spread underneath—very much

to the detriment of the trees, to say nothing of the larvae

themselves ! Full fed about the end of May, the pupal phase

lasts for about three weeks.

In France, where the " Black Hairstreak " is as local

as in England, it is the "Sloe Thecla "
; in Germany the
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" Plum - tree Butterfly "
; and the name of pruni was given

by Linna>us, properly associating it with the food plant.

Callopiirys RiTDi, L., THK "Green Hairstreak," enjoys

the distinction of being the only British butterfly coloured

vivid green on the under side, and, as such, esijecially well

protected when settled on the brilliant spring foliage of the

hawthorn, or other tree or plant it may select. On the

upiier side it is invariably a fawn brown ; the male being at

once distinguishable from the female by the oval blotch of

lighter colouring on the fore wings. Usually the green und ;r

side is ornamented with an incomplete row of white spots

crossing both wings about the middle ; but an aberration in

which the spots are wholly wanting is not uncommon.

Single-brooded, and on the wing from the end of April to

end of June, according to latitude, C. rubi occurs locally

on moors, downs, and in woodland rides in many of our

British counties, and in Ireland ; though for some un-

explained reason it is absent from some where it should

certainly occur. The green egg is laid between the flower

heads or on the leaf of several plants

—

Legumino^ "•, helian-

thcmitiii, etc.—the larva preferring the flowers, f in some

cases even the fruits—of the wild strawberry, example.

Full fed in July, it is bright yellowish-green Aith stripes

of yellow ; and apparently burrows to pupate, or changes

among the lower stems of the food plant upon the surface

of the earth without any cocoon, remaining there for the

following ten months, and capable of emitting when dr> a

sort of faint chirping sound.

In France the " Green Hairstreak " is known as the
" Green A ^ -.s

"
; in Germany as the " Bramble Butterfly "

;

and it has retained its Linnsean specific name with little or

no variation at the hands of successive editors. Several

other species of " Hairstreaks " occur in France. These
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are C. avis, a green "Hairstreak" closely resembling C.

rubi, recently discovered in the eastern Pyrene< by Dr T t\.

Chapman ; Strymon spini, Scliiff. (Plate V'll., l-'ig. to), a

Southern species; S. acacicc, F., and .S". ilicis, Ksi)., the

commonest ; all the three latter being sloe-feeders, and on

the upper side approaching in appearance our S. pruni.

RUMICIA rHL;*;AS, h., TIIK " SMAt.L COPPKR." As far as

the " Coppers " are concerned this is the sole British repre-

sentative, the famous " Large Copper " of the fens, Chryso-

phanus dispar. Haw., having been extinct for more than

half a century; and surviving elsewhere on the Continent

only in the variety dispar, var. rutilus (cp. Part I., p. 6j).

Phlaas, however, is the least likely of all butterflies to suffer

extermination, and though one of the commonest, occurring

as it does from the Orkneys to the Channel, as well as in

Ireland, it is certainly one of the most attractive of our

insects. Double- and in hot summers sometimes triple-

brooded, it first aj^pears in May, sunning itself on field flowers,

and in autumn especially affects Michaelmas daisies, rag-

wort bloom, and a.sters, even in the inner London parks. In

the south of lvuroi)e it flies throughout the seasons. The

fore wings vary in colour from hot metallic red to brassj-

yellow, and, in tlie rare aberration alba, Tutt, shimmering

silvery white. The margins are deep glossy black, and

the copper ground colour is more or less marked with

black spots. The under side varies considerably in the

depth of the yellow-brown tint ; while, in warm countries,

the later broods ( = var. eleus, F.) present a very dusky

appearance by reason of the extension and suffusion of the

black markings, and develop two pronounced " tails " on

the hind wings. Occasionally, also, the hind wings are

ornamented with an anteniarginai row of bright blue spots

( = ab. cccrulcopunctala, Tutt). The whitish eggs are laid
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upon the common sorrel, and, under the

^ong resemblance to the sea-urchin : the

bright green with reddish-pink dorsal

;ion of colour not uncommon with the

! the pupa of this generation may be

d Jui.e, suspended by the tail and

.; r''^.,.'l . th. The second brood is

o' jiy ; the third, when there is

; ..nd well on into October, or even

'! re be no keen frosts.

iii the "Small Copper" is the

"Bronze Argus" ; the Cierinan, the "Little Fire Butterfly" ;

and phlaas it has remained since first published by Linnaeus.

Two other representatives of this striking family have in

old times been reported in England : Hcodes virgatirea, L.,

significantly dubbed the "Scarce Copper" (Plate V'lII.,

Fig. i) ; and, much more likely, Clirysophanus hippothoe, L.,

(Plate VIII., Fig. 2), the "Purple-edged Copper" [cp.

Part I., p. 62).

first in April or M
microscope, . ur

.

larva when f .' ^-o i:

markings- < .bii

sorrel loaf » <l , ;n. 1

found in n ''-Ma> n

secured to a - .! ' y .

out about 'le oud (

one, in late eptei '«

November, p ovide-1 •

The Frer.ch nriTiii

A. II. SUPHR-FAM. HESPERIIDES (URBI-

COLIDES), THE " SKIPPERS."

FaM. HESPERIIDiF,.

Sttb-Fam. Urbicolince.

AUGIADES SYLVANUS, ESP., THE " lyARGE SKIPPER "

—

Apparently the " Skippers " derived their popular name from

this the largest British species of the family. Both the old

" Aurelians "—as the collectors of the eighteenth century

called themselves—Moses Harris and Lewin, noted the

" skipping " habit of this rather common little butterfly,

which is extremely restless on the wing, and further never

appears to settle for long on bramble leaf or grass stem

—
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for I have not observed that it cares much about flowers

—

turning quiddy round on alighting, almost as a dog turns

from inherited caution against an enemy, before he settles

down to slumber. Darting from leaf to leaf in the sunshine,

or from blade to blade, with the characteristic energy of its

kind, it is one of the " common objects" of a country walk

in most of our English counties in late June and July. It

is generally commonest on the outskirts of copse>^ cK-curring

as far north as Wigtownshire, and in Ireland in Kildare,

Kerry, and Wicklow. But in France I have found it by no

means a usual insect ;
prf.^)ably due to the fact that so much

of the woodlaui- and w, ste land has cone under tli* sedu-

lo IS cultivation of the jjeasant proprietor.

The greyish-yellow eggs are laid in July or the beginning

of August on various kinds of coarse grasses, either singly or

in straight rows ; the female, seated on the upper si > of the

blade, curving her abdomen to the under side for t he purpose.

The young larva's first meal is the egg-shell ; and tht ti after

feeding for a month or so, it spins t i^ether the blades and

forms a snug little tube n which it closely fits, thus
j
.issing

the winter In the spring :t recornmerces feeding, but

constructs a similar tube for pujjation, id when full fed

is pale bluish-green, striped v ith darkc green ; the head

crini on-brown. The perfect in- ct emer^ s from the middle

of June onwards.

The butterfly varies extr nrdinarily little The wings of

both sexes on the uppt - sir are fulvous brown with a row

of ] aler spots on the n dd' . of • he fore wing, and a lighter

blotch from centre "o L .st the same scheme appearing on

the hind wings ; v le the under side is usually more or less

yellow. The male, now* ver, is distinguished by the black

streak on the fore wings, which is wanting in the female.

In France the "L ?e Skipper" is known as the
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!

" Sylvine "
; in Germany as the " Rust-coloured Butterfly "

;

and it has from the first retained the original name of sylvanus,

given it by Esper, a hundred and twenty-five years since.

UrBICOLA comma, h., THE " SiLVER-SPOTTED SKIPPER
"

(Plate VIII., Fig. 9), is a chalk down species, and where it

occurs in England is usually abundant. I have found it in

great quantities on the Chiltem Hills, where it flies rapidly

close to the herbage, stopping to sip the honey from an

occasional hawkweed, or other low-flowering plant. But

the preference for chalk and limestone is not noticeable

elsewhere; and this stout-winged little butterfly has an

enormous range of flight. I have taken it in some numbers

in the sunny glens that reach down to the great lakes of

Swedish Lapland ; as well as in the Swiss Alps, where it flies

lip to 7,000 feet at least, and is one of the last lowland

species to greet the eye of the collector as he emerges above

the tree zone. On the Mediterranean Riviera it is equally

common, and except that the northern and alpine forms

have a greener under side (= var. catena, Stgr.) and in the

mountains the wings are usually of a darker hue ( = var.

alpina, Bath), the tendency to variation is not marked.

In sliape and size U. comma is very close to A . sylvanus :

the colour of all the wings is the same bright fulvous brown,

and the paler markings are arranged in much the same way.

The male may at once be distinguished from the female by

the presence of the dark velvet-black streak on the fore

wings inset with mother-of-pearl ; it is usually smaller, and

the scheme of yellow markings on the upper side of the wings

less decided. The under side is yellowish-grey, having both

hind and fore wings spotted at the apex, and the lower also

studded with a band of strongly-marked white spots, these

very rarely assuming the yellow ground colour (
= var.

flava, Tutt).

A single-brooded species, the eggs are laid upon various
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grasses (and, according to some authorities, on bird's-foot

trefoM and allied plants) about the first week in August,

quickly assuming the colour and appearance of a granule of

chalk splashed on the blade of grass. The larva (Fig. ga)

emerges in the following April, and spins at once a tube-like

shelter on the blade, emerging only by night to eat, and

therefore extremely difficult to observe in Nature. Full

fed it is of "a dirty greenish-grey" colour, and about the

end of June it spins a cocoon very near the ground, into

which are woven little pieces of grass, sand, etc. ; the inside

covered with a sort of asbestos-looking fibre (Chapman).

In normal seasons U. comma is on the wing throughout

August in England : but occurs neither in Wales (which is

remarkable), Ireland, nor Scotland. Except in Cornwall, it

may be taken in all the southern counties; and a single speci-

men is rt ported as far north as Stafford ; but, judged by its

northern extension on the Continent, its absence *r m the

Scottish mountains—wLere the fauna so closely approxi-

mates to that of Scandinavia—is unaccountable.

The " Pearl-spotted Skijiper " has no French equivalent

;

in Germany, it is the " vStreaked Butterfly," or " Thick

Head"! But it has been so fortunate as to retain its

original classic denomination from the days of Linnicus

without change : though the name of the genus Urbicola,

to which it belongs by right of priority, has been altered

a half-dozen times at least.

Sub-Fam. ThymelicincP.

I'hYMEUCUS ACTiEON,ROTT., THE "LULWORTII SKIPPER."

—If you mentioned the " Lulworth Skipper " to a foreign

collector he would perhaps express a polite interest, but the

name would convey nothing to his mind. But, having

discovced this butterfly in one of its few haunts on the
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I

south coast, the author of the name was filled, no doubt,

with a laudable desire to do honour to the locaUty. The

scientific donor of the classical name, moreover, insistea on

spelling actceon " acteon," so the strict name of the " Lul-

worth Skipper " perpetuates his error. I prefer to sacrifice

priority to correctness, and retain, as elsewhere, the proper

spelling, where the mistake is obvious.

The " Lulworth Skipper " is easily distinguished from

the two preceding members of the family described, by the

uniform darkness of the upper side of all the wings, which

are further suffused with a greenish tint. In the male, the

" con ma " mark or streak on the fore wings is more heavily

outlined : the fringes being yellowish-grey. The colouring

of tue under sides in both sexes is uniform greenish-yellow.

But the female may be distinguished from the male by

the absence of the black streak, and the substitution on

the upper wings of a pale crescent series of markings—in

the male sotietimes visible, but rarely so. There is a clear-

brown form of the butterfly which occurs in the French

Alps, etc., t'.e coloration more closely approaching that

of the " Small Skipper," Adopeea /lava.

In England this butterfly is one of our rarest and most

local species, though still occurring in some profusion in

good seasons on the actual spot where it was discovered by

the late Mr. J. C. Dale eighty yf ars ago. Confined entirely

to the western counties of Cornwall, Devon, and Dorset,

the last mentioned constituting its headquarters, it may be

that this is one of the butterflies which have come over from

Normandy and successfully colonised our coasts ; for it is a

remarkable fact that, so far as is known accurately, actcvon

has never penetrated inland. The few spots which it favours

are of the under-cliff order ; and there, as I have found it

always in its alpine homes, it
' )ves to rest, and at night to
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sleep, on the sedges and flowering rushes, the folded brown

wings, as it lies close to the rush head, affording an admir-

able protection.

It is not quite certain at present whether the young larva,

which has been found in Maj- on its grass food plant. Brachy

-

podium pennatum, passes the winter in this phase or within

the egg. When full fed about the end of June it is green

with a fine double dorsal line of yellow. The apple-green

pupa is " enclosed between two or more grass blades drawn

closely together and lined with silk so as to form a cocoon,"

and in this phase it remains until the middle of July, or even

into August; there being but one brood in England at

all events.

As with most of our British " rarities " this butterfly is

having a severe struggle for existence, and though I think

in nine cases out of ten the talk of extermination by over-

collecting is ill-founded, with this species and the "Large

Blue." Lycmia arion, the destructive human element is

rightly held to blame. The " Lulworth Skipper " does not

appear to enjoy a French name ; in Germany it is called

the " Ochre-coloured Butterfly."

Adop^ea flava, Brun., the " Small Skipper," is more

generally distributed than the preceding species, but not

north of Yorkshire ; and, though never authentically

reported from Scotland, and at no recent date from Ireland,

it may be expected to occur elsewhere in much the same

places as A. lineola. In my own collecting I find it partial

to chalk downs, and banks covered with masses of summer

vegetation . As active as a humming-bird , whose movements

it somewhat recalls on the wing, it flies " buzzing " round

the favoured flower, c" takes short lightning flights among

the grasses, pausing ever urd again to enjoy the warmtli

of the sun's rays with wings outspread in the pecuhar
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•' Skipper " fashion. The four wings on the upper side are

warm fulvous ; as I think, decidedly warmer in tone than is

the case with A . lineola. The markings of the nervures are

throughout more pronounced, and in the male, which is

distinguished thereby from the female, the oblique mark on

the wings is heavy and pronounced ; while in the female it is

entirely wanting. Before the days of Linnxus these sexual

differences of marking were so little understood that authors

came to the conclusion that the male and female were two

entirely different species. The " Skippers " have a plate

devoted to them in John Ray's works, and the names given

them at the clo'so of the seventeenth century are almost as

quaint as those more than a century later conferred on the

moths by Haworth and others.

The " Small Skipper," apparently, has b'.c one brood

here ; but, if this be the case abroad, the period of emergence

must be greatly delayed in many cases, for while I have

taken it perfectly fresh in the Piedmontese mountains the

third week in June, I came across a weather-worn little

colony on the heights overlooking the Mediterranean on

October 9. 1902. While it seldom varies in appearance, I

once, also, took an example on the Simplon Pass below

Berisal in which the whole of the brown colour of the

wings was changed to silvery white.

Usually the egg is laid on grass blades in July, and,

unlike that of -4. lineola, the little larva emerges in August,

but after a short time constructs a shelter for itself by

spinning together the edges of a blade of grass, and in this

retreat it remains dormant until the warm days of early

spring. Eventually it repeats the performance on a larger

scale, for pupation, attaching itself in this phase by a short

girdle of silk to keep the head upwards, and fixing the tail

hooks in a little pad constructed for the purpose. The pupa
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is the same colour—pale green—as the larva, which is

further distinguished by green dorsal lines, with a whitish

line down the sides. When quite young the larva is likely to

be confounded with that of another entirely different species,

the " Wood Argus," Pararge egeria, according to Esper.

The name flava was given this butterfly as long ago as

1763 : most of our British writers have described it as

thaumas or linea. In France it is popularly called the
" Black Band " (from the male markings) ; in Germany the
" Enamel Butterfly."

AdOP^A L1NEOI.A, OcH., THE " EssEX Skipper."—For

a century British collectors overlooked the presence of this

common Continental species in England, by reason of its

similarity to the " Small Skipper," A. flava. In the field,

no doubt, they bear a close resemblance to one another ; but

compared side by side in tLc collecting-box or in the cabinet,

it is not difficult to separate them. All four wings are of a

tawny orange-brown, the males showing a streak of black on

the fore wings, which does not, as in flava, turn towards the

inner margin ; while the nervures, as a rule, are marked more
distinctly. But the easiest way to divide the two butterflies

is by examining the under sides of the clubs of the antennae.

In lineola the tips are black beneath : inflava they are brown,

or reddish ; while the hind wings on the under 'ide are

without the brigh: patch of orange at the angle 1 rest the

body, and of a unifonn pale tawny.

On the Continent this gay little butterfly flies from the

earliest morning until simset, engaging in battle many
species four times its own size, and chasing them away from
the coveted knapweed, or other flower which it affects.

Wherever there is a patch of damp on the mountain path
or dusty road the males will assemble in hundreds to suck

up the warm moisture, scrambling over one another and the
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many " Blues " attracted to the same spot. In England the

headquarters of the species, where it was first discovered,

or rather distinguished by Mr. Hayes, was, and still is, in the

river marshes about the sea-wall near Southend-on-Sea. But

that it is much more widely distributed goes without saying,

as there are records from Beds.. Cambridge, the fens of

Huntingdon, the Kent coast round Sheemess, Northants.,

Suffolk, and Sussex. vSo that the collector will do well to

capture and examine every small brown " Skipper " that he

comes across in these and other suitable localities.

In England the butterfly has but one brood from the last

days of June to the first weeks of August (in a late season).

The egg, which is flat and, therefore, most un-butterfly-like.

and has been described as of the shape of a bean, is laid upon

various coarse grasses, such as Loliumperenne and Cynosurus

cristatus : the larva develops in the egg-shell about August,

but does not eat its way out until the foUowing April. Full

fed it is yeUowish-green, with four yellow stripes on the back ;

finally it spins together the blades of the food plant, and in

this tent remains a pupa for a period of fourteen to twenty-

one days.

Those who are responsible for such things appear to have

had a difiiculty in finding a popular name for this welcome

addition to our Ust. Mr. South calls it appropriately the

'
' Essex Skipper.

'

' In France apparently the entomologists

have failed entirely to christen it ; and in Germany it is the

"Corn-bird" ; while, unlike most of its kind, the scientific

name has remained fairly constant since it was first described

by the German naturalist, Ochsenheimer, in 1808.

Sub-Fam. Cyclopidina.

Cycwpides pal^mon, Pau... the "Chequered

Skipper" (Plate VIII., Fig. io).-Next to the "Lulworth
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Skipper " this is the most local of all the group under review,

and it was not until I had been collecting many years that

I had the pleasure of watching palamon in its very restricted

native haunts. In this particular case it was a wood on the

borders of Northants. and Lincolnshire ; a lovely morning
at the end ofMay ; and a wealth of forest flowers in full bloom.

The hyacinths were already on the wane ; but the wood
paths were gay with bugle and yellow-rattle, and on the

outskirts, the grasses, long and lush, were alive with insects

of all Orders. I had read that palcemon preferred the blue

flowers of the bugle ; but I did not see a single specimen on
this occasion upon them. All were flitting—with a rather

dragon-fly flight—over the herbage, pausing for a moment to
display the jewelled wings which constitute this species the
most exquisite of its kind.

The " Chequered Skipper " is, indeed, to be mistaken for

no other of its British allies. The ground colour is deep
brown, and when the insect is quite fresh the wings are
dusted with fine yellow : the upper side of the fore wings
and hind wings is spotted with bright yellow, and the under
side, which is washed with ochreous yellow, reproduces the
markings of the upper side in pale reHef . Males and females
closely resemble one another ; but the heavier body of the
latter is sufficient distinction, and in the cabinet, at all

events, the yellow spot markings of the female appear larger

and more conspicuous.

In the United Kingdom this butterfly is confined to an
extremely narrow line of country, roughly speaking the
eastern Midlands between the Humber and the Nene, though
it must once have been more widely spread, as there are
authentic modem records of its occurrence in Devonshire
and Oxfordshire. To-day, however, it is in the woods of
Lincohishire, Northants., Hunts., and Nottingham that
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palamon mtist be sought. Abroad it has a wide range in

northern Europe, and down to the Alps (where it flies as

high as the Maloja Pass in the Engadine. 6,000 feet), but is

always local.

The eggs are laid, in Nature, preferably on the cock's-foot

grass, Panicutn crus-galli. or Bromus asper. early in June, or

at the end of May ; and the larva conceals itself in a tube-

dwelling of grass similarly constructed to those of tages

and malva. When full fed (Fig. loa) at the end of

August it is pale whitish-green ; but the colour gradually

disappears until it is, like many larvae which hibernate, a sort

of transparent " ground-," and finally of a delicate cream-

colour. About the middle of the following March it begins

to move, and without further feeding draws the grass blades

together, and inside this shelter selects a broader blade upon

which it spins a smaU carpet of silk, and changes to a pupa

of the same colour as the hibernated larva.

In France this butterfly is the " Chess-board "
;

in

Germany, the " Gold-brown Thick Head "—the latter name

being common apparently to the group : but after a

middle period, during which the later paniscus of Fabricius

was substituted for the earlier palamon, and brontes of

Schiffermiiller, our modem authorities have very properly

reverted to the uame of paleemon.

In northern Germany, along the shores of the Baltic,

and in Scandinavia occurs the closely aUied C. silvius, a

bright httle butterfly more oroadly chequered than C.

palamon.

Sub-Fam. Hesperiina;.

Hav)-.g thus briefly described the " Brown Skippe: .
" of

the British Lists, I pass to what are commonly known as the

" Black-and-white Skippers." On this side of the Channel
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we have but two species to include, the " Grizzled Skipper,"

Hesperia malva, and the " Dingy Skipper," Nisoniades tages

:

for the recorded captures of Hesperia alveus are suggestive

of foreign imports, rather than immigrants, much less

indigenous species. And perhaps this scarcity is as well,

at all events for the beginner ; for, until quite recently, the

utmost confusion has existed in the classification of the many

Hesptriid butterflies which increase the farther south and

east we go. Since, however, the Swiss naturalists especially

took the matter in hand,and proceeded to examine closely the

bodystructure of each supposed species or variety, some order

lias at length been attained ; for it is abundantly clear that

no one could hope to distinguish these various "Skippers
"

from one another by the test of wing markings alone. The

problem, therefore, was transferred from the field to the

museum, where it has been satisfactorily solved up to a point ;

but until all the " Black-and-white Skippers " have been

bred from the egg to the perfect insect, it will be impossible to

establish those " facts," which will give them their permanent

place in the classification of the Old World Hesperiid

Family. In Britain we are confronted with no such diflicul-

ties ; though it is curious to note that our little " Grizzled

Skipper " on the Continent was until recently confused with

another species, Hesperia malvoides, Elw. and Eds., which

flies in August not tmcommonly in the mountains, as well as

earlier in the plains. So closely do the two resemble one

another superficially, that the August butterfly was univer-

sally accented as the second brood of the April-May Hesperia

tnalvis. We know now, however, that the two supposed

generations are of butterflies wholly distinct from one

another, though to all appearances one and the same species.

Here at home a similar case of concealed identity prevailed

in the case of the " Ear Moth," Gortyna nictitans, Bkh.

;
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no less than two species having been discovered " masquerad-

ing" under the name and description of this particular

Noctuid ! As it is. the oldest hands, working the " Black-

and-white Skippers " of the Alps and of the Pyrenees, to say

nothing of the lowlands, will hesitate to label their captures

until they have compared them with named species in the

cabinet, or those of the group which have been so magni-

ficently figured by the Swiss artist, M. J. Culot, in M.

Charles Oberthiir's minute studies ' of butterfly variation.

HESPERIA MALViE, L., THE " GWZZLED SkIPPER " (Plate

VIII., Fig. ii).—Flying among the white-flowered stitch-

worts, the scented hyacinth, and occasionally settled on a

buttercup—the only one of our British butterflies I have

noticed visiting this flower—the " Grizzled Skipper " may

generally be found in woods and clearings as the days

lengthen out with the spring. Strictly speaking, it is the

sole representative of the " Black-and-whites " which occurs

in the United Kingdom ; but in its southern haunts, at least,

it is common, and in hot forward springs I have found " the

roughs " at the outskirts of our Middlesex woods teeming

with this smallest of Hesperiids.

The popular English name rather well describes the

general appearance of the insect ; that is, the upper side of

all the wings is blackish-brown decidedly tinged with green
;

and in the males, as a distinguishing character, there is a

sprinkling of greenish-grey where the fore wings join the

body. The under side, however, presents a considerable

variety of tints, in the female especially, the colour scheme

ranging from warm olive-green to a bright almost crimson :

suggestive of the various hues of the bramble leaf upon which

the female lays her eggs, in the spring season before the

fresh young green is developed in full, and doubtless for this

' " Ldpidopttfrologie Comparce," Rennes, April 1910.
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reason a useful protection for her. Occasionally, by the

enlargement of the spots, the wings appear extensively

invaded with white; this is the not uncommon aberra-

tion taras, Bgstr., a form nearly invariably confined to

the male sex.

The pale green eggs are laid on the bramble, in early Jime

or at the end of May, and sometimes on poUntilla, and as

soon as the young larva emerges, it spins a little silk shelter

on the midrib of a leaf, under which it remains devouring

the soft part until about the middle of August. Then,

after a rest period of some days, being " either gresnsh-

purple or greyish-green in colour, with dark and pale

longitudinal lines," it spins another shelter, similar to the

one in which it has been feeding—but the silk yellow instead

of white—and in this it pupates and passes the winter.

In captivity also it takes quite kindly to the strawberry

plant of the garden. But there is no second brood in

Britain ; or anywhere else, it would seem ; since the so-

called malva of August have been found to be malvoides, a

separate species, the varieties hitherto assigned to malvw

appearing at this time of year being therefore varieties of

malvoides (=fritillum, Rbr.), or that butterfly itself.

Taken as far north as Inverness—though reported rare in

Ireland and Scotland, the " Grizzled Skipper " ranges far

from the north, to the south and east of Europe and Asia.

In France the butterfly is known by the odd name of the
" Plain Chant," the square white spots suggesting the old

methods of monkish musical notation ; in Germany, as the
" Little Mallow."

In the land of scientific literature it hasactually been called

fritiUum, sao, and lavateree, all names belonging to other
" Skippers," as well as alveolus, and the pity is that it should

be associated in its first and last name with the mallow, a
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plant which it is not known to affect at any stage of its

existence.

NlSONlADES TAGES. L., THE " DiNOY SKIPPER." Unlike

any other of its British cousins, is sometimes in very hot
seasons partially double-brooded. It also possesses super-

ficial, as well as structural peculiarities, which entitle it to
be reckoned a true connecting Unk between butterflies and
moths. But, being a day-fiier, with its strongly clubbed
antennae, it could hardly be mistaken on the wing for a moth.
Yet, when resting, the wings are folded moth-fashion—that
is, not carried erect above the body ; and in this position,

on a seed-head, or brown stem of grass, the resemblance
to a small Noctuid moth is obvious, while the " dingy

"

colour simulates wonderfully the surroundings chosen for

a night's lodging.

The wings are folded exactly like those of the Swift
Moths (Hepialia ") when the butterfly is at rest ; indeed, so
close is the resemblance that recently when collecting in the
Pyrenees I boxed wisut I thought a resting tages to find that
it was, after all, no butterfly, but the dark counterpart
of our garden pest, Hepialus lupulina. the " Small Swift

"

—H. aUicola, Obthr.—and as such to be counted some-
thing of a rarity.

Like all " Skippers," tages loves the sunny downs, where
it can bask upon the warm exposed chalk. But it is not
particular in this respect, and often accompanies the
" Grizzled Skipper," Hesperia malvce, in the clearings of
woods

; and, in the rare event in Britain of a second emer-
gence, displays a taste for bracken fronds, from which it

rises, on being disturbed, to return again a little later.

The ground colour of all the wings on the upper side is

dull brown, overiaid with broken bands of darker brown and
grey

:
the under side is uniform ochreous-yellow ; and it has
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been suggested that thi • is due (as in most moths) to there

f)eing no necessity for a protective pattern, as the under

Mdes of the folded wings are not displayed.

The eggs, which from pale yellow become deep orange,

are laid in this country upon Lotus corniculattis, the bird's-

foot trefoil, or /. uliginosus hike other " Skipper
"

larva-, they nmki themselves little habitations— three leaf-

lets spun together in tubular form : the full-fed greyish-

Kfeen fusiform lai va in mid August also constructing a winter

shelter, b\iL this time awa> from the too<l plant among dead
leaves, etc.. where eventually -t pupates in the following

spring. The tc lu! c a r;, -nee is produced by " forwards
"

of the Jun».:-l>o; • 'urv.c feeding up under very favourable

conditions of clinia • ;itul htid. There are no named
varieties occtirring in Oreat Britain, but the typical
" Dingy Skipper " rang("^ from the southern English

counties to Inverness, though curiously enough it is absent

from counties where it might reasonably be expected

—

notably Norfolk. In Ireland it is distributed from
Fermanagh to Kerry ; while upon the Continent i^ i

ubiquitous in suitable localities outside the Arct h

In France the " Dingy Skipper " is known as the i'oint

de Hongrie" (a sort of dark lace?), or the "Grisette";
in Germany the Eryngium Butterfly," as the larva is

known to feed on E. campestris ; and happily the mistake
of spelling tajes, perpetrated thirty years after Linnaeus had
christened the butterfly iai>es. was not copied by subsequent
authors.
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MOTHS.

AA. III. LYMANTRIIDES.

FAM. LYMANTRHDiE (LiPARlDiB)

.

In this family the larvae are remarkable for the

urticating, or stinging, properties of the hairs with which,

for the most part, they are clothed plentifully. Fragments

of these hairs are also woven into the cocoons ; while it is

even averred that the scaling and hairs of the moth-wings

themselves provoke an irritation, not unlike that of the

nettle. Care, therefore, is required when handling these

species, but especially in the larval phase.

Orgyia gonostigma, F., in England, has been christened

the "Scarce Vapourer," though I am at a loss to

suggest any intelligible meaning for the second part of its

name. The family co which it belongs is also popularly

known as the "Tussocks," and with better reason, for

some at least of the odd-looking larvae carry dorsal tufts

of hair on the fifth and sixth segments rather like shaving-

brushes ! In the case of gonostigma these four brown tufts

are supplemented with a tail-tuft of bluish-black ; the body of

the black velvet quality ; the Ught yellow dorsal line is edged

with orange-brown, and the lateral black margined with

the same colour above the legs and claspers. It feeds on

many trees, but prefers oak, and there are two broc Js of

moths every year—the first in Jime, the next in August.

But it is very local in its habits, ranging nowhere north of

Yorkshire; and the fact that the female is wingless, and

never leaves the neighbourhood of the cocoon from which
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she has emerged, and on which she deposits her ova, makes
it an extremely difficult species to discover in its known
English haimts.

Orgyu antiqua, F. (Plate IX., Fig. 7), is certainly

one of the commonest of our day-fljring moths. It is

practically imiversal throughout the kingdom; and the

larva being poljrphagous, and apparently able to digest

the smoke-begrimed foliage of our city parks, it is a

common London insect, zigzagging about in the sunshine

among the planes of even such tmrural spots as Lincoln's

Inn Fields. The "Common Vapourer" is uniform

"varnish" brown, with a large white spot near the lower

angle of the fore wings; but there is no apical spot of

lighter colour or white as in gonosiigma. The female, also,

though still incapable of flight, has something more in the

nature of developed wings. Like the preceding species, she

lays her eggs on her discarded cocoon, and the resultant

larvae, when full fed, are brilliantly coloured, tufted, and

active. The four body-tufts white, tipped with brown

;

the body velvety black-blue, with a velvet dorsal stripe

interntpted by vermilion tubercles ; the sides similarly

adorned with red about the spiracles. The cocoons may
be fovmd under wall-copings, In the crevices of tree-trunks,

etc., and the perfect insects from spring-laid eggs make
their appearance in September.

Dasychira pudibunda, L, the " Hop-Dog," received

its name from its former frequency in old-fashioned hop-

gardens. But later it has been re-christened the " Pale

Tussock," to distinguish it from its more northern congener

the "Dark Tussock," D. fascelina. The larvae of both

species fully justify their family name of "Tussock."

They are subject to some variation in the final and pre-

liminary moults, but the typical "Hop-Dog" is greyish-
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black, the three tufts rather lighter, and the whole body

covered with strong blackish hairs; in lighter examples,

with reddish-black hairs. But it is not confined to the

hop, like the other "Tussocks" adapting itself to ahnost

any tree. The perfect insect emerges in May and June,

in suitable localities showing a special weakness for the

collector's lamp. It is rather " puss "-like in appearance ;

variable in colour, but the fore-wings usually purplish-grey

with the central bands well marked, and in some examples

almost black: the female altogether larger and lighter.

EupROCTis CHRVSORRHCEA, L,.—In this genus we get

away from the "Tussock" type, and find instead an

extremely sinuous, active larva, generally brightly coloured,

and having the urticatii^ properties of the thick hairs

accentuated. The " Brown-tail Moth," for some reason

or other, has become very rare in England, where it was

always confined to the coast, and a similar tendency to

diminish is reported also from the other side of the Channel.

In the United States, on the contrary, it is super-

abundant, and scheduled as one of the most destructive

larvae. The moth, with its four wings of shining satin-

white and the mahogany tuft of the tail, is quite unmis-

takable. The larvae are hatched out in August from

batches of eggs which are additionally protected from

marauders by the brown tail -hairs of the parent glued

tightly to them. They soon commence to hibernate,

spinning in companies a sort of web-nest for the purpose.

This process is repeated until they are full-grown, when

they are of a warm sepia brown, with white lateral

markings and the dorsal warts yellow-orange : and the

sociable habit is even carried on through the pupal stages,

one or two pupae being found not infrequently cuddled

together in the same webby cocoon. (Plate IX., Fig. 6).
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I

'

PoRTHBSiA snoLis, FuEssL. (Plate X., Fig. 4).—This

extremely common and beautiful insect differs from the

preceding in the smaller size of both sexes, the presence

of a golden-brown spot on the fore wing, and the tail tuft

bright golden. The eggs are laid on hawthorn, and pro-

tected in much the same way: the larvae, both before

and after hibernation, social ; but eventually separating,

and at the last moult, with their black bodies and strong

vermilion-and-white striping, conspicuous objects on the

hedges in May and June. The perfect •' Gold-tail " is on

the wing at the end of Jxme, and may often be found,

motionless and asleep, on palings and gate-posts. Gener-

ally speaking, it does not extend farther north than

Lancashire and Yorkshire.

Stilpnotia salicis, h. (Plate X., Fig. 3). — This,

the last of our snow - white Lymantriids, is lustrous

white on wings and body alike ; sometimes, as we have

seen them disturbed in numbers from some riverside

willow in the upper alpine valleys, suggesting a veritable

fall of snow. As a rule the "Satin Moth" is common
in the southern counties, but occurs only sporadically

elsewhere. The gregarious larvie are distinguished by
the dorsal white spots ornamented with crimson and

velvety markings, as they move with extreme rapidity

across the dusty highways, when, as frequently happens,

they are shouldered off the foliage by their hungry
brethren. The pupa is almost as hairy as the larva,

and also very active, wriggling from side to side when
disturbed.

IvYMANTRiA DISPAR, L- (Plate X., Figs. I and 2),

THE " Gipsy Moth," is yet another curious instance of

disappearing species in the British Isles ; though destruc-

tively abundant in other countries under apparently the
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same climatic conditions as our own. Over halfja'century

since it was common in the fen land (abroad it is ordinarily

a hedgerow species) ; then it disappeared, and, as with

Pygtera anachoreta, Hb. {cp. p. 189), is only kept British by
rearing in confinement—^with one very curioas result in my
own experience, the males without exception emerging from
the pupa with a " half-moon " sliced out of the inner margin
of the hind wi ngs. In Nature the eggs are laid in August : the

larvae hatch out in April, and I have bred them on hawthorn.

When full fed (Fig. la) they are yellow or brown, with ten

parallel blue dorsal spots, and thirteen similar red or brown
spots in continuation. They spin a tough cocoon in the

branches of the tree on which they feed ; and in the United

vStates. where it was introduced originally by accident, the

depredations of the " Gipsy Moth " are widespread.

Lybiantwa monacha, h. (Plate IX., Fig. 8).—This
" Gipsy," otherwise the " Black Arches " is a more or less

common English moth as far ni>rth as Yorkshire. The fore

wings are white with marginal row of black spots, a chequered

transverse median band, and a similar arrangement with

black spots at the bases ; the hind wings rather woolly

greenish-brown ; and the body, which is more broadly barred
in the female, crimson with black bands. The eggs are laid

in July and August in crevices of bark, the larva, which is

an indiscriminate feeder, devouring pine needles at well

as apple, emerging the following spring. When full fed

(Fig. 8a) it is greenish-grey with a brownish dorsal line

passing at intervals through large black blotches ; the body
covered with dense lateral tufts of hair on each segment.

It spins up a thin cocoon in the bark, and has a decidedly

metallic lustre. Occasionally melanic forms of the moth
occur, the whole four wings deeply suffused (

= ab. eremita).
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AA. IV. SUPER-FAai. ARCTIIDES.

FaM. ARCTUDiG.

Sub-Fatn. Arctiince.

This sub-family provides us with many of the most

gorgeously coloured of our moths, including as it does the
' Tigers," with their scarlet and striped wings ; the
" Ermines," and the smaller, more sombre " Footmen."

Spilosoma josnthastri, Esp.—The English name of the
" White Ermine " admirably describes this very common
moth and its congeners : the fore wings white, freely spotted

with black ; the hind wings white, with occasional black

spots near the margins. The polyphagous larva, which is

brown and very hairy, with bluish lateral ground colour,

and faint brown spiracular stripes, may often be caught

footing it as fast as it can over the garden paths in

September, when about to seek a corner for spinning up.

The pupa hibernates ; the perfect insect appears every-

where in June. Closely allied with it is the " Buff Ermine,"

5. lubricipeda, 1,., which varies from the nominal buff to

the form zatitna, an artificial product, in which the greater

part of the wing surface is invaded by black. Then there

is the equally abundant "Muslin," Diaphora mendica, CI.

:

all of these worth rearing, however, for the very curious

aberrations which they are prone to develop.

Phragmatobia fuliginosa, L.—In the " Ruby Tiger,"
that is to say the normal English form, the fore wings
are rather transparent brownish-pink, with a small, double,

discal spot , the hind wings ruby-red from the anal angle

upwards, and to about the centre, where it is merged
in bluish-black rather lighter than the deep outer marginal

borders. The larva in shape and size is like that of 5.
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«^A«s r,, but the dorsal Unes are much lighter, and thebody CO our above the spiracles green, not bluish. There is

H,!r^
«;P«"t'tion among collectors that it likes its food

dod^^dandehon. and othor low-growing weeds, witl .touchof frost upon ,t. At all events the winter larva: are quite

IXT"' 1°
""'^- '°'' ''' °"* °° ^^^ "'^^^ -^d el^wLre

been taken m the sunlight as well, having a very extendedrange, from Land's Knd to the Orkneys
^'ended

Pakasemia iXANTAGiNis, L. (Plate XII.. Fig ,) theWOOD l^GER." has the black fore wings barred and mar^with broad light yellow
; the hind wings. chrom^yeHow t^red-orange, marked with black ; while fn one rarTC ab^s^to Schiff.. the yellow is changed to pure white Ti'elarva hves on plantain and other low-l^ng herbs- it sblack, tufted with black hairs, but those TnL fourth Ld«x h segments are reddish. • t in a series of red wartf t'.mo h .s an erratic day-flier, and loves the sua on the warm

br^^'-black td '
'""^'""•'''"^ «^ °- -°tb«. with its

bla«*-blotched hmd wmgs. With these colours there is anendless vanety of markings, and I have seen coUecUons ofthis one msect alone sold in the sale-rooms, including cLeupon five hundred examples differing one from fhe o^en degree, until we have the fore wings with almost althe olack invaded by the white, or the'sc'let htd wints

'^Zt Bear 'T' .^^ ^^"^ '^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^ ---"Woolly Bear (Fig. 4a). Jt will eat ahnost any low-grow-mg weed, but .s rather subject to mould on its fine h^Ts
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during the period of hibernation. The moth is out in July,
and is generally distributed.

Arctia vuxica. L. (Plate XI.. Fig. 5), the " Cream-
spot Tiger," is much more restricted than caia. and
hardly flies north of the Trent valley. Instead of the
vermilion of its congener, the fore wings are black, blotched
with cream-yellow, the scheme being reversed on the hind
wings

; the body crimson-red. and the thorax black. The
larva does not suggest quite so obviously as that of caia the
bearskin of a Guardsmac ; the brown hairs are set in little

spangles on the black segments ; the head and legs are
reddish. It is also not particular in the matter of diet

:

hibernates in this phase : and the perfect insect emerges in
July. The pretty "Tiger" figured Plate XII.. Fig. i.

Arctia aulica, I,., is a mid-European species.

Caiximorpha quadripunctaria, Poda (Plate XI.,
Fig- 7)—This magnificent thin-bodied " Tiger " has been
called the " Jersey Tiger " in England, by reason of its
abundance in that island. I have discussed elsewhere how
a few msects pass across the Channel {cp. Part I p 61)
The fore wings are black barred with white : the hind wings
scarlet with a larger discal black blotch, and a broken broad
black antemarginal border. In some instances, however
the scarlet is superseded by a rich orange colour (= var'
lutescens. Stgr.). The larva indulges the family taste for
low-growing herbs, dead nettle, dandelion, etc. ; the moths
laying freely in captivity. Full grown (Fig. 7a), it is black,
with an orange dorsal stripe, and lateral white spots: in
this phase it hibernates, the perfect insect appearing in
July. Abroad it is one of the famiUar insects of the alpine
roadside, and prefers the dull-pink flowers of the hemp
agrimony to anything else. At home it is limited to the
coast of South Devon at present, though casual immigrants
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have been taken elsewhere : indeed, I myself in 1877

captured the solitary Isle of Wight example close to the

beach of Bonchurcb.

Cahimorpha dominula, L (Plate XI., Fig. 6).

—

Mr. South well describes the " Scarlet Tiger " as a " tropi-

cal-looking " moth : it suggests South America and the

Amazons in the rich intensity of its colours : the fore wings

sheeny black-blue, with white and yellow spots ; the hind

wings and body pure crimson, with a few black blotches.

Common enough where it occurs, especially on the south-

east English coast, it is very local, and does not fly north of

Wicken Fen, I think. I have reared the larvae on nettle.

Thev are black and hairy, with a dorsal broken row of

yellow spots repeated on the sides (Fig. 6a).

HiPOCRiTA jACOBjejE, I/. (Plate XII., Fig. 5).— This

lovel> moth is the " Cinnabar," and quite unlike any other

occurring in Britain. The fore wings are gresdsh-green with

two carmine outer-marginal blotches, and a long carmine

line, connecting the apical spot with the base, nmning

parallel to the costa ; the hind wings pure carmine. I nave

found it very common sometimes in the Middlesex and

Norfolk woods, and it has an extended range in the three

Kingdoms. The orange, black-ringed larvae may be found

clustered on yellow ragwort ; it spins a slight cocoon on the

surface of the ground in August, and the perfect insect

emerges the following May and June.

Sub-Fam. Lithosiina.

This sub-family includes the " Footman Moths ' an

absurdly unmeaning name even if it be an allusion to the

folding wings over the long body, which might con-

ceivably suggest the livery tail-coat of the " gentleman's

gentleman " of the Georgian period. The fifteen British
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representatives bear a strong likeness to one another : the
larvae are hairy, and they are all lichen-feeders.

In Cybosia BIESOMEI.LA, h. (Plate XII., Fig. 4),
the characteristic " Fotni - dotted Footman," the fore
wings are plain cream, with four minute central dots at the
costa and inner margin ; the hind wings suffused yellowish-
grey. The larva is deep slaty black, with tufts of feathery
greyish hair ; it feeds on the lichens that cover the oak,
hibernates in this phase, and pupates in the crevices of the
bark. The perfect insect is generally distributed, and flies

in June on heaths, and in grassy woodlands.
LiTHOSiA COMPLANA, L. (Plate XII., Fig. 6), is the

"Scarce Footman" — the fore wings lead -grey with a
broadish costal margin of buff carried through the apex to
the fringe

; two light grey horizontal dashes beneath : the
hind wings pearly ochre. The larva feeds on the lichens
of nr trees

:
it is described as " brown with a very dark

brown head and dorsal Une." The moth is local on heaths,
commons, and sea-side wastes in July and early August

;

common in Ireland, but apparently not known in Scotland!
PE1.0SIA MU-^ERDA, HuFN. (Plate XII., Fig. 7).—Of this

Puritan-looking little mot*- the fore wings are reddish-grey,
with four tiny distinct black dots toward the outer margin,
and two about the centre at the inner margin ; the hind wing^
pey. suffused with rufous. Essentially a marsh species,
it is much commoner in northern Europe than in Britain,
where it appears to be confined to the New Forest Sand-
wich, and the Norfolk Broads. The full-grown hairy larva
is rusty black, with a deep black velvety dorsal line and a
reddish-grey interrupted line below the spiracles. It feeds on
the lichens of saUows. and on mosses ; hibernates, and in May
pupates in a double cocoon : the perfect in^ct. popularly
known as the ' Dotted Footman," appearing in August.
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AA. V. SUPER-FAM. NOUDES.
FaM. NOUDiB.

This is a family of very small moths, grammatically

well qualified for inclusion among the Micro-lepidoptera. As

a representative, Nola strigula, Schiff., the " Sbiali, Black

Arches " (Plate XI., Fig. i), is decidedly commoner on

the Continent than with us, being limited to a few English

southern, and East Anglian couuties. It is a very dainty

little insect : the fore wings grey, marked with dotted black

lines strongly accentuated at the bases ; the hind w ings

smoky-grey with Hghter fringes. The hibernating larva

feeds on oak. It is pale buff, with a yellow dorsal stripe

;

the body covered with brown tubercles and tufts of hair.

It spins for pupation a small boat-shaped cocoon closely

approaching in colour the surrounding bark. The perfect

insect flies in July, and is common some years in the New
Forest.

AA. VI. SUPER-FAM. NYCTEOLIDES.

Fam. ChloBphorid.*.

Earias CHLORANA, L. (Plate XI., Fig. 2).— Authors

are not yet agreed as to the proper place of this family

in the scheme of classification ; and older writers omit the

members of it altogether from their Macro-lepidoptera, plac-

ing them with the Tortrices. which, as a moth, one of them,

the " Cream-bordered Green Pea," E. chlorana, nearly

resembles; being only distinguished superficially from the

common " Oak Tortrix," viridana, by the hind wings, which

are white instead of smoky-grey, and certain structural

details. Essentially a marshland species, the larva feeds on

willow and osier ; and, when full fed, is green with brownish

dorsal lines. It hibernates as a pupa, and the moth emerges
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in May, but is decidedly local, and confined, like the last

species, to eastern and southern England. Much larger, and
more Noctuid-like. are the " Green Silver Lines," Hylophila
prasinar v., a common woodland species, and the rarer

southern H. bicolorana, Fuessl. The fore wings of the
former are clear green marked with oblique stripes of white

;

the wing edges red-pink, and the green thorax diversified

with white chevrons.

AA. VII. SUPER-FAM. NOCTUIDES.
FaM. NOCTUIDiE.

This is the largest family of British moths of any size, and,
as the name implies, they are night-fliers—but not all of them
by any means. The Family further resolves itself naturally
into five sub-families, of which I shall enumerate some of the
most striking genera and species. Normally, the larvae also
are night-feeders, concealing themselves by day; while
most, again, pupate under groum' In Germany, as in

some parts of rustic England, the . octuids are known
collectively as " Owls," or " Owlets."

Sub-Fam. Acronyctince.

ACRONYCTA Ai,Ni, L. (Plate XIII., Fig. i).—This is

usually accounted a rare moth, and its occurrence in ones
and twos is confined to the counties of Yorkshire and of the
south. The fore wings are very beautifully dappled ; light
brown to the outer margin of the discal spot, then black to
the kidney-shaped blotch just within the antemarginal
border

; the apex light greyish ; the hind wings snowy
white. The larva in its earlier stages decidedly resembles a
bird's dropping

: later, it is black with a large yellow patch
upon each segment, and has the habit of consuming its cast-
off skin after each moult. It is sometimes knocked out of
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chestnut trees when the boys are collecting " conquerors
"

in the autumn. It also feeds on alder, and by some is

called, therefore, the "Alder Moth." The perfect insect

appears the following May or June.

ACRONYCTA AURICOMA, F. (Plate XIII., Fig. 2), THE
" Scarce Dagger," no doubt derives its British name, for

what it is worth, from the dark streak at the base of

the fore wings about the middle. The more obvious

scientific name auricoma—the golden-haired—is a compli-

ment to the larva, which after the last moult is bluish-

black, each segment containing several bright orange

tuL^rcles furnished with golden -yellow silky hairs. It

affects oak and bramble, and in England is confined to the

south-eastern cotmties, though abroad it has a wide range

this side of the Urals. The mo.tling of the fore wings of

the perfect insect is purplish-grey and white ; the hind

wings plain, but slightly tawny. It flies in May, and some-

times also in August.

ACRONYCTA MEGACEPHALA, F., THE " POPLAR GrEY," is,

perhaps, the commonest of the Acronyctas, invading even

the "cat-patches" which do duty for g^ "?ns in some

London suburbs, provided there is a poplar in the neighbour-

hood. The perfect insect flies all through the summer ; it

is mottled very much as auricoma, but the markings are

less pronounced ; and the hind wings are white. The larva

is greyish, or yellowish-brown, with a curious white or grey-

yellow dorsal blotch near to the tail ; and it is covered with

long hair. It pupates in the autumn.

Bryophila perla, F., the " Marbled Beauty," is a

smaller Noctuid : the fore wings white, marbled with various

shades of grey, and the stigmata—that is to say, the two

parallel markings which have been denominated the reniform

and orbicular stigmata {cp. Part I., p. 26)—darker grey.
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But the moth varies apparently through all the colours of

its surroundings ; its fixed habit by day being to rest on

old walls, where the folded wings assimilate closely the greys,

dull drabs, ochres, and greens of the Uchens which grow

there, and upon which the larva feeds. On yellow lichens it

is greenish-grey with a broad dorsal, black-spotted, orange

stripe. In this phase it hibernates, and the perfect insect

emerges in July and August, extending over the United

Kingdom as far north as the Firth of Forth. More local,

and confined to the southern and western counties, is the

"Marbled Green," B. muralis, Forst. : the groundcolour

of the wings in this case being of varied pale to olive

green.

Sub-Fam. TrifincB.

Agrotis segetum, ScinFF. (Plate XIII., Fig. 7).—The

larva of this—the " Turnip Moth "—is extremely destruc-

tive to root crops, feeding gregariously on mangolds, s vedes,

turnips, etc., though it is not particular as to its diet, and

will devour the roots of almost any weed. Like most

subterranean feeders it is dingy drab, with faint dorsal and

lateral stripes ; the segments also " peppered " with ^ 'ack

spots. The very common moth is rather variable ; b t the

general tone of the fore wings is warm brown ; the usual

marks black, but sometimes almost entirely absorbed in the

ground colour. It flie^ everj'where in June.

Agrotis hyperborea, Zett., the "Northern Dart,"

is a much more striking Agrotis : but it is confined to the

mosses and peat hags of northern and western Scotland,

and apparently is found occasionally in similar locaUties in

Ireland. The fore wings are extremely variable, but follow

the Noctuid pattern with delicate reddish-brown mottling,

rather suggestive of the light and shade on the tnmk of the
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seemingly intent on knocking out tht equivalent for its

brains against the white ceiling ! Also variable to a degree,

the typical pronuba is a large insect with mottled purplish

fore wings ; the pale yellow hind wings, with a broad

purplish-brown outer border. The substantial - looking

smooth larva varies in tint from black, sage, or yellow-green

to grey, with whitish lateral stripes, and a broken double

dorsal line of black. I think it will eat almost any living

leaf or plant, garden or wild, and all through the winter

months it pursues its ravages. The Germans not ineptly

call it the " House Mother " from its persistent habit of

making our houses the object of its nightly visitations.

TwpH^NA FIMBRIA, I,. (Plate XIII., Fig. 3), the "Broad-
bordered Yellow Underwing," is another of the group ;

but the wing colours and markings are generally intensified,

the black marginal borders of the hind wings very broad,

the ground colour ruddy orange. The burnt-sienna tinted

larva has a thin, pale dorsal streak from head to tail ; the
lower part of the body yellowish, and the whole more or
less spotted. While not quite as catholic in its tastes as
pronuba, it will eat a great variety of plants in autumn and
winter, supplemented in the spring by the leaves of sallow,

hawthorn, and other trees. It pupates in April or May

;

and the perfect insect flies in woods and shady places
during the two following months as far north as Inverness-
shire : and a single female " will lay as many as 1,200 eggs."

Tripilena lANTHiNA, Esp. (Plate XIII., Fig. 4), the
" Lesser Broad-bordered," is a rather smaller " Under-
wing," with much the same purplish fore wings as the rest

of them
;
but the black marginal border of the hind wings

curved, and narrower, with deep purplish suffusion at the
bases. The larva, which manifests much the same tastes
and habits as those of the previously described species, may
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also, like them, be taken by " sweeping " low herbage in the

autumn with a stout net, or searching osiers in the spring.

When full fed it varies in colour from grey to olive-green,

with a faint dorsal line, and black spottii-v^. The moth

is not uncommon in the same localities as fimbria, flying

in July and August.

Mamestra pe. si'ARLE, L. (Plate XIII., Fig. lo).—In

the group of Noctuids to which the so-called " Dot " belongs

are included a host of inconspicuous moths, saddled with

some remarkable English names, of which I need only quote

the " Glaucous Shears," Af . glauca, Hb., and the "Stranger,"

M. peregrina, Tr., as incentives to all collectors to master

and adopt the as easily-remembered, and decidedly more

musical scientific denominations. Persicarice, then, is typi-

cal in the ordinary sense, and a very common moth in the

south, though the mottled bluish-black fore wings, with the

pronounced white reniform, are something of a relief from the

more ordinary browns of the genus. The larva when full

fed is decidedly pretty, the ground colour varying from grey,

with dark green oblique markings on each side of the pale

dorsal line, to olive-green, with rows of finely pointed black

dashes substituted for the oblique markings. Some larvae

again are purplish wil ">oft brown markings. I have found

the former not infreq .intly on ferns in the conservatory

;

they will eat, also, marigold, lupin, and other garden plants.

They pupate in September, and the moth is on the wing the

following July and August, though not common as a rule

north of Yorkshire.

HECATERA SERENA, F., THE
" BrOAD-BARRED WhITE."—

This beautiful little moth I have observed freqttently in the

Piedmontese mountains, sitting by day on grass stems fast

asleep, but it is also widely spread from June to August

throughout England, and more rarely in Scotland and
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M

Ireland, where it may be attracted by light or to sugar.

In typical examples the fore wings are milky white, with a

broad central band of purpUsh including the light-outlined

reniform and orbicular spots ; the margins of the greyish-

white hind wings suffused with soft grey. The larva varies in

colour from pale yellowish or bluish-grey, to dark sap-green,

with black V-shaped dorsal markings, and thin black lateral

stripes. It feeds on the flowers and seeds of hawk's-beard,

Crepis virens ; and, in confinement, on those of the lettuce.

Pachetra leucopilea. View. (Plate XIII.. Fig. 9),

THE " Feathered Ear," is a decidedly local moth in

England, being confined to a few localities in the south-

eastern counties. The fore wings are dappled with purplish-

brown, the two spots outlined clearly in white, and a

< -shaped dark mark near the inner margin ; the hind wings

pearly purple-grey. The perfect insect flies from May to

July, and the larvae have been reared in confinement from

eggs laid by a captured female on various kinds of grass.

Buckler pictures them after a sixth moult as " much of the

colour of Turkey rhubarb, two or three in handsome coats

of feuill' de mort velvet." Dr. Chapman describes them
as varying from nankeen-yellow with faint markings, to

one with distinct black stripes.

DiANTH(ECiA capsincola, Hb. (Plate XIV., Fig. i), a

member of the extremely variegated Dianthoecias, is known
as the " Lychnis," after the biadde campion, one of the

several allied plants on which the larva feeds. The moths
of this group are distinguished by the lattice-like tracery of

the fore wings ; in this species, white upon purplish-brown.

The larva is ochreous, with a dorsal line of V-marks. As
a rule it prefers the seeds for food to the flowers. It

pupates in October, and the moth appears in May and
June, with an occasional second emergence in September.
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C&AiLStAS GRAiONis, I,.. THE " Antler Moth," derives its

English name from the fanciful resemblance of the whitish

horizontal line extended about half-way across the ochreous-

grey fore wings to the antlers of a deer. The scientific name,

however, as is not unusual with the Noctuids, more aptly

describes the moth, which in the larval state is sometimes

responsible for the wholesale destruction of grass land,

feeding from March to June, in fact all through the most

critical months for the crops. Fortunately, however, it is

much appreciated by birds, and in England, therefore, less

of a pest than in those many places on the Continent where

all is fowl that comes to tht net. When full fed it is bronze-

brown with lighter Unes ; the ventral surface pale golden.

I have never come across the perfect insect, which flies in

August and September in the southern counties, but on

some of the Perthshire moors it is not uncommon, and I

have taken occasional examples on the Chilterns.

D1I.OBA C^RULEOCEPHALA, L,-, (Plate XIV., Fig. 2), THE
" Figure of Eight," derives its nanxe as such from the

grey-white 8-mark on the centre of the wings, touching the

reniform, but occasionally the two coalesce and the distinc-

tion is lost. The larva is sometimes very destructive to the

orchard, having a greedy affection for apple in particular,

and also to hawthorn hedges, on which it is a rather con-

spicuous object. It is bluish-grey, with yellow dorsal and

lateral stripes, and is also covered with short black bristles.

The a-.cumn-laid egg hatches out in March, and the perfect

insect, which is often attracted to street-lamps, flies in

October and Novc iber.

Xylophasia rurea, F. (Plate XIV., Fig. 3).—The genus

Xylophasia contains several of the commonest British

moths, notably X. polyodon, a veritable pest at sugar, and

often, in its frantic endeavours to get at the sweet liquid,
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driving awn., species which the collector would infinitely

prefer to box. X. rurea, the "Clouded - bordered

Brindle," is r/erhaps hardly so abundant : it is an incon-

spicuotis moth, much given to vary in the colour of the

fore wings, which are best recognised by a reference to

the typical example figured on Plate XIV. The larva is a

grass feeder, and almost as variable in tint as the perfect

insect, but generally ochreous to blue-grey, black-dotted

;

with a p?Je dorsal, and lateral lines of faint brown. The

perfect insect flies in June and July, ind ranges from one

end of the three Kingdoms to the oth< r.

MiSEUA ox'.CANTH^, ly., rejoices in the English pseu-

donym of " Ealing's Glory," as it was no doubl: first

observed by the eighteenth century naturalists in what: was

then the country village of that name. But nowaday.? we

are expected to call it the " Green-brindled Crescent,"

since, prestunaV,,, the entomological glory has departed

from this prosperous villa-suburb. But it well deserved its

original old-fashioned title, since the fore wings are remark-

able for their green metallic lustre over the umber ground

colour; the antemarginal border and light markings pinkish-

grey. The larva is Lrownish-grey mottled green, with a

white-marked hump towards the tail ; it feeds in the spring

on hawthorn, Cratcegus oxycantha, and other fruit-producing

hedge trees ; the perfect insect flying in the autumn.

Agriopis aprilina, L. (Plate XiV., Fig. 4).—Another

autumn moth is the lovely " Merveille du Jour "—it

seems strange that the inventors of names could fmd no

English equivalent ! The fore wings have the pale green

ground colour marked strongly with black patterning ; the

spots white interiorly, as also the black-edged antemarginal

band : :he hind wings soft pinkish-grey. The larva antici-

pates the perfect insect in colouring, being darkish green
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with a white - diamonded dorsal stripe, and sometimes
marked obliquely on the segments with black, sometimes
with the whole back on each side of the line broadly black

;

the spiracular region rather lichen-green. Occasionally the
pupae are plentiful in their brittle cocoons at the roots of

oak in July and August ; the perfect insect coming to sugar
applied by preference at the north side of woods, in October.

MoRMO MAURA, h. (Plate XIV., Fig. 5). from its demure
colour, is known in this country as the " Old Lady." The
fore wings are black-brown, the grey markings rather

suggestive of the " watering " of a black silk dress, with
grey apical blotches. The large brown larva shows a dark
diamond-pattern d rsal line ; and the oblique stripes of

white are edged with black. It feeds on all sorts of low-
growing plants in the autumn, and after hibernation attacks

the young leaves of various trees—sallow, birch, etc. The
perfect insect flits from July well on into the auttunn, and
comes to sugar. It is also extremely fond of hiding itself

indoors, and is generally common—in some years very
common—as far north as the Tay, and in Ireland.

NoNAGRiA TVPH^, Thnbg. (Plate XIV., Fig 6), the
" Bulrush Wainscot," is one of the several "Wainscots"
inhabiting our islands. The group, moreover, is of ex-

ceptional interest to the naturalist, the moths being

dually haunters of marsh and fen; their larvae feeding

inside the stems of reeds, rushes, etc. For the most part

the perfect insects are small and inconspicuous : the fore

wings of the ochreous colour of old-fashioned wainscoting,

I suppose ; the hind wings smoky grey, to greenish- fulvous,

or dirt^ white. Typha is perhaps the largest of them ; the
fore wings more rufous, and having the appearance of being
" grained "

; the hind wings rather yellowish-white. The
larva is dingy pale brown with a dark narrow dorsal stripe,
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and lateral stripes of paler brown. It feeds on the pith of

the reed-mace (Typha UUifolia), in which the eggs are laid,

and when full fed in August pupates ^';ad downwards in the

chamber it has thus hollowed out, ab. ^c one and a half inches

above a hole in the outer rind prepared for the moth, which

shotild emerge the following month.

The larvae of the " Small Wainscot," Tapinostola fulva,

Hb., inhabit the stems of sedges ; the " Small Rufous,"

Canobia ru/a, Haw., the stems of jointed rush, Juncus
lamprocarpus ; but those of the Leucania group, which

includes L. pallens, h.— the rightly termed "Common
Wainscot"—are external feeders on grasses, reeds, etc.,

and the perfect insects are much larger and stouter bodied.

The Caradrinas, which follow them close in the scheme of

Noctuid classification, are also for the most part widely

distributed.

v^^ARAORINA MORPHEUS, Pall. (Plate XIV., Fig. 7), THE
" Mottled Rustic," may be taken as representative of the

genus—medium-sized moths, with brown mottled wings,

traversed by faint lines of darker tint ; the hind wings pearly

white, showing the neuration. Their larvae nibble during

the winter at dock, dandelion, chickweed, and, in our

gardens, horse-radish : that of tnorpheus, however, remaining

some time in the winter cocoon before pupation. The
perfect insect is on the wing in June, and is generally

common.

Amphipvra pvramidea, L. (Plate XIV., Fig. 9), the
" Copper Underwing," presents an agreeable contrast to

the genera of sober-clad moths with which it is grouped.

A large insect, the fore wings vary very much in the depth

of purplish-black ground colour, with wavy pale transverse

lines; the hind wings are uniform flame-colour. The
larva, which feeds on oak, rose, etc., is when full fed very
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beautiful : the back light green with lateral stripes of yellow

and Cambridge blue ; but variable in regard to the latter

tint. The moth is on the wing from July onwards, and is

attracted commonly to light, being most abundant in the

southern counties, in some parts of south Ireland, but not

occurring in Scotland.

Amphipyra tragopoginis. L. {Plate XIV., Fig. 8), is

known as the " Mouse," probably from the greyish mouse-

colour of the fore wings, which, except for two small black

spots near the centre and an ill-defined dark antemarginal

band, are quite plain ; the hind wings greyish-white. The

larva is rather pretty, being when full fed striped alternately

green and white, or occasionally red-brown :
it feeds on the

usual Noctuid salad of plants—sallow, fennel, strawberry,

etc. The perfect insect flies in July and August through-

out the three Kingdoms.

Panous piniperda. Panzer (Plate XIV., Fig. lo), the

" Pine Beauty," is particularly interesting to students of

protective mimicry, inasmuch as the general tint, pattern,

and markings of the wings bear a close resemblance to the

bark of pine trees, which are the favourite resting places of

the moth by day. The fore wings are of the ochreous red-

brown associated with the trunks of these trees, and the

reniform and orbicular spots are whitish ;
just as we see the

small scarified pieces of bark intermingled like scales in the

scheme of colour. The hind wings are dingy smoke-hued.

The larva, also, is well protected in the same way when

feeding upon the needles of Scotch fir on the outskirts of

the plantations, from which it may be beaten in July. It

is white with a broad pale green dorsal, and thin green

lateral stripes, and a hne of pink below the spiracles.^ It

pupates in the bark crevices, or among the moss and debris

at the foot of the tree. The perfect moth emerges in March
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and April, and, flying by night, is often a visitor to sallow

blossom, in the near neighbourhood of fir woods, berberis,

etc., throughout the United Kingdom.

Pachnobia rubricosa, F. (Plate XIII., Fig. 8), the
" Red Chestnut," will also be of the number thus captured

at sallow. It is a handsome moth with strong purplish-

chestnut fore wings traversed by three faint lines of the

same colour ; the orbicular and reniform spots accentuated

in pale gre> . The larva is also purplish, with a faint dorsal

line, and a series of lateral black or red-brown spots centred

with white bars on the segments. It feeds up>on low-grow-

ing plants, dock, groundsel, etc. ; and the perfect insect has

a decided partiality for blackthorn and plum blossom, as

well as for sallow. Its range extends to the Orkneys.

P. leucographa. Hb., the "White-marked," its congener, is a

very much rarer, and loca. insect, and in Britain does not

extend to Scotland.

TiCNiocAsiPA GOTHiCA. L.— The Tceniocampidte com-
prise an interesting group of moths, all of them flying early

in the year ; in fact as soon as the sallows are golden with
bloom

: and a mild night at the end of March, or beginning
of April, where convenient bushes are situated, will yield

invariably a large bag of the commoner species. Among
them will be T. gothica. which, from the bold black velvety
markmg of the fore wings, resembling a (to me) unknown
letter of some Semitic alphabet, has obtained its cumbrous
English name of the " Hebrew Character." To " work "

sallows thoroughly, spread a sheet under the branches, and
shake them: the moths will come tumbling down, hopelessly

intoxicated with the sweet sugary juices of the willow bloom.
CiRRHiA ciTRAGO, L-—The "Sallows," as the group to

which citrago belongs is affectionately known to collectors,

constitute a charming series of Noctuids remarkable for the
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brilUaet red-browns and ochres of their wings. Some of

them ore actuaUy sallow feeders in the larval phase, as

others when perfect insects visit the early catkins of th

•• palm " in the warm March and April nights. So that it

is by no means unprofitable, if you wish to breed these

species, to fill bags full of the sweet-scented blooms on

which the young larvae of the "Pink -barred Sallow."

Xantfua lutea. Strtimi, and of the " Sallow." Xanthia/ulvago,

U, feed, afterwards transferring their attentions to the leaves

as well as to a number of low-lying herbs. The " Orange

SauX)W," C. cUrago, is. however, a lime feeder, and the eggs

are laid in the autumn, so that care must be t«dcen in

keeping them to ensure that the larva does not anticipate

the leaf-buds of its particular tree. F«.mii:es of XanthoU'xa

crocecgo, F., which also visit ivy in October, anu Jlow after

hibernation, may be placed in the spilng on oak twigs

under muslin bags, where they will lay abundantly: or

the larvae, preparatory to pupation, may be sought in

their cocoons at the base of oak trees in June. Those

of the " Dusky Lemon Sallow," MeUinia gilvago. Esp.,

about the same time can be beaten from wych-elms,

on the seeds of which tree they thrive: all species in

this phase presentmg a family likeness, but not varying

in colour and marking to the same extent as so many

Noctuid larvae.

As for the perfect insects, it is hard to award the palm^

for beauty ; but Ochrea aurago. F.. the " Barred SaUow."

with its fore wings of every shade of yellow from the

palest to the deepest orange, and its purple-stained basal

and outer marginal bands, is hard to beat. It haunts the

beech woods of the Chiltems, as well as those of many other

southern and western counties, and, as is the case with the

rest of its tribe, appears on the wing at the end of summer,
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and well on into the autvimn, before lying up among the

withered leaves for its winter sleep.

EuPsnjA SATELLiTiA, L. (Plate XVI., Fig. i), the
" Satelute," is a very common autumn moth in all parts

of the country as far north as Ross-shire, and I have seen it

on tree trunks in Middlesex in every winter month on mild

nights from November to March. The fore wings are rather

red chestnut-brown, distinguished in typical examples by

the white reniform ; but in some cases this disappears alto-

gether. The larva is black-brown with dark dorsal stripes ;

and marked with white above the spiracles. It feeds in the

early summer on beech, elm, etc., and also low-lying weeds.

It is, indeed, omnivorous ; and, when accidentally introduced

into the breeding-cages with the larvae of other species,

will sometimes make a meal of them all; the specimen

figured by Buckler in his great work " On the I^arvae of

British Moths " had disposed of fifty-seven victims in the

fortnight previous to the painting of its portrait!

Another favourite group of Noctuids is the " Sharks,"

that is to say the genus Cucullia, which comprises some of

our very rarest moths, and the most diflScult to come by

in Nature, owing to their extremely local habits, the rarity

of the plants on wliich they feed, or the retiring habit of the

perfect insect.

Cucullia verbasci, L., the " Mullein Shark," is,

however, one of those species which are often extremely

common in the earlier phases, though the moth itself

apparently is impervious to the attractions of Ught and

sugar, and, therefore, seldom captured " wild." The larvae,

which I have found abundantly in our Middlesex gardens

feeding on various sorts of mullein, are extremely hand-

some ; blue-green or bluish-white, banded with orange or

pale yellow, and marked with large black spots on all the
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segments: and, no doubt because of their conspicuous

colouring, they are terribly infested with ichneumons. They

sometimes remain in the pupal phase a couple of years,

the perfect insect appearing eventually in May and Jime.

The outer margins of all the wings are dentated sharply

;

the colour of the fore wings umber-brown, with a deep dark

brown stripe broadening from near the base of the inner to

the outer margin, in what I conclude to be the shape of

the shark's tooth.

Tiie rarest of the Cucullias, C. artemisia, Hufn. (Plate

XVI., Fig. 2)—which can hardly be claimed as a British

insect—C. absinthii. h., and C. gnaphalii, Hb.. feed on plants

which provide them with English names—xnz., wormwood.

and cudweed.

Anarta myrtilu, L.—This lovely Uttle moth is de-

servedly called the " Beautiful Yeixow Underwing,"

though of course it is no relation to the large stout-bodied

moths which have been described already in the " Yellow

Underwing" category. Unlike them it is a day -flier,

deUghting from April to August in the warm sunshine of

commons and moors throughout the country, where it may

be seen flying over the heather. The fore wings are mottled

purple-brown with a distinct white centre spot ;
the hind

wings bright yellow with a broad black border. The larva

feeds on Ung and heath; it is got by "sweeping" as late

as October in the north, and when full fed is green of the

heather tint, with two criss-cross purpUsh lines on each

side of the back. Commc ,er still, and a denizen of the

hay-fields in May, is the somewhat similar " Small Yellow

Underwing," Heliaca tenebrata, Sc.

Sub-Fatn. Gonopterina.

Of this sub-family we have but a single British represen-

tative, picturesquely called the " Herald Moth," Scolio-

i8o
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pteryx libatrix, h-, and quite unmistakable with its deeply

dentated fore wings, rich orange basal markings, and

the whitish central bands. The thoruc is also a beauti-

ful orange-red. Towards the beginning of November it

comes into houses or other warm retreats to hibernate,

having patronised the earlier ivy bloom. The larva, when
full grown, is long and taper ; brilliant green with occasional

red spots below the thin dark spiracular line. It feeds on

sallov' , osier, etc. ; and the perfect insect is not uncommon
throughout the United Kingdom.

Sub-Fam. Quadrifina.

This next sub-family contains the most varied and

attractive Noctuid genera ; first and foremost of them the
" Plusias "

; then the " Red Underwings."

PtusiA GAMMA, L. (Plate XVI., Fig. 3), the familiar

" Silver Y," is the commonest of its kind, and in some years

its numbers are augmented by vast migrations from the

Continent, my own observations tending to connect them
in some way with similar flights of the " Painted Lady "

;

for in the yeais "hen the butterfly is commonest this Plusia

is often also abundant. Ordinarily the fore wings are marked
with deep velvet-black on purplish-grey—the Y white and

obvious; the grey hind wings with a deep suffused inky-

grey border. The larva, covered with isolated hairs rather

like those on the leaf of a stinging nettle, varies from p-.ie

yellow with grey stripes, to vivid green, and feeds on wild

and garden plants of all kinds. It spins a white silky cucoon

in which it pupates cradle-fashion, as is the custom with all

the race : the latest addition to the British List

—

P. moneta,

F., which from an occasional immigrant has established

itself in many southern and Midland gardens where aconite

and delphinium are cultivated—sometimes varying the white
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with a golden cocoon. At first accounted a great rarity, it

is now well represented in most collections ; and for the past

fifteen years a single aconite plant in a Middlesex garden

has furnished an abundant supply of the grass-green larvae.

But curiously enough, though I have bred ut least a hundred

moths from them, I have never seen the " Golden Gamma "

upon the wing in June and July, which are the months of

its emergence. Others of the Plusiid race. Uke the " Bur-

nished Brass," P. chrysitis, L., have the upper wings aUnost

covered with brilUant metalUc bronze : or. as in P. bractea,

v., the " Gold Spangle." they display two central and

an apical blotch of the same metallic quaUty. Ml of them

fly to flowers at dusk; and valerian is regarded as their

special favourite.

EucLiDiA MI. Cl., the "MOTHER SfflPTON." and E.

glyphica, L.. are two extremely graceful little Noctuids which

fly by day in grassy June meadows and on down-sides. The

former got its odd name from Moses Harris, one of our

earliest British writers, who with considerable cleverness,

seeing that the famous prophetess had been dead a couple

of hundred years before he named the moth, thought he

detected the features of the then much reverenced old lady

outUned in the ochre-grey and black -netted wings of

Euclidia mi. The Burnet. E. glyphica, L., is rather Uke a

small " YeUow Underwing " ; the fore wings marbled

purplish-grey, with transverse velvety bands; the hind

wings orange-yellow, with a deep purplish suffusion at the

base. I see Mr. South calls it the " Burnet Companion,"

for though it is obvious that this moth has no sort of connec-

tion with the Anthrocerid Bumets {see p. 257), it is taken

not infrequently in the localities they frequent. But it

might just as well have been christened " Mother Shipton's
"

famihar spirit ! Indeed, the larvse of mi and glyphica, pale
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yellow with grey stripes, resemble one another closely

enough to justify the title.

PSEUDOPHIA L^^ARIS, SCHIVF. (Plate XVI., Fig. 4), THE
" Lunar Double Stripe," cannot be regarded as a British

insect. A few isolated specimens are taken from time to

time, mostly in the south-eastern or eastern English counties,

after obviously successful sea passages, when they suc-

cumb to the attractions of cane sugar. But the larva

has never been found here, nor is it likely to be.

Catocala electa, Bkh. (Plate XVI., Fig. 6).—What I

have written about P. lunaris applies as well to this species,

but two examples constituting the British record. It has,

however, a strong likeness to our common "Red Underwing,"

C. nupta, L. ; the grey fore wings being traversed by less

regularly designed umber markings, aiid the reniform spot

less distinctly separated from the surrounding grey. Both

species display broad black margins to the crimson ^lind

wings ; but in nupta the band it less regular, while the

central broken band of black is less curved in the middle.

Our own " Red Underwing " lays itr eggs on the bark of

poplars and willows in the autumn ; the larvae emerging in

spring. They hide in the crevices by day and ascend the

tree t > feed by night. When full fed, with their rough

brov ins marked and " crusted " with the same colour,

the> extremely difficult to separate from the chips of

bark la which they conceal themselves, and among which

Ihey eventually pupate. I generally find the bottles of

stale beer, hung on the walls for wasp traps, tenanted by one

or two of these splendid moths in August ; while by day in

Middlesex they are common at rest upon palings. But their

range is confined principally to the south and east, and
captures reported elsewhere must be regarded as accidental.

Catocala sponsa, L. (Plate XVI., Fig. 5), the " Dark
183
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Crimson Underwing," is perhaps the handsomest of the

British members of the gent The crimson red is intensi-

fied : the fore wings are mottled browner, and darker than in

C. nupta; the central yellowish-white blotch distinct and

pronounced. But though it is an occasional visitor to

counties just north of the Thames, its headquarters in

England is that paradise of the British entomologist—the

New Forest, where in some yeais it is abundant at sugar in

July and August. The larva hatches with the budding of

the oak, and when full fed varies from light sienna, striped

with brown and ochre, to black -brown; each segment

covered with pale warty spots, and the dorsal area spinous.

In June it spins a loose hammock-like cocoon in which it

pupates. A captive female will often lay her eggs on oak

twigs.

Catocala fulminea, Sc. (Plate XV ., Fig. 7), though

found in most countries of central Europe, is not indigenous

to Britain or Holland. It is distinguished from our " Under-

wings " of the genus by the smaller size, and the substitution

of pale gold for the red or crimson hind wings.

Sub-Fam. Hypenince.

This sub -family includes a number of small, rather

(leometer - looking moths with thi.i bodies and delicate

wings, originally classed with the Pjralids [cp. p. 222), but

latterly transferred to the Noctuids. In this country the

two principal groups are known as the " Fan-Foots," and

tlie
" Snouts "

: the former descriptive of the peculiar fan-

like front pair of feet in the perfect insect ; the latter of

their long palpi, a good example of this characteristic

being found in the " Snout," Hypena proboscidalis, L.,

sometimes very common in nettle-infested ditches in the

summer. This peculiarity, also, estabUshes that very
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rare and extraordinary moth Parascotia fuliginaria, L.. the

" Waved Black," in the same category. For a curious

little black insect it is : the larvse feeding on soot-begrimed

fungtis in damp London riverside tenements, and the

majority of specimens captured haunting the same

gloomy purlieus.

AA. VIII. SUPER-FMI. NOTODONTIDES.

Fam. Notodontid/E.

This family includes the many moths known collectively

a.s
" Pusses " and " Prominents," and is notable, among

other things, for the curious shape and appearance of the

larvse, the most grotesque of them all being the lobster-

like Stauropus fagi, L., which is supposed, when seen front-

on, to mimic a spider, and thus to scare away the predatory

ichneumon with much waving of its odd thin legs {cp. Part I.,

p. 73). Of the hundred or so Notodontids known to science

as inhabiting Europe, a quarter at least have been found

in the British Isles.

As it is necessary, from considerations of space, in this

part of the book to condense the accounts of our British

moths as much as possible consistently, I hope, with

clearness, I shall attempt to sketch at most a very few

representatives of each remaining sub -family and genus.

The " Kittens" and the " Puss Moths " are cases in point.

We have three of the former—the "Alder," "Poplar,"

and "Sallow" Kitten respectively—CerMra bicuspis, Bkh.,

C. bifida, Hb., and C. furcula, CI. ; the first decidedly rare,

and confined to a few EngUsh counties, chiefly north-Mid-

land; the second (Plate IX., Fig. 3) with a wider range;

the third well distributed in all three Kingdoms.

DiCRANURA VINULA, L. (Plate IX., Fig. 2), THE " Puss

Moth," derives its name from the grey - speckled, furry-
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looking wings of the perfect insect, and its soft grey-sUveted

body. The <Jggs are laid on poplar. The full-fed larva, as

already mentioned, has a decidedly " horrific" appearance,

with a sort of green camel's hump behind the head, and

the waving tentacles shot out and withdrawn from the

"
tails." which really take the place of a pair of claspers.

The body is brilliant apple-green, with a dorsal stripe and

saddle of purplish - black, margined with white. It con-

structs, with the aid of a strong glutinous secretion, a cocoon

of bark and wood shreds, which soon hardens into an effective

protection for the contained pupa. In this phase it winters

;

and in the following May the moth emerges, its exit bemg

fadUtated by the head armour of the pupa ramming the

weakest part of the cocoon, and. as soon as the breach is

prepared, the outgoing moth lubricating it with a special

ejected fluid until it gives way.

A very easy and interesting insect to tear and observe.

D. vinula, ranges more or less commonly over the whole of

the United Kingdom. But my experience is that in Nature

it is best looked for when at rest ; for it seldom patronises

light, and is infrequent at sugar.

As stated, Stauropus fagi, L., the " Lobster Moth,"

is so called from the shape of its larva, which may be

beaten from beech trees occasionally in the great Chiltern

woods; and more rarely in the New Forest and some Midland

beech-areas. The time for search is the summer from July

to September : the full-fed larva spins up a tough cocoon or

pupation : the perfect insect, which is heavily " feathered
'

with greyish-brown, making its appearance in May or June.

In France the larva has achieved for it the name of

the "Squirrel."

Excreta ulmi, Schiff. (Plate IX.. Fig. i), is a rare

moth of central and southern Europe: the fore wings
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dappled grey, with a broken antemarginal row of white
spots ; the hind wings white with a thin grey marginal line

and white fringes. The larva (Fig. la) feeds on various

species of elm.

The Prominents are a favourite group with collectors.

They derive their name from the raised mass of scales which
is prominent at the inner margin of the fore wings of the

perfect insects. Some are extremely rare in this country,

for example Notodonta Iritophus, whose claim to be British

is based on a single capture in Norfolk about thirty years

back. Others are unusual, and very few common.
Notodonta ziczac, L., (Plate IX., Fig. 4), the " Pebble

Prominent," owes its scientific name to the very odd
appearance of its larva, which is whitish-grey with a broad
dark dorsal line, and yellowish lateral streaks : a series of
" camel's " humps along the back, the anal segments
ochreous and also humped pyramidically, give it an
exceptionally grotesque aspect (Fig. 4a). It feeds upon
willow and sallow, and pupates in the earth at the foot of

the tree, where it is best looked for early in the autumn.
For burrowing larvae, as soon as they pupate, are apt to

fall victims to the mice and other small creatures which
rely upon such things for winter pabulum. There are two,

and sometimes, as in the hot summer of 191 1, three broods of

the perfect insect : the first in May or June, the second
in August: the fore wings pale ochreous brown, darker

at the wing bases, and the apex marbled.

PTEROSTOMA PALPINA, h., THE " PaLE PROMINENT," is

also widely distributed, and comes to light, sometimes
freely, in May, June, and August, for it is also double-

brooded. I have often netted it in the Home Counties late

in the evening from an open window as it sailed towards the

lamp, or boxed it resting on a street lamp. The lar-ae of
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this group of Notodontids. however, are not characterised

by a humpy appearance. They are for the most part

smooth and shapely ; that of palpina rather transparent

bluish-green, with dorsal stripes of white, and a widish lateral

stripe of primrose edged with red-black. It feeds on poplar

and sallow, and spin^ for pupation a cocoon in the dibris at

the foot of the tree trunk.

Pheosia dict^oides, Esp.—The larva of the so-called

" Lesser Swallow Prominent " is also smooth and

purplish, with a broad yellow spiracular stripe, and purple-

black blotches over the spiracles. The moth, which is a

smaller edition of P. tremula, CI., the " Swallow Prominent,"

is brownish white with purple apex to the wings and a heavy

purplish-brown stain along the inner margin ; the hind wings

almost pearly white. Both species are poplar feeders, and

in September I have found dideeoides not uncommonly

on the white-poplars which fringe the mountain tarns of

the Perthshire moors. All the " Prominents." however, are

best collected by rearing iroK. the egg ,
captured females as

a rule being ready enough to oblige, if placed upon a freshly

cut spray from the tree on which the larva feeds.

Phalera bucephala. L. (Plate IX.. Fig. 5). the familiar

" Buff Tip "—or, as the Germans more poetically style it.

the " Moon Bird "—is a species which at rest is singularly

difficult to separate from its surroundings, but being a

lamp-lover by night is therefore easy of capture. Not are

the gregarious larvae, with their truly catholic taste for

nearly every tree, difficult to come by. I have found them

repeatedly in September enjoying the " Penzance Briars "
;

and they are, when full fed, velvety yellow, marked with

black lines, and rather hairy. The moth, as hgured, presents

a lovely combination of purplish-browns and greys on the

fore wings, with the " buff tips " well accentuated ;
the
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hind wings spotless creamy white. Ducephala flies in June
and July throughout the entire kingdom, even in the

gardens of the most overbuilt suburbs.

To this group also belong the " Chocolate Tips," of

which three are counted British, one, the " Small Chocolate
Tip," Pygcera anachoreta, F., being preserved insular by
continuous breeding from wild females taken originally on
the coast of Kent.

A. IX. SUPER-FAM. COSSIDES.

Fam. Cossidw*.

Cossus cossus. L., the " Goat Moth " (Plate XV..
Fig. 2), owes its name to the peculiar " goaty " smell of tlie

larva, which is a destructive borer in the trunks of oak,

willow, and elm. Developing slowly—it takes certainly two
years to complete the larval phase—it is, when full fed, of a
colour rather suggestive of .aw frozen meat ; reddish on the
back, the lower part of the body whitish-yellow. I have
come across it not infrequently in country lanes lying help-

less on the ground after a touch of frost, when disturbed
from its galleries. Its masticatory powers are enormous,
and it will eat through an ordinary wooden box (there are

wonderful tales too of perforated lead covers) in a night. It

pupates in the earth, and the great grey-speckled moth—
the female twice as large as the male—with wings rather

reminiscent of the knotty surface of cork bark, is more or
less common from Land's End to the Hebrides in the summer
months. Having a pronounced tendency to grease, the
body should be ci.refully cut from the thorax, the contents
removed, and the void filled with cotton wool. It can
then be replaced with a little shellac or gum arable. The
Germans c '1 it the " Willow Borer."
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A. X. SUPER-FAM. TORTRICIDES.

FAM. TORTRICIDiB.

The number of moths included in the Tortrices for the

Palaearctic Region—roughly from the Atlantic to the Pacific,

and north of Sahara through Persia and north of the

Himalayas—is abo'it 1,900 ; and of these something over 300

occur in the United Kingdom, the family being thus numeri-

cally the largest of our entire list. Their relatively small

size, however, and perhaps a certain sameness in the earUer

phases, has caused them, and indeed the whole of the Micro-

lepidoptera, to be neglected somewhat. But this much

maybe said for them, that they offer a wide field for explora-

tion to the keen naturalist, and such exploration, diligently

pursued, holds out a better chance for the discovery of new

species than in any other group, except that perhaps of the

stil' smaller, and less studied Tineida.

With the small space at my disposal, it is, of course, out

of the question more than to graze the subject. The family

is divided up into three sub-families: (i) Tortricince, (2)

Conchylince, and (3) Oleutherince : and I shall describe a

representative of each. I may say, however, that there are

certain characteristics of egg, larva, and pupa common to

the whole group. The eggs are flat, and laid in masses over-

lapping each other, as we see the tiles on a roof, and the

Tortrix larva is at once distinguishable by its habit of leaf-

roUing and shoot-twisting, the process beginning with the

spinning of a Ught web across tiie object. This hardens and

contracts, and the leaf ends are drawn together, forming the

familiar habitation on roses, oak. and all the trees and shrubs

which are the particular care of the several species. Others

burrow into our orchard fruits, beech mast, and seeds

;

while the pupa is contained in a silk cocoon.
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Sub-Fam. Tortricince.

ToRTRix viRiDANA, h. (Plate XVIII., Fig. g),THE "Green
(iSK Moth," is the little moth whose larva in early spring

jften reduces whole forests to a state of leaflessness. when
otherwise the oaks would be in all the glory of their first

fresh foliage. Nor is its attention always devoted to the

same tree, aspen and beech being also devastated. When
full fed in early June it is extremely active, and when
alarmed slips out of its hiding place, and swings at the end
of a silken thread ; mounting again as soon as the danger is

past . Its colour is bright green ; the hind segments yellowish-

green dotted with tiny black spots: and protected by a white

web of silk it changes into a chestnut-brown pupa within the

rolled leaf. The fore wings of the perfect insect are apple-

green, edged on the costa with sulphur-yellow; the hind

wings smoky lustrous grey ; and at dusk it may be seen on
warm evenings hovering in swarms above the oak trees.

It is all too common in Ireland, and Britain as far north

as the Firth of Forth.

Sub-Fam. Conchylince.

ConchvLis FRANcatoxANA, Walsingham.—This moth
lielongs to the smaller of the three Tortrix sub-famiUes, and
is quite one of the prettiest of all the species contained in it.

The fore wings are pale yellow, with two dark red-brown

bands, and the costal edge rusty red ; the hind wings are

pale grey, heavily fringed. The larva, which is whitish-

yellow with a black head, feeds in the seed of wild carrot

during the autumn, and pupates in the stems during January,
February, and March ; the small holes pierced by the

occupant, when it retires to change, betrajdng its presence.

The perfect insect flies in July and August ; and, though not

generally common as far north as I^ancashire, is abtmdant
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locally, as in the Warren at Folkestone, and occasionally in

parts of south Ireland.

Sub-Fam. OleiUherince.

Carpocapsa pomonella. L. (Plate XVIII., Fig. lo).-

Whereas the majority of the Tortrices are leaf-rollers, there

are several exceptions to the rule ; notably some members of

the last sub-family which feed on the seeds, or mine the stems

of their food plants ; and the genus Carpocapsa, T/hose larvae

are except nally destructive to fruit—apples, phims, acorns,

and chestnuts: another tiny pest, Endopta nigricana.

Stephens (=pisana), having a fancv for pea« In the pod. C.

pomonella, as its name impUes, in the larval phase, indulges

a taste for green apples and pears. When full fed it is a

maggoty-looking creature, pinkish-yellow with a pale brown

head, but with the fall of the fruit, which it brings about as

soon as it attacks the pips in October, it has finished feeding,

and comes out to spin a cocoon in the crevices of the bark,

and in the following spring to pupate without further

depredations. The perfect insect emerges in June and July,

and is extremely handsome. The fore wings are umber

brown coronated whitish-grey, with a glossy chestnut patch

towards the apex containing an ocellus edged with lustrous

metaUic-copper : the hind wings golden-brown, darker at

the margin. Pomonella is one of those insects which, being

once introduced into a country, however distant, however

different from their native northern hemisphere, speedily

accUmatise; and wherever the apple has been cultivated, in

New Zealand, in Australia, and in Tasmania, it has becor e

firmly established, while ^ts distribution in the Unit*.

Kingdom only stops where the orchard ceases to be

productive.
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A. XI. SUPRR-FAM. ZEUZKRIDES.
Fam. Zeuzerid.*:.

Sub-Fam. Zeuzerinte.

Zeuzera pyrina, I,. (Plate XV., Fig. i), the " Leopard
Moth," is another extremely destructive wood-borer, choos-
ing pear trees, as a rule, for its depredations, in which some-
times the larva occupies three years. When ready for

pupation it ^s wh'tish, barred with ochreous rings, and an
ochreous dorsal line ; two black blotches immediately behind
the head ; a black dot on all the segments. It spins a cocoon
for hibernation, and finally another, composed of silk and
wood chips, for pupation. The perfect insect is to be found
even in our suburban gardens, the leopard-spotted fore wings
at once distinguishing it from other moths ; while it will be
seen that the female possesses a long " tail-piece," which she
inserts under the bark surface to deposit her eggs. The
perfect insect flies in June, but does not appear to occur
north of Cheshire, or in the western coimties.

A. XII. SUPKR-FAM. HKPIAIJDF^S.

Fam. HepialiD/K.

Owing to the primitive structure of these insects
in their several phases — commonly denominated the
"Swifts" by reason of their curious, rapid, erratic flight—
they have been relegated to the very lowest place in the
systematic scale of classification—a position , in fact, whicli
they share with the " Micros." We have but five species
in Britain

;
but in Australia, where the moths attain gigantic

proportions, they are largely represented. The larva; live
either at the roots of plants or in the tnmks of trees, and
are very grub-like

; while the soft, almost unarmoured, pupa
is very lively and active, resembling the immature phase
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of the " daddy long-legs." The females apparently scatter

their eggs broadcast, and lay an incredible number ;
indeed,

when recently hunting Hepialus ahicola, Obthr., in the

Pyrenees—a species w> ^ ^"~ an entirely wingless female

—I have found the whole ^^or of the containing pill-box

literally strewn with them like loose gunpowder.

. Hepialus hximuli. L. (Plate XV., Fig. 3). the famiUar

"Ghost Moth," is so called from the satin-white of the wings

of the male, the female being marked with tawny yellow on

the fore wings, and the hind .vings smoky black. But in

the far North, where both sexes are also much larger ( = var.

thulensis, Newman), tl.e male is pretty much the same

colour as the female. The male attracts the female by

hovering motionless over the ditches and grass-grown banks

where she may happen to be. The plain, unattractive,

dirty-brown larva devours the roots of many weeds—dock,

dandeUon, etc.—through the winter to May, and the perfect

insect appears about midsummer. In France it is known

as the "Hop Hepialid" by reason of the larva feeding

on the roots of the hop-vine.

HEPL\I.US LUPUtlNA, L., THE "COMMON SwiFT." is

much smaller than the preceding and rather variable, most

examples, however, displaying more or less broken patches

of white upon the otherwise uniform brown wings. The

larva is extremely destructive to the roots of grass, feeding

through the winter to April ; and the moth is abundant

everywhere in June.

B. I. SUPER-FAM. GEOMETRIDES.

The Geometers in many ways approach nearer to the

butterBies than to the Noctuids and other moths which

I have described in the preceding pages. Generally speak-

ing, they are fragile in appearance ; the texture of the wings
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is altogether Ughter, and the flight less sustained; the
bodies are thinner and nipped in beneath the thorax ; while
the antenna of many of the genera are taper and thread-like
in contradistinction to the highly elaborate pectinated
antennae of many non-Noctuid Heterocera.

It is, however, in their larvse that we find the princi-
pal structural differences rnd peculiarities of shape and
methods which constitute them a super-family apart. The
Geometer larva, as its name implies, has a curious habit
of measuring apparently the distance it is about to cover.
In nearly every case the normal triple set of claspers is
reduced to two, and. grasping finnly the surface of the
eart;h or other substance on which it is, it rears itself up
straight and rigid on its hind " legs," swaying to and fro
as tLuugh to take stock of its surroundings. When it does
proceed to move forward, the claspers are drawn up to the
true l2gs. the body thus forming the familiar loop—from
which gymnastic it derives the name of " I.ooper."

The usual method of collecting the perfect insects is
by soundly belabouring the hedges and bushes in which they
take refuge by daj', and netting them as they "break
covert." Numbers may also be taken from their resting
places on fences, walls, tree-trunks, etc., as soon as the eye
is trained to separate tLem from their roosts, the wing
patterns often reproducing with marvellous fidelity the tints
and surface markings of their environment. As night-fliers
they are more numerous at light than at sugar ; while on
dull days, when butterflies cannot be induced to rise by kick-
ing or beating the herb?

, Geometers will be found more
amenable to boot and stick, many species even selecting
the cool ^'rey light of a sunless day for flight. In the far
North, on the mosses of Arctic Norway and in the green birch
forests of Lapland, I have made quite a bag of them, when
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eight hours' consecutive work has failed to produce a single

butterfly

!

FaM. GEOMETRlDiE.

Sub-Fam. Geometrinee.

In this division is included that lovely race of moths

which we know as the " Emeralds," distinguished by the

exquisite green of their wings, ranging from the deep emerald

of Geometra papilionaria, through the vivid briUiancy of

Euchloris smaragdaria, to the faint anaemic tints of lodis

ladearia. But whether dark, medium, or light, the green

hue is extremely fugitive, and even when shut carefully in

the cabinet, unexposed to light, it quickly fades to white.

PSEUDOTERPNA PRUINATA, HUFN., THE " GRASS PvMER-

ALD," is grey-green, with white fiinges and wavy dark lines

on all the wings. The larva, which feeds on various kinds of

genista, hibernates. It is green, with a triple dorsal line - the

middle one dark green, the other two white ;
while lower

down there is a lateral pink stripe. It hibernates in this

phase, and the moths are fairly common in June and July

on heaths and commons as far north as Perthshire.

Geometra papilionaria, L. (Plate XVII., Fig. i), the

• L,ARGE Emerald," is the largest of the British " Emeralds."

All the wings of fresh examples ire deep green, the wavy

transverse lines lunulated, but occasionally wanting entirely.

The larvae after hibernation may be beaten from birch in

late March and April, or collected from among the green

catkins they closely mimic in colour and shape. The green

pupa, shaded buff, and sp'Jin up among the leaves in June, is

also extremely difficult to detect ; but the perfect insect is

common enough in most parts of the country, flying round

the birch trees for an hour before midnight. It comes, also,

freely to light.
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Geometra vsrnaria, Hb., the " Small Emerald," is

a paler green than papUionaria, the white transverse wavy
line well defined and white. The eggs are laid on the rind,

never on the leaf, of the "traveller's joy," C/«ma/is vitalba, one
above the other in piles of twelve to fourteen. The larva;

when hibernating are exactly the colour of the dead clematis

stem ; in the spring they moult to green, the head and
legs purple-brown. The green pupa is suspended by the

tail butterfly-fashion ; and the moth emerges in July and
August, frequenting chalk downs, but not ranging north of

Worcestershire.

EucHLORis pustulata. Hufn., the " Blotched Emer-
ald."—In this " Emerald " the wings are vivid green, with

blotches of white, stained red toward the lower part of the

outer margin, the margins themselves chequered white and
red. The hibernated brown larva* may be beaten from the

oak in spring, and in all their stages have a remarkable

talent for clothing themselves with atoms of leaf, so as

to heighten the protective resemblance to their pabulum.
The flight f)t the perfect insect takes place at sunset, high up
among the oak trees ; but it is more easily netted during the

day by beating tlie lower trees that border the sides of woods,

and in this way I used to take it not uncommonly in the

woods between Rugby and Coventry, though it is accounted

something of a rarity outside the southern and eastern area.

EucHLORis smaragdaria, F., the " Essex Emerald."—
The tailor instinct, so strongly developed in pustulata, is

even more marked in the larva of this species. The moth,

which is a richer green, with the hind wings shaded white

from the costal margin, lays its eggs on sea-wormwood,
Artemisia maritima, and the young larva swathes itself in

fragments of the woolly food plant, in which garment it

hibernates, renewing the process in the spring; and until
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full fed in June it is so densely clothed with dead bits of

artemisia as to be practically indistinguishable. It must

always have a fine constitution, as the tides not infrequently

cover the salt-marshes and submerge the plants growing on

them. Smaragdaria, however, in captivity, will eat " lad's-

love," otherwise southernwood; and the moth, which is

confined to the Essex marshes, emerges in mid-July.

To this genus also belong the " Uttle Emerald," lodis

lactearia, h-, which is so pale a green as to be almost white

;

and the " Common Emerald," Hemithea strigata, Hb., darker

again with chequered fringes, and the slim green larva

V - marked on the back.

Sub-Fam. Acidaliince.

This sub-family contains the group of small Geometers

popularly known a.s the "Waves," from the waved lines,

which are more or less marked, on the upper wings of most

of its member 3.

HvRiA MURiCATA, HuFN. , Newman's " Golden-bordered

Purple," as a matter of fact has two forms: one, roughly

speaking, with gold-yellow wings, bordered with reddish-

purple—the usual Southern form ; the other, in which the

purple pervades the wings to the exclusion of the gold. It

is an extremely delicate little insect, and very local, flying

in the sunshine down the grassy rides of the New Forest,

and, again, farther north, affecting the moorlands of

Witherslack and Rannoch.

Of the genus Acidalia not less than a hundred and

eighty species are credited to the Palaearctic regions ; while

at least twenty-six have been recorded in the British Islands.

Some of them are extremely local, and some extremely rare

—as, for example, the "Rusty Wave," A. herbariata, F.,

which has been observed only in London, not a dozen in
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all
;
and as Gtien^, the great French lepidopterist. associates

it entirely with the shops of herbalists and druggists, we
must conclude that the " Rusty Wave "

is no more than a
casual visitor. The taste for dried or decayed vegetable
matter is not confined, however, to one species of Acidalia.
for the vaguely named " Least Carpet," A. rusticata, F.,'

is also supposed to flourish on a diet of withered leaves!
though for rearing in captivity neariy the whole genus,'
apparently, may be fed up on knot-grass. Polygonum
aviculare, dandelion, or other winter-green weeds. The
larva: hibernate naturally, but it is not unusual for some of
the "forwards" in the breediug-cage to provide a late
autumn emergence.

All the smaller Acidalias bear a strong family resemblance
in colouring, with pellucid browns and delicate satiny ochres
predominant. The larger species show more variety of
design and hue, and of these A . ornata, the " Lace Bordeb,"
is the most striking.

Acidalia ornata, Sc. has the wings soft satin white,
with silver-prey borders, scalloped interiorly with darker
brown

;
a discal .spot of the same colour, and the fringes

chequered alternate brown and white ; the body, head, and
thorax all of the same silvery white. The larvte. which
are best obtained by the use of a sweeping-net passed over
the herbage where they occur, feed upon wild-thyme, but in
captivity they have been reared on mint. They are. when
full fed, rather less than an inch in length, brownish-ochreous
on the back, the body freckled and mottled, with a pale
ochreous stripe (Hellins). Essentially a Southern species,
this pretty moth delights in chalk -banked hedges, and
I used to take it years ago in that famous preserve of so
many rare species, the Warren at Folkestone—the first

brood in May-June, the second in August-September.
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AciDALiA IMITARIA, Haw.. has been called the "vSmall

BivOOD Vrin. " and is at once distinguished from the other

"Waves" by the rusty - reddisli obHa"e stripes crossing

all the four clay-brown wings transversely. The slender

larva, which indulges the characteristic habit of standing

straight out and rigid at right-angles to the stem of the food

plant, is greyish-buff, lined with brown. It has a sufficiently

catholic taste in the matter of food, and will accept chick-

weed as a winter diet, though Mr. South has bred it

through with greater success on privet stems. It goes to

earth in May, and the perfect insect, which is generally

distributed, but does not occur in Scotland, is about in

Jnly and August.

In the Uttle "Riband Wavi ," A. aversata. L. (Plate

XVIII., Fig. i), we have an instance of dimorphic forms,

both of them common—the one with the yellowish-grey

wings adorned with a broad lilackish median band; the

other, and commoner ( = ab. spoliata, Stgr.), without it.

Before passing on to the next genus, I may remark here

that in the case of small delicate moths, or others, having

thread-like antenna-, it is seldom possible to arrange them,

when setting, in the method adopted with butterflies and

insects having robust pectinated or simple antenmc. I

have tried to get something like uniformity by inserting a

small piece of paper under the head of the insect, covering

the groove of the board, and then smoothing out the

antenna? with a damp camel's-hair brush. I do not regard

the r< suits as particularly successful ; but, at all events,

antenna? set in this manner have not quite the shrivelled

appearance of so many one sees in collections.

The genus Zonosoma contains six British species, of which

four have been given by Haworth the name of " Mocha,"

by reason of a fancied resemblance in the colour and pattern
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of the wings to a species of Arabian aga.e-transparent, with
brownish markings. I have never seen this stone, so cannot
say whether the comparison is well founded or not There is
the "False." the "Dingy." the "Birch." and the " Mocha"-
local moths, of which the " Birch Mocha." Z pendularia CI
has perhaps the widest distribution. Unlike the preceding
Xenus. the Zonosomas hibernate as pui)a? among the litter at
the foot of trees, and the last mentioned species Hies at the
end of April, and, again, in a second generation, in August.

Sub-Fant. Uinochromina.

ODEmATRATA.I. (Plate XV 1 1 1. Fig. 15). Tin: •Chimney
Sweeper, m a sense merits its English name. The little
moth has all four wings pitch black on both sides, with a
faint suggestion of white at the apex, due to the fringes.
In the days when small lads were employed by sweeps
to chmb chimney-stacks as best they might, atrata was
known as the "Chimney Sweeper's Boy"; while in defer-
ence to the discovery that its food plant was not chervil
Charophyllum. but the tlowers of an umbelliferous plant
the earth-nut. Bunium flcxuosum, it has now reverted to
the original name conferred upon it by Linnaus. The lar\a
is bluish-green, paler towards the red spiracles. The dorsal
and lateral stripes are darker green-the former dark red
toward the tail, with fine white lines also dividing the green
It pupates under ground, and the perfect insect makes its
appearance in July, occurring locally, with a range as far
north as the Caledonian Canal, throughout the United
Kingdom. I used to take it many years ago, before the
flowery railway-cuttings and embankments were annually
devastated by fire, quite close to Harrow on the London
and North-Westem Railway.

20 r
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Sub-Fam. Larentiina.

The first member of this sub-family, Sterrha sacraria, L.,

can hardly be called a British insect. Abroad it has an

immense range in southern Europe, the Canaries, Morocco.

Asia Minor, and as far as India ; here it is only the rarest,

though a fairly constant, visitor ; whilst the survival of so

delicate an insect after so long a migration is difficult to

understand. The fore wings are light canary-yellow, with

an oblique stripe from the apex to the lower margin, the

stripe varying in colour from brown, or crimson, to black

;

while in another form the canary-yellow is flushed with

pink. I have seen it not tmcommon on the hot hills that

border the Mediterranean coast of France ; and it is chiefly

towards the sea, but not invariably, that the species has

been taken in England.

AsTHENA CANDIDATA, ScHiFF.—The geuus Astheno in-

cludes four fragile and small Geometrids, candidata being

the smallest and plainest, with all four wings delicate

satin-white lined with grey. The perfect insect flies in

woods in June, and appears to be widely distributed, but

local in the north, to Perthshire. The larva feeds on birch

and hazel. It is when full fed yellow- to blue-green, with

rich crimson dorsal intervals of colour, broken on the seg-

ments, and towards the tail forming a stripe ; this crimson-

blotched arrangement being characteristic of the other

Asthenas, A. sylvata and A. hlomeri. It presents a very

" hunched appearance," and when about to pupate spins

a slight cocoon to which it attaches itself by the tail to

undergo the change. A. hlomeri, Curtis, named (1832) after

the discoverer of the species in England, near Durham,

a Captain Blomer, is a larger, more handsome insect : the

wavy lines yellow-brown ; the female with a bright ochre
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antemarginal band on the fore wings; and the ground
colour creamy white. The larva, detected many years later
at Bristol, feeds on wych-elm. Its range appears to be
confined between the Thames and the Cheviots, occurring
also sporadically in a few Welsh localities.

Operopthera boreata, Hb., and O. brumata, I,.—
These are the "Winter Moths": brumata (Plate XVII.
Figs. 2 and 3) emerging in November, and flying as late as
the end of January; while boreata precedes it by a month
and sometimes overlaps it in the more scattered localities
where they both occur. Boreata. the larger and paler species,
has not the same unenviable reputation as brumata which
despite the " banding " and spraying of the trees, is a terrible
pest m the orchard and fruit garden. The femrles, having
but rudimentary wings, however, may generally be caught
on the greased bands, whither also they attract vast num-
bers of males. But the more effective plan is to anoint the
bark itself, as I find the females crawl up under the bands,
taking advantage of the uneven surface of apple and pear
trees. The slender larva may also be jarred out of the
foliage in May, when it is light green, with a darker green
dorsal marking, and spiracles of red upon a yellow lateral
line. The green larva of boreata (a birch-feeder) is stumpy
and thick by contrast; the black spiracles just above the
yellow line, not on it.

Ortholitha umitata, Sc, belongs to the group known
famiharly as the " Mallows," and is one of the commonest of
Its kind in fields and on flowery banks where vegetation
luxuriates in July and August. The fore wings are brown
with a darker median bar ; the hind wings pale greyish-
brown. " Beat nettles into a newspaper at the end of May
and beginning of June," says Mr. Arkle, " you will obtain
larvae of the ' Plumes,' and a pea-green, very ungeometer-
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like looking caterpillar with a humped back. This is the

larva of 0. limitata."

Ortholitha bipunctaria, Schiff., is the " Chalk

Carpet." a very common moth on the chalk and limestone

hills of England and Wales, being, some four-and-thirty

years ago, especially abundant in my own experience in the

Warren at Folkestone, and, more recently, on the Chiltems.

The larva is whitish-brown, stained with pink and dotted

black ; it feeds on trefoil, etc., from the autumn to the

following June, the perfect insect flying in July and August.

The fore wings are bluish-grey, banded with grey-brown, the

discoidal spot replaced by two small black colon - shaped

dots, the hind wings smo^'v grey.

Of the fifteen Palaearctic Lobophoras, five are found in

Britain. They have all a more or less dentated brown band

across the fore wings in the central area, and from this

derive their name of the " Tooth-striped." L. carpinata,

Bkh., flies during the last weeks of April, resting on the trees

which are the food of its larva—honeysuckle, birch, alder,

etc.—and it is, therefore, the
'

' Early Tooth-stripe.
'

' At the

same time, the eggs of L. viretata, Hb., the " Yellow-barred

Brindle," are laid on shoots of holly, especially those bearing

bloom ; the green larva, with purplish and pink markings,

consuming first the flowers, then the immature berries, and

lastly the young leaves, and in captivity the leaves, and even

stalks, of ivy.

Triphosa dubitata, Iv., the " Tissue." bears a general

resemblance to the " Scallops," Eucosmia undtUata, h., and

Scotosia vetulata, Schiff. —that is to say, the brownish-

grey wings are traversed by darker scalloped lines, with

deeply indentated fringes of brown and smoky grey. When

first emerged, in August, fresh examples have a delicate

rosy glow ; but after hibernation in this phase the glory
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fades. In April the moth is a not infrequent visitor at
sallow. The larva feeds on buckthorn, spinning the leaves
together in a sort of little tent; it is light green, striped
with darker green, and occasionally develops yellow lines
on the back and laterally.

Lygris prunata, L.—Why Moses Harris, in the last
quarter of the eighteenth century, should have named this
httle moth the " Phoenix " must remain a mystery ; at all
events, he was dissatisfied with his choice, and a few years
after altered it to the " CtouDED Carpet." Neither, how-
ever, can be considered satisfactory. The fore wings are
faint yellow-brown clouded with darker brown ; the central
band, which in the female is broken in the middle, is deep
chocolate, as also the blotch just below the apex ; the hind
wings pearly white-brown. It is a garden insect, the larva
feeding noctumally on black and red currant. Though local
it is generally distributed, the perfect insect flying in July
and August.

Its first cousin, the " Chevron," L. testata. L. a much
lighter brown and less strongly marked moth may be
distinguished by the chevron-shaped markings at the apex
of the fore wings, being in contour exactlv like the non-
commissioned officers' jhevrons worn on 'the glengarries
of British regiments five-and-twenty years ago. It is a
commoner insect than L. prunata, with which it is some-
times taken.

I now pass to the genus Larentia, which in Staudinger's
'Catalogue of Palaearctic Lepidoptera " is made to include
no less than 204 species-mostly of the moths familiarly
known in Britain as "Carpets," from the fanciful and
rather vague resemblance borne by them in the colours and
patterns of the fore wings, though it may be objected that
the manufacturer who succeeded in weaving a cari^et
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at all faicbfully reproducing the tints, or the light and

shade of a moth's wing, would achieve a fortune.

Thera juniperata. L., the " Juniper Carpet " (Plate

XVII., Fig. 4), may be instanced as typical of the delicate

patterning of the genus. We have two forms: a rather

larger and less strongly marked—the English ; and a smaller

—the Scotch : for, as a rule, where the juniper grows in abun-

dance the moth is present—^in the south-eastern cotmties,

and more commonly right through Scotland to the Shetlands.

The ground colour of the fore wings is pearly grey-brown,

with a strong, broken median band, narrowing to the inner

margin, and two brown dashes coming towards it from the

apex ; the larva, when full fed (Fig. 4a), is a delicate whitish-

green, with the spiracular stripe of yellowish-white tinged

pinkish. The moth is on the wing in October and November,

and may be found after dark resting on the juniper bushes.

Cidaria miata, L., the "Autumn Green," is another

very beautiful member of the " Carpet " family : the fore

wings mottled deep green, and, in the female, with darker

central bands ; the hind wings greenish-white, with a black

discal spot and a thin marginal green line. In the " Red-

green Carpet," C. siterata, Hufn., the green colouring is more

concentrated, and there is a rosy glow on the wings. The

larva of 'nata is very slender ;
pale green tinged with yellow,

with a ventral pinkish-brown stripe. It may be beaten from

sallow, birch, etc., in June ; and the moth, while occasionally

attracted to light, is always in evidence after dark on the

flowering ivy clusters.

Cidaria truncata. Hufn., belongs to the brown
" Carpets," and, as is usual in this group, shows a some-

what bewildering tendency to vary, so that I can only very

roughly describe in words their appearance. Known as the

"Common Marbi,ed Carpet," the suggestion of marbling
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might be applied to them all. though the hind wings are
ahnost invariably greyish to white. In aU there is a well-
developed marginal band, with the central and basal area
of the wings broken up, as a rule, with lighter transverse
markings. The larva, also, in shape and colour closely
resemble one another

; and they feed not only on the foliage
of many trees, but on wild-strawberry, bilberry, etc. Of
C. truncata there are two emergences—the first in May and
June; the second in September, and sometimes, in mild
seasons, on to December.

Am(E3e owvata. Bkh.. and a. viridaria, F.-The first
of these, the " Beech-green Carpet." is the smaUer of the
two and has the fore wings mottled greenish-grey, with a
dark median blackish band. It is a beech-wood insect in
the western counties, and locally in the Chiltems ; and in
Scotland, where it becomes more abundant. Viridaria
the "Green Carpet," is much the commoner and more
widely distributed. It is larger ; the fore wings a more Uvely
olivaceous green; the median band with two dark brown
blotches at the costal margin, and one where it narrows to

• \T!'.,"'^'^'''-
^ ^^''^ °^*^^ ^""'^d »t i° o"^ few remain-mg Aliddlesex woods in July, and sometimes there is a

^-cond emergence in September. The olive-brown larva
feeds on bedstraw.

Xanthorhoe fluctuata. I,. (Plate XVIII Fig 5) _The next group includes some of the very commonest of the
Carpets"; and fluctuata, the "Garden Carpet" is no

exception to the rule, while it varies to an astonishing degree
in the arrangement of markings and tints of the f. wings
In the most usual form they are mottled br< lish on
greyish-white, the dark median band broken, or terminated
half-way across, and markings of the same shade at the
bases. The larva, as is so generally the case with garden
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insects, is polyphagous on low herbs, cabbages, etc.
;

it is

any colour from grey to dirty green, with pale dorsal blotches.

Quite as variable is X. montanata. Schiff.. the finest form

being that in which the ground colour is shining white, and

only the median band of the fore wings is present—dark

brown with a black discal spot. It is a bedstraw feeder, and

on the wing may be mistaken for Anticlea cuculala, Hufn.,

a much rarer " Carpet." which also affects this plant, as do

so many of the " Carpet " tribe.

Xanthorhoe 'X)Ciata. Bkh.. belongs to the " Carpets"

with the ground colour of the wings generally white
;
the

markings varying from purpUsh-black to warm brown
;
the

median bands strongly pronounced, with a distinct discal

spot enclosed. The larva varies as much in colour as that of

fluctuata, and also patronises bedstraw. The moth flies in

midsummer, and again in September, being distributed

from one end of the United Kingdom to the other.

XaniHORHoe tristata, L., and Eulype hastata, L.—

These are the " Argent and Sable Moths." Small and

Large, and Moses Harris was more than usually happy in

giving them the heraldic name, for it exactly describes the

colouring and pattern of the wings of both species—insf«/«.

however, showing a great colour variation from black to

brown, hastata more in the direction of the intensity of the

wing markings. Tristata is the rarer of the two, confined to

Wales and the western counties in June, but over the Border

more common. Hastata is taken in the south and in the

east in May and June. But whereas the former is again a

bedstraw feeder, the latter lives on birch, Vaccinium. and

sweet-gale, spinning together the leaves so as to form

them into a little chamber, the walls of which it proceeds to

consume. Hastata is a day-flier, slow on the wing over the

wettest parts of the Westmoreland mosses ; while tristata has
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a fondness for resting on the grey Derbyshire stone walls
that take the place of hedges in the North.

Perisoma affinitata, Stephens.—The next group of
Geometers is that commonly known as the " Rivulets "

in
compliment. I suppose, to the meandering median bands
which traverse the fore wings of most of the species They
are small insects, with variegated brown-barred fore wings
the hmd wings usually plain, with a suffused marginal
border. The larvae are characteristic in their habits, feeding
as a rule, on the seeds of plants, or, in default, the immature
buds. In affinitata. the " Rivulet, "a not uncommon moth
throughout the country, the fore wings are warm brown
with an irregular whitish band. The larva, which is di«-
proportionately small to the perfect insect (also a not
uncommon trait of the genus), lives in the seeds of the n d
campion Lychnh dioica ; it is light drab, tinged and
hned with pink, and it pupates on the surface of the ground
The imago flies in June.

Perisoma flavofasciata, Thnb., the "Sandy
Carpet," is a rather larger insect-the fore wings lightly
marked with faint yellow ochre, the fringes chequered the
same colour and white. The larva feeds on the flowers of
the campion, and later within the seed capsules, like that of
affimtata: It is putty-coloured, with purplish-brown stripes
and markings. Unfortunately the name by which it has
been known m England so long-decolorata, Hb.-has been
found to bepre-datedby/«.o/asa«^«. In the interim
some one has named a recently - discovered high alpine

f^ utl
^^""^'^y-^«^«/«^"-'^^«: and, properly speaking,

the butterfly ought to be re-christened scientificallv-

a

good instance of the confusion caused by naturalists givingnames without first searching the hst for those already
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Camptogramma bilineata. L.. is perhaps the commonest

summer Geometer, and there are few of us, whether entomo-

legists or not, who have not noticed at dusk the hedgerows

aUve with the mottled ochreous-winged " Yeixow Sheu."

The larva is a grass and chickweed feeder ; it has two forms

—(i.) pale green, with dorsal dark and pale green stripes,

and below them a flesh-coloured stripe ;
(ii.) drab, with

alternate lighter and darker stripes. It is not uncommon to

see hundreds of them on the fresh-mown hay—an agreeable

feast for the attendant birds. They hibernate in this phase,

pupating in April and May.

HvDRiOMENA FURCATA, THNB.-The " Yellow ShcU

varies not a Uttle in the depth of the markings of the wmgs

;

but it is nothing in this respect as compared with the " JutY

Highflyer "anv he" UayBighfLyeir H.impluviata. The

type form oi furcaU has the fore wings ochre-grey, with a

pale blotch near the base, and dark -banded; while in

impluviata there is a decided greenish tinge present. In

some examples, however, the bands are absent (=ab.

obliterata, Prout) ; in others the general tint is red-brown

( = ab. fusco-undulata. Donovan), more rarely incUmng to

black ( = infuscata. Stgr.). Indeed, furcata furnishes the

student with ample material for the study of variation, for it

is as perplexing in its infinite variety as it is common. The

larva is usual on sallow, poplar, hazel, etc. ;
but it has been

found (a smaU form) on bilberry, with a correspondingly

smaUer, shabbier-looking race of moths. When full fed it

is brown, with white lines along the back and sides, tinged

red on the spiracular region (South).

Anticlea badiata, Hb.—With the first warm nights in

April, and even March, this pretty moth is tempted to the

golden sallow catkins, or to the lamp ; while in the day-time

it may be disturbed from the hedges, where it lays its eggs
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on the wild-rose. The fore wings are generally deep umber-
brown on a paler ground ; the " Shouider Stripe." from
which it takes its English name, represented by dark brown
at the bases

; towards the outer margin paler reddish ; the
hind wings are plain, smoky white-brown, with suffused mar-
ginal border. The larva is apt to vary in appearance, but
may be described as yellowish - green, with (sometimes) a
brown-purple spiracular stripe ; it descends into the earth
to pupate, constructing a compact small cocoon.

Anticlea NIGROFASC1AI4IA. GoEZE.—In the "Streamer "

the " shoulder " or basal stripe is usually a decided purple-
brown, and the fore wings are further embellished with a
purple blotch near ti c apex, which is also heavily marked
with the same colour. It flies at dusk a little later than
badia'u, and I have often seen it asleep in the day-tune on
palings—a rather conspicuous object. The larva is also a
wild-rose feeder, and is green with a purple-brown stripe
on the back. Both species hibernate in the pupal phase,
and both are common as far north as Inverness.

The "Barberry Carpet," A. berberata, Schiff., and the
" Royal Mantle," A

. cucullata. Bkh., are much more localised
—the former in the eastern counties, the latter on chalk to
about as far north as Oxfordshire.

I much regret that considerations of space make it

impossii;? for me more than to allude to the Eupithecias,
or " Pugs. " As a race they are the smallest of Geometers

;

the larvae feeding for the most part on the flowers and seeds
of plants, from which they maybe beaten into an inverted
mnbrella

;
the perfect insects seldom exceeding three quari:ers

of an inch in the expanse of the wings, but presenting in
mimature a wide variation of colour and markings. The
figure of the "Green Pug." Chloroclystis rectangulata,
L. (Plate XVIII., Fig. 3), a common, variable species.
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gives a good idea of the general appearance of the

genus.
Sub-Fam. Boarmiina.

Abraxas grossulariata. L. (Plate XVII.. Fig. 5). is the

familiar " Magpie " moth of our summer gardens. In the

typical form the wings are black spotted on a white ground,

with orange-yellow central and basal bands on the fore

wings ; the body brilliant orange, with a dorsal Une of black

dots. The larva, which is very destructive upon goose-

berry bushes, anticipates the colours of the perfect insect,

hibernating normally in this phase. The moth appears in

early summer, and, common though it be, the extraordinary

tendency of the species to vary has made it a great favourite

with amateurs, who often give and receive large sums of

money in the sale-rooms for their bred "Magpies."

Diunia pusaria, L., the "Common White Wave,"

and the " Common Wave," D. exanthemata, Sc, are both

abundant in our summer hedgerows: the former with all

the wings white, traver by grey lines ; the latter much

the same in appearan out the lines ochreous and some-

what suffused. Doub: orooded, the moths are on the wing

in May, and again from July to September.

Metrocampa margaritata, L.—This pretty moth has

been christened the " Light Emerald " by reason of its

pale green colour, all the wings being traversed with a whitish

line, edged interiorly with oUve-green. The larvae feed on

various forest trees and hibernate ; they are inclined to vary

in colour from light yellowish-green to drab, or purpHsh-

grey freckled darker, with a pale grey series of dorsal mark-

ings. The perfect insect may be disturbed from the under-

growth in woods throughout the United Kingdom in June

and July.

The next group of insects is known at the " Thorns "
;
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they are mostly of considerable size, and ochreous winged,
with strongly pectinated antennae.

Ennomos ALNiAniA, L. (Plate XVII., Fig. 6). the
" Canary-shouldered Thorn," may be taken as typical
of the group, being at once distinguishable by the tuft of

canary-coloured hair on the thorax. The foie wings are
yellow, traversed by two curved brown lines. The larva,
like that of all its kind, imitates closely a twig of the birch
or sallow on which it feeds—a longbrown stick-like creature—
the darker dorsal markings and humps, with the curious
toad-like excrescences, making it extraordinarily difficult to
separate from its surroundings. The eggs are laid in the
autumn, hatching in May, and the perfect insect is generally
distributed.

While the largest of the "Thorns" is the very rare
E. quercinaria, Hufn., decidedly the most beautiful
is the "Lilac Beauty," Hygrochroa syringaria, I,., a
double - brooded species of early spring and summer, in
which the ochreous tint is suffused with purplish-brown.
The "Lunar Thorn." Selenia lunaria, Schiff., with the
white half-moon discal spots on all four wings, has only the
marginal areas reddish-brown, the apical blotch and whole
central and basal area deep brown to purple. The larva,
again, is astonishingly like a gnarled and twisted twig of
sloe or birch

; it may be taken by " beating " by day or night.
Angerona prunaria, h.. THE " Orange Motu," derives

its name from the brilliant chrome wings of the male, the
female being decidedly more sober in her ga.b— drab
ochreous, with ochreous central band. But so variable is

this species, that almost any variation upon the typical
colouring may be looked for. In normal seasons the larvae,
which also vary to the colour of the stems of sloe or birch,
feed up in the autumn, hibernate, and pupate in May, the
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moth appearing in June. It is a Southern sprf^dea.'rarely

found north of Yorkshire.

Uraptkryx sambucaria, L (Plate XVIII.. Fig. 2), the

" Common SwALW)W-TAii.f.D Moth." flics in July, and may

be ieen on warm evenings at dusk zigzagging rapidly over

4.: It' iK. ges. It is uniform primrose - yellow, the wings

aversed by darker lines, and the hind wings and apex <»f

the fore wings sharply angled. The larva is another success-

! Ill imitator of the stem upon which it rests, and experiments

'ipon it in captivity prove also that it is most adaptable to

the colour of its surroundings. It feeds on various trees,

but seems to prefer ivy, hibernating in the thick of it uiTtil

May. when it pupates. I have sometimes founu it very

common at light, and it occurs in most suitabU localities

as far north as the Firth of Forth.

Opisthograpti.s luteolata, L. (Plate XVIII., Fig b),

THE " Brimstone Moth," is another very common and

unmistakable species—all the wings bright sulphur ellow,

with a red-brown ocellated discal spot, and a blotch oi the

same colour at the apex of the fore wings. The larva, again,

is very stick-like, and feeds on sloe ai 1 plum the offspring

of the second brood of the moth hibernating in this phase.

It occurs all through the spring and summer, from April t

September.

Venilia macularia, L. (Plate X\"II., Fig. 7).—Among

the blue hyacinths in May there is no more gay little moth

than the " vSpeckled Yellow"—the whole of the ground

colour of the wings brilliant yellow, blotched with purplish-

black. The larva is grass-green, with a thin dorsal hne of

black, and lateral stripes of various shades of green and

white—in fact, ver>' much the lolour of the leaves of the

wood sage upon which it lives, though by no means

exclusiveh, as it will eat red .K-ad-net !e and woundwort.
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It seems to be widely distributed even as far north
as Sutberlandsliire.

Our next group contains the earhest, and some of the
latest, moths on the wing during the year ; and they have
this peculiarity also, that the females are wingless, or rather

are provided only with rudimentary wings useless for flight,

so that they must be sought with a lantern by night sitting

on the twigs of their respective food plants.

HVBERNIA RtPICAPRARIA, Hb.. TH3 " EARLV MoTII," is

already about in the dusk of January evenings, seeking the

females at rest in the hedgerows. It is an inconspicuous

insect
: the fore wings greyish with a faint brown tinge, and

the discal spot well marke(! ; the hind win. pearly grey
The larvae is very comm m on various species of thorn,

being full fed at the end of May ; the pupal phase thus
lasting the six summer and autumn months. It is usually

green, the segments divide ! and dotted with black.

HVBERN i LEUCOPHEARIA .SCHIFF.,THE "SPRING USHER,"
follows very losely upon th . preceding moth in Fi-bniary,

and may often b( seen during the day at rest on fenies.

It is Iso extremt W variable in appearince, the fore wings
most req lenth narked brown and white, but in some
exampl. > osing he white marking altogether. The larva

ma\ ' beatei. from oak in the spring, when it is much the
sam colour as the young leaves. The moth has a wide
ran ? to the Moray Firth.

rfvi'i-RNiA DEFOUARIA, L.—At the other end of the
H> berniid calendar comes H. dejoliaria i October and
onwards, varying wonderfully in the colour and markinr
ni tJR wings from almost plain reddish-yellow to whit

barred with purple-brown, and the discal spots promir
V hen covert shooting in November I have seen these i

ii hiin Ireds, and it is owing to the depredations of th.
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m

larvae in the spring that sometimes we see whole coppices

denuded of their foliage. They are rather handsome, the

dorsal colour varying from purplish to bright umber-brown,

then a black lateral stripe, and beneath it the body bright

yellow, often with a red spot on each segment. South

of the Cheviots it is only too abundant.

lyYCiA HiRTARiA, Ci,. (Plate XVII., Fig. 8).—There scems

to be some connection between the winglessness of the

females and the season of the year when the moths emerge.

The females of the " Small Brindled Beauty," Apocheima

hispidaria, and of the common February " Pale Brindled

Beauty," Phigalia pedaria, are wholly incapable of flight, but

that of the " Brindled Beauty." I. hirtaria, a March and

April moth, is normal— the wings reddish - brown, with

lighter antemarginal bands, and the whole surface having

a peppered appearance. The larva, which has a special

fondness for pear trees, is another of the " stick " fraternity

—

light brown, with some yellow spots, but occasionally dark

greenish-brown.

Amphidasls betularia, L., the " Peppered Moth," is

at once to be recognised by the white black-peppered

wings, while it is a curious example of an insect which, in

Britain at all events, is evolving rapidly a new pattern, the

wholly black ab. doubledayaria, a good instance also of a

cumbrous name to the memory of one of our greatest

lepidopterists of the earlier generation—Henry Doubleday,

of Epping. We find, indeed, that already in many parts

of the country the black form is predominant. The stick-

like larva varies considerably with its environment;

seen looking down upon it, it rather suggests a fungus-

affected twig— grey, with white warty protuberances,

and grey-green bands dividing the segments. The moth

appears in most places in May or June, and I have dug
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the black pupa not infrequently at the roots of our
Middlesex oaks.

BOARMIA REPANDATA, L.. THE " MOTTI.ED BEAUTY." a
very common moth, may be taken as representative of the
Boarmias. It is a rather large Geometrid, with indeter-
minate mottled wings, varying to every conceivable form
and design with the localities in which it is found ; but the
reddish-brown larva is altogether less elaborate than those
of the preceding species I have described, though occasion-
ally marked on the back with what look rather like the
hieroglyphics on an Egyptian tomb. The perfect insect
flies in May and June, and is generally distributed.

Gnophos obscuraria, Hb.—Passing the Tephrosias, the
next species figured is the "Annulet " (Plate XVII., Fig. 9),
another of those speckled middle-sizei! Geometrids which
appear to present a differcLc iorra in every locality where
tliey occur, the typical grey German form being perhaps the
rarest with us. The larva, which is stone-coloured, and has
a rather wrinkled appearance, may be found in the winter
by searching at night plants of Geranium lucidum ; it will

also feed on strawberry and rock-rose. The perfect insect
is on the wing in July and August.

Ematurga atomaria, L. (Plate XVII., Fig. 10), the
" Common Heath," may be accepted as representative of
medium-sized Geometers, affecting for the most part heaths
and moors, including the " Black Mountain Moth," Psodos
coracina, of the Highlands, which is a veritable alpine, flying
by day whenever the sun is out, and with its " all black

"

wings resembling a small edition of the larger Dasydia
tenebraria, Esp., of the loftiest Alps, which accompanies the
great " Ringlet " butterflies to the eternal snows. Atomaria,
however, is common in Britain to the Orkneys, and a very
variable species at low levels—the fore wings netted white
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and dark brown, but in many cases the brown suffusing

most of the ground colour. The larva, too, is almost as

variable in marking and colour as the moth ;
it feeds on

ling, heath, and broom, the perfect insect appearing] in

May and June, and also less abundantly in August.

B. II. SUPER-FAl^I. DREPANULIDES.

Fam. Drepanid^E.

This family contains the peculiar " Hook - tipped
"

moths, of which it is also remarkable that they have

no proboscis, while their larvae are minus the anal claspers.

Six species exist in Britain— one of them, the "Scarce

Hook-tip," Drepana harpagula, Esp., in a single locality

near Bristol, where it has survived the inroads of genera-

tions of collectors for eighty years. The others are fairly

abundant where they occur—generally in the woods of the

south of England.

Drepana falcataria. L. (Plate XXI., Fig. 6), the

" Pebble Hook-tip."—The fore wings vary from dead-leaf

brown to light ochreous. In some examples the large discal

blotch is almost effaced by the zigzag central lines, while

from the apical " hook " downwards there is either a

suffused or a distinct line of brown. The hind wings are

wave , with a scalloped brown marginal border, and the

r.ntennse of the male are rather strongly pectinated. The

larva is spinous on the back, which is coloured umber-brown,

with small white spots, the whole ventral and spiracular

area grass-green. It is a birch and alder feeder, pupating

between two leaves spun together ; and the perfect insect

haunts birch groves in the spring. The larva of its congener,

D. binaria, Hufn., in its final moult rather apes the much

lai^jr " Puss Moth " in shape, but is claret-coloured, instead

of green, with a white " saddle " - fringe. Common in oak
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woods of the South, it is inclined to cannibahsm in confine-
ment, and should have plenty of space and a good supply
of food plant to prevent accidents.

Cmx GI,AUCATA, Sc. (Plate XXI., Fig. 7).—This small,
white, silvery -satin moth has been called the "Chinese
Character " for some reason which is not apparent on the
face, or rather, I should say, the wing of it. Only by an
extreme effort of the imagination are the black over-mark-
ings of the ochreous blotches to be regarded as representing
any of the cabalistic signs of the Celestial alphabet. The
larva is red-brown, with a darker dorsal Une ; it pupates in a
tough cocoon among leaves or under bark, and the perfect
insect flies twice in the year—in May and June, and again in

July and early August, when it is generally common. I

have taken many examples in a single June evening at light
in Middlesex. At rest in the day-time it curiously resembles
the dropping of a bird. The Firth of Forth is its northern
limit.

B. III. SUPER-FAM. CYMATOPHORIDES.

Fam. Cymatophorid^.

Of the nine British Cymatophorids several are of striking
beauty.

Habrosyne derasa, I ., is called the " Buff Arches,"
I presume, from the colour scheme of the fore wings—bright
brown over the whole central area, triangled with a broadish
white hne, and the base of the triangle, which is the
costa, blotched, or rather frosted, with white. Among the
vvithered leaves, where it sleeps by day, it is almost invisible

;

bramble, a favourite hiding-place, being also the food of the
larva, which is rust-coloured, with a blackish dorsal line and
yellowish side-spots. The pupa is contained in a cocoon
beneath the earth, and the moth is an eager visitor among
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the horde of common things which flock to the sugar patches

on warm nights in late June and July. It is confined in

Britain to the zones south of the Clyde, and occurs also in

Ireland.

Thyatira batis, L., the " Peach-Blossom," amply

merits the popular name accorded it, for the two large apical,

the outer marginal, and basal spots of the fore wings are

all of an exquisite pink, recalling the blossom of peach

trees, and, set as they are in an olive-brown ground, the

effect is charming. Nor is the moth particularly rare

;

indeed, in the early nineties, in woods not fifteen miles north-

west of the Marble Arch, I used to find it in some abundance.

The eggs are laid on bramble ; the night-feeding larva when

full fed is the brown of a changing leaf, shaded darker, with

brown lines on the back and sides, the arrangement of the

segments rather suggesting small armour plates superimposed

one behind the other down the body. There are two emer-

gences
—

"forwards" of the spring-laying appearing in August

or September, while June is the normal month for the

original parents. It occurs throughout the three Kingdoms

in suitable localities, and pays but flying visits to sugared

trees, so that it is best captured in the net.

Poi.YPLOCA RiDENS, F. — The best way to procure

examples of this pretty moth, which should be out in May or

late April, is undoubtedly by "beating" the larva, or by

digging the pupa at the roots of oak, for neither light nor

sugar appears to exercise a fascination upon it. The fore

wings display the " Frosted Green " which gives it its

popular name ; the ground colour varies from whitish to

darker green, crossed by lines and chequers of whitish-grey.

The lar\''a is yellowish above, with a green-grey dorsal stripe

and a yellow spiracular line, and it is not uncommon in

this phase in many of our southern counties' oak woods.
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B. IV. SUPER-FAM. BREPHIDES.

Fam. BREPHiD^a?.

The two " Orange Underwings " have given scientists no
little difficulty in assigning them to a proper place in the
system of classification. In one or other of their phases
they develop characters which seem to separate them alike
from the Noctuid and the Geometrid families. For instance,

the larva of Brephos notha, Hb., the " Light Orange Under-
wing," lives between two spun-together leaves of aspen.
contrary to the habits of the Noctuid larva ; while eventu-
ally it bores into the soft wood and pupates in a chamber
witbin the stem—an abnormal proceeding for a Geometrid.

rJREPHOS PARTHENIAS, L. (Plate XVI.. Fig. 8), THE
" Orange Underwtng," is the commoner and most widely
distributed of the two species, and is distinguished by the
beautiful orange of the hind wings ; the fore wings mottled
purplish-brown, with a light ochre blotch at the centre near
the costa, and another smaller one near the apex. The
larva, which feeds on the birch, first the catkin and tlien

the leaf, is just the colour of the catkin—green, with line

white dorsal and lateral ripes. The perfect insect flies

about the last week in irch, frequenting sunny birch
woods, as a rule in the aliernoon ; it also loves to bask,
butterfly fashion, on the warm patches of sand in the
grassy drives of some forests. The females will lay freely

in confinement
; and the moth is generally distributed

as far north as Durham, and then from the Tay to the
Moray Firth. Apparently in Ireland it has only been
observed in the east.
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B. V. SUPER-FAM. PYRALIDES.

Fam. Pyralid^.

In this family are included a number of sub-families

made up of genera containing small, delicate-winged moths,

as a rule sober in their appearance, but attractive none the

less to the student as presenting in their preliminary phases

many remarkable developments of structure and Ufe habit.

The larvae as a whole are smooth, rather colourless, and

extremely active, and they pupate in cocoons ; but as the

earlier writers on butterflies and moths stopped short with

the Noctuids or Geometrids as their fancy dictated, the

Pyralids have been undeservedly neglected alike by col-

lectors and observers. A certain number, as we have seen- -

the " Snouts " and the " Fanfoots," for example—have been

transferred bodily to the Noctuids. I shall mention a few

of the commoner, but none the less interesting, species still

grouped under the family name.

Sub-Fam. Galleriina.

This sub-family contains the very extraordinary race of

moths which make their home in the hives and nests of bees

and wasps, but the larvae are rarely found in the underground

habitations of these insects. That of Aphomia sociella, L.—

I am afraid I must not attempt English names for the group

owing to the above-mentioned indifference of the British

godfathers of moths to the small fry—maintains itself on

the papery substance of which the wasp's nest is constructed,

tunneUing it into galleries, and pupating therein. The

perfect insect flies in July and August, and is distinguished

by the faint olive grey-green of the fore wings, with a pinkish

median band and a distinct black discal spot. The destruc-

tion done to bee-hives by the members of this group is often
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eaormous ; but it will be noted that the larvae do not eat the

honey, but merely the wax, and the dry material of which
the nests are sometimes constructed.

Sub-Fam. Crambiince.

About thirty species of this sub-family inhabit the

United Kingdom. They are to be recognised by the curious

umbrella method observed by them in folding their wings

when they come to rest after short flights in the grass, upon
various kinds of which their larvae for the most part feed.

The several species bear a general resemblance to each other

:

the fore wings hght ochreous brown, with more or less broad

streaks, widening from the base towards the outer margin.

Passing several sub-families, some of which are hardly

represented in Britain, we come to the

Sub-Fam. Phycitina.

Ephestia kuehniella, Z.—This Uttle Pyralid is an
unwelcome recent addition to the British I.st, being first

detected in Germany about thirty-five years ago, and ten

years later in England, where it continues to thrive and
multiply, sometimes doing great injury in rice and flour

mills, and maintaining a series of broods throughout the

year. The larva is slightly hairy and dirty white to pinkish,

committing its depredations from Uttle silky tunnels >,ou-

structed among the flour. The fore wings of the peiie^:t

insect are grejrish-white, with a general appearance of haviug

been dusted over miller-fashion. The hind wings are lustrous

white, with brown outer margin. Other Ephestia larvae

tackle figs and dried fruits, while not averse in some
cases to consuming the bodies of neglected lepidoptera in

store-boxes—a rather arid taste which they share in common
with those pests of the collector, the mites.
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Sub-Fam. Pyralina.

Aglossa pinguinalis, L. (Plate XVIII.. Fig. 8).—This

little moth apparently owes its name to the singular belief

that it fed on greasy things—lard, butter, etc.—the larva

being provided with a special apparatus to prevent suffoca-

tion by the spiracles being closed. This yam sufficed for

a century, when the fable was discredited, and diet of

the very opposite nature found to be that on which the

creature flourished, viz., the dry husks, seeds, and nib-

bish collected in bams, stable-mangers, etc., where the larva

constmcts its tubes, always choosing, apparently, a cool

dark spot. In these tubes it hibernates ; the full-fed larva

plvunp in outline, and black or blackish-brown, " sometimes

a Uttle bronzy
'

' (Buckler) . The perfect insect is common on

the walls of sheds, stables, etc., in July. It is a rather large

Pyralid ; the light brown fore wings marked with darker

spots, the hind wings smoky grey, with a paler anteraarginal

band. It occurs throughout Ireland, and in Britain as far

north as Perth.

PvRALis FARiNAUS. L- (Plate XVIII., Fig. II).—As its

name implies, farinalis haunts the flour mill, and is often

as common as the preceding species from June to August,

taking two years from the hatching of the egg to com-

plete its several phases. The larva also constmcts tubes

spi'-. together from flour dust, and when full fed is " bone-

white, delicately shagreened," the head shining chestnut-

brown. It spins a touF>i white silk cocoon, coated with

flour - waste and mbbi.- ':o pupate. The perfect insect

is decidedly handsome— t fore wings black biown at the

bases, with an outer white margin ; the central band ochreous,

and divided also from the marginal ?-shaped blackish band

by another white border ; the hind wings with a central

band of the same blackish shade, white edged, and near the
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lower angle with black sjjots. It occurs as far north as the
Laledonian Canal.

Sub-Fam. Hydrocampina.

As the name of this sub-family suggests, the several
genera included have a close connection with the water

NvMPHULA NVMPii^ATA, I... may be taken as an
interesting example of amphibious habit ; and no more
minute Ufe history of the species is to be found than that
wntten by the great naturalist Reaumur two centuries ago
The eggs are laid on pond weed, Polumogefon ; and the
larva, after a few days' mining in the leaves, constructs a
httle floating case by spinning together leaves of the several
aquatic plants it consumes. Under water, but occasionaUy
]ust above the surface, on any convenient plant, it constructs
another unattached habitation when hibernation is com-
plete, and it seems that both larva and pupa thus provide
themselves with .something in the nature of a diving-bell
inasmuch as they are able to breathe without apparent
inconvenience. The case is then attached for pupation
edgewise to a floating leaf or submerged stem, and the
l)erfect insect flies-continuously, I think-from the end of
June to the end of August. The dainty pattern of the
wings-^soft brown on white, and in the female effectively
marked out with darker lines-has earned for nymphceata the
unusually appropriate name of the " China Mark." It is
common within the same limits as the preceding species

Nvmphula stac.nata. Dox. (Plate XVIII. Fig 7) is
another of the "China Marks," and frequents the neigh-
bourhood of ponds from June to August. The moth is
rather smaller than nymphceata, and the wings show
much more white in proportion to the ochreous markings.
Ihe larva is entirely sub-aqueous, mining the submerged
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stems oi reeds, and in its later stages, after hibernation,

uniting the leaves together and feeding upon them. In

colour it is transparent yellowish-brown, with what appears

to be a dark dorsal Une The pouch-like receptacle in which

it pupates is also made of reed fragments, and anchored

with silk to a floating leaf. The perfect insect is distributed

very generally over Ireland, and Britain as far north as the

Clyde.

EUKRHYPAKA URTICATA, L. (Plate XVIII.. Fig. 4).—

Although grouped in the same sub-family as nymphaata.

this Pyralid, except that the larva feeds not uncommonly

on the nettles which grow in ditches, has no claim to be

caUed amphibian. It rolls up the leaf of the food plant

very much after the manner of a Tortrix larva .
hibernates

in its hammock-shaped cocoon, which is further protected

by an outer web of silk ; and eventually pupat»*s in April.

When full fed it is much the same colour as the aettle leaf,

with a thin dark green dorsal line and a few single short

hairs. The perfect insect emerges about midsummer, and

is a familiar object flitting about the hedgerows at dusk.

The wings are dead white, with black on the border, and

broken antemarginal bands of black ; the thorax yellow

;

and the body striped alternately black and yellow. It does

not appear to fly north of York, but is reported from

various Irish localities.

B. VI. SUPER-FAM. TINEIDES.

Notwithstanding a recent re-classification, which has

removed a certain number of this super-family into others

of our series, the " Tineids " still contain more species than

any other division of British moths. Their small size and

the difficulty of locating so many of their larvae afford a wide

scope for investigation for those who, having mastered the
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easier fields of the Macro-, are not to be daunted by the
superficially less attractive Micro-lepidopteia. Their name
associates them with the destruction of clothes

; and prob-
ably the best known of the Tineids. and the most difticidt
to contend against, are the all too familiar " Cloth.s Jloths,"
whose larvae consume and destroy annual!v an immense
amount of valuable material in one form or another. The
tliree worst offenders in this respect are Tineola biseUiella.
Hiitnmel Tinea pellioneUa, I. (Plate XVIII., Fig. 12), and
Truhopraga tapetieUa. Z. ; and when any of them have
efft.tid „a entrance into the wardrobe or chest-of-drawers
tiie difficulty is to get rid of them. All sorts of insect
powders are on the market for the purpose. I am aware.
But the mortifying fact remains that the Tineid larvie
generally come off the conquerors where sprinkling only is
employed, and the sole effective way of making destruction
certain is by baking the infected garments bodily in the oven

;

for the naphthaline, which we find a preventive of mites in
our cabinets, is only a preventive ag= :: st moths- it will ward
off. but will not extermii.a. .omy. Nor are cloth
clothes the only objects of Ti.. . . .it.v k. They thrive on all
sorts of unUkely stuff-the haxr of living animals, the horns
of antelopes, even the hoofs of horses. Others, again, are
destructive to dry potatoes ; and the singularly unpromis-
mg diet of wine-bottle corks, coupled with a taste for cellar
mould, distinguishes the larva of Oi«o/>/zj7rt v-flavum, Haw.—
therefore rather inaptly named the " wine-lover." I could
add many other species to the Tineid " black list," but the
few enumerated are sufficient to illustrate the diverse and
dry pabulum on which so many of these moths are reared.

Entirely different in their ways are the Coleophorid or
Sheath -bearing Tineids. In tiie early larval stages they
are leaf miners, but later construct for themselves little
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sheath-cases in which they move about on the food plant

and feed The larva of Goniodoma limontella, Stt., a pretty

little moth with golden-tipped ochreous fore wings and grey

hind wings, affects the flowers of sea-lavender. StMtce

limonium. " Eating out one of the petals." says Ehsha.

"
it uses it as a case until full fed. when it crawls down the

stem, eats its way inside, and covers up the entry with a

slight web. soon after which the case drops ofl. The

larvae of C. juncicolella, Stt.. browse on the young shoots of

heath in cases closely resembUng the smaller leaves of the

plant. Some cases, again, are comparatively large and con-

spicuous-as the cylindrical construction of C. ochrea. Haw.,

more than half an inch in length, on the leaves of the

rock-rose.
, , ^ . i.-

Among the Gelechiidce, the larva of the coast-haunting

Lita marmorea build for themselves Uttle tubes of sand and

silk under plants of Stdlaria triviak ; while another of this

Tineid group. Aristotelia anmdindella, Stt.. may be found on

sedge but the cocoon, which is placed but a short distance

above the water, so closely approaches the withered leaf

in appearance as to be almost invisible.

Yet another group of Tineids is composed of leaf-rollers

and miners combined: Gracillaria syringella. F., for ex-

ample-a moth with yellowish-brown fore wings, mottled

with dark brown, and near the apex an ocellated mark with

black centre. The voung larva at first eats into the soft

substance of the lilac leaf; later it emerges, and. spinnmg

the edges together, twists the leaf into a comcal-shaped

habitation.

Thus it will be seen that the Tineid larva; are as diverse

as interesting in their habits, and will repay by their great

variety a closer study than is usually given this large sub-

family by the entomologist.
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There isyet another family of Tineids, which has attracted
far more attention at the hands of collectors, because until

quite recently their inclusion in the group was not an
accomplished fact. In most Butish cabinets the " Clear-

wings " are ranked close to the " Bumets "
; and, I daresay,

had the earlier authors of works on Macro-lepidoptera
realised that they belonged to the neglected " Micros," very
much less would have been written, and very much less

known, about the life histories of these exceedingly interest-

ing and beautiful insects.

Fam. .(Egeriid^R.

The " Clearwings," as they are well called, are diaphan-
ous-winged day-flying moths, loving sunshine, and owing,
no doubt, to the singular resemblance many of them bear
superficially to insects of other Orders, accounted something
of rarities as a whole. The exceptions are Trochilium
tipulijorme, CI., the "Currant Clearwing" the larvae of
which work havoc on the stems of currant bushes ; and T.

myopaforme, Bkh., the "Red -belted Clearwing," which
still, I believe, haunts Regent's Park. The majority of
examples in collections, however, have been obtained by
breeding— cutting infected stems and planting them in

moist sand.

.Egeria apiformis, Cl. (Plate XV.. Fig. 6), is known as
the " Hornet Clearwing " from its general appearance: the
head and shoulders yellow ; thorax black ; body black and
yellow-barred

; wings transparent, with yellowish-brown
costa and margins ; the nervures clearly displayed. The
larva bores into the roots and trunk of the black poplar near
the surface, but when full fed returns to the outside, spins a
cocoon, in which it hibernates, finally pupating therein in
May

;
and the perfect insect, which may sometimes be found
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drying its wings before noon on the tree-trunk, emerges in

June and July.

Trochilium spheciforme, Gern. (Plate XV., Fig. 4),

THE " White-barred Clearwing," may be cited as tj'pical

of the middle-sized members of the family. The transparent

fore wings are margined, broadly at the apex, with black-

brown, the discal spot large and distinct, while the black

body has a single white bar across it, and the tail is black.

The larva hves in the fresh shoots springing from alders

which have been cut back, and is sometimes so plentiful in

Wales as to destroy the plantations entirely. Otherwise it

is a local insect, flying the first week in June, apparently as

far north as Chat Moss, in Lancashire, and Bishops Wood, in

Yorkshire. T. stomoxyforme, Hb. (Plate XV., Fig. 5), is

a Continental " Clearwing," occurring from central Germany

south to the Mediterranean, and distinguished by a broad

ruby band across the middle of the body.

[Syntomid^.—Of this family, one, a Southern insect, on

bramble blossom in June, Syntomis phegea. L. (Plate XI.,

Fig. 3), has been reported British. But though it occurs

as far north as Belgium, there is no reliable authority upon

which to base the claim to a place in our lists. As will be

seen, it is a decidedly " Burnet "-looking moth, and, being

also a day-flier, is often associated with that family. But

it seems to belong rather to the Arctiids, the Anthocerid

resemblance being more or less accidental. I have found it

very common at Chiavenna and Susa in north Italy, and in

the Basses Alpes.]

B. VII. SUPER-FAM. ADELIDES.

Fam. Adeud^.

Adela viridella, Sc. (Plate XVIII.. Fig, 13).—This

little moth is one of a famil> remarkable beyond all other
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lepidoptera for the elongated, thread-like antennae, which
are often as much as three inches long, and flash in the sun
with iridescent splendour. By reason of this peculiarity
the group is known commonly as the "Long Horns,"
though the word " horn " is hardly well chosen to express
the delicate, burnished filament. The fore wings are greeii-
gold, like a fresh oak leaf, and tinged at the edges with
metallic copper

; the hind wings brown, flushed with purple.
The larva inhabits a flat-looking case, made from pieces of
leaf, after the custom of the families nearest allied to it, and
in the pupa it will be seen that the long antennae are care-
fully coiled round the tail in a little bunch.

Six members of the genus to which viridella belongs are
found in the United Kingdom, and they are most of them
fairly conmion at the time when the wood:: assume their
first perfect verdure, flying in sunshine, and often settling
on the foliage of forest trees.

B. VIII. SUPER-FAM. ERIOCRANIIDES.
This super-family is placed at the bottom of series B

in my adopted scheme of classification, but, as has been
pointc' out elsewhere, the most generalised, and therefore
genealogically the oldest, of each series might reasonably
be interchanged. The Eriocraniides are tiny moths, the
nine or ten species credited to the north and central regions
of western Europe bearing a near resemblance to each other.

Eriocrania sparmannella, Bosc, may be cited as an
example—the fore wings shining gold, with purple markings •

the hind wings dark grey, with a tinge of purple. But they
differ from the Micropteryx, at the bottom of series C.
described on p. 262, in having no imaginal jaws developed.
The larvae are also miners in the leaves of birch, hazel,
and other trees, much in the Nepticulid style (cp. p. 260) ;
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and, as Mr. Wood has pointed out, the study of them is easy,

all the unmined leaves being removed from a sprig of the

food plant, and the sprigs then kept fresh in water so long

as the larvx are at work.

C. I. SUPER-FAM. SPHINGIDES.

THE HAWK MOTHS.

The Sphingid super-family includes cur largest and finest

British species. But a reference to the latest catalogues of

Old World and New Worid " Hawk Moths " convinces us

that the comfortable quart-in-pint-pot classification is alto-

gether misleading, and that we really possess, not a number

of moths belonging to one or two genera, but individuals of

a number of genera. While it is necessary, therefore, to

alter, and even enlarge, the generic arrangement of species

met with in the British Islands, the specific names have

undergone little change from those used by the older text-

book writers.

The chase and collection of the " Hawk Moths " is

rendered specially attractive, not only by their great size

and beauty, but because as larvae they present so wide a

variation of colour and even marking. Nor are the true

British species difficult to rear in captivity, provided clean-

hness be observed, and care be taken to provide fresh food,

and, later, when the time comes, to keep the pupae sufficiently

damp, so as to prevent the would-be imago dying a prisoner,

pent in its pupal wrappings. On the other hand, there are

one or two of the group which require special attention ;

and only in very rare instances will the amateur bring out

his " Death's Heads." unless he forces them to maturity

under artificial conditions of temperature. The number of

indigenous species certainly does not exceed ten or eleven ;
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the rest of them, claimed as British, are obvious " acci-

dentals," or the offspring of temporary colonisation. The
Hon. Walter Rothschild and Dr Karl Jordan, in their splen-

did monograph of the Sphingida ("Novitates Zoologicie,"

vol. ix.), have divided up the family into two groups,
based on certain distinctive peculiarities of structure in the
palpi or sense organs—viz.. A, Asemanophoras ; and B,
Semanophorae—and I shall describe the various representa-
tives of them in this order.

Fam. SpraNGiD/5S. Group A. AsEMAxoPHORiE.

Sub-Fam. Acherontiirue.

HERSE CONVOI.VXJ1.I, Iv., THE " CONVOLVULUS HAWK," is

an immigrant species, and most frequent in September on our
southern shores, though known to penetrate even as far north
as Aberdeen. But though under exceptional circumstances
it has successfully maintained itself here, both as larva and
pupa, it is none the less to be regarded as an adventurer,
and in many seasons is not seen at all. The fore wings are
grey, crossed by wavy lines of black, and towards the margin
marbled lighter grey ; the hind wings are also grey, witn
similar bands and markings, becoming lighter at the margins.
The body is much the same colour, but the pink and black
bands are distinctive.

The bluish -green egg is laid on the wild Convolvulm
arvensis, the larva quickly feeding uj) in September to the
last week in October. An early immigration impUes earlier
larvae and the emergence of autumnal perfect insects ; our
winter pupa; never, it seems, attain the final phase, as thcv
should, the following spring. The full-fed larva, with its

ochreous-yellow dorsal markings, which pass from sepia-
brown to whitish on the lines below the spiracles, is a hand-
some object, displaying also the characteristic Sphingid
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" horn " ; while the chestnut-coloured pupa, sometimes dug

from the soil during autumn field work, shows the immense

proboscis of the imago already fully formed.

The Old World range of the " Convolvulus Hawk

"

beyond Britain is extensive. A form of it occurs in the

Pacific Islands ; it has been taken at Wei-hei-wei and in

Amurland.

ACHERONTIA ATROPOS, L. (Plate XIX., Fig. I). THB

" Death's Head," is certainly the most striking moth of

the British fauna, the curious yellow skuU-and-cross-bones

markings of the thorax at once accounting for its popular

name, and the combination of Acheron and Atropos (Judge

of the infernal regions) for i^enus and species ! Nor is this

" Jolly Roger" badge its only peculiarity. Both as larva,

pupa, and as perfect insect, it has the unusual power in an

insect of emitting sound, described variously—in the case of

the larva, as like that of a series of electric sparks crackhng ;

in the moth, as like the squeak of a rat, the shrill of a shrew-

mouse, or the chirp of a grasshopper. That these weird

cries are produced independently of the mouth organs is

also indisputable, the best opinion being that they are due

to the inrush and expulsion of air through certain cavities

in the head. But from all time the combination; of

appearance and sound has exercised an effect on the

superstitious, though nowadays the collector is not hkely

to be deterred by such "protective" armour as the

"Death's Head" assumes from enriching his cabinets.

The bluish eggs are laid on the potato, and the lar\'a

(Fig. la) often takes no longer than a month to complete

its changes. When full fed, in structure and resting habit it

closely resembles the " Privet Hawk "
; the ground colour

vivid yellow-green, with oblique stripes of purplish-blue and

yellow. But, as with other Hawks, the larva varies in tint
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and marking, and has been figured the colour of the earth,

with copper-red back, and sprinkled all over with white

spots. The pupse are often dug up in large quantities when

the potato harvest is in progress, especially in the eastern

counties and in Ireland, while it has been reported on the

wing as far north as the Orkneys and Shetlands. But the

general failure of the pupa to survive *^he British winter

suggests again the necessity of constant immigration, at

all events in Ireland and the far North.

HvixDicus UGUSTRI, h. (Plate XX., Fig. i).- -There can be

no doubt of the claim to British origin of the " Privet

Hawk," though in my experience the majority of cabinet

specimens are the result of captive breeding rather than

capture with the net at the flower beds which they affect at

dusk. The fore wings are decidedly pinkish, mottled grey,

darker towards the lower margins ; the hind wings are

traversed by a central and antemarginal black band on grey

ground colour, the pinkish tinge again predominant at the

wing-bases. The body is beautifully striped with brown and

vivid pink. In its earlier phase the egg is laid on privet, and

the larva (Fig. id), when ready for pupation, is coloured and

marked very much as the green form of the " Death's Head
"

larva—the caudal horn decidedly large in proportion to tlie

body. But the green is not the only form of " Privet Hawk "

larva, Buckler, in his " LarvjE of British Butterflies and

Moths," figuring a lovely dull carmine example, with the

oblique lateral markings blue to white with black inter-

mediate dashes. The pupa is subterraneous, and hibernates.

Ligustri in the larval state is not rare in July and August

;

but the moth has a Umited range in England, and is only

found occasionally north of the Midlands. In Ireland and

Scotland it is very rare. Never a free flier, it may best be

looked for at dusk in the neighbourhood of the food plant.
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Hvioicus piNASTW, L. (Plate XX., Fig. 2).—This is the

" PiNR Hawk '" of the British authors, and, as its name
implies, is associated with fir fore .-> ; but in England it is

a doubtful native, though for many years it has haunted

certain woods in Suffolk. Ti le colour scheme of all the wings

is slate-qrey to brown, and the body striped like that of

ligustri, but blue-grey in the place of pink. The eggs are

laid in June on pine needles, the full-grown larva, with its

purplish dorsal stripe and whitish-green striped body, closely

mimicking the firs upon which it rests. It pupates in

September, at the foot of the tree, in a slight cocoon at some

depth below the surface, and emerges from May onwards.

Mimas riuJE, L. (Plate XIX., Fig. 2), the " Lime Hawk "

of Linnaeus, might with justice have been christened after

several other trees upon whic h the larva (Fig. 3<i) feeds

;

indeed, in my own garden it studiously avoids the limes for

the elms, at the roots of which I turn up occasionally the

black, " muddy "-looking pupa in September. The larva is

proportionately small to the size of the moth ; it is green,

with the oblique lateral stripes of the Sphingid pattern

yellow, edged with reddish-green ; the caudal horn, blue

above, with yellow dots below. Occasionally it will choose

the cre\-ices of the tree-trunk in which to pupate ; but

usually it burrows, and here I may repeat my experience of

pupa-digging—that the best side of the tree is that facing

north to east, i.e., the driest. The moth itself is one of the

most variable in colour of its genus—the fore wings shading

from rosy- and ochreous-grey to green-grey, with a pro-

nounced dark median band ; the hind wings yellowish-

grey, with an antemarginal greenish band, more or less

accentuated. Cosmopolitan in its habits, the " Lime
Hawk " is apparently as much at home in the London
suburbs as in the < juntry ; but it hardly passes north of
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the Midlands, its occurrence in Scotland and Ireland
being excessively rare, or at all events unnoted.

Sphinx ocellata, L. (Plate XIX.. Fig. 3). the " Eyed
Hawk," is distinguishable from all other British species
of the family by the large blue-pupilled ocellations of the
hind wings, set in rose-carmine, while the fore wings are
hardly less delicately coloured fawn grey, mottled and
streaked with tlie softest olive-brown ; the head on each
side velvety grey, with a deep brown central mark on the
thorax. The pale yellow-green eggs are laid in the early
part of June on several kinds of poplar, and also on apple
trees. When full fed the larva is a Ught sea-green colour,
the oblique lateral stripes whitish, and the horn blue, with
transverse yellowish-green bands marking the segmental
divisions. In size and shape it is not unlike the larva of the
" Poplar Hawk." The pupa may be dug up throughout
the winter at the foot of trees, the perfect insect appearing in
May and June. In England and Ireland it is generally
distributed, but very rare in south Scotland, and not found
farther north except accidentally.

Amorpha populi. I.. (Plate XIX.. Fig. 4).—This is

decidedly the commonest of the British " Hawks." and my
earliest entomological recollections are connected with the
discovery of the opal eggs of the " Poplar Hawk " on the
leaves of the Lombardy poplar in the little seaside coppices
on the Lower Sandgate Road at Folkestone. The full-grown

caterpillar is brilliant shagreen, after the last moult becom-
ing bluish-green, with the obHque stripes yellow and green ;

the horn yellow. But it is liable to much variation, in

some examples the green ground colour being almost bright
yellow. The larva buries itself in the autumn, but, as a
rule, does not at once pupate, the perfect insect emerging
in May and June. The general colour of the fore wings is
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ashen-grey with a pronounced median band of dark brown ;

the hinds wings have dentated margins, and are of the same

colour as the fore wings, with a large red-brown blotch at

the base. Amorpha populi frequents woods and planted

open spaces where the food plants occur, and may also be

caught napping on street lamps ; and in suitable localities

it flies over practically the whole of the United Kingdom.

Group B. Semanophor^.

Suh-Fam. Sessiince.

Hi^MORRHAGiA TiTYUS, L. (Plate XX., Fig. 6).—In this

division are two or three examples of " Clearwing " Hawks
with bumble-bee-like bodies, the first of which is the

" Narrow - BORDERED Bee Hawk." In the moth the

central area of the fore wings is transparent, showing the

black nervures; the marginal band, or border, is narrow,

and blackish-brown ; the hind wings are also transparent,

with a very narrow border of brown. Both thorax and body

are covered with thick yellow-gold hair, terminating in two

black tufts, also divided by yellow. The green eggs are laid

on the devil's-bit scabious as the female hovers over the

plants ; and the larva (Fig. 6a) when full fed is bluish-greeu,

with a white longitudinal line, each segment being marked

with a red-brown spot. It pupates in August in a sUght

cocoon just on the surface of the earth, and the perfect

insect emerges the following May or June, and is generally

distributed, though never common, throughout the United

Kingdom.

ILEMORRIIAGIA FUCIFORMIS, L., the " BRO ' ^-BORDERED

Bee Hawk."—Both this and the " Narrow-bordered " are

day-fliers, loving the sunshine, and in May and June/«ct-

formis frequents the flowering rhododendron shrubs and the

lowly blue bugle of our woodland rides. Generally it bears
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a close resemblance to the last described species, bat the
marginal reddish-brown borders are much wider on both fore
and hmd wings. The green eggs are laid on honeysuckle
and the full-fed larva is pale green, with deeper green
sides, the dorsal dark green line being supplemented bv a
yellowish Une on either side. It pupates, at the end of
Jmy. on the surface of the earth, in an open cocoon of dirtv-
lookmg silk; and the perfect insect emerges the foUowing
sprmg. °

Unlike tityus. it has only a restricted range of flight-
in England to Yorkshire

; while it is probably quite absent
from Scotland and Ireland. I have seen it commonly on
the Basses Alpes in June.

MaCROGLOSSUM STEI.I,ATARUM. I,., THE " HUMMING-BIRD
Hawk Moth." is perhaps the most universal of this family
At all times and in all places it appears, with its hovering
swift flight-now poised with vibrant wings above the flower
in which It has inserted its long, flexible proboscis, now
darting away, so quickly that the eye can scarcelv follow its
movements, to skim some sunny, slanting wall, as though
revelUng in the refracted warmth. There is not a county
unvisited by this rover; from the first warm days of the
year—It may be in January—to the last flicker of December
hght, provided the air be mild, stellatarum is about But
owing to this same continuous habit, it often happens that
the larvae of the later months are killed off as well as the
too venturesome moths, and we have to wait-not usu
aUy a very long tim^for a fresh immigration. The green
eggs are laid on various species of bedstraw, and the full-
grown larva is normally bright green, sown with white spots
and with two white lateral stripes, the caudal appendage
marking it as a true Sphingid. Spinning a weak cocoon on
the surface of the earth among the rubbish, it pupates at the
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root of the food plant, but apparently never passes the
winter in this phase.

In the perfect inse:t the fore wings are blackish-grey,

mottled with ochreous ; the hind wings reddish-yellow, with
darker borders.

Deilephila nerii, L.—This immense green " Hawk,"
I believe, has never been found of late years in the larval

state in England, and is at best a very rare visitant. The
fore wings are bright olive-green, marbled with shades of

pinkish- and whitish-gray ; the hind wings brownish-green,
with a whitish wavy line insiae the olive-green marginal
area

; the body of the same vivid olive-green, with brownish-
red marbling on the thorax. Years ago some larvae were
found at Eastbourne feeding on potato ; but it derives its

popular name of the " Oleander Hawk " frc.ii tht trae

food plant of the larvae, which may not infrequently be
found in Mediterranean countries on the oleanders tubbed
outside the doors of the hotels. I have an exceptionally

line example taken in Constantinople. A powerful flier,

single specimens have penetrated far inland in the United
Kingdom—even to Aberdeen.

The following species, until I come to the " Elephant
Hawks," are British only by courtesy, and thotigh some may
be found in England in the larval phase—occasionally in

abundance— the majority are the progeny of visitors, or
colonists on sufferance.

Sub-Fam. ChcerocampiincB.

Celerio EUPHORBIA,!,., is the " SpurgeHawk" of our
British authors, and though it ranges in western Europe
from the Mediterranean to the Baltic, and there are plenty
of records of its capture in Great Britain, most of the records

require confirmation badly ; and no native locality can
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possibly be named where the collector may hope to meet the
h^^nUbxl euphofbicB, while in some c^s the appearance of
Its larva hr.s been signalled by mistake for that ox C galii

The fore wings are pale greyish, flushed with pink
becommg greener at thebases; the hindwings deeper brown-
pmk. with a strong black patch at the base, and a brownish-
black band near the outer margin; the body olivaceous,
with black and white bands towards the oUve-brown and
furry thorax. I have found the striki;jg larva, which pre-
sents an astonishing variety of colour in as many individual,
on spurge plants by the roadsides in the Alpes-Maritimes.'
It IS not difficult to rear, and it is noteworthy that it prefers
the seeds and milky stems of the food plant to the leaves

C VESPERTiuo, Esp., THE " Bat Hawk " (Plate XX
i^Jg. 3). has never visited our shores; it is limited to central
liurope.

Cei,erxo GAi,ir, I,. (Plate XX , Fig .4). the " Bedstraw
ilAWK. has been more successful as a colonist than most of
this miprant genus. Occasionally we hear of large numbers
of .dxvs being found on the East Anghan coast, and some
years since I bi. several from Lowestoft. In the general
scheme of ma-Ung this moth is reminiscent of the preceding
speaes, C. euphorbia; but it is smaller—the fore wings soft
greemsh- brown, with a creamy irregular wedge of white
from the apex to the lower base; the hind wings creamy
with a reddish inside a snow-white blotch near the anal
angle

;
the head and body olive-brown, with black and white

lateral bars on the abdomen. The larvs (Fig. 4a) are verv
viable in colour, both in the several moults and when full
led -blackish-green, olive-green or black-blue, also pur-
plish; but as a rule w;.th yellow segmental spots, set in bars
of reddish-green or reddish-black. They may be looked
for with best chance of success in May and June in those
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localities where the moth has been known to occur—gener-

ally on the sand dunes of the coast, though in Scotland it

has been reported from l,och Earn. It hibernates as a
pupa, and is not difficult to breed in captivity.

Celebio lineata, Esp., the "Silver-striped Hawk,"
is another occasional visitor to our shores, though decidedly

more constant in its coming than D. nerii. It can be
mistaken for no other one of the group, however, with its

beautiful pink and grey hind wings, its taper black-and-

white - banded brown abdomen, and lore wings of oUve-

brown, with wide silvery stripe passing obliquely from the

apex to the lower base. A world wanderer, in its habitats

north of the Mediterranean the larva feeds on the vine and
upon Virginia - creeper, as well as upon bedstraw. But it

evidently requires a much more even and genial temperature

than Great Britain affords to pass through its metamor-
phoses, since it seldom or never arrives here before September
or October, coming to Ught, or more often being foimd it

rest on a fence or window-pane ; and I once sp'- nt.e taken

on a gravestone in a Middlesex churchyard : r at

home in Austraha, Africa, Asia, and the P. i not
surprising that so swift and strong a moth sh as far

north as our islands. Certainly it has no claim to a place in

the list of the native-bom.

Pergesa elpenor, ly. (Plate XX., Fig. 5).—This beauti-

fully coloured moth has deserved a better fate than to be
known as the " Elephant Hawk "—a name derived from
the extraordinary markings and shape of the larva (Fig. $a).

Head, body, and fore wings present shades of rose-pink and
olive-green, blended into perfect harmony ; while the hind
wings are rose-pink, with black at the bases. The pale green

eggs are laid on the under side of the leaves of marsh bed-

straw, willow herb, and wild balsam in July, and when full
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fed the larva is bright green, the body markings and oceUated
spots giving it that " terrific " appearance which is supposed
to scare away the enemy clever enough by dayUght to detect
tiie already concealed larva as it clings motionless to a leaf
For It is a night-feeder, and the " warning " marks can
hardly be supposed to operate after dark ! Brought up on
water weeds, it is recorded that elpenor is impervious to
water, and can float in safety for a considerable time should
It happen to fall from its food plant. But in general appear-
ance this remarkable larva suggests the head of a pig ac
observed by French writers, rather than that of an ele-
phant. The pupa hibernates in a slight cocoon on the
surface of the earth, from which it is able to force an exit
preparatory to the emergence of the perfect insect. Early
June is the normal time for its appearance, with occasion-
ally a partial autumnal emergence. Very rare in the North
and unknown in Scotia

. it is widely distributed, but never
common, throughout the est of the United Kingdom

Pergesa porcellus, I.., THE " Smali. Elephant Hawk
MOTH, in all Its phases bears a close resemblance to P
eipenor. But the perfect insect is very much smaUer • the
CO our scheme of the wings is less vivid, and the fore wings
yellowish, with a tinge of oUve-brown, blotched with rose-
colour, the outer margins of the same tint, the hind wings
a combination of ochreous and rose. Also a bedstraw-feed-
ing species, the vivid green egg is laid on Gallium verum or
G.mollugo in June. The larva, which is coloured, marked
and provided with the "Chinese mask" apparatus fo^
warding off attack, much as elpenor, affects dry land rather
than slough. Full fed about the end of August, it spins a
cocoon on the surface, under moss or grass, and, hibernating
as a pupa, the perfect insect appears tne following June
Occurnng m all the three Kingdoms, it especially affects
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chalk downs and dry meadows, while I have taken it on

Middlesex commons, clinging to low trailing honeysuckle

among ling.

C. II. SUPER-FAM. ATTACIDES.

This super-family numbers among its members the

largest moths m the world. Nearly allied to it is the whole

race of silkworms (Bombycides), of which one at least,

AUacus cynthia, has accUmatised itself from eastern China

on the Paris boulevards, where the spectacle of these grand

insr-ts at the electric lamps will always draw a crowd of

admirers. Satumia pyri and 5. spini (Plate XXI., Fig. 4)

are also among the biggest moths of western Europe, and

nearly related to them is the curious " silkworm "-looking

Aglia tau (Plate XXI., Fig. 5), known colloquially in France

as the " Hatchet Moth " from the white markings within

the large blue " eyes " of the hind wings. The male flies in

the clearings of the beech woods between 10 a.m. and noon,

and is extremely rapid on "'e wing. I have seen m.

examples taken in April in the . jrest of Versailles.

Sub-Fam. Saturniince.

Sattjrnia pavonia, L., the " Ejiperor Moth," varies

greatly in colour and appearance as between the sexes. The

males are smaller than the females and very active on the

wing, flying hither and thither in the spring sunshine over

the heather on our commons and moorlands. The female,

with her huge grey furry body, seldom moves from the

plants selected for laying her eggs upon ; and if a virgin

female be placed in a httle musUn cage, and talren where

the males fly, nimibers of would-be suitors will assemble

to court the captive. They are splendidly coloured and

marked—^the fore wings marbled purphsh-giey, with car-
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mine blotches at the apex and two large ocellations towards
the centre; the outer margins grey-white; the hind wings
generally warm yellow-brown, with rather smaller central
^eyes." The antennae of the male are strongly pectinated.
The female displays little or none of the yeUow colouring
but IS purplish-grey, with white marginal borders and mar-
bhngs to the wings. The eggs are arranged systematicallym batches. The full-grown larva is about an inch and a
half long, bright green, with black bristles, of which the
bases are yellow. Earlier it is black, with orange rings or
stripes. The cocoon is like a .sort of inverse lobster-pot. from
which the moth can emerge, but nothing else can enter
The "Emperor" is not infrequent in suitable localities
from April to June, and is occasionally even a hedgerow
species.

C. III. SUPER-FAM. DIMORPHXDES.
Fam. Dimorphid^.

DlMORPHA VERSICOLORA. I,.. THE *' KENTISH ( iwiY "

(Plate XXI., Fig. 2), originally may have s' d lustre tipon
Kent when Darenth Wood gave its oaks t.> ' e British uav>
but It IS a fact that this fine moth has not been recorded in
the north of the county smce, and that to-day tht ominoM^
word " formerly " is appended to the great majority of it«
habitats in the south-east. However, it is no. uncomuc ..m the Reading district and in Worcestershire, and occurs
somewhat plentifully in several Scotch localities. The fore
wmgs of the male are red-brown; and two black lines
edged on one side vith white, traverse the median area

'

the discoidal spot >- shaped, and a .series of white ante-
marginal blotches. The hind wings and body are tax^v
orange-brown, in the female reduced to faint ycUowish-
white, with a corresponding diminution of colour on the
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fore wings. The full-fed larva is not unlike that of a

" Hawk Moth " in general appearance, and adopts the same

r-st attitude. Wlien quite small it is entirely black ; in its

last moult, wlicn about an inch and a half long, it is brilliant

green, with oblique yellow-green stripes and a caudal honi

of the same colon/, the lower part of the body shagreen,

towards the tail extremity sometimes with reddish-brown

markings. It feeds on birch and alder, passing the winter

as a pupa, and the perfect insect dashes wildly about over

heather with Saturnia pavonia, or in birch woods when the

April sun is at noon. Like the " Emperor," also, the males

may be lured to captive females.

C. IV. SUPER-FAM. LACHNEIDES OR

LASIOCAMPIDES.

In this super-family are grouped the stout-bodied moths

known familiarly as "I^ackeys" and "Eggars," and they

are sure to be among the first to attract beginners by reason

of the imposing size of their hairy and often brilliantly

coloured larvae.

FaM. lyACHNEIDifi.

Sub-Fatn. Pacilocampina.

PCECILOCAMPA POPUU, L., THE " DECEMBER MOTH," is

a not unfamiliar object in November and its name month,

clinging to the glass sides of the lamps in suburban roads

where the original woods have not been altogether crowded

out by villas. Some years it is common in north Middlesex ;

in others I hardly notice a half-dozen throughout the winter.

The wings in both sexes are semi-transparent, with light

scaling—the males blackish-brown towards the base of the

fore wings, the females of a rs ther warmer tint. The larva

feeds on hawthorn, birch, etc ; it is bluish-grey, the dorsal
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line intersecting a aeries of brown-black segmental blovcnes,
each of which carries two small orange-yellow spots. The
pupa is sp' 1 up in bark or among dead leaves. The perfect
insect is be found in Britain to Cromarty, and in Ireland.

Sub-Fam. T . lurina.

Trichiura crat^gi, L.. • ' Pale Oak Eggar." is

about the same size as the preceding moth—the male, as a
rule, with greyish fore wings, and a median band of darker
colour edged with brown; the female greenish - grey, and
the band less conspicuous. The larva has almost as many
forms as it has food plants, though blackthorn I find the
most favoured. In the commoner form the back is black,
ringed with yellow ; and upon each ring are two crimson
spots, with a spiracular row of small white dots and " tooth-
brush " tufts of reddish hair. The pupa, which is confined
in a veT compact egg-shape cocoon, may be found in July,
the perfect -nsect in the two following months ; j id it has
* wide ran{ ;f distribution in the woodland counties.

I '\cir.E -anestris. L., the " Smali, Eggar." rather
T'«,emh!(.3 the last named species, but all the darker markings
are w ^rm brown, and both male and female are adorned with
a cot.,r icuous white discal spot ; in the female also a bushy
grey ^ail-ttlft, which is used, as with the " Gold-tail" (p. 157),
to cover and protect her eggs. These are laid, in February!
on whitethorn and sloe. The larvae, living in families under
webs, when full fed are handsome, velvety black f'»llows.

witli large ye.low-ringed spots. The cocoons are the ortho-
dox egg or " eggar " shape, and the moths sometimes
remain in them for two or even three years, if the season is

unfavourable for emergence, as it often is so er .ly in the
year as the second and third months.

inlAI^COSOMA NEUSTRIA. I,. (Plate X., Fig. 5). THE
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" Lackby Moth," the larvae of which are often exceedingly

common on all sorts of garden shrubs (I have fotmd them

even on laurel), is seldom, if ever, met with on the wing,

unless occasionally attracted to light. One wonders, indeed,

what becomes of all the millions of moths which must be

reared, year in, year out, from the numerous webs and

associations in which the young larvae live. For I have

noticed that they are seldom ichneumon-infested, while

birds will hardly touch them. When full fed they are

sufficiently prominent objects on the food plant they select

;

the ground colour bright slaty blue, a white line traversing

the whole body length of the brick-red dorsal area, and a

red Une lower down ; the head blue, with four curious black

blotches. The pupa is " cradled ' in a blackish cocoon, and

powdered yellow (as is also the pupal case) by a dried fluid

ejected from the larva. The moth is canary-brown to dark

brown, with a median band margined darker. It flies in

Jxily and August.

Somewhat similar, but with an even more magnificently

arrayed larva, is the " Ground Lackey," M. castrensis, L.,

the two species artificially producing hybrids in great

variety. But in Nature castrensis is a very much rarer

insect, preferring the salt-marshes of the Thames, where

the artemisia, beloved of the " Essex Emerald," grows.

In captivity, therefore, it is as well to spray both plant

and larvae with slightly salt water.

Lasciocampa quercus, ly. (Plate X. Fig. 6), the " Oak
Eggar," has always been a great favourite for rearing with

collectors. The males are a rich mahogany red-brown, with

yellow antemarginal bands on all the wings, and yellow

fringes ; the female, which is an enormous bodied insect,

and much larger, light ochreous brown, the area between

the lighter antemarginal band and the body, reddish-brown,
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the discal yellow spots large and prominent. The larva
when full fed is warm brown, the segments ringed with
velvety black, and, lower down the sides, ornamented with
white upon reddish and black markings, the whole covered
with downy hair. The cocoon, about the size of a black-

bird's egg and quite as hard, is to be found among debris at

the foot of oak and other trees. The males of this genus love

the bright sunshine, dashing about at a tremendous rate

—

so rapid in their flight, indeed, that I have often wondered
what the butterfly might be spinning through the Mediter-
ranean ilex woods at this headlong pace, and after many
unsuccessful shots with the net landed it, only to discover
that after all it is another quercus !

Very closely allied to it is the " Northern Eggar," L.

calluna, if it be a true species—for nowadays it figures as a
variety of quercAs. In this form, however, the males and
females are of much the same colour, and rather darker
reddish-brown than the type. It occurs on most of the
moors from Yorkshire to the Orkneys ; but the larva hiber-

nates, and, judging by the mortality from damp and fungus
of both " Eggars " at this period in the breeding-cage, I

think vast numbers must perish in this way also in Nature,
for the percentage of moths on the wing is wholly dispro-

portionate to the quantities of larva; seen feeding in the
autumn on the heather.

Macrothylacia rubi, L. (Plate X., Fig. 7).—The same
remark as to the death rate among hibernating larvae appUes
with even stronger force to the " Fox Moth." I have seen
the moors at Edinample, in Perthshire, Hterally strewn with
them, but the keepers seldom noticed the moths in the spring,

while attempts to bring them through under cover have
resulted in more failures than successes. When full fed
they are extremely velvety in appearance—the back bright
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red-brown upon black, the hairs on the side bluish ; the

cocoon, spun up among the hervher. on which the larva

feeds as well as on other p'ants, is tough and tubular. The

male moths vary much in the shade of brown—sometimes

reddis'-, j'lstifying the popular name, at other times ochre-

ous yellow, with two transverse lighter lines towards the

centre of the fore wings; the female larger, paler, and

greenish in tint.

The males, like those of querctis, revel in the warm June

sunshine, careering wildly over the moors. The females are

of more sober gait ; their flight is also connned to the night

watches.

COSMOTRICHE POTATORIA. I,., THE " DRINKER MOTH,"

from time immemorial has enjoyed its English name in

compliment to the known predilection of the familiar hairy

yeUow-and-black-dotted larva for dewy grass and rain-

swept pastures, and is one of the very first larvae to be

taken and bred by collectors. As hibemators, and, like the

preceding moths, by no means easy to carry successfully

through the winter in captivity, they are better taken

" wild " ^^ they approach full growth from April to early

June. Tl oblong cocoon is spun of yellowish silk, and

attached head upwards to a grass stem. The moth is in

shape and contour not unlike the " Fox Moth "
; but the

males are a softer ochreous, with a double discal spot,

and the females brighter yellow ochre, with the same discal

markings, the sex colours, however, being occasionally

reversed. In this phase it is usually common in localities

where the grass is lush and abundant.

Gastropacha quercifolia, L. (Plate XXI., Fig. i).—

From a peculiarity of the larva, also, this magnificent

moth has received the name of the " Lappet." To the

eighteenth-century "Aurelian " it was the " Caterpillar with
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the Lappets "—the little " lap " or flap of fleshy skin,

covered by the brown fluff which fringes its sides. Other-

wise it is an immense creature, dark in appearance, almost

black, and generally hairy. On the third segment from the

head there are two prominent white marks, and in some

examples these are multiplied all down the back. The

whitish egg is laid on sallow, apple, etc., in July. The larva

hibernates, resuming business as soon as the leaves are on

the trees, and spinning a cocoon for pupation among the

branches. The moth is plentiful in the fens, rare in the

North, and fairly common in the South, but not yet reported

from Ireland and Scotland. At rest it may be at once

distinguished by the peculiar habit of extending the hind

wings at right angles to the body, and covering them roof-

wise with the fore wings—a movement rather suggestive of

some " Skipper " butterfly on a large scale.

Dendroumus pini, ly. (Plate XXI., Fig 3).—This fine

" Drinker "-like moth does not occur in England, though a

single example was netted in Norwich about a century since,

but is distributed from the north of Europe to south Greece,

the lar^a feeding on pine, as its name implies. The fore

wings are dove-coloured, with a broad dentated antemarginal

brown base, and the di^coidal spots white, with a basal

blotch of darker brown. In the alpine form ( = montana,

Stgr.) the antenna? are strongly pectinated, and the brown

markings and grotmd colour, e' ^ nally of the hind wings,

darker, and richer brown ; and jioth flies from the end

of June into August.

C. V. SUPER-FAM. PTEROPHORIDES.

THE PLITMES.

These interesting branches of the super-family, which

we recognise collectively as the " Plume Moths "—the name
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bestowed on them two centuries since by Reaumur

—

^have

come in quite recently for a regular overhauling at the hands

of the lats J. W. Tutt, our latest authority on the subject.

And here, onct again reverting to our previous definition of

classification as " a record of facts," we f. d the convenient

but unscientific method of limiping the thirty British

species into the one or two genera hitherto allotted them

to be misleading. I can only regret, therefore, that when

the re-arrangement was established on a correct basis the

reviser should have thought fit to invent a series of race

names which, however gratifying they may be as memonals

of so many distinguished entomologists, defy alike the classic

rule and the elements of harmony !

FaM. AODISTIDiB.

Agdistis bennetii, Curtis, the "Seaside Pujme,"

and British representative of this genus, is characterised as

an Agdisti'' by the absence of the cleft of the fore wings,

and by the hind wings being undivided into plumules, as

with the British Alucitids. The genus, indeed, is thought

by some to constitute a connecting Unk, as it were, between

the normal whole-winged Pyralid moth, and the bird-like

pinioned " Plume Moth " proper. The normal colour of

the wings is shining grey, with short black streaks and four

black dots placed longways across from the costa to the

inner margin. The larva feeds on the leaves of sea-lavender,

Stalice limonium, in the salt-marshes of the Thames and

Medway, and a slightly smaller form is reported from

Portland Cliffs. When full fed it is bright green, speckled

with small white dots, with a reddish " horn " on the twelfth

segment. It hibernates from October, but all the time it is

liable, as we have seen with other salt-marsh .'.pedes, to
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immersion by the tides. The first emergence of the perfect
insect takes place in June ; the second, and more abundant,
in August.

FaM. Al^UCITIDi??.

SmNOPTIUA PTERODACTYLA, L., THE " SXONE PlUBJE." is

a ve'.y widely distributed species, occurring in suitable locali-

tici from the southern counties to Perthshire, and, indeed,
in most places where the common speedwell, Veronica
chameedrys, the food of the 1. . va, grows. The ';ore wings
are '"•anamon-brown, the outer margin finely cleft, the
1 -ad wings " glossy brown, slightly darker tovirards the outer
margin and apex of the plumules." The egg 13 laid towards,

the end of June on the under side of the leaf ; and the young
larva mines into the stem, proceeding to hibernate long
before .dtumn. In April it starts feeding on the leaves,

fiower buds, and unripe seeds, and when full fed is either

grass-green or bright yellow-green, with apparently darker
marking on the back, and indistinct lateral lines of greyish-

white. The pupa, which in colour rather follows that of the
larva, is suspended by the tail, and the perfect insect

emerges from early June to soon after midsummer, being
single-brooded.

Pterophorus monodac.ylus, ly. (Plate XVIII., Fig.

16), occurs twice a year—in June and July, and again in

September and October—and sometimes bears a close resem-
blance to the foregoing " Plume," from which, however, it is

to be distincuished bythe narrower wings, and u ; aally smaller
size. The larva is described as " dingy green, streaked and
spotted with whitish, with a dorsal stripe of dark green or
•eddish-brown, and covered with tufts of pale brown hairs."

It feeds on the flowers, buds, and leaves of convolvulus from
Jime to September, the perfect insect of llie second emer-
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geace hibernating, and when at re?t on walls and palings,

by folding the hind wings under the fore wings, it resembles

in this position " a T-shaped piece of hay or straw."

AlUCITA PE:iTADACrYtA,L., THE "WhITE" OR " PHANTOM

Plxjme," though one of the commonest of the group in the

east and south of England, is also one of the most beautiful.

The plumules of the fore and hind wings are all pure satin-

white, and when at rest it extends them fully, so that in

the day-time it is a conspicuous object on the grass. And,

curiously enough, the larva when hatched is white also,

clothed vih long white hairs. Hibernation, however,

commences very soon, but during Apnl and early May the

hairy larva feeds up rapidly, and when full-fed is exactly

the colour of the convolvulus leaf ; the dorsal Une apparently

darker preen, and the ninth segment lemon-colour. The

grey-green pupa is suspended by the tail from a leaf, and

the perfect insect emerges in the first week of June.

FaM. ORNEODIDiT.

Orneodes hexadactyla, h. (Plate XVIII., Fig. 14).—

This, commonly called the " Many Plume," but by Wood

the " Many - Fingered Moth," by reason of the four-and-

twenty plumules of which the four wings are composed, has

been separated properly from the Plumes, and is the sole

representative of its family in Britain. The fore wings are

yellowish-brown, with central and marginal bands of darker

colour. The series of plumules of the hind wings have the

appearance of being washed over with whitish - grey, and

when resting, as the insect does, with extended wings, it

presents an almost complete semicircle, and in this respect

is quite unUke any other British moth. It is an indoor-

loving insect, and I have found it repeatedly in January

cUnging to walls and the timbers and . hatch of barns. The
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larva feeds on honeysuckle. When full fed it closely resem-
bles a pink maggot, accord--^ well with the flowers on which
it lives. It spins a slight cocoon in which to pupate, and
the perfect insect emerges in July and onwards, occurring
as far north as Aberdeen, and in Ireland.

C. VI. SUPER-FAM. PSYCHIDES.
The latest classification of this super-family reduces the

number of " Micros," as they were formerly known, and
brings from the Tineid groups a considerable accession to
the Psychids. And a very remarkable super-family they
are

:
the males of all species more or less black, with thiu

scales on the wings—hence the popular name of " Chimney
Sweepers "

; the female wingless, and sometimes legless,

never leaving the cocoon in which the larva has pupated,
and, after laying her eggs on it, quickly dying. In some
cases, however, the female does contrive to get out of the
cocoon, leaving the pupal case behind her; but, being
unprovided with wings, she can take no part in the giddy
flights of the male. The odd part of it is, also, that in some
cases the female pupa appears to be provided with wing
cases, as in those of other families, but the resulting insect
none the less is apterous. I have sometimes seen the black
males of a species of " Psyche " flying in thousands over the
broom bushes of the Mediterranean Alps in late June ; but,
so far as observation goes, the individual life is shorter iu

the imago stage than that of any other moth or butterfly.

Pachytelia unicolor, Hufn. (Plate XV., Fig. 7), a large moth
of its kind, occurs in central Europe, and is common in

June and July. Fumea casta, Pal., Haworth's " Chimney
Sweeper," may be taken as a good example of these remark-
able insects. As I have stated, the eggs are laid in or on the
cocoon of the female moth, and apparently the larvae will
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eat almost any growing food from oak leaves to mo*, As

soon as they are hatched they construct a case for them-

selves from the silk which covers the eggs in the parental

cocoon Later their homes are strengthened with particles

of straw or food stuff; and in May, when they chmb up

for pupation, they may sometimes be found m quantities

on trees, fences, etc. From their peculiar habit of carrying

about their houses with them, the larva: have received the

name of "Basket Worms"; but while some, like casta.

"
build

" with pieces of stem or anything else that comes

handy, others are content with the silk alone, and this

hardens into a sort of shell. resembUng that of a tiny hdxx

or land-snail. So perfect, indeed, is the imitation, that Dr

Sharp says the specimens in the British Museum were

actuaUy sent there as shells of MoUusca. The perfect insect

flies from June to mid-July, and is common as far north as

the Clyde, and in Ireland.

C. VII. SUPER-FAM. ANTHROCERIDES.

Fam. Anthrocerid.*.

This family includes as sub-famiUes the Adscitino!. or

"Forester Moths," and the Anthrocerince ,
or "Burnet

Moths"- the first mentioned, so far as British species are

concerned, distinguished by the brilliant bronze-green -

blue fore wings ; the latter by the dark blue-black cnmson-

spotted or marked fore wings, and hind wings of plain

crimson. They are all day-fliers, sharing with the butter-

flies the flowers of our early summer downs and heaths, and

constitute, perhaps, the loveUest of the smaller fry. their

clubbed antenna heightening the resemblance they seem to

bear to butterflies, though their stout bodies at once pro-

claim them moths.
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Sub-Fam. Adscitina.

Adscita STATiCES, L. (Plate XII.. Fig. 13).—We have

but three British " Foresters " — statices. globularia, and

geryon—of which statices, the " Forester," is the commonest.

The colour of the wings is as described above, with smoky
grey hind wings. The yotmg larva mines the leaves of

sorrel ; after hibernation it attacks the lower leaves. In

colour it varies from pinkish to dirty white, with a dorsal

line to match, and a broad pink lateral stripe. It spins a

thin white cocoon attached to the stem near the ground,

the perfect insect flashing over meadows and " roughs " in

the May sunlight as far north as Inverness. A. pruni,

Schiff. (Plate XII., Fig. 12), is not a British species, but

has a wide range of distribution on the Continent from

north Finland to the Mediterranean. The larva feeds on

blackthorn.

In the same group may also be reckoned the charming

little moth so dolefully named Aglaope infausta, L. (Plate

XII., Fig. II), which inhabits mid-Europe to south Italy and

Spain, and often is very common on the sloe hedges in

June, so that some French entomologists have called it the

" Hedge Sphinx."

Sub-Fam. Anthrocerina.

Anthrocera W)nicer^, Scheven (Plate XII., Fig. 9).

— This, the " Narrow-bordered Five-spot Burnet," is

the largest of our British Anthrocerids. The fore wings are

deep green or blue-green, with five carmine spots, the hind

wings pure carmine, with a narrow blue-black border, the
" Burnet" with the broad border being A. trifolii, which,

unlike lonicera, exhibits an astonishing range of variation.

It haunts rough fields and wastes, and in the Alps the
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flowery slopes of the mountains. The larvae of aU this genus

bear a cl<»e resemblance to one another—that o* onicenc

very plump, the ground colour a velvety bluish-green, with

lateral black velvety blotches divided by a series of pale

yellow marks. It is slightly hairy, and after feeding on

vetchling. trefoil, and other allied plants, first in the autumn

and then in the spring, it spins a hammock-shaped cocoon

(set up on end) on the stems of grass. England. North Wales,

and Ireland all furnish localities.

Amthrocbra piutendul*. L. (Plate XII.. Fig. lo).

THB " Six-spot Bubnbt." is the commonest of its kind—in

normal examples the fore wings carrying six spots, the

carmine hind wings with a nar .ow lark marginal band. And

in this species as in most of the group '^e carmine is, very

rarely, displaced by pale or brilliant yellow. All three

insects mentioned have also the habit of cross-pairing, so

that it is often extremely difficult to determine the species

when captured. In May and June there is an early emer-

gence of what has been considered ^/i;/><rnrfMte : but, despn e

the strong resemblance of the one insect to the other, this is

now ascribed by the chief authorities on the genus to

A. hippocrepidis. Stephens—the hind wing marginal border

broader than usual m filipendulce, the lower and outer of

the pair of spots on the fore wings ill-defined. Our " Six-

spot Burnet " flies in July and August in much the samt

localities as lonicera. and the larva is responsible for the

yellowish cocoons so common on grass bents in June nnd

July. The Anthrocerids are singularly tenacious of life, and

a dose of cyanide, which wiU kill most big moths in a few

minutes, is rather enjoyed, apparently, than otherwise by the

lively Burnet.
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C. VIII. SUPER-FAM. HETEROGYNIDES.

FaM. HBTBROGYNIDie.

HETEROGv>as PENELT^, Hb. (Plate XII.. Fig. 8).—

I

have .atroduced this little black moth, which occurs chiefly

in the south of Europe, as providing a link in the family
chain between the Anthrocerids, or " Bumets," and the also

black - winged Psychida. The larva resembles them in

shape ; it spins much the same sort of cocoon ; but the
female, as with the Psychids. is little better than a grub,
and never leaves the cocoon in which she is born, and
where she lays the eggs which are to provide the next
generation.

C. IX. SUPER-FAM. COCHLIDIDES (or EUa.EIDES).

FaM. CoCHLIDIDiE.

Of this uumerically small super-family we have in Europe
but one exam 'e of the two contained genera, CocMidion and
Hderogenea, ooth of them also British. And at this point

in series C it will be observed that I pass to species

which hitherto have been included by most of the earlier

writers with the " Macro " or larger I^pidoptera.

CocHLiDiON AVELLANA, L., is popularly known as " .he
Festoon." The fore ings of the male are brown ; of the

female yellow ochre, 'li.ere are two transverse lines, one in

the centre, another dividing the area near the apex from the

rest of the wing, and a third short one from the inner margin

upwards, the whole forminr the " festoon " which gives the

moth its English name. The hind wings in the male are

darker brown, with orange-brown inner and outer margin.

The most interesting phase of avellana, however, is the larval.
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As the word Cochlidicn implies, the larva is snail-like, being,

in fact, without the prolegs we find in other lepidopterous

larvae, and having in their place " suckers," by which it

moves over the oak leaves, leaving a trail of silky matter

not unsuggestive of the snail. In general appearance it is

leaf-green, with yellow edges to the protuberant sides, and

with red-edged yellow lines on the back. After winter

pupation the males fly at midsummer high among the

woods in the sun. The female, apparently trusting to colour

rather than swiftness for protection, may be jarred from her

perch on the foliage ; and both sexes are fairly common in

the south-eastern counties and as far north and west as

Bucks, and Worcestershire.

Heterogenea cruciata, Knoch, the "Triangle"—
so called from the triangular-shaped black-brown wings

of the little male—appears to have no sort of relation

with the preceding insect. But the larva is another of the

" snail " tribe, only smaller, and more resembling a louse in

form. It is when full fed pale yellowish-green, with a broad

olive-brown " saddle " mark on the back. It spins a gall-like

cocoon on the leaf of beech or oak, in which it passes the

winter, but does not actually pupate until the following

May. The perfect insect has only been detected in a few

forest localities of the south, at Epping, and in the beech

woods of the Chilterns.

C. X. SUPER-FAM. NEPTICULIDES.

The Nepticulids boast of their number the smallest

known species of Lepidoptera. To most of us they are more

familiar in their larval phase ; or rather, I should say, we

are best acquainted with them through the peculiar " hiero-

glyphics," or " mines," with which the larvae adorn the
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upper sides of the leaves in which they feed. In these

galleries some of the species pass the whole of their prelim-

inary phases, the larvae spinning their ';iny cocoons in the

mine or burrow which they have worked. The perfect

insects are day-fliers, loving the sunshine, and hiding in dull

weather and by night in the crevices > f tree-trunks, or

resting quietly on fences. Of the British species—about

eighty in all—some mine the leaves of rosaceous bushes and
shrubs, and plants ; the rest are divided on acorn, catkin,

and fruit-bearing trees, and a few on lew-growing herbs.

Some idea of the antiquity of their habit as leaf-miners may
be formed from the discovery of traces of the kind " in a

leaf found in brown coal of the Lower Miocene age." In

view of the size of the perfect insect, however, and the

difficulty of " spotting " them, they are best bred—a simple

enough process—by collecting the mined leaves, keeping

them moist, and transferring them to a separate small

glass tube, where pupation is accomplished, and the

moth eventually emerges.

NEPTICUI.A AURELLA, F., called by Wood the " Goi,den

Pygmy," is a typical member of the group. The workings

of its amber-coloured larva must be familiar to any one who
gathers the lovely autumn foliage of the bramble, and it

will further be noted that the mines are confined entirely

to the upper side of the leaf. There appears to be a period

of rest during the winter, though the bramble does not shed

its leaves entirely, and the curious fact has been noted that

the mined leaves stick on the longest. Also, when it has

spun its cocoon the larva remains motionless inside for some

days, finally turning into a pupa, the head and wing cases of

which resemble thin glass, the abdomen sulphur - colour.

Continuous broods of this moth follow one another in mild

seasons, and the perfect insect is a radiant little creature.
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The fore wings are golden brown, tinged with purple and

deep violet at the apex, and adorned across the middle with

a gold oblique stripe ; the hind wings grey. It is reported

as far north as Aberdeen, and Fermanagh in Ireland,

while generally plentiful in most of its known English

haunts. N. plagicoceUa, Stt., another Nepticulid, enjoys

the reputation of being the minutest of all British moths—

that is to say, with a total wing-expanse of about one-

fifth of an inch.

C. XI. SUPER-FAM. MICROPTERYGIDES.

FaM. MiCROPTERYGIDiC.

MiCROPTERYX CAi,THELi.A, L.—The supet-family to which

this tiny moth belongs, " historically " speaking, is among

the most interesting of all the moth families developed from

the original moth ancestor {cp. Table of Descent, Part I., p.

31). Reckoned by geological periods, the Micropterygida

may indeed be accounted the most ancient of all our Lepido-

ptera, and this naturalists determine by the simplicity

of structure exhibited in the several phases of the insects

as we know them. A glance at the " Family Tree " shows

Micropteryx at the top of one column, Hepialus at the top

of another, and the Eriocraniids at the top of the third.

Fossil remains of sipall insects are necessarily few and far

between ; we have no more evidence, therefore, of the anti-

quity of the most pri aitive survival than can be determined

from its structure. Further, in this case, and by such means,

the researches of Dr. Chapman establish beyond reasonable

doubt that this family is actually on the same stem, so to

speak, and near to the foot of it, as the " Hawk Moths
"

themselves at the other end. With their many compara-

tively big descendants they have features in common to
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this day ; though, of course, innumerable connecting links

have fallen out in the long intervening ages. But structur-

ally the group is distinguished from all other lepidopterous

insects by the presence of " jaws " in the perfect insect.

Were M. calthella the size of an ordinary " Burnet

Moth "—^that is to say, of yet another of its posterity—it

would be acclaimed as the most gorgeous insect of our

island fauna. " The fore wings," wrote Linnaeus just one

hundred and fifty years ago, " appear in certain positions

to be all of gold." And greenish-golden they are, with the

bases purple, the hind wings bronze - grey, the male even

more minute than his tiny mate. Such is the " Buttercup
Atom," as one might christen calthella faithfully to its size

and habitat. For the pollen of the flowers of the marsh

marigold and of the buttercup is the food of the perfect

insect, though the eggs are laid among damp moss ; which

act accomplished, tlie parent dies beside them. The micro-

scopic larva is distinguished by a pair of head-horns, and

when sufficiently wet moss is lacking it quickly dries up. In

its struc<-ure it combines not a few of the characteristics of

the Ca,u.i.s " Worm " with those of the lepidopterous insect.

It spins a yellow silk cocoon, and the moth makes its appear-

ance in May and June, a single buttercup bloom having

been found to contain as many as thirty individuals.

Six species of Micropteryx are known in Brita' ., and of

them calthella occurs from Devon and Kent in the south to

the Orkneys.
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Araschnia Uvaiia-prorsa. 30, 61

Arctia aulica, 161

,, caia, 160

,, villica, i6i
Argent-and-SdbIc Moths, 208
Argynnis adippe, 57, Go, 62, T05

,, aglaia, 59, loO

„ laodicc. 106

,, niobe, Oi, 62, 106

Aricia medon. 58, 59, 122

„ ,, var. arlaxerxes, 58. 59
var. salinacis, 59

Aristotelia arundinetetia, 228
Ashworth's Rustic, 168
Astkena blomeri, 202

,, cawciit^a/a, 202
svlvala, 202

Attacus Cynthia, 244
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Augtades sylvanus, 58, 138
Azurp Blue, 125

Barbeny Carpet, 211

Barred Sallow, the, 178
Bath White, 61, 113
Beautiful Yellow Underwing, 180
Bedstraw Hawk, 241
Beech-green Carpet, 207
Belted Beauty, 43
Birch Mocha, the, 201

Bitt^s quercus. 33, 59, 132, 133
Black Arches, i ^8
Black Hairstreak, 33, 59
Black Mountain Moth, 217
Black-veined White, 60, 116
Blotched Emerald, 197
Bloxworth Blue, 60
Boarmia repandata, 217
Boletobia fuliginaria, 56
Btenlkis amalkusia, 103

„ euphrosyne, 59, 103
seUne, 59, 104

Hrepkos parthenias, 68, 221

„ noiha, 68, 221

Brimstone Butterfly. 33, 59, 65, 108

Brimstone Moth, 314
Brindled Beauty, the, 56. 216
Broad-barred White Moth, 170
Broad-bordered Bee Hawk, 39, 238
Broad-bordeted Yellow Underwing,

169
Brown Argus, 58, 122

Brown Cloak, the, 17
Brown Hairstreak, 33, 60, 132
Brown-tail, the, 156
hryophila murcUis, 167

„ perla. 166
Bufi Arches, 219
Bufi Ermine, 159
Bufi-tip, 188
Bulrush Wainscot, 1 74
Burnet, the, 182
Burnished Brass, the, 182

Buttercup Atom, 263

CaUimorpha dominula, 161

„ quadripunctaria, 161

Callophrys avis, 137
„ rubi, 59, 136

CamberweU Beauty, 61, 69, 71, 99
Camptogramma bilineaia, 210
Canary-shouldered Thorn, 213
Caradrina morpheus, 1 75
Carckarodus aicea, 62
Carpocapsa pomonella, 17, 192
Catocata electa, 183

CcUocala fulminea, \n^
nupta, 183

,, sponsa, 183
Cilastrina argiolus, 56, 58, 130
Celerio euphorbits, 240

,, gaiii, 241
„ lineaia, 242
,, vesperlilio, 241

Cerura bicuspis, 185
,, bifida, 185

,, Jursula, 185
Chalk Carpet, the, 204
Chalk HiU Blue, 60, 124
Charteas graminis, 17
Charaxes jasius, 75
Chequered Skipper, 59, 146
Chevron, the, 205
Chimney Sweeper, the, 201
China Maik, the, 225
Chinese Character, the, 219
CUoroclystis rectangulata, an
Chocolate-tips, the, 189
Chrysophanus dispar, 61, 137

,, var. ruiilus,

J37
Chrys-iphanus kippothoe, 61, 62
Cida .a miala, 206

,, silerata, 206
truncaia, 206

Cilix gla 'cata, 219
Cinnabar, the, 162
Cirrhia citrago, 177, 178
Clearwings, the, 229
Clothes' Moths, 227
Clouded-bordered Brindle, 173
Clouded Carpet, the, 205
Clouded Yellow, 30. 60, no
Cochlidion avellana, 259
CodUn Moth, 17
Ccenobia rufa, 1 75
Ccenonympha arcania, 61, 88

cedipus, 32, 88
pamphiltts, 59, 87

,, typhon, 59, 86
Coleophnra juncicolella, 228

„ ochrea, 228
Colias f<'-tsa, 30, 60, no

,, var. pallida, 30
hyale, 60, no

Comma, the, 60, 78, 97
Common Blue, 30, 56, 58, 123
Common Emerald, 198
Common Heath Moth, 217
Common Marbled Carpet, 207
Common Swift, 17, 194
Common Wainscot, 175
Common Wave, 212

•3.
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Common White Wave, 212

Conchylis francillonana, iql

Convolvulus Hawk, 71, 233
Copper Underwing, 175
Cosmolriche potcUoria, 250
Cossus cossus, 17, 189
Cream-bordered (Jreen Pea, .«, 1O4

Cream-spot Tiger, lOi

Cucullia absinthii, 180

, artemisitT, 180

„ t^naphcUii. 180

„ verbasci, i7<(

Cupido minimus, 5^, 1 20
Currant Clearwing, the, 1

7

Cy&osia mesomella, 1 63
Cydopides pala-moH, 59, i4(>

„ Sylvius, i.j8

L*ark Crimson Underwing, 183

Dark Green Fritillary, 50, io«>

Dark Tussock, the, 155
Oasycampa ruhigenea, 71

Dasychia Unebraria, 217
Uasychira fascelina, 155

„ pudibunda, 155
Uead-lcal Buttcrtiies, 78
Death's Head, the, 234
December Moth, 60, 246
Deilemera aniinorii, 74
OeiUphila nerii, 240
Dendrolimus pint, 251

Dianthcfcia capsincola, 171

Diaphora mevdica, 159
Dtcranufa viiiula, 71, 74. 185

Dilinia exanthemata, 212

„ pusaria, 212

Uiloba cccruleocephala, 1 73
Dimorpka verstcolora, 245
Dingy Skipper, 21, 58. 149, iS'^

Dot, the, 170
Dotted Footman, the, 162

Drepaua binaria, 218
falcataria, 21S

,, harpagula, 218

Drinker Moth, 250
Dryas pandora, 1 05

„ paphia, 36, '57, 60, 105

Duke of Burgundy Fritillary, (w, 1

1

Dusky-lemon Sallow, the, 178

Ear Moth, 149
Earias chlorana, 34, 164

Early Moth, the, 214
Elephant Hawk, 74, 242
Ematurga atomaria, 217
Emperor Moth, the, 214
EnMpia nigricana, 192

Ennomoi ainiaria. 213
,, quercinatia, 213

Ephestia kuehniella, 223
Epinepkele jurtina. 59, 89

tithonus, 59, 89
Erebia alhiops, 59. 85

„ epiphron, 85
,, var. cassiope, 59, 84

., epistygne, 53
,, evias, 86
,, ligea, 86
„ mfdu5a, 86

Eriocranis sparmannella, 231

Essex Emerald, 74, 197, 248
Essex Skipper, 60, 145
Euchloe cardamines, 59, 71. 112

,, euphenoides, 112
Euchloris pustulata, i07

smaragaaria, 74
Euclidia glyphica, 182

»ij, 182
£u£Oj!mia undulata, 204
Eugonia polychloros, 60, 98
Eulype hastata, 208
Eupethccias, the, 211
Euproctis chry^orrhnea, 15O

Eupsilia sateilitia, 179
Eurrhypera urticala, 226
£t(van«ssa antiopa, 61, 6<), 99
Everes argiades, 60
Exrrrela, ulmi, 186
Eyed Hawk, the, 237

False Mocha, the, 20i

Fan-Foots, the, 184, 222

Feathered Ear, the, 172
Festoon, the, 257
Figure-of-Eight Moth, 1 73
Footman Moths, 1O2
Forester, the, 257
Forester Moths, the, 256
Four-dotted Footman, the, 162

Fox Moth, the, 41, J ;>

Frosted-green, the, 2^0

Fumea casta, 255

Garden Carpet, the, 207
Garden Tiger, the, ibo

Gastropacha i/nercifolia, 79, 250
Gatekeeper, the, 59, 89
Geometra papilinnaria, i(/>

vernaria, 197
Ghost Moth, the, 194
Gipsy Moth, the, 1114

I

Glanvillc Fritillarj-, »K>, i"<.

Glaucous Shears, the, 1 70

I
Gnophos obscuraria, 217
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CxMt Moth, the. 17. 181)

Golden-bordered Purple, the, 198
Golden Gamma, the, 73, 182
Golden Pygmy, the, 261
Gold Spangle, the, 18,:

Gold Tail, the, 75, 157
Goniodoma limioniella. 228
GonopUryx cUopatra, 65, loq

fhamni, 33, 39, 63, 108
Gortyna nictilans, 149
GraciUaria syringella, 22K
Grass Emerald, the, iq<>

Grayline, the, 39, 79, 90
Greasy Fritillary, the, 59, 71, loo
Green-brindled Crescent, the, 1 73
Green Carpet, the, 207
Green Hairstreak, 39, 13b
Greet Oak Muth, the. 17, 164, 191
Green Pug, the. 211
Green Silver-lines, the, 34, 163
Green-veined White, 59, 114
Grizzled Skipper, 38, 149, 130
Ground Lackey, the. 24K

Habfosyn* derasa, 219
Hamorrhagia ftutjormts, 39, 238

tityus, 39, 238
Haltas prastnana. 34
Hanuaris lucina, 6o, 1 m
Hawk Moths, the. 232
Heath Fritillary, the, (x), 95, 100
Hebrew Character, the. 1 77
HecUera serena, 1 70
Heliaca tetubrata, 180
Hemitkta strigata, i9i>

Htodes virgauretB. bi

Hepiaius alticota, 152. 194
., humiili. i()4

,, ,. var. IkuUnsis, 194
lupulina, 17. 133. 194

Herald Moth, the, 180
Htrse convolvuii, 71, 233
Hesptria aliens, 61, 149

,. v.ir. armoricanus, 61
malvu , 58

., niaivoides, 149, 131
HtUrogtnea cruciafa, 260
HeUrogynis penella, 239
High Brown Fritillary, 37. 57. 60. 103
Highflyer, the, 210
Hifocrita jacobacr . 162
Htpparckia semele, 39, 79, 90
Holly Blue, the, 3b. 38. 130
Hook-Tips, the, 218"

Hop-Dog, the, 135
Hornet Clearwing, the, 79, 229
Humming Bird Hawk, the, 239

Hyb*mia defoliaria, ai}
Uucophearia, 315

,, rupicapraria, 213
Hydriomena jurcata, 210

„ impluviata, 210
Hygrochroa syringaria, 213
Hyioicus li^ustri, 233

„ piHostri, 236
HylopkUa bicolorana, 163

„ prasittana, 163
Hypena proboscidalis, 184
Hyria muricata, 198

lodis lacUaria, 198
IphieUd$i podalirius, 29, 6t, 6a, 1 19
Issoria lalkonia, 61, 105

Jersey Tiger, the, 161

July Highflyer, the. 210
Juniper Carpet, the, 206

KaUima huttoni, 78
Kentish Glory, the, 243

Lace Border, the. 199
Lachneis lanesttis, 43
Lackey Moth, the, 71, 248
Lampides baiicus, 60, 131
Lappet Moth. 79
Latentia testata, 203
T^rge Blue, 40, 41. 60. 120
l^arge Copper, 61, b3
Large Emerald, 196
Large Heath, 59. 86
I..arge Skipper, 58, 138
l.argc Tortoiseshell. 60. 98
Large White, 16, 37. 39. 115
I^rgc Yellow Underwing. 168
Lasiocampa calluna, 249

qturcKS, 248
I,eaf Butterflies, 78
Least Carpet, the, 199
I-eopard Moth, 193
I^ptosia sinapis, bo. 1 1

2

Lesser Broati-bordered Yellow Under-
wing, 169

1-esser Swallow Prominent, 188
Leucania pollens, 1 73
Light Emerald, the, 212
Light Orange Underwing, 221
Lilac Beauty, 213
Lime Hawk, the, 236
Limenilis Camilla, 94

,. populi, ttq, 94
,, Sibylla, 60, 93

Lita marmorea, 228
Lithosia complana, 163
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Lebepkora carpiiuUa. J04
,, i;ir«.'a(a, 204

Lolxter Moth, the. 183, 186
Long Horns, the, 231
Long-tailed Blue, 60, 131
Loweia dorilis, 61
f.ulworth Skipper, 60, 66, 141

Lunar Double-stripe, 18j
Lunar Thorn, the, 213
Lycana aUon, 122

„ areas, 122
,, arioH, 40, 60, 120
,, euphemus, 122

Lychnis Moth, 1 71

Lycia hirtaria, 36, 216
Lygris prunata, 205
Lymantria dispar, 157

,, monacka, 158

Macroglossum stellalarum, 239
Macrothylacia rubi, 41, 249
Magpie Moth, 212
MtUacosoma castrensis, 248

„ neuslria, 71, 247
Mallow Moths, the, 203
Mameslra glauca, 1 70

„ peregrina, 170
,, persicariff, 170

Many Plume, the, 254
Map Butterfly, the, 30
Marbled Beauty, the, 166
Marbled Green, the, 167
Marbled White, the, 60, 84
March Moth, the, 70
May Highflyer, the, 210
Mazarine Blue, 61, 63, 127
Meadow Brown, the, 39, 89
Melanargia galaUa, 60, 84

„ lackesis, 84
Mtlitaa atkalia, 60, 95, 100

,, aurelia, 93
cinxia. 60, 93, 100

„ didyma, 93
„ parthenie, 93
,, varia, 93

Mellinia gilvago, 178
Merveille-du-jour, the, 193
Metrocampa margaritata, 212
Micropteiyx caltheiia, 262
Mimas lilia, 236
Miselia oxycanthtx, 1 73
Mochas, the, 200, 201
Mother Shipton Moth, 182
Mottled Beauty, the, 217
Mottled Rustic, the, 173
Mountain Ringlet, 39, 84
Mouse Moth, the, 176

Mullein Shark, the, i7<)

Muslin Moth, the, 139

Narrow-bordered Bee Hawk, 39. 138
Nepticula aurella, 261

plagiocella, 362
Ntptis aceris, 94

,, lucilla, 94
Nisoniades tage^, 21, 149, l6a
Noclua brunnea, 168
Nola strigula, 164
Nomtadts semiargus. 61, 127
Noiiagria Ivphtr, 39
Northern Dart, the, 167
Northern Eggar, the, 249
Notocelia roborana. 1 7
Notodonta trilopku%, 187

:i(:ac, 1 87
Nympkula nymphaata, 225

slagnata, J23
Nyssia tonaria, 43

Oak Eggar, the, J48
Ockrtra auragu, 1 78
Odetia atrata, 201

Odontopera bidentata. 76
Oinopkila v-flavum, 227
Old Lady, the, 174
Oleander flawk, the, 240
Opetoptkera boteiita, 203

,, brumala, 203
Opistkograptis luleolata, 214
Orange Moth, the, 213
Orange Sallow, the, 178
Orange Tip, the, 59. 71, 79. 112
Orange Undenting, the, 68, 221

Orgyia aniiqua. 36, 133
,, gonostigma, 134

Orneodes kexadactyla, 234
Ortkolitka bipunctaria, 204

limitaia, 203

Pacha-with-many-Tails, the, 75
Packttra leucopkaia, 1 71

Packnobia leucograpka, 1 77
,, rubricosa, 177

Packytelia unicolor, 255
Painted I^dy, the, 60, 96
Pale Brindled Beauty, the, 21O
Pale Clouded Yellow, 60, 1 10

Pale Oak Eggar, the, 247
Pale Prominent, the, 187
Pale Tussock, the, 133
Panolis pintperda, 176
Papilio aUxanor, 29, 119

„ kospiton, 29, 119
mackaon, 29, 59, 74, 117
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Parmrg* aekini. M
„ egeria, m
„ „ var. egeridti, 39, ()i

„ mtgtrm. 50, 01
I'arascohafultginarta, i8f
Parasemia planUiginii. Una
f'amauiu! apollo, Oj, 117

„ mnemoxytte, 117
tVach Blosmm Moth, iio
Ceacock Butterfly, s^. S<>. 7>. «oo
Pearl-bordered Fritillary, 59, lo^
Febbic liooK-tip, 218
I'rbble Prominent, the, 187
Pelosia muscerda, 163
I'eppered Moth. 216
Pirgesa ilpenor. 74, 242

„ porcellus, 241
Peritoma affinata, 2o<)

,, flavofasctala, 309
Phalera bucepkala, 188
Pkiosia dictaoides, 188

,. <r«mu/a, 188
Phigaliapedaria. 2if>

I'hoenix Moth. 20,
PkrofmiUobia fultginosa. 159
Pi«fu ftfojsica-. 16, 57, 59, 114

napi, 50, 113
„ rapa; il>, 59, 63. 114

l*inc Beauty, the. 1 76
IHne Hawk, the, ^30
I'mk-barred Sallow, the. 178
PUbeius argui, 58, 128
Plusia brccUa, 182

„ ehrysitis. 182

., gamma. 63, 75. 181

„ moneta, 63. i8i

Pcecitocampa populi, jo, 246
Polygonia c-album, 60, 78. 97
Polyommatus hylas, 57

., icarus. 30. 58, 123
Polyploca ridens, 220
Pontia daplidice. bi. 113
(•oplar Grey. the. 168
I'oplar Hawk. the. 237
Portkesia similis, 75, 157
I'rivet Hawk, the. 235
l^ominents, the, 187
Pseudophia lunaris, 183
Pseudoterpna pruinata, 196
Psodos coracina, 217
PterophoTus monodactylus, 253
Pterosoma palpina, 187
Fugs. the. 211

Purple Clay. the. 168
Purple Emperor, the, 32. 60. 66, 68,

92
Purple Haiistreak, 33, 59. 68, 133

PuiiH Moth, 71, 74. 185
Pygina anachoreta, 158, 189
lyralis lartnalts, 224
Pyrameis alalanla, 00, 69, 93

cardui, bo, 93i 96

Queen oi Spain Fritillary, 61, 104, 103

Red Admiral, the. 5b, Oo, 69, 71, 93
Red-bclti'd C Icarwing, 229
Red Chestnut, the, 177
Red Undcrwing, the. 183
HhyParia purpurata, 160
Riband Wave. the. 200
Ringlet Butterfly. 59, 88
Ringlets, the, 77
Rivulet, the. 2^9
Royal Mantle, the, 211
Ruby Tiger, the, i ')9

Rumiciaphltras, 5S. 137
Rusty Wave. the. 198

Sallow, the, 178
Sallow Kitten. 185
Sallow Moths, the, 1 77
Sandy Carpet, the. 2 9
Satellite, the. 179
Satin Moth. 17, 157
Satumia pavoma, 244

.. py**. 244
„ spir ', 244

Satyrus hermione, 79, 90
Scalloped Hazel, 76
Scarce Dagger, the, 166
Scarce Footman, 163
Scarce Hook-tip. 218
Scarce Swallow-tail. 29, 61, 119
Scarce Vapourer. the. 154
Scarlet Tiger. 162
Scoliopleryx libatrix, 180
Scotch Argus. 59. 85
Scotosia vetulata, 204
Seaside Plume. 252
Selenia lunaria, 213
Sharks, the, 179
Shoulder-stripe, the, 211
Silver-spotted Skipper, 60, 140
Silver-striped Hawk. 242
Silver-studded B'ue, 57, 58, 128
Silver-washeu Fritillary, 36, 37, 60,

105
Silver Y. 181
Six-spot Burnet, 65, 258
Small Black Arches, 164
Small Blood Vein, 200
Small Blue, 58. 129
Small Brindled Beauty, 216
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SauOl C«btage White, i6, 63. 7i. 7*.

I<5
Small Copper, 56, ^7. 58, 137
Small Eggar, 43, 247
Small Elephant H,-"vk, i4j
Small Emerald, i<>7

Small Heath Huttcrtty, VJ. »?. 88

Small Mountain Kinglet. 84
Small Pearl-bordcrcd Fritillary. yt,

tOA
Small Skipper, si, bo, 143
Small Tortoi^athcll, ^6, 59, 71. 76, 99
Small Wainscot, 1 75
Small Yellow llnderwlng, 180

Snout Moth, 184
Snouts, the, 184, 222

Speckled Wood, ;'(. <ji

Speckled Yellow. 214

.y>kin* ocellala. 237
spilosoma httritepfUa. 1 59

me»lkastr%, 159
var. latima, 159

Spnng Usher, 214
Spurge Hawk, 240
Slawopus fagi. 185. '8»'

SlenofMia pUrodactyla, 233

Stilpnolia salicis, 17, 137
Stone Plume, the, 253
Stranger, the, 170
Streamer, the, 211

Sirymon acaciir, 33
ilicis, 137

„ pruni, 33, 59, «3«

,, spini, 137
w-album. 00, 134

SwaUow-tail Butterfly, 29, 39, 74, 76.

117
Swallow-tail Moth, 76, 214
Swallow Prominent, the, 188

Swilt Moths, the, 193
Hyntomis phegea, 230

Icentocampa gothxca, 1 77
Tapinostola julva, 175
Thais polyxena, 41, 117
Tkaumetopara processionea, 17

Tkera juniperata, 206
Thorns, the, 213
Thyatira batis, 220
Thynulicus acUson, 60, 67, 141

Tinea biselliella, 227
ritMOia peUionetta, 227

Tiuue Moth, 204
Tooth-striped, the, 204
Tortrtx viridana, 17, I9>

Triangle, the, 260
Thckiuta crattTgi. 247
Trichopkaga lapeuelta, 227
Trxphttna fimbria, 16')

,, laMMtMn, 109
pronnha, 168

Tftphosa Juhilata, 204
Trockiltum myopa forme. 229

spkeciformr, 230
stomn.ryforme, 230
lipuliform*. 17, 2»9

Turnip Moth. 167
Tussock Moths, 154

UrapUryx sambucaria, 7b, 214

Urbtcola cotmna, 60, 140

Vanessa to. y), kjo
Vapourer Moth, 56, 133
Krni/ia macularta, 214

Wainscots, the, 174
WaU Butterlly. 59, 9i

Waved Black, the, 185

White Admiral. 93
White-barred Clearwing, 330
White Ermine, the, 159
White Letter Hairstreak, 60
White-marked, the, 177
White Plume, the, 254
Winter Moths, the, 203
Wood Tiger, the, 160

Wood White, 60, 112

Xanthia fulvago, 178
lulea 178

Xanlholeuca croceago, 178
Xanthorkof ftuctuata, 207

,, monlanaia, 268

„ sociata, 268
tr%stata, 268

Xylopkasia polyodm, 172

,, rurea, 172

Yellow-barred Brindle, the, 204

Yellow Shell, the, 210

Zephyrus betulj', 33. 60
Zeuzera pynna, 193
Zonoioma ptndularia, 201
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